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MONDAY	09	JULY	2019	

 
BEYKENT 1ST INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM OF DESIGN FOR LIVING WITH WATER 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME 

  
 

 

 

Time Theme 

09:00 - 10:00 
 

Registration and Welcome 
 

10:00 - 10:15 Chair’s Opening Speech  
Assoc. Prof. Dr. İnanç Işıl YILDIRIM 

10:15 - 10:30 Vice Rector’s Opening Speech  
Prof. Dr. Şeyma Özkara AYDINOĞLU 

10:30 - 11:00 Cem MELİKOĞLU (Chairman of Türk Loyd) – Invited Speaker 
“Basic Requirements of Floating Houses” 

11:00 - 11:45 
Prof. Dr. Ardeshir MAHDAVI (TU, Wien) – Invited Speaker 
“Is There a Future for Bioclimatic and Vernacular Architecture 
Traditions?” 

11:45 - 12:30 
Assist. Prof. Dr. Nasiha POZDER (University of Sarajevo) – Invited 
Speaker 
“Water (un)sensitive City - Cause of (de)urbanization” 

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch Break 

13:30 - 13:45 Rector’s Speech  
Prof. Dr. A. Murat FERMAN 

13:45 - 14:30 Koen OLTHUIS ( Waterstudio, Netherlands) – Invited Speaker 
“Rise of Blue City” 

14:30 - 15:00 Assist. Prof. Dr. Ricardo BALBO (IED, Torino) – Invited Speaker 
“Drenched creativity: Reflecting on the Influence of Water on Design” 

 
15:15 - 15:45 

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Alexandrina NENKOVA (UACEG, Sofia) – Invited 
Speaker 
“The Parallel Reality of Living in Water. New Environmental 
Approach – the “Aquatecture” Concept”  

15:45 - 16:15 
Dr. Tomas OOMS (KU Leuven, Brussels) – Invited Speaker 
“Mereological Negotiations In Practice (Research): Waterworks and the 
Drawing: Inducing Relations” 

16:15 - 16:30 Coff ee Break 

16:30 - 17:00 Conclusion Remarks 
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ŞAHBAZ 
“Hydrophilic Structures” 
Abubakar Sadiq SHAABAN - İnanc Işıl YILDIRIM 
“A Comparative Evaluation Of Floating And Terrestrial Architecture; 
a Case Study of Google’s Floating Data Center and Googleplex 
Terrestrial Building” 
Ahu GÜRLER AKDENİZ 
“Floating Architecture: Hybrid-Scapes Through Hydrophilic Design 
Concepts” 
Alexandrina NENKOVA - Christo TRITAKOV 
“The Parallel Reality of Living in Water. A New Environmental 
Approach – the “Aquatecture” Concept” 
Ammar İBRAHİMGİL 
“The Sebilhanes on Crete Island in Ottoman Period” 

10:00 - 11:00 

Andrée Sonad KARAVELI KARTAL - Bilgen DÜNDAR 
“Interactive Forms of Water In The Urban Context” 
Aslı Pınar BİKET 
“Kentsel Kimlik ve Kentsel Hafizada Suyun Yeri” 
Ayda RASTIEMADABADI - Sadaf TABATABAEE  
“Flow of water through traditional Iranian cities (Analysis of the forms 
and roles of water in the hierarchy of Iranian cities)” 
Aysun GÜNER - Pelin KARAÇAR-Elmira GÜR 
“Proposal of Using Nano -Materials in Yacht Design” 
Berna GÖL 
“Water as Fetish in Architecture: Tracing a Continuity in Changing 
Modes of Architectural Practices” 

11:00 - 12:00 

Buse Ceren ŞENGÜL 
“Mythical to Futuristic: Place of Water in Conceptual and 
Experimental Architecture and Image of the Future City” 
Cansu MEYMAR - Diğdem ÇAĞIRAL 
“Design Reflected on the Water” 
Lana KUDUMOVIC – Leila Krivosic DIZDAREVIC 
“Image of the Places Developed During Ottoman Period in Bosnia: 
Relation of Water and Urban Tissues” 
Cem DOĞAN 
“Yaşanabilir Kent Kavramı Kapsamında Suyun Kentsel Mimari 
Üzerindeki Önemi” 
Ugochukwu K. Elinwa - Silas LIMAI - Silvia COVARINO 
“Water Resource and Urbanization in Africa. The Risk of the [in] 
Formal Habitat in Lagos” 
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12:00 - 12:30 Lunch Break 

12:30 - 13:30 

Damla ALTUNCU 
“Sea Bath Structures on the Asian Side of İstanbul: Construction of 
Turkish Modernism with Lightweight Materials” 
Doğa ÜZÜMCÜOĞLU - Mukaddes POLAY 
“Evaluating the Impact of Waterfront Regeneration on City Identity” 
Ebru GÜRLER 
“Resilient Heritage-Scapes: “Climate-Proof Urban and Regional 
Planning” Approach for (Historic) Coastal Cities”  
Gamze KARAYILANOĞLU 
“Adaptive Reuse of Waterfront Industrial Areas: Example of 
Refshaleøen in Copenhagen” 
İrem ÇATAY 
“Lighting Concepts and Living Experience in Yacht Design” 

13:30 - 14:30 

İstem Seçkin PARLAKYILDIZ KÖSE- Selin YILDIZ-İnanç Işıl 
YILDIRIM 
“Architectural Responses to Cruise Ship Tourism and its Potential 
Effects in Istanbul” 
M. Danial İSMAİL - Türkan Sultan YAŞAR İSMAİL 
“Responsive City: An Exploration of Possibilities of City Design That 
React to Water Related Disasters” 
M. Erdal EREN 
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Semih İĞCİ - Fatih US  
“The Relations Between City and Sea Evaluation of Threshold Concept: 
The Example of Samsun” 
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Begüm BAYRAKTAROĞLU 
“Re-Interpretation of the Concept “Water Reuse” Minneapolis Historic 
Mill District Area” 
Beste Nur İSKENDER AYDIN 
“Creating a Cultural Route As a Method for Maintaining the Coastal 
Identity and Culture in İstanbul” 
Esen KUNT 
“Boğazın Suları Çekildiği Zaman; Kara Kitap Üzerine Performatif Bir 
Okuma” 
Esra TOKAT  
“Courtyard Tradition In Interior In Anatolian Turkish Architecture 
and the Use of Water in Design” 
Işıl BAYSAN SERİM 
“How Cinematic Imaginations Of Water Architecture Construct The 
City Of The Future” 
Soner ŞAHİN 
“Osmanlı Dönemi Su Temin Yapılarında Suyun Bir Tasarım Öğesi 
Olarak Kullanımı” 
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WELCOME TO ISDLW I 2019 

 

 
 

Dear Researchers; 
 
 
We are pleased to announce that the 1st International Symposium of Design for Living with 
Water will be held in İstanbul, Turkey between July 9-10, 2019 and is hosted by Beykent 
University, Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, Interior Architecture (EN) Department. In 
the scope of this symposium, different types of integration water to spaces from the vernacular 
models to floating homes will be discussed. As a response to the world’s sustainability problems 
from economic, socio-cultural and also the ecological aspects, we need to understand the 
importance of living with water. As the designers and engineers of the “climate change 
generation,” we have the responsibility to look at the past, present and the future and ask the 
opportunities of water that we could apply, inform and transform to our designs.  
  
We invite designers, architects, engineers, sociologists, students and everyone who feel the need 
for creating solutions sensitive to climate change and for sustainable future of the world 
focusing in particular on the design with water. 
 
 
Kind Regards… 
 
 

Assoc. Prof. Dr. İnanç Işıl Yıldırım, 
Symposium Chair 

Beykent University Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, 
Head of Interior Architecture (EN) Department 

 
For more information please visit: www.isdlw.org 
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SEMPOZYUM ÇAĞRI METNİ 
 

 
 
 
Sayın Araştırmacılar; 
 
 
9-10 Temmuz 2019 tarihleri arasında, Beykent Üniversitesi Mühendislik-Mimarlık Fakültesi İç 
Mimarlık İngilizce Bölümü’nün ev sahipliğini yaptığı, İstanbul'da düzenlenen 1. Uluslararası 
Su ile Yaşama Dair Tasarım Sempozyumu’nun gerçekleşeceğini duyurmaktan mutluluk 
duyuyoruz. Bu sempozyum kapsamında, su ile entegre edilmiş mekânlardan, yüzer yapı 
modellerine kadar su ile birlikte düşünülmüş tasarım biçimleri tartışılacaktır. Dünyanın 
sürdürülebilirlik sorunlarına bir cevap olarak, ekonomik, sosyo-kültürel ve ekolojik yönlerden, 
su ile yaşamanın öneminin anlaşılması gerekmektedir. “İklim değişikliği kuşağının” 
tasarımcıları ve mühendisleri olarak, geçmişe, şimdiye ve geleceğe bakarak, tasarımlarımıza 
uygulayabildiğimiz, tasarımlarımız üzerinden bilgi verebileceğimiz üretimleri, su ile 
bağdaştırmak sorumluluklarımız arasındadır. 
 
Tasarımcılar, mimarlar, mühendisler, sosyologlar, öğrenciler ve iklim değişikliğine duyarlı 
çözüm üretme ihtiyacı duyan herkesi suya odaklanan tasarımlarıyla birlikte, sürdürülebilir bir 
dünya için sempozyumumuza davet ediyoruz. 
 
 
 

Doç.Dr. İnanç Işıl Yıldırım, 
Sempozyum Başkanı 

Beykent Üniversitesi Mühendislik Mimarlık Fakültesi, 
İç Mimarlık (EN) Bölüm Başkanı   

 
Daha fazla bilgi için: www.isdlw.org 
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“A drop of water, 

if it could write out its own history, 
would explain the universe to us.” 

Lucy Larcom 
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It gives me great pleasure to be making this speech to you this morning. Before begining to 
formal speech as an Organization Chair, I would like to share with you a memory of a dreamer 
and a story of how we came to this symposium. 

When I was working on my second year architecture studio class with a residential project, the 
question came to my mind: Do the architects design buildings only for based on ground? What 
about overhead the trees, flying spaces in the air and on water? Floating architecture?? Who 
would be the architects of those spaces? After years I found that notes written in 1999, while  I 
was submitting my doctorate thesis which named “Effects of physical elements on spatial 
cognition of floating spaces: Relation with environment and human behaviour” in 2012. And I 
remind that everything we live today were something we noted and forgot somewhere. After I 
finished my PhD, I continued to study on human perception on water. There were lots of 
researches about living on water or psychology of human on board but none of them was 
questioned them together human and floating space as an architectural way. So I published my 
book which based the post occupancy evaluation of yacht interior spaces as sample of the 
floating interiors. After all these works with the feeling of a necessity of sharing knowledges 
and experiences with different disciplines and cultures about living with water, the idea of this 
symposium came out, as water is a global issue and natural source for all of us. 

Now! On behalf of the ISDLW-I organizing committee, I am honored and delighted to welcome 
you to the 1st International Symposium of Design for Living with Water at Beykent University, 
İstanbul. İstanbul is the world’s only metropolis that lies on two continents. Europe and Asia 
are united by the Bosphorus strait which connects the Black Sea to the Marmara Sea as well. 
The City of İstanbul also carries the traces of many civilizations within its geography. Despite 
the changings of various cultures something that stayed unchanged was the water always with 
its leading role which is flowing through the scene of life. Such that the City is also called as 
“Leb-i Derya” which describes İstanbul the “Lips of Sea”. Water was the trade, water was the 
transportation, water meant the leisure, water meant the naval power, water was living space, 
briefly water was the life. 

Today the changings at the requirements of life adds new meanings to water and we are 
witnessing the shifting boundaries between sea and land. Although living with water is not a 
new concept but the way we evaluate water needs some considerations and precisions due to 
the extreme climate changes. These extreme climate events are becoming more numerous as 
the planet’s climate transforms as a result of human activity. Not only extreme climate changes 
but also rising density, economical trends and sustainability problems caused a growing focus 
on living with water. Scientist and futurists from all over the world are indicating the solutions 
for living with water and predict that the relationship between human and water will increase. 
Except from the countries which have the risk of flood, or rising sea levels,  the other countries 
which has the probability of effecting by the climate changes are also taking into consideration 
water based solutions. Also the flow of the capital and changing human life style requirements 
show us the water as an alternative living space. 

In the scope of this symposium, different integration types of water to spaces from the 
vernacular models to floating homes wil be discussed. As a respond to the world’s sustainability 
problems, from both economical, socio - cultural and also the ecological, we need to understand 
the importance of living with water. As the designers and engineers of the “climate change 
generation” we have the responsility to look at the past, present and the future and ask the 
opportunities of water that we could apply, inform and transform to our designs. 
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I would like to close this welcome with a round of thanks for everyone who has made ISDLW-
I 2019 possible. I would like to start by thanking my fellow members of the Organizing 
Committee, in particular Begüm Bayraktaroğlu who took many of the responsibilities 
associated with the symposium. We are grateful to our Dean Prof. Dr. Şeyma Özkara Aydınoğlu 
for her helpful manner through the process. And special thanks to Beykent University Rector 
Prof. Dr. Murat Ferman for supporting many events associated with the symposium. I want to 
express my deep regards to our invited speakers for agreeing to take time out of their busy 
schedules to give us their perspectives on a broad-ranging set of topics. And also thanks to our 
colleagues Çiğdem Tolgay and Deniz Ersoy for introducing us with Prof. Dr. Mahdavi and 
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Nenkova respectively. I would also like to take this opportunity to thank to 
Prof. Dr. Şengül Öymen Gür who caused me to be here. And many thanks to Prof. Dr. Ayşe 
Tütengil and Assoc. Prof. Dr. Şen Yüksel for their supports. And of course I send my best 
regards to our scientific committe for their time and expertises.  

As Lucy Larcom says; “A drop of water, 

if it could write out its own history, 

would explain the universe to us.” 

Now let it water to write out its own history!  

I sincerely hope that you will enjoy the programme and with my best wishes for a succesful 
symposium. 

Once again, welcome to İstanbul! 

        

       Assoc. Prof. Dr. İnanç Işıl Yıldırım,  

ISDLW General Coordinator 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 
 

CEM MELİKOĞLU 

Türk Loydu Foundation 

Chairman  

Mr. Cem Melikoğlu was born in İstanbul in 1964. He graduated from İstanbul Technical University as 
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineer in 1988.  

He has held several management roles in international energy sector such as; ExxonMobil Europe, 
Africa and Middle East HSSE Coordinator more than 21 years, Head of HSSE and Sustainability for 
OMV Petrol Ofisi, HSSE Director for TANAP (Trans Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline) Project. Mr. Cem 
Melikoğlu is working as Chairman of Türk Loydu Foundation since April 2015.  

 

YÜZEN SU YAPILARININ BAŞLICA GEREKSİNİMLERİ 
 
Cem MELİKOĞLU, TÜRK LOYDU VAKFI 
 
Türk Loydu Nedir? 
 
Türk Loydu bağımsız ve tarafsız olarak çalışan bir klaslama ve uygunluk 

değerlendirme hizmeti şirketidir. Genel olarak denizcilik ve çeşitli temel endüstriyel 
alanlarda klaslama hizmetleri, bayrak devleti adına statü belgeleri, denetleme, kontrol 
hizmetleri, proje bazında 3. Parti gözetim hizmetleri vermektedir.  

Birçok sivil toplum kuruluşu ve çeşitli mühendislik meslek odalarından oluşan 
bağımsız bir genel kurul yapısı vardır.  
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Türk Loydu 19 adet farklı devletin denizcilik idareleri tarafından yetkilendirilmiştir.  
 
Son 13 yıldır Paris MoU tarafından “Yüksek Performanslı Kuruluş” olarak 

değerlendirilen Türk Loydu 2018 yılı sonu yayınlanan son raporunda dünya çapında ilk 8’e 
giren bir uygunluk değerlendirme kuruluşu olarak dikkat çekmektedir.  

 
Yüzen Su Yapısı ne demektir? 

• Yüzen bir yapı bir tür gemi olup çeşitli yaşam alanlarına sahiptir. Aynı zamanda 
sürdürülebilir bir yapıya sahiptir. 

• Genelde nehir, göl tekneleri şeklinde tasarlanmış ve yapılmış olup aynı zamanda 
ikamet alanı, otel, okul gibi çeşitli amaçlara da hizmet edebilmektedirler. 

• Yüzen su yapıları aslında birer mimarı dönüşümdürler. 
 
Su Üstü Yapılarına İhtiyacımız Var mıdır? 

• İklim Değişikliği tartışmasız bu konuda önemli bir etkendir. Her geçen gün eriyen 
kutup buzulları ile yükselen sular, ısınan atmosfer yaşanabilecek karasal alanları bir 
şekilde kısıtlamaktadır.  

• Nüfus artışı ayrıca önemli bir etkendir.  
• Kısıtlanan karasal alanlar yerine artan insan nüfusunun kendine denizlerde çıkış 

yolu aramasından daha doğal bir gelişme olamaz.  
 
Ancak yüzen su yapıları herkese çok çekici gelse de hayallerle gerçekler her zaman 

örtüşemeyebilir. Hele tasarım aşamasında çok önemli olabilecek temel mühendislik 
kurallarına dikkat edilmez ise. Bazen hatalı denge hesapları yüzünden hafif bir kar yağışı ile 
alabora olabilen evler, mevsim normalleri dikkate alınmadan yapıldığından ilk fırtınada 
dağılan dayanıksız yapılar ve hatta daha denize indirme aşamasında başarısızlıkla sonuçlanan 
yüzen, daha doğrusu yüzemeyen yapılar. 

 
Yüzen Adalar (Ticari Yapılar) 
Yüzen su yapılarını yalnızca evlerle sınırlamamak gerekir. Elbette evler önemli bir 

yer tutmaktadır ancak yüzen adalar olarak da ifade edebileceğimiz çok çeşitli ticari 
kullanımlara hizmet edebilecek yapılar da vardır. Örneğin yüzen otoparklar, yüzen eğlence 
merkezleri, yüzen restoran adaları vs. 

Ticari yapıların temel önceliğinin finansal getiri yani kar etmek olduğu düşünülürse 
özellikle çevresel hassasiyetleri içeren yasal altyapının gerekliliği inkâr edilemez. 

3 tarafı denizlerle çevrili, muhteşem sahiller ve kumsallarla dolu olan Türkiye’nin 
kıyı şeridinin iyi korunması gerekmektedir. 

 
İnşaat Gereksinimleri 
Yüzen su yapıları yürürlükteki yasalar, mevzuat ve standartlarla uyumlu olmak 

zorundadırlar. 
 
4.1. Gövde Yapısı ve Stabilite 
4.2. Enerji Sistemleri, Elektrik Alt Yapısı  
4.3 Pencereler 
4.4 Yüzme Güverteleri 
4.5 Atık Sistemleri, Atık Su Yönetimi 
4.6 Emniyet ve Güvenlik Sistemleri ( Can yelekleri, Yangınla Mücadele, Acil 

Durum Yönetimi) 
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Bahsi geçen tüm bu temel gereksinimlerin karşılandığından emin olmanın en güvenli 

yolu bağımsız ve tarafsız, yetkililerce onaylanmış 3. Parti gözetim kuruluşlarının inşaatın ve 
zorunlu ekipmanların inşa süreçlerini kontrol ve gözetimlerini sağlamalarıdır. 

 
4.1. Gövde Yapısı ve Stabilite 
Bir yüzen su yapısının, özellikle de bir yüzen evin kötü hava şartlarına dayanıklı 

olması, kullanılacağı iklimin zorlayıcı şartlarına uyumlu olması gerekmektedir. Çok çeşitli 
kötü hava şartları düşünülebilir. Şiddetli fırtınalar, güçlü yağmurlar, aşırı kar yağışları gibi. 
Tasarımlar hava şartları ile uyumlu olmazsa çatıda fazladan birikecek kar yığını yapının 
ağrılık merkezini yukarı çekecek, dolayısıyla da yapının stabilitesini bozacaktır. 
Dengesizleşen yüzen evin bu durumda devrilmesi sürpriz olmaz.  

 
4.2. Enerji Sistemleri, Elektrik Alt Yapısı  
Yüzen su yapılarında maksimum düzeyde çevreci enerji sistemleri kullanmakta, 

yenilenebilir enerjileri tercih etmekte fayda vardır. Sürekli aynı bölgede kalacak olan yüzen 
su yapısının çevreye minimum etkide kalabilmesi için olabildiğince çok sayıda güneş paneli 
kullanılmalıdır. Elbette karaya yakınlığın avantajı kullanılarak mümkünse kablo ile 
iletilebilecek olan elektrik enerjisi kullanılabilir. Ancak atık su sistemleri ayrı tanklarda 
toplanmalı ve yasal mevzuata uygun şekilde, tercihen onaylı atık toplama gemilerince 
toplanarak bertaraf edilmelidir. 

 
Deniz üzerindeki yapılarda kullanılan elektrik projeleri, iletim, kablolama sistemleri 

karasal yapılardan oldukça farklıdırlar. Bu nedenle elektrik projelerinin tüm diğer gemilerde 
olduğu gibi tecrübeli ve lisanslı elektrikçiler tarafından yapılması, projenin yetkili bir 
klaslama kurumu tarafından onaylanması ve mutlaka bir elektrik planının yüzen evde 
bulundurulması gerekmektedir.  

 
4.3 Pencereler 
Pencereler ve camları gerek sızdırmazlık gerek güvenlik açısından ayrı önem arz 

etmektedirler. Yerine göre tasarım sırasında lamine veya sertleştirilmiş camlar tercih edilir. 
 
4.4 Yüzme Güverteleri 
Yüzme güverteleri çok konfor sağlayan unsurlardır. Yüzen yapıya ayrıca 

kullanılabilecek ek bir platform sağlaması ayrıca denize giriş çıkışlarda kolaylık sağlaması 
açısından tercih edilirler. Ancak genel kural olarak güvenlik nedeniyle bir yüzen evde yüzme 
güvertesinin boyu 180 cm.’i geçmemeli, üzerine kesinlikle jeneratör vb. gibi elektrikli 
cihazlar yerleştirilmemelidir.   

 
4.5 Atık Sistemleri, Atık Su Yönetimi 
Bir yüzen su yapısından çok çeşitli atıklar çıkabilmektedir. Özellikle yapının 

kanalizasyon sistemi iyi düzenlenmeli, hiç bir sızıntıya izin vermemeli ve pis su tankı yeterli 
büyüklükte olmalıdır. Yerel otoritenin ve yürürlükteki mevzuatın öngördüğü şekilde atıklar 
yönetilmelidir. Yüzen yapının pek hareket etmeyeceği ve uzun süre aynı bölgede kalacağı 
düşünülürse çevresel hassasiyetin üst düzeyde olmasının gerekliliği tartışılamaz. 

Yüzen su yapıları çok keyifli ve doğayla iç içe yapılardır, ancak dikkatli 
yönetilmezlerse çevreye çok ciddi hasarlar verebilirler.    

 
4.6 Emniyet ve Güvenlik Sistemleri ( Can yelekleri, Yangınla Mücadele, Acil 

Durum Yönetimi) 
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Yapıdaki can yelekleri ve gerekiyorsa cankurtaran botları ikamet edecek kişi sayısıyla 
uyumlu olmalıdır. 

Yangın önlemlerinin önemi tartışılamaz. Ancak elbette normal bir evden çok daha üst 
düzeyde alınacak yangın önlemlerinin yapının yapılacağı konstrüksiyon malzemeleri ile de 
doğrudan ilişkisi vardır.  

  
5. Plan Onay 
Yüzen su yapılarının planlarının detaylı olarak incelenmesi ve;  

• İlgili klaslama kuruluşunun kuralları ile uyumlu olması, 
• Yürürlükteki yasal yönetmelikler ve ilgili mevzuata uygun olması, 
• Uluslar arası kurallara uygun olması (IMO, SOLAS, MARPOL,vs), 
• 4. Bölümde bahsedilmiş olan temel konulardaki tüm beklentileri karşılaması 

gerekmektedir. 
 
6. Denetim 
Plan onayından sonraki kısım olan inşaat sürecinde tüm aşamalar yakından takip 

edilmelidir. Onaylanmış olan plana uygun şekilde  
Seçilen yapı malzemeleri ve bunların montajları izlenerek hatasız bir inşa süreci 

sağlanmalıdır. 
Denize indirme öncesi gerekli izin ve sertifikasyonlar tamamlanmış olmalıdır. 
Denize indirme tamamlandıktan sonra yapı çeşitli periyodik kontroller ile izlenir. 

Bunlar yıllık denetimler, 3 veya 5 yıllık klas sertifikası yenilemesi gibi kontrolleri içerir. 
 
7. Olası Paydaşlar ve İlgili Otoriteler 
Bir yüzen yapı karasal bir inşaattan veya bir gemiden daha farklı paydaşları 

ilgilendirebilir. Aşağıda bazı örnekler verilmiştir.  
• Ulaştırma ve Altyapı Bakanlığı (denizcilik ile ilgili tüm temel işlemler Ulaştırma ve 

Altyapı Bakanlığı tarafından yürütülmektedir.) 
• Çevre ve Şehircilik Bakanlığı  

( ÇED Onay süreci ve bazı çevresel lisans süreçleri) 
• Milli Emlak (Bazı hallerde deniz üzerindeki uzun süre kullanılacak alanın devletten 

kiralanması gerekebilir) 
• Belediyeler (Özellikle ticari amacı olan işletmelerde ruhsat süreçleri gerekebilir) 

 
Sonuç; 
 
8300 km’den fazla kıyı şeridine sahip bir ülke olan Türkiye’de yüzen su yapıları 

çeşitleri zenginleştirilip uygun ve gerek duyulan yerlerde çok daha efektif olarak 
kullanılabilirler.  

 
Bu nedenle Türkiye’de yüzen su yapılarına yönelik özel yasal altyapının 

olgunlaştırılması  ve bu fırsatı kullanarak gerekli mimarlık /  mühendislik çalışmalarının 
geliştirilmesi düşünülmelidir.  
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Prof. Dr. Ardeshir MAHDAVI 

University Professor Dr. Ardeshir Mahdavi, Director of Department of Building Physics and 
Building Ecology, Head of Institute of Architectural Sciences TU Wien (Vienna, Austria).  

Professor Ardeshir Mahdavi is the Director of the 
Department of Building Physics and Building Ecology as 
well as the Head of the Institute of Architectural Sciences 
at TU Wien, Austria. Professor Mahdavi has conducted 
internationally acclaimed research in the fields of 
Building Physics, Building Performance Simulation, 
Building Controls, Building Ecology, and Human 
Ecology.  

Professor Mahdavi has authored over 700 scientific 
publications and supervised 70 doctoral students. He is a 
fellow of IBPSA (International Building Performance 
Simulation Association) and the recipient of the IBPSA 
Distinguished Achievements Awards.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ardeshir_Mahdavi 

 

 

 

IS THERE A FUTURE FOR BIOCLIMATIC AND VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE 
TRADITIONS?  

Bioclimatic and vernacular architecture traditions are believed to embody intelligent responses to local 
context in climatic, technological, and cultural terms. Their functionality may be understood in 
evolutionary terms, involving adaptive measures with regard to prevailing constraints such as 
microclimatic conditions, availability of construction materials and other resources, as well as 
occupancy patterns and social codes. The present contribution first exemplifies such traditions and their 
encoded design knowledge via a number of instances selected mostly from the arid and semiarid climatic 
regions. Subsequently, the future potential of these traditions is critically assessed in the context of 
ongoing global trends pertaining to population growth, urban expansion, and climate change.  
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Assist. Prof. Dr. Nasiha POZDER 

University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Architecture, Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina 

 
 
Assist Prof Dr Nasiha Pozder Faculty of Architecture 
in Sarajevo Dr.sci. Nasiha Pozder is an assistant 
professor at the Faculty of Architecture in Sarajevo 
with fifteen years of international academic 
experience, as well as extensive experience in urban 
planning and architecture, with a special emphasis on 
sustainability and smart solutions. She led the 
commission on the project “Smart Sarajevo” for the 
Government of Sarajevo Canton and actively 
participated in projects from this domain such as a 
Bicycle network for Sarajevo Canton. Nasiha is a 
part of the Smart City Education Initiative crew from 
the start of this project and CityOS platform in 
Sarajevo. Nasiha is Member of Sarajevo Green 
Design Festival since 2010 as Sub-coordinator and 
Coordinator of international workshops, consultant 
at Green Council. Active on international projects, 

international cooperation and workshops, on international conferences all in field of urban and spatial 
planning, sustainable development and smart cities. 

 

WATER (UN)SENSITIVE CITY CAUSE OF (DE)URBANIZATION  

As a city constituent, water is often recognized as a fundamental and vital generator of an emerging city 
primarily, but at the same time it is a condition for its survival, sustainability and attractiveness. 

If we assume that the city in its essence is a place where people, energy, economy and environment are 
in balance then we may agree that if and when one of these elements is unbalanced, we eyewitness to a 
city crisis and, not rarely, deurbanization. 

As an energy source and also as a building component, the water has a role in environment in the sense 
of both the built and unbuilt, and it is the water that is a frequent and merciless factor of degrading 
processes when a disbalance is in place, mostly caused by human negligence and irresponsible treatment 
towards the city and its building elements. 

How to avoid the situation where the water is the cause of a city crisis and deurbanization, i.e. how to 
overcome the compliance of the city that the water made vulnerable are the important issues of the 
contemporary age, but we often think about it when it is too late. According to the last floods in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, that took place in 2014. still searching for right methods of resilient.  

To define the causes of de-urbanization and to confirm one of them being water, means to previously 
establish the matrix of urbanization causes. In terms of Bosnia and Herzegovina, some of the most 
important natural resources are ores, woods, agricultural lands, water and rivers on which the BiH cities 
were often formed.  

With 262 river watercourses and state borders which are defined by those rivers, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina with the full right can take the label of “river country”. 
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River as a factor of urbanization has various functions and usable values, even if some of them are “just” 
aesthetical and shaping.  From the production of energy to the production of food, sailing and port docks, 
up until the tourism and recreation, cities have always, on their basis, relied on the presence of rivers. 

River Bosna has been taken as a case study for this discussion, which is second to its size but with its 
273km length is still quite imposing. This is the river that both connects and separates. Today it flows 
through the two entities administratively and unnaturally, because of the war divided country, with 
which it shares the name. The river springs in Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina, under 
the Olympic mountain Igman, but does not flow through it. It is drinkable in its spring only, and is 
breathtakingly beautiful and clean among the rest of its untouched nature.  

It flows through, for this discussion very important, four cities. The first city where it changes its 
character is Zenica, the city in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, with the population of 110.000 
inhabitants, whose economy is mostly based on the heavy industry, which has greatly affected the green 
print of Bosna. Another city is Doboj, with the size similar to Zenica, which survives from the small 
industry with the river passing only to its right edges.  

Particularity of the river Bosna is that, in this part of the country, it flows through the “nobody’s land” 
which is yet another inheritance from the post-Dayton Bosnia and Herzegovina, which leaves a huge 
trademark on everything as well as on river Bosna. In another entity, Republic of Srpska, it flows through 
the two smaller cities: Modriča which is also urbanized only on one shore and in Šamac it flows into the 
river Sava, which makes Šamac bordering city surrounded with the two biggest BiH rivers.  

Why are these cities important for the discussion on the topic of water as an element of de-urbanization 
of cities? 

In 2014. Bosnia and Herzegovina was affected by the biggest flood in the last one hundred twenty years, 
and precisely cities next to the river Bosna have experienced the biggest destruction.  

Through the project of UNDP in Bosnia and Herzegovina “Support to Flood Recovery and Risk 
Mitigation in BiH” and some of the observations which were made from the first day on the fieldwork, 
it could be concluded that the water, or to be more precise river Bosna, has brought these four cities to 
the destruction, even permanent emigration, which is a clear sign of the de-urbanization factor.  

In Sarajevo, the reasons for floods can be found in the strong urbanization, construction in the water-
protected zones, together with the old water-sewer system. Zenica was, as an industrial city, due to the 
great contamination with the wild depots, attacked with the illegal construction and forest logging which 
has caused the biggest threat – landslides.  

The biggest difficulties in Doboj are rooted in the “nobody’s land”, due to which the shores of Bosna 
have become depots, but also due to the illegal construction and deforestation of huge water flows. 
Modriča has had, aside with the human factor, a natural problem with the unstable river bottoms, which 
was also seen as one of the causes in Šamac. 

As there is good in every evil, when the huge water flow has started and has deleted, at least temporary, 
entity borders, inhabitants have organized themselves before the state and have helped each other 
immensely.  

A quarter of territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina has been affected by this flood. The damage has been 
estimated for around a billion euros and every third inhabitant has been affected by it. The biggest 
amount of its damage has been recovered in the last five years, but unfortunately the causes have not 
been removed, borders have not been solved and even with the list of suggestions nothing has been 
implemented. In the meantime, some of the flood affected areas have been permanently abandoned, 
whilst it is dependent on the climate changes when will the river flow again.  
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Koen OLTHUIS  

Co founder of Waterstudio 

When Koen co-founded Waterstudio in 
2003 it was the first office 100% focused on 
floating architecture and urban planning 
beyond the waterfront. "Blue is Better" is 
the back bone of his vision and concepts and 
stands for the strong belief that cities can 
improve their performance by using water 
for space, flexibility and safety.  

He is the co-author of the book FLOAT! 
(Flexible Land On Aquatic Territory) and 
shares his ideas through lectures around the 
globe. He advices municipalities and 
governments who want to take their first 
step into the water to combat the effects of 
climate change and growing urbanization. 

In 2007 he was chosen as nr. 122 on the Time Magazine list of most influential people in the world due 
to the worldwide interest in water developments. The French magazine Terra Eco chooses him as one 
of the 100 green persons that will change the world in 2011. In 2015 he is selected by an internationals 
jury as one of fifty young innovators of the 21st century in the book 50Under50. In his vision today’s 
designers are an essential part of the climate change generation and should start to enhance their 
perspective on urban components to become dynamic instead of static. His solution called City Apps, 
are floating urban components that add a certain function to the existing static grid of a city. He co-
established the Urban Water Laboratory to research existing urban water as building ground to offer 
space for new density, offering worldwide opportunities for cities to respond flexibly to climate change 
and urbanization. 

 

RISE OF BLUE CITY 

As an architect, you have designed floating structures and urban plans in relation to water. The Dutch 
have always fought against the water, but you are saying that we should rather live with the water. Your 
vision is that water will play a bigger role in the future of cities. So my first question is: 

What is a city for you? 

There are different ways of looking at a city. A sociologist will probably say a city is characterised by 
the way its citizens interact, and an ecologist would probably see the city as an environment with 
different habitats and species. As an architect, I see cities as a mix of three elements. Firstly, the specifics 
of the natural location, the DNA of the city. Secondly, the built-up environment, made up of buildings 
and infrastructure, i. e. the city’s hardware. And thirdly, the protocols, which are a combination of the 
rules, regulations, traditions and culture of the community, which determine how the hardware in a city 
can be used. 

All cities are not equal, and these three elements create a kind of balance or structure that determines 
the profile of a city. I think that the role of an architect should be to analyse city profiles, see their 
shortcomings and come up with new solutions of how to upgrade the performance of the city. This 
performance should be measured in terms of how liveable the city is. 
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Can we not just grow further with the same system? 

Today it is hard to imagine a city without revolutionary innovations that have become part of our normal 
lives, such as cars, electricity and the internet, which have all changed the profile of cities and the way 
we live. The introduction of electricity, mobility, lifts etc. has been a game changer, altering the 
functionality and liveability of cities. Steve Jobs said in 1997: “A lot of times, people don’t know what 
they want until you show it to them.” I think this also applies to urban innovation. We think that the 
concept of a city has reached its final stage, but we are just in a process of evolution. Urbanisation and 
climate change are having a great effect on the available space and put pressure on the capacity of urban 
functions in cities. Growing urban congestion, the rising cost of city housing and maintenance are only 
a few indicators of the difficulties static cities face in adapting to change. What I mean is that the 
demands of society change so fast that it is not possible for a city to respond immediately because of the 
nature of its static hardware. Its response time is too long. 

How should we get ready for change? 

Investments for the future must be made to keep cities running smoothly, but what if you do not know 
what tomorrow’s needs will be? Big investments in infrastructure can be useless tomorrow as technology 
changes the way we live or use space and facilities. The only way to resolve this dilemma is to start 
building for change. Charles Darwin said: “It is not the strongest or the most intelligent who will survive 
but those who can best manage change.” Cities are living organisms, so they should change and create 
the potential to react to change. For this, they need to find space to grow, shorten response times and 
make rules and regulations more flexible so that new ideas can be adopted and implemented. Once an 
innovation has been adopted by a city and proven successful, it will eventually spread to other cities. 
The flexibility of its hardware and protocols will determine how long it takes for a city to adapt. The 
specific profile of a certain city could make implementation of new technology difficult. For example, 
it took Amsterdam 12 years to build one extra metro line in the mud. Compare that to building metro 
lines in solid ground in London, where the metro system was invented. To keep cities financially viable 
and maintain or improve their liveability, we should improve adaptability or start building for change, 
so to speak. Building for change can only work if you have a better idea of the needs of the city. The 
next revolution in cities will bring real-time interaction between the city and its users. This is the essence 
of a smart city. The smart city will change our cities from a stupid non-communicating structure to an 
interactive system that reacts to needs and data communicated by its inhabitants and users. A tailor-
made system that will enhance efficiency and liveability. This leap in city evolution will make us look 
back in twenty years’ time and smile at the static, inefficient cities we used to live in. 

What more can be done to keep our cities viable? 

As viability depends on flexibility, and flexibility is in turn related to the availability of space, we need 
to look at cities through different eyes. We see built structures, but we should look at capacity and the 
extent to which functions are utilised. What I mean is that, if we could use buildings and functions more 
intensively, we would not necessarily need more buildings to respond to growing demand. There is an 
awful lot of dead space in the built environment of our cities. If you only look at how we use our homes. 
Many people have a spare room, kitchens are used for maybe 5 % of the day, bedrooms for 30 % and 
bathrooms for 10 %. Cars are used for 2 – 5 % of their lifespan and occupy parking spots for the other 
95 %. Roads and power systems are designed to meet peak demand. We should use space more 
efficiently instead of having many functions that are only used for a small proportion of their capacity. 
The same applies to utilities, which produce more than we actually need for most of the time. To achieve 
this, we need to change the way we use these functions. By sharing space, making space more dynamic 
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and using temporary spaces and functions, we could reduce the need for additional buildings. Instead of 
building more structures and raise density, I think we need to raise the efficiency of density. 

Who will take the initiative in changing cities and raising the efficiency of density? 

Upgrades of a city system will be initiated by existing players who control and provide services in a 
city. Revolutions and leaps mostly come the private sector. A new invention 

can change the game and companies will build new business models around this. Examples we see 
everywhere include companies such as Uber and Airbnb, which have shaken up the existing static 
system of taxis and hotels, and both have already had an effect on the efficiency of density. There are 
more beds and cars available without building more hotels or cars. For the smart city revolution, we 
have to closely follow tech companies such as IBM, Samsung, Microsoft, Panasonic, Erikson and 
Google, all of which are looking for testbeds of smart technologies in existing cities. 

So, what new leaps can we expect? 

Almost all major cities have water in some shape or form. This water has not yet been “optimised” for 
adaptable city development. This is not because of lack of technology, but because it is held back by 
protocol restrictions. Every innovation starts with a small experiment before it is implemented on a 
larger scale. I think that water is the secret ingredient of a next leap in the evolution of cities. You can 
see small initiatives in cities like Amsterdam, Miami, Dubai, where water – or what we call blue space 
– is used for floating housing, restaurants, resorts and offices. These initial concepts show a glimpse of 
how blue space could be used. Once we can break through the regulatory obstacles, we can unlock new 
territory, improve efficiency and create new flexible developments. With the use of blue space, the tools 
available to architects to adapt cities will change. Functions can easily be added or relocated, whenever 
necessary, within a very short response time. No city profile is perfect, and every change in demand 
necessitates constant adjustments to the built environment and its protocols. The city can be tuned if a 
certain number of functionalities are flexible in terms of location, quantity and cost. A blue city can be 
tuned to become high-performing and efficient at any time. We believe that water will be the secret 
ingredient in meeting the challenge of balancing constantly changing needs with the static capacity of 
city functions. Blue cities will be less constricted by the lifespans of urban components. 

What will be the effect of more development space being available on water? 

Today we see that prices of real estate in Amsterdam are booming and the affordability of housing is 
going down. This will eventually determine who can still afford to live in the city centre. Any initiative 
to turn this negative trend around would be welcomed by politicians, who want to make housing more 
affordable. Space owned by the municipality can deliver new revenues for the community. A blue profile 
can loosen the grip developers have on land prices. For cities, the new credo will be “the wetter the 
better”. The unique opportunities and facilities, such as flexibility, space and safety, that water can add 
to the urban landscape will turn blue space into the new gold. Based on this assumption, we can 
determine which cities hold large bodies of water near the centre and predict their willingness and ability 
to adapt their protocols (rules and regulations) in order to make floating developments possible and thus 
create opportunities for these cities to improve their performance. I think we may soon see the first signs 
of the rise of the blue city. 

What kinds of new concepts will a blue city have in store for us in the future? 

The evolution of new blue city models, in which cities take advantage of water to upgrade, will happen 
in small steps. With water as an additional tool in urban planning, the rules of the game will change. 
Projects will not necessarily remain static, as some of the products can be placed on water. They can 
then be relocated and reused in other locations. Functions are no longer limited to the functional lifespan 
of a particular place in town, but will be determined by their technical lifespan, located on water inside 
or outside the city. For example, a floating school or floating sports facilities can move with the 
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neighbourhood’s needs for those functions. Buildings will interact better with the climate of a city. It is 
strange that many architects still build houses that are the same for severe winter conditions and for hot 
summers. I think we will have seasonal houses and neighbourhoods in the future, which will change 
their configuration and identity along with the changing seasons. Another new concept is “meantime” 
cities where neighbourhoods or functions can be placed in a location. They then have to make space for 
new uses when their economic value no longer matches the needs of the location. This means you will 
be able to make space for new developments in the centre of the city without having to demolish 
buildings that are still functional. You just replace, re-use and re-organise to suit your needs. A common 
feature will be city apps – small temporary floating functions that can meet a specific need or solve a 
specific problem in a location: temporary parking places, floating sports facilities for a big event or 
temporary floating affordable housing for students. As green space is under pressure in expanding cities, 
we will see green spaces appear in blue cities. Floating habitats, floating forests, floating parks can all 
have a positive effect on the environment of a city. There will also be greater interaction between cities. 
The rise of the blue city is not only about changing the type of hardware the city deploys but also about 
greater efficiency of two or more cities working together. The next step towards greater flexibility is the 
cooperation between cities that share protocols (rules and regulations) and mobile assets. It will be 
possible to build a floating museum and share it between cities. You will no longer have to go to a 
specific city to see a museum, but the museum will come to you. The sharing industry transcends 
products and services and enters the world of urban components. Blue city profiles will allow for joint 
ownership and an economy in which major city functions, facilities and components can be shared. Just 
a few decades ago, you would have been born in a specific city and worked, lived and died there. Today 
the young generation of millennials can choose the city that provides them with the best opportunities. 
As cities will be judged and compared on the basis of liveability, competition between them will 
increase. Cities need to upgrade their performance and branding in order to attract the best inhabitants. 
We could even see battles between cities in their attempts to lure potential millennials. Adaptable cities 
that take advantage of water will not only survive but also thrive! 
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boards such as Transmitting Sustainable City and Turin City of Design. 

He has been appointed at the Polytechnic of Turin (Italy) as Temporary Professor at the School of 
Architecture where he has taught Urban morphology, Architectural IT, Architectural Design and Urban 
Design studios at Undergraduate and Postgraduate level. He has also been managing his own 
architectural firm in Turin between 1996 and 2006, where he has been consultant for private and public 
sector. He has published scientific contributions in the area of research of Digital Architectural Design, 
Urban Regeneration, Slum Upgrading, Transdisciplinary Design and Smart City. 

DRENCHED CREATIVITY: REFLECTING ON THE INFLUENCE OF WATER ON 
DESIGN 

Since humans started to dwell the planet, water has been a central ingredient in defining strategies, 
shaping the built environment and affecting technologies. 

Designers approach (architects, engineers, inventors, product designers) has been framed and set starting 
from a plurality of perspectives: designing to use water, to protect from it, to exploite it, to enjoy it, to 
preserve it. 

The variety of possible approaches brings sets of different solutions, attitudes and finally typologies. 

What is clear is that -yet unconsciously - water is characterizing any single design that we did and we 
do. Furthermore any design concept that do not consider water as a component (either to be included or 
excluded) easily will be weak and probably a failure. 

The awareness of these factors become fundamental today, as sustainability is primarily a mattate of 
balance between resources constraints advantages and impacts. 
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THE PARALLEL REALITY OF LIVING IN WATER. NEW ENVIRONMENTAL 
APPROACH – THE “AQUTECTURE” CONCEPT 

The impact of water environment as it is considered initial of life could be transformational. The ancient 
underwater cultural heritage of the Black Sea coast continues to be rich and well preserved, but it is still 
undeveloped. Due to different causes, including increasing sea level, parts of the shore have collapsed, 
thus leading to the disappearance of ancient harbours and cities. 

The Aquatecture as a system meant for living, marine observation, cultural heritage exploration, 
studying and developing science, and could became a powerful concept and life-changing reality for the 
North-East Bulgarian region, considering its low economic growth indicators.  

This concept of developing an (under) water colony has become a powerful motivation for the 
employment of architectural research methods in the education process, from analysis through synthesis 
to evaluation, and is an apt subject for a Master degree program project. Following the gathering of 
specifics from all aspects of urban design, bionics, maritime archaeology, and the technology of new 
materials, leading to methods of product design, it was continued in the Ph.D. four year research 
program. 
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MEREOLOGICAL NEGOTIATIONS IN PRACTICE (RESEARCH): 
WATERWORKS AND THE DRAWING: INDUCING RELATIONS 

WATERWORKS 

‘We cannot think a line without drawing it in thought, or a circle without describing it’. (Kant) Can we 
design in relation with water without drawing it? How is the way water is represented related to the 
project? Are certain design decisions to be traced back to the way water is represented during the design 
process? This contribution will be about innovation in practice research and more specifically the way 
practice research is based on the production of architectural artefacts of inquiry. The contribution will 
address the question of how the architectural production leads, in an inductive way to the production of 
knowledge. The contribution is based on drawings, models, performances and presentations that are 
produced in the architectural practice (my office) and the design studio at the faculty. A focus is placed 
on the concept of Mereological Negotiations. This contribution will take as a starting point the 
representation of water in recent explorations and projects that were done in the different practices. 

MEROLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE 

Mereology is the study of how parts relate to a whole and how parts relate to parts within the whole. 
The term was coined by Stanisław Leśniewski in 1927. It found its way to several disciplines and was 
recently brought to the field of architecture. In a close reading of two drawings by Flemish Architect 
Julien Lampens, Jo Van Den Berghe writes: “The first drawing describes ‘in detail’ a fragment of the 
house. The architect has to organise a mereological negotiation between the whole and the detail, and 
this negotiation passes through the fragment. Hence, the role of the architectural fragment is crucial, and 
the meaning and information that oscillates between the whole and the detail passes through the 
fragment.” This contribution will consider water to be such a fragment within the whole of the 
architectural explorations in design practice and practice research. 
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ABSTRACT 

Global warming and climate change have been one of the major problems affecting our planet today. While Global warming is the 
cause, climate change is the effect resulting in the rising sea levels by melting of the polar ice caps, these are one of the major 
problems arising from this issue. Floating architecture can be seen as a major solution to this problem. As populations increase, 
there is a need for more built up areas especially due to inland development in scarce land areas, the need to build on the sea or 
undergoing land reclamation projects is the major viable and sustainable solution.  

However, land reclamation programs are seen as negative due to their destruction of natural habitats of marine life. In this respect, 
floating buildings can be a sustainable alternative to land reclamation which is positive to the ecosystem. Floating architecture can 
also be seen as a substitute for building on land along areas where there are water bodies.  

This study compares a floating building to a terrestrial building based on certain criteria which revealed the advantages and 
disadvantages, pros and cons and architectural character. However, the analysis is limited to the case study buildings (i.e. Google 
floating data center building and Googleplex terrestrial building).  

This paper highlights the unique features employed in the floating building. Floating architecture creates a sustainable opportunity 
towards solving the global energy crisis. Findings from this paper mention a few renewable energy strategies that suggest alternative 
approaches towards tackling global energy crisis and reducing its strain on the environment using floating buildings. 

 

Key Words: Floating architecture, sustainability, renewable energy, alternative living/working environment, mobility
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INTRODUCTION 

Since we find ourselves encountering the issue of flooding and rising sea levels as a result of the changing climate and global 
warming, Architects need to contribute to finding sustainable and long lasting solutions to these problems which have a long 
term effect on the planet. Humankind is faced with several options to “adapt” to the situation i.e. by creating floating buildings, 
to “migrate” to other areas and build afresh or to incline towards “land reclamation” projects which costs a lot and have a 
negative impact in the ecological habitats of aqua life. The main source of global warming are the anthropogenic effects of man 
due to burning of fossil fuel, technology etc. and these causes the dramatic changes to our planet we see today as climate 
change, ozone layer depletion and rising sea levels. Since we have no absolute control over the rising levels of sea as the result 
of the climate change and global warming adapting to these current situations as well as reducing the carbon foot print of 
individuals can be seen as a better alternative. There are a wide range of design challenges we face to accommodate such rapid 
changes. But one concern must cross our own minds as we see the rate and extent of the warming and note the extent of the 
changes that may well be wrought on the landscapes and on other species (Sue Roaf, David Crichton & Fergus Nicol, 2005). 

THE PHYSICAL CHANGING CHARACTER OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

The anthropogenic effect or actions of man is responsible for this increase in temperature and this results to global warming 
and climate change. These are interrelated therefore they trigger chain reactions which includes but not constrained to rises in 
sea levels, air pollution, erosion, desertification, environmental degradation etc. In this study, emphasis was made on two major 
influences on floating architecture, the environmental factor and the changing habits of users. 

GLOBAL WARMING AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

Anthropogenic activities are constantly affecting the Earth’s climate. The carbon and ecological footprints of man has 
significantly altered the planet. Erratic weather patterns has been recorded, droughts, extreme temperatures, ice cap and glaciers 
melting, desertification and much more can been seen all over the world. 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of erratic change of the changing climate problem. (www.hakijamii.com, 2017) 

IPCC’s 2006 assessment of global warming and climate change report stated that global warming has several impacts on the 
earth and these effects are viewed in the; 

• Flooding of fresh water estuaries and waterbodies, flooding of low level coastal areas and cities and islands. 
• Changes in rainfall patterns, droughts and fires in some areas, flooding in other areas. 
• Unpredictable patterns of extreme events (i.e. flooding, hurricanes, etc.). 
• Significant melting of glaciers, polar ice caps, loss of aquatic habitats near poles have been observed. 

The consequence of these actions will result into a catastrophic event if they are not checked they can have a lasting negative 
effect on later generations.  

RISING SEA LEVELS 

Rising sea level is caused by “melting of glaciers and polar ice caps, flooding and increase in annual rainfall”. Increase in the 
intensity and frequency of rainfall, unpredictable weather changes, storm and coastal flooding are associated with rising sea 
level changes. This increases the escape of water into coastal aquifers thereby reducing the salinity of rivers, bays (which 
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disrupt the activities of salt water aquatic animals possibly killing them), increases erosion; destroying mangroves and other 
wetlands this depends on the volume of water dissipated and the level of sedimentation and the effect it has on aquatic 
ecosystems-coral reefs. (Baumert K., Pershing J., et al, 2004). 

 

Figure 2. Global warming and increasing water levels info-graphics; storms and high tides increases the risks of rising sea 
levels. (Union of concerned scientists, 2015) 

There are several issues associated with sea-level rise they include some of the following; dilution of salty water distributed in 
estuaries, changing circulation and distribution flows and patterns, and increased pressure on coastal embankments. These 
issues increase threats to building developments, transportation systems, underground freshwater water sources and aquifers, 
and basic infrastructure in coastal areas. They can also impact negatively in water resource quality. (S. G Philander, 2005). 

SOCIO-PHYSICAL CHANGES TO THE ADAPTATION AND CHANGING HABITS OF THE USERS (HUMAN 
NEEDS AND REQUESTS) 

The search for alternative living for holiday and recreational living are among the reasons that are encouraging people towards 
floating architectural spaces (Duman & Zengel, 2016). As the planet undergoes physical changes due to global warming and 
climate change, noticeable changes or adaptation in the living habits of humans are emerging. To respond to these needs and 
request, architects, engineers and other social science professionals are looking for sustainable solutions to coping with these 
requirements. There is an urgent need to adapt to the changes the environment is undergoing. The reduction is surface as well 
as land degradation is forcing humans to look for alternative living and working spaces (in the form of floating architecture). 
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Figure 3. Maslow’s pyramid of needs. (Maslow, 1943) 

FLOATING ARCHITECTURE VS TERRESTRIAL ARCHITECTURE 

Floating architecture can be defined as a building for living or working space that floats on the water with floatation system 
which may or may not contain a navigation device and can be moored in a permanent location (Moon, C., 2014). Terrestrial 
architecture can be defined a building for living/working space constructed on land. A sustainable floating architecture project 
should be eco-friendly, self-sustaining and it should minimize high energy consumption. It should also employ the use of 
reusable building materials, reduce its carbon footprint usage and enhance performance and energy efficiency. With the 
accelerated increase in rising sea levels (NASA, 2018) terrestrial architecture along coastal areas face threats of flooding, the 
sustainable solution to this problem is floating architecture. R. B. Fuller (1960’s) and Jacque Fresco (1990’s) were among the 
earliest scholars to forecast floating architecture as an alternative living environment as seen in their proposed projects (the 
Triton city and the Venus project). Jacque Fresco foresaw a future not just related to floating architecture, he predicted the 
potentials of working with the rising sea levels, which ranges in a wide variety including international shipping systems, 
construction, energy, agriculture, offshore apartments, and floating mega-structures (Fresco. J, 2002). Their studies presented 
the foundations and critiques for floating architecture today. 

Two Google buildings were selected and analyzed (Google floating data center and Googleplex terrestrial building). The 
adopted factors for the analysis include the following; design factors, concept, cost, building materials, form, spatial 
organization, typology, security, mobility, structure and performance against external factors; wind, sun, flood. Google was 
originally envisioned as an idea to make existing resources available to individuals to conceive, investigate and execute the 
impossible (Google). This vision was applied to both the floating and terrestrial buildings. 

GOOGLE FLOATING DATA CENTER  

The project is located in San Francisco's Treasure Island U.S.A. the project was designed by C & C Marine and Repair and 
constructed from 2011 to 2013. “The size of the barge is 250 feet long, 72 feet wide, and 16 feet deep”. It was in service from 
2013–2015. On top of the barge is a “four-story-tall modular building made from shipping containers supported by 12 tall white 
spires. Floating data center’s design was linear which organized the entire development of the structure and form on the barge, 
the cutouts in the long walls of the containers, when they line up, they make hallways which aids accessibility in the structure. 
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Figure 4. Plan of the data center (www.itgoesgreen.org, 2018) 

CONCEPT  

The concept of the floating building was to design and a sustainable data center which would be able to be energy efficient and 
utilize its environment to its maximum potential. The concept envisioned the utilization of a self-powered sustaining system 
where wind turbines and wave-powered generators will provide the electricity, ocean water will cool the servers, which throw 
off huge amounts of heat. 

GOOGLEPLEX: GOOGLE HEADQUARTERS BUILDING. 

The building is “located between Charleston Road, Amphitheatre Parkway, and Shoreline Boulevard in north Mountain View, 
California close to the Shoreline Park wetlands”. It was designed by Clive Wilkinson architects and constructed in 2004 - 2006 
over a plot area of 1.1-million-square-foot. The site consists of four (4) buildings that were redesigned by the architect to 
maximize the site potentials based on its existing conditions, strengths, weaknesses and opportunities. Each building on the 
campus was designed individually to serve a said function. Employing the Hub and Spoke connection, the buildings work as a 
single unit maximizing its existing landscape and hard surfaces, indoor-outdoor interaction and pathway-accessibility and 
connectivity presenting it a unique working environment. The campus used a linear design layout with a path and functions 
were distributed on both sides of the main or major axis. 

 

Figure 5. Landscape network. (www.techcrunch.com, 2009) 
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CONCEPT 

Google’s vision was considered and incorporated into the conceptual idea and realization of the Google building 43 and Google 
campus buildings.  The architect’s conceptual idea was to create a working environment that can loosely be perceived as a 
learning environment. This will serve as a structured system that allows learning in a work setting. This will maximize and 
improve functionality and creativity of workers on the campus. They would create a shift from the norm (i.e. conventional 
work setting). This gives an option not available to conventional everyday offices, the option of “self-directed work”. This is a 
system of work that promotes a selection of duties based on one’s strengths either privately or within a group of workers. This 
gives a sense of satisfaction or self-fulfillment for workers based on their work description and achievements. It also gives 
room for casual interaction and collaboration at all times (daytime and night time). 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS&FINDINGS 

After an in-depth and detailed analysis using the research adopted factors of analysis, the following are the summary of the 
findings; 

• The floating building (Google’s floating data center) employs a hi-tech architectural style whilst following a form follow 
function design philosophy, this aids the building significantly in distributing functions easily and because this building is 
designed for performance this is the best design philosophy to adopt for the selected building. The terrestrial building 
(Googleplex building complex) uses a modern architectural style and also follows a function follow form design philosophy, 
this enables the building to be proactive rather than reactive to its design problem solving approach. This building was designed 
to encourage interaction in the work place to improve productivity. 

• The floating building (Google’s floating data center) was designed to be energy efficient. It is also designed to eliminate 
majority of installed mechanical equipment in terrestrial buildings such as water chillers and water coolers. It was also designed 
to utilize AWT’s to produce electricity and produce its own fuel. This building is very environmentally friendly and has a 
limitless supply of energy to power it. The terrestrial building (Googleplex building complex) was designed for functionality 
rather than performance. Although it utilizes PV panels to produce electricity it also depends on local power lines to provide 
energy to the building. 

• The floating building (Google’s floating data center) was found to be less expensive due to reduction in time consumed during 
construction due to its modular construction, use of reusable materials, reduction in maintenance and power costs. The floating 
building was also found to be less expensive to maintain due to its size and the zero energy efficiency ratio when compared to 
the google terrestrial building. 

• The floating building (Google’s floating data center) was constructed from reusable cost efficient materials designed 
especially to be durable and work against the harsh stormy weather of the sea. It was also found that the primary building 
materials for this building is made from modular units of steel containers which has an easy usability character. This makes it 
easy to work with, customizable and utilize less man power in the construction process and well as in the post occupancy 
maintenance period. The terrestrial building (Googleplex building complex) was constructed of conventional building materials 
(i.e. concrete, steel and glass) and construction technique made it utilize more energy and have a higher carbon footprint, this 
makes it a less environmentally friendly building. 

• The floating building (Google’s floating data center) was able to be moved to different locations when required. This give the 
floating building a unique opportunity to be moved when there is an urgent need to do so (for example, mobile floating buildings 
can be deployed to areas where there is a humanitarian crisis like flood, and other water related disasters). These buildings can 
be temporarily or permanently used to create shelter or safe passage to victims of these crisis. The terrestrial building 
(Googleplex building complex) was found not be have this mobile character. It was not designed to be adaptable to the rising 
level. The floating building was designed to adapt to this environmental changes. 

• The floating building (Google’s floating data center) employed the use of a simple form to solving the design problem it was 
designed to solve. The terrestrial building (Googleplex terrestrial building) used a more complex form to solve its design 
problem. This further highlights the different design approaches used by both buildings. 

• The floating building (Google’s floating data center) can withstand storms, external factors and other weather conditions 
subjected to it because it was especially designed to be in the sea where the harshest weather conditions are ever present. The 
modularization of the building structural system makes it work as a single unit. The terrestrial building (Googleplex terrestrial 
building) was designed to withstand a reasonable amount of weather and external factors. 

• The floating building (Google’s floating data center) performs better the parameters selected to analyze the case study 
buildings. Its performance against wind was excellent, it utilizes the wind speed to power the building by converting the wind 
energy to electric energy. Is also takes in water from the ocean to cool the servers in the data center, it also absorbs carbon di 
oxide and hydrogen gas and then convert it to ethanol to serve as fuel. It also uses the sun as a source of renewable energy to 
power, charge and save energy from it Photo voltaic panels. The terrestrial building (Googleplex terrestrial building) performs 
averagely when subjected to high winds. It performs excellently when subjected to the sun. It converts solar energy to electricity 
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using the PV panel distributed on the roof top of the campus buildings. Its performance against water is weak when compare 
against the floating building. It was not designed to work on water. 

• The floating building (Google’s floating data center)was found to be more secured than the terrestrial building (Googleplex 
terrestrial building) due to its location, design, context and security protocol. Although they are both highly secured, the floating 
data center is more secured because the accessibility to this building is very difficult due to its location offshore. It also has 
several layers of biometric security in addition to the strategic offshore location of this facility. The terrestrial (Googleplex 
terrestrial building) also uses biometrical scanning security systems as well as physical boundaries and buffers, it also has 
security personnel distributed throughout the facility.  

 

Figure 6. Architectural characteristics. (Author, 2018) 

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The importance of floating architecture cannot be over emphasized due to the excessive increase in the rise of sea levels 
annually, a sustainable solution to adapt to this global issue could be floating architecture. During the course of the research 
process, some questions were asked. The following were the questions asked and how this research reacted to these questions.  

• Why floating architecture? The relationship between man and water is not a relatively new concept however not until 
recently has floating architecture attracted recognition. In spite of that there is no sufficient scholarly works and 
documented research about this topic. With a constant periodic increase in rising sea levels, there has to be a research 
looking for a sustainable solution to this crisis. This research provides an opportunity to contribute to development of 
floating architecture and finding a solution to the stated problem. 

• What are the potentials of floating architecture and can floating architecture/buildings be a solution to the high rising sea 
levels? The potentials of floating architecture is limitless. From the findings of this research, floating buildings can provide 
an opportunity to create alternative living and working environments. Floating architecture can also provide an opportunity 
to create low-cost housing schemes, floating schools, and several function of buildings. Floating building can be a solution 
to coping with rising sea levels. Floating buildings are designed specifically to have a high and excellent performance on 
water.  

• Can floating architecture be a sustainable solution to the rising sea levels problem? Floating architecture can be a 
sustainable solution to the high rising sea levels. It can reduce the strain on the need for energy gotten from burning of 
fossil fuels as established in the findings of this research (i.e. the conversion of wind energy to electricity, the use of 
ocean/sea water to cool the building, creating energy from wave motion and utilizing BIPV design in the design building 
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and construction of floating buildings) providing a zero energy efficient building which is more sustainable. To adapt to 
the changing physical (rising sea levels) and social environment (based on human needs and requests) floating architecture 
is the answer to this question.  

The conclusion was drawn after an in depth and rigorous analysis. According to this conclusion the following recommendations 
were made; 

• That floating architecture research should be encouraged and be provided more funding to ensure a qualitative result. 

• That floating buildings should be largely used in areas where water levels are high or where there is recurrent water 
flooding. 

• That alternative or supplementary building materials should be researched to provide new techniques in floating 
architecture/building construction. 

• That there should be research into a general architectural design code/guideline for floating architecture/buildings which 
architects, engineers, environmentalists can refer to when undertaking a floating architecture project or research. 

• That terrestrial buildings should use renewable energy to power their energy needs. This in turn will reduce the need for 
burning fossil fuel for energy. 

This research has indicated that the strain on the environment and its natural resources can be significantly reduced if floating 
architecture/buildings are properly designed and developed. Alternative living, working and holiday environments on water 
can also alleviate stress levels improve productivity and encourage healthy living. The floating data center is an example of 
one of the limitless opportunities and potentials that floating architecture/buildings affords. Therefore, there more emphasis 
should be placed into the research and implementation of the findings in floating architecture. 
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ABSTRACT 

The ancient underwater cultural heritage of the Black Sea coast continues to be rich and well preserved, but it is still 
undeveloped. Due to different causes, including increasing sea level, parts of the shore have collapsed, thus leading to the 
disappearance of ancient harbours and cities. 

The Aquatecture as a system meant for living, marine observation, cultural heritage exploration, studying and developing 
science, could became a powerful concept and life-changing reality for the North-East Bulgarian region, considering its low 
economic growth.  

The concept of developing an (under) water colony has become a motivation for the employment of architectural research 
methods in the education process, from analysis through synthesis to evaluation, and is an apt subject for a Master degree 
program project. Following the gathering of specifics from all aspects of urban design, bionics, maritime archaeology, and the 
technology of new materials, leading to methods of product design, it was continued in the Ph.D. fouryear research program. 

 

Key Words: Underwater cultural heritage, marine, water colony, bionics. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The reason for this study is to reveal the vast research behind aquatecture: a specific project based on a new way out in human 
history.  

This new environmental approach appears to be one of the most ancient forms of habitable structure existing today – the self-
sufficient water colony.  

It is a fact that it started with a strong motivation to revitalize the North Bulgarian Black Sea's abandoned waterfront area.  

To define the main principles for the project, the authors dove into the complex tasks resumed in one direction: how to improve 
the social profile of the area and using architectural planning methods and ideas of new archetypes to design marine and 
submarine structures. What the Cape of Shabla offered was a cross-point between undeveloped infrastructure, decreasing 
population, and total luck of industry, not to mention local fishermen and a few touristic spots. The territory has been cut to 
small, private plots, with hight reference for building density. 

Thus, the whole idea appeared for creating a focal point that will revitalize existing space, architectural artifacts and symbols, 
as well as the coastal line. It is symbolic in nature, as it is formed in specific rocky shores, ancient cultural heritage, and 
underwater archeology. The exact spot for the project was chosen to be the easternmost geographical point of Bulgaria. 

As scope for two diploma projects, the project merged the work of two departments from the University of Architecture, Civil 
Building and Geodesy (UACEG), the departments of "Theory and History of Architecture" and "Interior Design for 
Architecture." 

Urban planning should be a reflection of smart human activity and of caring for the future. In this context, it is important to 
define a clear social strategy that should prevail over the demolishing of architectural heritage, both underwater ore at the shore, 
but, at the same time, urban planning should be responsible for people's lives and occupations. The attempt to preserve nature 
and the territory around the area is subject to protection, including the program "Natura 2000." But is it enough to forbid 
development and not to plan the future at all? It is an undeniable fact that there is pollution in the sea water, but a miserable 
existence cannot promote an ecological approach to living on the shore. 

It appears that structures designed for the water environment should be free from all of the disadvantages of urban life. The 
new reality of inhabiting short distances from the coast has potential and offers new directions to transform the space. 
Accordingly, new approaches to designing and responding to the logic of low gravity are required. 

Creating a sub/marine colony appears to be a process of creating a new and better-organized parallel reality that is responsible 
for ecosystem standards and for solving issues such as the independent production of energy, the purification of water, the use 
of water-friendly transport, and the extraction of food from seawater vegetation. 

This vision of an underwater reality includes research on the topic, which is embodied in "Galathée," one of the creations of 
forward-thinking architect Jacques Rougerie. Thus, the research leads us to the study of the simple bionic structures of marine 
inhabitants such as Medusae-type jellyfish and colonial Siphonophores. 

At the final stage, the main scope of this paper is to reveal the project itself as the incorporation of design principles that have 
already been defined by the natural environment.     

The stages of the project research were defined as follows: 

1. An analytic study of the conditions of Bulgaria's Black Sea coastline;   

2. An analysis of the ancient civilizations that inhabited this area as well as their underwater historical heritage; 

3. Motivation and urban focal points for the project spot and related tectonic, 

4. Defining Aquatecture as a new environmental approach; research into the practice and work of Jacques Rougerie and those 
ancient water colonies that remain; 

5. The definition of the project. 
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METHODS 

ANALYTIC SYNTHESIS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS 

1.   HISTORICAL ANALYSIS 

Exploring the urban specifics of the coast was a process of discovering a puzzle and connecting its parts in a historical layers.  

During the ages, cities had disappeared under the water or flourished, connecting the most significant highway of the past- the 
sea surface. The acknowledgment of that process could give us the forgotten key to a new approach towards urban design and 
the development of cultural heritage.  

The ancient Thracian, Greek, Roman, and Byzantine empires, lead their existence with a well-organized system of protected 
harbours. The fortress of Karon Limen survived during the most challenging times before it has collapsed inside the water. [1] 
In its early centuries, it became a commercial port for trade between the locals and distant ports in Ancient Greece, Egypt, and 
others in the Eastern Mediterranean. The standards of Quatryburgs have been built with a plan close to the shape of a square. 
The distance between southern and northern castell walls are almost 60 m by 60 m. It appears that the cape was formed 40 
meters inside the sea waters, considering actual seashore. [2] 

The ancient port was divided into two parts shallow, well protected by riffs part and a deep one open to the east bay.  

During the IV age, A.C. the defense wall was built, it was meant for service and protection- Castellum. The primary purpose 
of which was to supervise and control marine and coastal transport of goods and people, to collect military survey data, to 
perform Roman tax politics. 

The remains of the wall are well visible under the shallow water and were followed by positioning one of the main pedestrian 
underwater tunnels of the projects. 

There are some new archeological artifacts of ancient shipwrecks performed during the last two years, proving that the 
significance of the west Bulgarian Black Sea cape was a part of something higher than today. System of well-organized marine 
ports and an ancient trade road. Both projects "The Black Sea Maritime Archeology Project" 2018, lead by Professor John 
Adams and "The Heras Project" 2013-2014, held by an international team of scientists involved experience and science to 
prove that there is valuable underwater heritage waiting to be studied. The discovery of Greece commercial well preserved 
sheep dated from 400 years B.C. is one of the findings, proved with the new technology, by creating volume 3D printed models 
after obtaining the data from sea bottom scanning. [3] 

It is a fact that current geology conditions of the Bulgarian Northern Black Sea coast are not convenient for building ports 
because of its high and steep rocky shores. 

2.    URBAN FOCAL POINTS FOR THE PROJECT 

The Shabla Lighthouse and the old petrol pier, formed a system- motivation grid of the environment. Thus was performed the 
exact position of the water colony, and the elements of the historic puzzle became part of the new facility and interior decisions. 

2.1 THE LIGHTHOUSE AS A VERTICAL DOMINANT 

It is a symbolic vertical object, meant to guide, save, and protect people inside the water, mostly floating at the surface. It was 
known as the mark for the half of the distance between the Danube River and Bosphorus, as well as a sign for the shallow sea 
waters and one-mile long reef. Still, in operational conditions, it could be live symbiotic between the past and the future with 
the blinking light signals three times per 25 second at intervals. It always could be a mark for the visitors arriving from the sea 
towards the new facility.  

The specifics of its archetype appearance and according to the saved ceramics and the octagonal shape it is built initially from 
emperor Justinian I –st / Flávios Pétros Sabbátios Ioustinianós; A.C. 482 – 14 November 565)/. 

Later in 1786, it was mentioned by Austrian officer Vencel Fon Bronjar, Who called him "Pharos" –the Greek name of 
Lighthouse. It was officially opened in the year 1844 with the idea that its architecture is strongly inspired by the Pharos of 
Alexandria considered as one of the "Seven Wonders of the World". It is a fact that the width of the seashore in front of the 
facility is decreasing from 29 meters measured in 1944 to 13 m. for 2015 because of natural abrasion. [4]    
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2.2 THE OLD PIER AS PROTAGONIST 

Existing structure from wooden poles has been built during the 1960 years as an engineering facility; it served for research 
works and to connect the old oil platform and the shore. Its architecture with emblematic horizontal proportion and its location 
transformed its meaning as a favorite for the local people place for fishing, promenades, observing the sea surface and nature. 
The direction of the pier is a natural extension of the main road. Its appearance, mediates mane functional connection between 
the shore and the water colony. 

The controversial positions of the vertical Lighthouse and horizontal pier, interact as a system, giving characteristics for the 
water colony structure- The Grid . 

 2.3 CHANGING COORDINATES OF THE PAST, MOVING TOWARDS THE FUTURE 

This credo also became part of the symbolic scenario elements, discovered from real research. The existing coordinates of the 
spot currently mark the most eastern boundary of Bulgaria. With the accomplishment of the project, the coordinates will be 
symbolically removed towards the east direction so that the future will be changed. 

2.4 SEAFLOOR MORPHOLOGY  

Geomorphic setup and regionalization of the Bulgarian Black Sea shelf.  Three main geomorphic zones can are differentiated 
within the shelf of Bulgaria, namely near-shore, central and peripheral.  

-The near-shore zone runs parallel to the coastline and includes the coastal submarine slope together with a complex of relic 
and contemporary submarine terraces. The 25-30 m bathymetric contours mark the lower boundary of the coastal submarine 
slope, i.e., the maximum depths at which extreme storm waves cause an impact on the seabed. 

-The central shelf zone encompasses the most significant portion, occupying the subaqueous areas between the 25-30 m and 
the 90-95 m bathymetric contours. In a geomorphologic sense, the above region is divided into four subzones: an inner fore-
bar depression, a subzone of accumulative sand bars, a subzone of weakly dissected rolling cumulative plain (differentiated 
solely north of the parallel of Cape Kaliakra) and a subzone of dissected shelf plain. 

-The peripheral shelf zone has a width of up to 10 km and includes the seabed area between the 90-95 m and the 130-180 m 
bathymetric contours typically, yet reaches depths of up to 200 m in certain areas. Numerous relic features characterize the 
seafloor topography, e.g., sand bars and terraces, most likely formed during the Late Pleistocene regressive stage of the marine 
basin. [5] 

3.    AQUATECTURE-NEW PFILOSOPHY OF ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACH 

Considering the differences in the human experience and water habitats, the research came to a point for solving the problem 
where and how functional parts of the colony should be positioned and re-leveled. The background from the architect and 
bright minded personality of Jacques Rougerie came to help.  

"It is from the ocean what will be born the destiny of civilizations to come." [6] 

The will that one day the man will weave new links with the planet "Sea," believing in the grate potential of underwater science 
stations, preparing humanity for its future in space. Researching the matter appeared in his vision embodied in "Galatea," 
prototype of the first underwater house. "Aquaspace" is another achievement, meant for surface observation at the water. The 
architectural decisions of the project were connected with the human ability to observe.  

According to architect Roujerie studies in the book "Habiter La Mer" there are four types for habitable water structures 
depending on their position in the water: 

The first settlements of permanent homes at sea will be made according to the natural wealth of the environment and a choice 
of relatively low depths. The distance to the coast will be short.  

The spatial distribution of cities and marine villages can be summed up in four proposals: 

- Predominantly terrestrial,  

- uses the conditions offered by the polders and atolls. Distributed on the ring emerging around the inner lagoon. They rest on 
shallows (- 10 m), via piles.  

- The third is predominantly floating, above funds of 50 to 2,000 m: only specific equipment, such as farms or industrial 
sites, may be submerged. 
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- The fourth is mostly underwater: only surface elements such as ports and structures appear on the surface. 

Inspired by the living, these bionic architectural forms are bridges thrown between the dreams of men, between "Terrains" and 
marine creatures, desire, and reality, ocean, and cosmos.  

Under the dome of the Institute of France, the new member of the Academy of Fine Arts says  

"I looked at the sea, and I dreamed of the possibilities." [7] 

Most prominent is his image about the future of underwater colonies and the possible ways of adapting not the ocean but the 
people. 

3.1 THE LESSON OF ANCIENT SURVIVED SPIECES 

In front of the question of how to provide the colony with autonomous energy, food, and accessible transportation inside the 
water, the research came at the point of lessons from nature and marine inhabitants. 

The most natural movement inside the water is the wave. Marine creatures follow the wave-shaped action to live and to transport 
themselves. Life with different gravity has its frequency, dimension, and intervals, which also overcomes the pressure of water.  

The species from types of Medusae often called Jellyfishes are one of the most ancient living forms, found in the water of 
Black Sea, the matter of their survival showed us, the path for most of the decisions about the underwater concept.  

The way spices produce light by themselves inspired the whole research and development of the sea colony self-energy 
production, in reasons to remain safe, ore to be noticed as a micro Lighthouses. As it is discovered the Bioluminescence is a 
process of light production by a chemical reaction within an organism. The study of the process "luciferase" will solve issues 
for both ecosystems and humanity. Bioluminescence spans all oceanic dimensions and has evolved many times—from bacteria 
to fish—to influence behavioral powerfully and ecosystem dynamics. [8] 

Connecting the matter of the food chain and the way they feed themselves extracting plankton from the water, as well as other 
food elements, was inspiring. The organisms of Zooides transform nourishment resources inside the sea water into energy. 

The bodies of Jellyfishes are mostly transparent, excluding some signal red spices, living in the deepness around 200 m under 
the sea level, because of evolutionary reasons. Both to survive the predators in the food chain, and to have the ability to merge 
in the water (they could not be seen if they are red). At some point, this became an inspiration, but also as a durable logic for 
the use of transparent zones of the structure under the water. [9] 

Other colonial types of ancient survivors are the Siphonophores. They Live in different formations, but usually transferred 
themselves in spiral shape colonies, thus helping to achieve depths up to 1000 meters under the sea level. They are composed 
of many physiologically integrated zooids. Each one is structurally like to other solitary animals, but the zooides are all attached 
to each other. They could be specified in the different colonial function. [10] 

Following the path of the design model based on the bionics form of the species, came the idea that "Medusae" and 
"Siphonophores" are one of the most ancient survived natural underwater. 

As Jacques Roujerie composes the things together;  

"Inspired by the living, these bionic architectural forms are bridges thrown between the dreams of men, between Terrains and 
marine creatures, desire, and reality, ocean, and cosmos." [7] 

Thus appeared the motivation for creating the floating modules in the project. 

3.2 BASIC SOLUTIONS FOR THE AQUATECTURE. 

A.   ADAPTING NEW SETTLEMENT TO THE OCEAN  

New structures are designed to provide habitable conditions with possibilities to adapt to water and sub water environment. 
Using the methods of design thinking spaces and original materials should respond to new terms providing a self-sufficient life 
of the volumes. Those habitats should be universal and movable /floating/. 
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B.  ADAPTING THE OCEAN ENVIRONMENT. 

Creating structures close to the people habitats, volumes forms, and acceptance of space similar to those inside the cities and 
using traditional materials such as concrete. This solution is much more visible and already applicable.  

There is no answer defining right or wrong. 

3.3 DESIGN APPEARANCE 

All researches on the subject of bionics led to the design of the facilities and their interior as well as the creation of the floating 
module at the final stage of the project. Interior design became influenced by the idea of the spiral-shaped structure, geometry, 
and natural dynamics of the form. The public space envelope is placed within a transparent shell towards the water.  

Concerning the reality of color perception, the human mind evolved and is trained to expect all of the colors in the spectrum, 
starting from red. Under the water, this could not happen. The natural light does not follow the same principles as those over 
the surface. The longest wavelengths, with the lowest energy, are absorbed first. Red is the first to be absorbed, followed by 
orange & yellow. 

The reflecting colors from outside water depend, from the type of water, the deepness. The water conditions, waves, and surface 
conduct the number of beams penetrating towards the bottom.  

The sunlight from the horizon direction is brighter than the light coming directly from the vertical above. The best light 
underwater appears between ten A.M. and two P.M. in the calm surface conditions.  

The focal point of the space inside became the structure from two water pools around the main construction elements which 
overlap each other. They are in the shape of a funnel. The first one is an inside pool which acts as an aquarium. The second 
one is an outer pool still visible from the inside – mainly from the foyer and the approach to the hotel living units.   

Luck of daylight is devastating for people and scientists spending more time in the underwater sections inside the facilities.  

Thus the spaces underwater (especially the restaurant) are enriched with interior light close to the specters of natural daylight. 
There are red objects, only in the common areas over the water surface, following the concept for the old Lighthouse painted 
in white and red colors. 

Most of the elements of the Aquatectonic structure are created after morphological analysis of the features which belong to the 
native species such as Zooides. 

RESULTS 

1.    DEFINING SMART DESIGN MODEL. 

The theme for the Water Colony became a multilayered task for a graduation project with fully developed specifics of the 
science and architectural project. 

Considering the potential of the subject and its universal appearance, the project itself connected urban designs, product design, 
architecture, history, submarine archaeology, oceanology, and bionics. During the process, motives to leave the nature of the 
coast as it is, transformed the idea of its revitalizing with creating innovative design products inside the water. Completely 
autonomous habitation form inside the water surroundings obtain the following key characteristics:  

- To be connected with the cultural and architectural heritage of the place; 

- To conduct scientific and research activities; 

 - To be energy independent; 

- To create a specific environement for hosting people with interests in submarine archeology, marine observation, diving.  

2.    NEW APPROACH TOWARDS THE ARTEFACTS. 

Attention to the existing legacy became not only a formal approach for this project and Keystone for the education process.  

The architectural appearance of the colony is a logic result designed in a symbolic grid. It is defined by the vertical focal point 
of the Lighthouse, and horizontal pier. It appears as color and form in the center of the main structure and is significant both 
for the interior and for the exterior of the facility. 
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Figure 1 Situation plan (Source: author) 

There are two approaches to the colony connected with the existing infrastructure.  

Direct access with a vehicle is possible through the existing integrated pier defining entering zone 1. The second connection is 
through the breakwater close to the current fishing port.  

3.   CREATING THE PROJECT SPATIAL AND FUNCTIONAL PRIORITIES 

The areas of the project have been organized into three spatial volumes (zones); 

A new port for direct access to the colony is intended between the three zones. 

SEABED AND COMMUNICATIONS   

The connection between the zones is horizontal –presented by underwater tunnels and vertical communication /elevators/ stairs/ 
connecting all the levels in the buildings. They are:  

- Connection between zone 1 and zone 2 /level -12.00m./; - Connection between the port and the hotel foyer; - Connection 
between the pier and the hotel foyer; - Underwater connection between the pier and main communication of zone 1; - 
Connection starting from the breakwater, going above water in zone 2, then sinking to level 12.00 m and then emerging above 
water again going to the most eastern point of the colony;   

Traveling between zones could be arranged using individual alternative facilities (hoverboards) or outside in the water 
conditions by designed for the purpose modules.  
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ZONE 1 

Zone 1 is a diving and sports center. It covers the existing pier, which in this case has been reconstructed. At the end of it is 
designed a new building structure with the following functions:  

- parking at the top level /57 parking spots/; - multifunctional hall; - swimming pool; - diving and sports center with all the 
necessities – locker rooms, equipment storage spaces, vehicle storage, auditorium и educational room, medical cabinet, 
decompression chamber, etc.  

 A helipad is planned for the zone as well as two observation spots – one at level 0.00 m и and another at level - 5.00m.   

 

ZONE 2 

Zone 2 is the Black sea research center. It is a place research and development of new technologies in the following areas – 
hydrology, geology, marine biology, mining technology, and alternative energy sources.  

Two accesses entrances are designed: one is through an underwater connection at level -12.00 m and another is through a 
connection between the breakwater and the hotel. Another access through a tunnel above the water is taking the visitors to the 
main foyer which connects the amphitheater hall for science conference with a mediatheque area /level - 3.00m/. Under this 
floor on level – 8.40m are the laboratories, science cabinets as well as various technical rooms.  

Energy is provided by two specific technologies that are part of zone 2:  

 Marine solar panels –specific, hybrid technology of integrating and generating energy from two different sources – the Sun 
and the sea waves, using only one system. The solar panels are in the shape of a floating net. The system of Microalgae 
/Chlorella/ is the solution for the purifying system. The Chlorella strain is used for biological cleaning of all known categories 

	

Figure 2. Zone 1 – Sports center (Source:author) 
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of wastewater: household, industrial, etc. The Algae is grown in special plastic membranes full of seawater. They can be 
processed and used as a biofuel.   

 

 

Figure 3. Zone 2 – Research center  (Source: author) 

ZONE 3  

It is the actual hotel zone of the colony. Access is provided by the two underwater connections taking the visitors directly to 
the reception area. The hotel rooms are accessible through a common area and ramps weaving around the atrium.  The service 
part of the building contains a fitness area /level -7.00m/, kitchen /level - 5.80m/ and a restaurant /level - 5.00m/ built close to 
the main foyer. Above the gym is the main wing with hotel rooms, which takes to apartments in the most eastern part of the 
colony. 
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Figure 4. Communication / Zone 3 – Hotel area  (Source:author) 

 

Figure 5. Hotel living areas/ Interior  (Source:author) 
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HABITATION 

For the needs of the colony a few types of habitation were designed.  

Types 1 and 2 are the basic hotel rooms and are situated around the central core in zone 3. During the development of the 
project was very important to create a specific access to the hotel rooms alike to a yacht entering. This is also the reason for all 
other hotel rooms to have an access through an upper level corridor and respectively having an individual spiral shaped staircase 
leading to the bedroom in the lower level. More special living units are planned in the most eastern areas. Rooms for the 
scientific workers are planned closer to connection from the research center. The access and its features are identical with the 
rooms in the eastern part of the hotel room.   

 

 

Figure 6. Section /Views of the central part (Source:author) 

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICS 

The construction of the building consists of different load-bearing frames. Similar to those used for the underwater tunnels. 
Material for their structure should be a matter of a technology project and has to be created from an innovative and yet possible 
alloy. The main foyer has more specific morphology in the place where the supporting elements gather in a common core. The 
alloyed metal frames are placed radially to a common center. Construction is visible in the spaces, and it forms the visible outer 
shell.   

 Other more specific materials used for the architecture appearance are acrylic glass and visible concrete. The use of one 
particular concrete/ Ph. neutral marine concrete/ for the underwater parts of the building will be applied. Similar materials are 
already used. They help for the faster development of microorganisms and this way it supports the biodiversity in the area.    

UNDERWATER UNITS 

Another unit is designed in addition to the main project, called the (under) Water unit.  It is an independent floating home with 
kitchen, dining and living room above the water surface - almost completely submerged bedroom. The construction of the unit 
is carbon with integrated installations and it is reachable only by specially designed boats. Energy independence is provided 
by solar panels and waves from the energy collectors. In adverse weather conditions or other emergency reasons, the unit could 
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sink in a safe depth if necessary. During this, three floats stay above the surface, marking the position of the central unit with 
signal lights.   

CONCLUSION  

The rapid increase of the human population is positioning humanity in the middle of massive disasters such as global warming, 
sea level rise, food deficiency, depletion of energy resources, etc. With the help of modern technologies, scientific discoveries, 
and innovative thinking, some of these disastrous changes might be controlled or even stopped completely. One of the ways to 
solve these problems is by searching for new perspectives for inhabitation.  

One positive example is to create new communities, and even cities developed entirely in the water, autonomous or partly 
connected with the land. A very optimistic look in the future includes the kind of ideas developed for the territory of Bulgaria 
and the Black Sea Coastal line.  

  The city of Shabla and the territories of the area are an object of undiscovered cultural heritage and archaeological and 
architectural potential. This part of the country has natural resources that are perfect for the development of scientific research 
and other activities. From an architectural point of view, the territories north of Varna are the subject of interest for architects 
and designers because of the virgin lands.   

The most important achievement of the project is its approach to multilayer problems of the environment. Besides the 
restrictions for the area, there should be a smart plan for the near future development, protecting nature as well as the people 
and valuable resources. These should be done through both science and art. 

As Stephen Kieran describes the process, "Research brings science to our art…To move the art of architecture forward, 
however, we need to supplement intuition with science." [12] 
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ABSTRACT 

The island of Crete separating the Aegean Sea from the Mediterranean Sea is one of the largest islands in Greece. The island, 
which was home to an ancient civilization Minoan, was subjected to Ionian and Dorian invasions and later became dominated 
by Roman, Byzantine, Umayyad, Abbasid and Venetians. The first contact of the island of Crete with the Turks in the 1330s 
was signed by the commercial agreements signed with the Duchy of Crete with Menteşeoğulları. Such relations with the 
Ottoman Empire continued until the middle of the 17th century and became a conflict with the increasing Ottoman activities 
in the eastern Mediterranean and Africa. During the reign of Sultan Ibrahim, Chania was conquered in 1645, followed by 
Rethymno and finally in 1669, the fortress of Heraklion was conquered. During the examinations we conducted on the island 
of Crete within the scope of Scientific Research Projects, it was found that many Ottoman monuments were standing throughout 
the island. Among these, we deemed it appropriate to consider the sebilhanes considering the symposium. According to our 
on-site investigations and resource research, 8 sebilhanes were identified in Crete, 6 in Heraklion, 1 in Chania and 1 in Ierapetra. 
Two of them are standing and the others have records. All of the sebilhanes we discussed in our paper have been measured and 
their drawings have been prepared, their inscriptions have been translated into modern Turkish, and today's photographs and 
archival photographs, if any, have been documented. In addition, resources were searched for the buildings and their definitions 
were supported and archived. 

 

Key Words: Crete, Irakleo, Chania, Iearapetra, sebilhane  
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GİRİŞ 

Coğrafi olarak Anadolu ile Mora yarımadası arasında Ege Denizi’ni güneyden bir kuşak olarak çevreleyen adada ilk yerleşim 
M.Ö. 3000’li yıllara dayanmakta ve M.Ö. 2000’li yıllarda Kral Minos’un önderliğinde Knossos merkezli güçlü bir devlet 
kurulmuştur. Avrupa ve Mısır arasında yer alan bu devlet, Mısır’ın de etkisiyle güçlü bir deniz devleti olarak gelişmiş ve 
Avrupa medeniyetinin beşiği kabul edilen büyük bir medeniyetin öncüsü olmuştur (Hawes, 1911, s. 9). M.Ö. 1400’lü yıllarda 
başlayan Dor ve İyon akınları bu yüksek medeniyeti büyük bir felaketle sonlandırmıştır (Alexiou, 1991, s. 59). Bu tarihten 
sonra ada stratejik önemini korusa da eski öncü ve önemli rolüne sahip olamamıştır (Tukin, 1996, s. 85). M.Ö. 69 yılında Roma 
tarafından ele geçirilen ada, Roma İmparatorluğu’nun ikiye ayrılmasından sonra Doğu Roma’nın elinde kalmıştır (Chevrollier, 
2016, s. 61). Akdeniz’in doğusunda kurulan İslâm Devleti, kısa sürede Suriye ve Kuzey Afrika’yı fethetmiş, Anadolu’yu ve 
Girit’i de etki alanına almıştır. Girit Adası’na ilk Müslüman akınlar I. Muaviye (661-680) döneminde başlamış, çeşitli tarihlerde 
adanın farklı yerleri ele geçirilmiş ve en nihayet adanın tamamı Halife Me’mun (813/833) döneminde gerçekleşmiştir (Bozkurt, 
2004, s. 103). 961 yılında Bizanslılar, adadaki 150 yıllık Müslüman idaresine son verip, çoğunluğu Müslüman olan ada halkını 
din değiştirmeye veya adayı terk etmeye mecbur bırakmışlardır (Hanyevi, 1864). Bu tarihten sonra IV. Haçlı Seferi’ne kadar 
çeşitli isyanlarla Bizans İmparatorluğu’nu meşgul edecek ada, 1204 yılında Venedikliler tarafından ele geçirilmiştir (Miller, 
1908, s. 48). Venediklilere bağlı ada yönetimi ile ilk ilişkiler Aydınoğulları ve Menteşeoğulları Beyliği arasında 1337 yılındaki 
bir takım ticari antlaşmalar ile kurulmuştur (Delilbaşı, 1983, s. 98). Venedik ile çalkantılı duruma rağmen Girit ile olan 
münasebetler İstanbul’daki Giritli Yunan tüccarlar üzerinden 17. yüzyılın ortalarına kadar bu şekilde sürmüştür (Malik, 2009, 
s. 86). XVI. yüzyıldan itibaren Akdeniz’deki hâkimiyetini güçlendirmek isteyen Osmanlı, 1522’de Rodos’u, 1571’de Kıbrıs’ı 
fethettikten sonra Girit için hazırlıklar yapmaya başlamıştır (Emecen, 2001, s. 47). Osmanlı Devleti, en nihayet 1645 yılında 
Girit’in fethi için Venedik Cumhuriyeti’ne savaş açmış ve 24 yıl birçok cephede sürecek büyük mücadelelerden sonra 1669 
yılında adanın tamamı fethedilmiştir (Pul, 2018, s. 40).  

Hanya’nın 1645 yılında Yusuf Paşa tarafından fethedilmesinden sonra Deli Hüseyin Paşa da 1646 yılında Resmo Kalesi’ni 
fethetmiştir. Bu şekilde ada halkının da kısmi desteğiyle adanın içinde farklı yerler fethedilmiş ve Kandiye’nin fethedilmesi 
için hazırlıklar yapılmıştır (Porfyriou, 2004, s. 77). Avrupa’da 30 yıl savaşlarının sona ermesi, ayrıca Sultan İbrahim’den sonra 
Sultan Mustafa’nın 7 yaşında padişah olması Osmanlı Devleti’ni bir takım iç çatışmalara sürüklemiş ve Kandiye’nin fethine 
yeterli önem verilememiştir (Setton, 1991, s. 275). 1645’ten sonra iki defa kuşatılan Kandiye, en nihayet Köprülü Fazıl Ahmet 
Paşa tarafından 1669 yılında teslim alınmıştır (Anderson, 1952, s. 184). Fetihten sonra kalabalık bir askeri grup, aileleriyle 
birlikte şehre yerleştirilmiştir. Girit’in idari yapılanması Kandiye, Hanya, Resmo ve İstiye (Stia) sancaklarından oluşan bir 
eyalet şeklinde olmuştur (Gülsoy, 2004, s. 161). 1821 yılında çıkan Yunan İsyanı, Girit’i de etkilemiş ve özellikle 1896 yılından 
itibaren uluslararası bir soruna dönüşmüş ve 1913 Balkan Harbi sonrası elimizden çıkmıştır (Adıyeke, 1994, s. 33). 

Bu bildiride ise kültürümüzde en önemli hayratların başında gelen ve kültürümüzün suya ve ikrama verdiği değeri gösteren 
adadaki sebilhane yapıları ele alınmıştır. Türkler şehirlerin köşe başlarını çeşmelerle donattığı gibi meydanlarını da 
sebilhanelerle süslemiştir. Genel olarak bunların adına hayrat denmiş ve bu yapıları kullananlardan tek beklentisi banilerine 
hayır dua olmuştur. Bu anlamda bu hayrat yapıları şehir meydanlarında ahiret inancını kuvvetlendiren zarif sanat eserleri 
olmuştur. Türk mimarisine özgü, estetik değerlerin en güzel biçimde nakşedildiği bu yapılar, farklı coğrafyalarda günümüzde 
de karşımıza çıkmaktadır. Bu çalışmayı yapmamızdaki amaç da Girit Adası’nda günümüzde de kent meydanlarını süsleyen bu 
yapıları belgelemek ve mimari analizini yaparak mimarlık ve farklı disiplinlerden araştırmacılara kaynak oluşturmaktır. 

İnceleme 

Osmanlı’nın adada bulunduğu 268 yılda vakıflar üzerinden şehirleri imar etmişlerdir. Bu amaçla adanın genelinde birçok cami, 
han, hamam, medrese, mektep, sebilhane ve çeşme yapıları yapılmış, tekkeler açılmıştır. Bunların içinde sempozyum 
çerçevesine de dikkat ederek Girit Adası’ndaki 7 sebilhane incelenmiştir. Bunlar, Kandiye’de Valide Turhan Hatice Sultan 
Sebilhanesi (1672), Numan Paşa Sebilhanesi (1744), Köprülü Hafız el-Hac Ahmet Paşa Sebilhanesi (1768), Yakasız-zâde Hacı 
Mustafa Ağa Sebilhanesi (1764), Kalıpsız İsmail Ağa Sebilhanesi (1794), Sultan Abdülmecid Sebilhanesi (1847), Hanya’da 
Hünkâr Camii (Çukur Çeşme) Sebilhanesi (18. Yüzyıl ortası) ve Yarepetra’da Ali Makaronake Sebilhanesi (1872) şeklindedir. 
Farklı zamanlarda birbirinden farklı mimari özelliklere sahip bu sebilhaneler, Osmanlı mimarisinin zaman içinde değişen üslup 
zenginliğini göstermektedir.  

Bulgular 

Yerleşim bölgelerinde yapılan hayrat su yapılarının büyük bölümünün suyu, kaynaklardan su kanalları veya künkler vasıtasıyla 
getirilmiştir (Çeçen, 1999, s. 10). Osmanlı idaresi döneminde de içme suyu ihtiyacını karşılamak için suyollarının bakımına 
çok önem vermiştir (Angelakis, Mays, Koutsoyiannis, & Mamassis, 2012, s. 165). Bir su yapısı olan sebilhanelerde suyun 
yanında özel günlerde şerbet gibi içecekler de dağıtıldığından hane şeklinde tasarlanmıştır. Birkaç tipte karşımıza çıkan 
sebilhanelerin en yaygın türü müstakil yapı türünde, çokgen planlı ve etek denilen mermer alçak duvar üzerinde sütunlar, 
sütunlar arasında bronz yahut mermer şebekeler, kornişler, kitabeler ve saçaklardan meydana gelmiş örnekleridir (Urfalıoğlu, 
2009, s. 250). Girit Adası’nda ele alınan çeşmeler de konumlanma yönünden müstakil sebilhane grubuna girmektedir.  
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Valide Hatice Turhan Sultan Sebilhanesi (1672), Kandiye 

Valide Turhan Hatice Sultan, Sultan İbrahim’in eşi ve IV. Mehmed’in annesidir. Kendisi 21 yaşında iken 7 yaşındaki oğlunun 
padişahlığını gören Turhan Sultan, kayınvalidesi Kösem Sultan’ın gölgesinde kalmıştır. Ancak 1651 yılında Lala Süleyman 
Paşa ile birlikte Kösem Sultan’ı öldürttü (Akyıldız, 2012, s. 497). 1656 yılında ise yetkilerini sadrazamlığa getirdiği Köprülü 
Mehmed Paşa’ya devrederek zamanını daha çok hayır işlerine ayırdı (Demir & Afyoncu, 2015, s. 150). Turhan Sultan 1683 
yılında İstanbul’da vefat etmiş ve Yeni Camii yanındaki türbesine defnedilmiştir. Osmanlı kaynaklarında Turhan Sultan için 
dine bağlılığı, cömertliği, hayırseverliği ve hırslı olmayışı gibi özellikleri ile bahsedilmiştir. Vakıfları aracılığı hayır işlerinin 
yanı sıra devletin ihtiyaçları için kaleler de yaptırmıştır. 1669 yılında Kandiye Kalesi’nin alınmasının ardından kale ve 
içerisindeki binaların tamiri Turhan Sultan adına yapılmış, aynı zamanda kendine ait su kaynağı bulunan St. Salvator Kilisesi 
onun adına camiye çevrilmiştir (Karaca, 2012, s. 425). Bu yapı 1973 yılında yıkılmıştır. Günümüzde Kornarou Meydanı adıyla 
anılmaktadır. 

 

Şekil 1. Turhan Sultan Sebilhanesi meydan görünüşü ve 1890’lı yıllara ait çizimi (Stavridis, 1970) 

Konu ile ilgili kaynaklarda bu durum karışık bir hâl almıştır. Aynı yapı için farklı baniler, tanımlar ve konumlar tarif edilmiştir. 
Özellikle de bu sebilhane için karışıklık Melek İbrahim Paşa, Hacı İbrahim Ağa ve Turhan Sultan isimleri ve hayratları 
karışmıştır. 

Evliya Çelebi’nin caminin yanında diye bahsettiği sebilhane, Ayan Mehmet Efendi ve Kethüda İbrahim Paşa tarafından Turhan 
Sultan adına inşa edilmiştir (Σταυρινίδης, 1970, s. 120). Bunun yanında Kandiye vakıfları içinde VGMA, 988 nolu defterin 
122. sahifesinde (H. 1190 / M.1776) ise Kandiye eşrafından Hacı İbrahim Ağa bin Ebubekir’in tamir ettirdiği sebilhaneden 
bahsedilmektedir. Vakfiyeye göre, Turhan Sultan Camii (St. Salvator Kilisesi) yanındaki sebilhanenin ve suyollarının tamiri 
ile görevlilerinin ücretlerini karşılayabilmek için de şehir merkezi ve çevresinde kendine ait pek çok gayrimenkulünü, arazisini, 
bağ ve bahçelerini vakfetmiştir. Vakfiyesinde özetle şu şekilde ifade edilmiştir:  

“Bahsedilen vakıf gelirlerinden öncelikli olarak vakıf gayrimenkuller ile sebilhane ve suyollarının tamiri yapılacak, 
artanından aylık 110 para sebilhaneye tay in olunan sebilciye aylık 30 para, suyolcuya ödenecek ve yaz aylarında günlük 
4 yük kar satın alınarak sebilhanede ikram edilecekti. Ayrıca vakıf gelirlerinden sebilcinin ikameti için münasip bir yerde 
bir ev satın alınacak ve ikametine tahsis edilecektir” (VGMA, 1190/1776)   

 

Şekil 1. Turhan Sultan Sebilhanesi meydana bakan ön cephesi ve arka cephesi (Kaynak: yazar) 

Buna karşılık Kandiye Tarih Müzesi’nde Melek İbrahim Paşa adına yaptırılan bir hayrat yapısının kitabesi bulunmaktadır. 
Mermerden yapılan kitabe iki satırdan oluşmakta ve kitabenin günümüz Türkçe yazımı şu şekildedir: “Sahibu’l-hayrat / Melek 
İbrahim Paşa / Sene 1095” (M.1683). Nusret Çam’ın Yunanistan’daki Türk Eserleri ve Digital Crete adlı dijital platformda da 
bu isim karışıklığı tekrar edilmiştir. İlgili kaynakta Melek İbrahim Paşa Sebili’nin L. Kalokairinou Caddesi’nin ucunda 
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bulunduğu ve 1915 yılında yol açma çalışmaları kapsamında kamulaştırılıp, yıkıldığı belirtilmiştir (URL-1:Digital Crete, 2019). 
Oysa yıkılan Melek İbrahim Paşa’nın günümüzde müzede sergilenen kitabeye ait çeşmedir. 

Karışıklığa konu olan Melek İbrahim Paşa, Girit’teki görevi 1673 yılında Kandiye muhafızlığı ile olmuştur. Bir süre Girit ve 
Mora’da görev yaptıktan sonra Osmanlı’nın kuzey sınırlarındaki bölgelerde görev yapmış ve birçok savaşa katılmıştır. II. 
Viyana Bozgunu sonrası 1680’li yıllarda özellikle Tuna boyunda dağılmış ve başıbozuk orduyla önemli başarılar elde etmiş ve 
1684 yılında Budin’i büyük bir özveri ile savunmuştur. Kara İbrahim Paşa’nın kışkırtmaları ile 1685 yılında idam edilmiştir 
(Özcan, 1998, s. 223). Mezarı Edirne, Soruca Paşa Camii haziresinde bulunmaktadır. Kandiye Müzesinde bulunan kitabesi de 
sebilden çok bir çeşme kitabesi örneklerine benzemektedir. Kaynaklarda sıkça Melek İbrahim Paşa ile karıştırılan sebilhanenin 
banisi Hacı İbrahim Ağa ise Kandiye’nin zengin eşrafından olup, Girit Adası’nda birçok çeşme, sebilhane ve suyollarını tamir 
ettiğini 1776 yılındaki vakfiyesinden öğrenmekteyiz. Sebilhanenin 6 sütun 2 satırdan oluşan kitabesinin günümüz Türkçe 
yazımı şu şekildedir: 

Hacı Ağa kim odur hem-nâm İbrahim Halil / Sa’î edub yaptı sefâ ile bina beyt-i seyîd /  
Sukkâm-ı mermere kazdırdı bu hayrı cemil-i / Tasından su çıkarıb tasıyla ve azimuşşanda /  
Dil ? atar su lüleden dirayet? esnasında ? / Gelsun içsun su ve hem kılsın salavât-ı selâm  
 
Cennet-i a’lâda kevser içse de ? delil ? / Bu zülâ-ı âbide iden teşkâne? Mâh-ı sebîl /  
Nukdu her yeni hayrın âhır ? fa’izi ? …. / Ya âb-ı selsebil ide ustanız? Gider bi-sebîl ?/ 
Nutkudur tarih tamir ihlasla kıldı …. / İsterim mihrab-ı ? pâk iç ….. kıldı sebil 

Ketebe Mustafa Şükrü  
 

 

Şekil 2. Turhan Sultan Sebilhanesi’nin ön cephesinde bulunan kitabesi (Kaynak: yazar) 

Bunların yanında kare bir mermer levha üzerine 5 satır ve 5 sütundan oluşan bir kitabe daha vardır. Kare şeklindeki kutucukların 
içinde farklı basamaklarda sayılar yazılmıştır. Bu kitabenin ne ifade ettiği tam olarak anlaşılamamıştır. Ayrıca Sebilhanenin 
giriş kapısı üzerindeki kitabenin günümüz Türkçe yazımı şu şekildedir: 

“Ve mine’l-mai külli şey’in hay” / 

Enbiya Suresi Ayet 30; Ayet meali: "Ve her canlıyı sudan var kıldık" 

 

 

Şekil 3. Turhan Sultan Sebilhanesi’nin sayılarla yazılan kitabesi ve giriş kapısı üzerindeki kitabe (Kaynak: yazar) 
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Sebilin dört cephesinde su basman seviyesinde mermer malzemeden yapılmış bitkisel barok bezemeli aynalık içerisine birer 
adet lüle yerleştirilmiş olan levhalar bulunur. Bu lülelerin altında kare planlı blok taştan yapılmış küçük su tekneleri bulunur. 
Söz konusu sebilhane günümüzde belediyeye ait kafe olarak kullanılmaktadır.  

 

Şekil 4. Turhan Sultan Sebilhanesi detay örnekleri (Kaynak: yazar) 

 

 

Şekil 6. Turhan Sultan Sebilhanesi plan çizimi (Kaynak: yazar) 
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Şekil 7. Turhan Sultan Sebilhanesi meydana bakan ön cephe çizimi (Kaynak: yazar) 

Numan Paşa Sebilhanesi (1744), Kandiye 

17. yüzyılda devletin yaşadığı buhranlı dönem, 1657 yılında Köprülü Hafız Mehmed Paşa’nın sadrazamlık makamına 
getirilmesiyle atlatmıştır. Böylece Merzifonlu Kara Mustafa Paşa’ya kadar sürecek olan Osmanlı idaresinde Köprülüler 
dönemini de başlatmıştır (Süreyya, 1996, s. 1264). Oğlu Köprülü Fazıl Ahmet Paşa da Kandiye’yi fethederek, Köprülüler’in 
Girit ile olan alakaları başlamıştır. Fazıl Ahmed Paşa’nın küçük kardeşi Sadrazam Mustafa Paşa’nın büyük oğlu Fazıl Numan 
Paşa da Kandiye muhafızı olarak 3 defa adada görev yapmıştır. Günümüze ulaşmayan yapının kitabelerini yayınlayan Orhan 
F. Köprülü’nün aktardığına göre sebilhane, Fazıl Numan Paşa daha göreve başlamadan 3 yıl kadar önce yapıldığından Fazıl 
Ahmed Paşa evkafının mütevellisi tarafından yaptırılma ihtimali üzerinde durmuştur (Köprülü, 1976, s. 488). Orhan 
Köprülü’nün (1976) makalesinde Mehmed Yunus’tan (1920) aktarılan kitabesinin günümüz Türkçe yazımı şu şekildedir (İlgili 
kaynaklarda kitabedeki tahribattan dolayı yer yer okunamadığı belirtilmiştir): 

… / Çeşme-i ömri zaman havz-ı hayat du-çehar (çaresiz) / Lule-i … açıp … kan akıt / Görke … teşne-i dîl oldu revân 
/ Ta ki zülâl-ı nev … atşân ede ol teşne-i dîl / Ruhûna bu çeşme-i sârı vakf edub oldu ayân / Her kim içerse bugün 
ruhuna kılsın dua / Ola ki yarın bula rahmet Hak’ta mekân / Haif gaybı gelub söyledi tarihini / ‘Çeşme-i âb-ı hayat 
oldu zehî [cûyû] revân’ / 1115 

Kandiye vakıfları içinde VGMA, 994. Defter, 36. Sahifede yer alan Hacı Hüseyin Mektebi’nin belgesinde (H. 1321 / M. 1903) 
Numan Paşa Mahallesi zikredilmiştir. Nikolaos Stavrinidis’in belirttiğine göre ise günümüzdeki Kallergon Meydanı’nda eski 
vilayet binasının sağ girişi tarafında bulunan sebilhane, 1915’te yıkılmıştır (Σταυρινίδης, 1985, s. 240). Kaynakların tarif ettiği 
Agios Titos ile eski vilayet binası arasında park olarak kullanılan alanda günümüzde koruma altına alınmış bir şadırvan 
yapısının Numan Paşa Sebilhanesi ile ilgili olması muhtemeldir. Buna göre Agios Titos Kilisesi’nin apsis tarafında yer alan bu 
bölge Numan Paşa Mahallesi’dir. 

 

 

Şekil 8. Agios Titos ile eski vilayet binası arasındaki parkta koruma altına alınmış şadırvan yapısı (Kaynak: yazar) 
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Köprülü Hafız el-Hac Ahmet Paşa Sebilhanesi (1759), Kandiye 

Orhan Köprülü, 1976 yılında yayımladığı makalesinde Kandiye şeriyye sicillerine dayandırarak Köprülü ailesinden Ebu’l-hayr 
Hafız el-Hac Ahmed Paşa’nın H. 1157 / M. 1744 ve H. 1170 / M. 1756’da iki defa Kandiye Muhafızlığı yaptığını aktarmıştır 
(Köprülü, 1976, s. 490). Sebilhane de 1759 yılında Agios Titos Kilisesi ile liman arasında günümüzdeki 25 Ağustos Caddesi 
üzerinde yaptırılmıştır (Σταυρινίδης, 1985, s. 110). Ancak 1915’te yıkılmıştır. Orhan Köprülü’nün (1976), Mehmed Yunus’un 
(1920) makalesine dayanarak sebilhanenin, üç cepheli ve her cephesinde kitabe olduğu belirtilmiştir. Buna göre kitabenin ilk 
6 satırı Vezir Caddesi’ne bakan cephede, 7-10. satırlar Liman Kapısı Meydanı’na bakan cephede ve 11-15. satırların da üçüncü 
cephede bulunduğu bildirilmiştir. Kitabenin günümüz Türkçe yazımı şu şekildedir (Köprülü, 1976, s. 491): 

1. Bismillahirramanirrahim 
2. “Ve ce’alnâ mine’l-mâ’i külli şey’in hay” (Kuran, Enbiya Sûresi, 30. Ayet) 

3. Cenab-ı Asaf-ı âlî neşrâdın Ulû hımmeti fevka’l-âlâdır 
4. Köprülüzâde Makbul Salattîn Ebu’l-Hayr-ı tekniye hakka sezadır 
5. Vezir İbnu’l-vezir İbnu’l-vezirdir Müselsel muttasıl fermanı revadır 
6. Kerem-i mevrûs bil zâtı cebbetli Mahalliyle eder sahibu itâdır 
7. … … 
8. Yekün hacı Ahmet Paşa zîşân Bab-ı hayrı ruhnumâdır 
9. Müyeser oldu Fethi kale-i nîş Olup ser-askeri yevmu’l gadır 
10. Hele şâd eyledi ecdadı Denilmez mi bu hayra hoş ceradır 
11. Hususan ruh-ı Numan müşiri Oğul yay şarabıyla sakadır 
12. Yakın bildim bu hayr ettin hudusu Kadûmu yemin Sultan Mustafa’dır 
13. Lebiben gel yeter hatm-ı kelâm et Garaz tarihi bilinmek müntehadır 
14. Sebil-i Hazret desturu kerem kem Beyan tarihi güya nuvadır 
15. Ağız bir eyleyib ikvan dirler / Safayı can veren atşana mâder (sene 1182) / Ketebe el - fakir 
Ahmet el-mazhar eş-şuhuri Hafız kütbü El-Hac Ahmet / El- vezir el - Köprülüzâde 

Yakasız-zâde Hacı Mustafa Ağa Sebilhanesi (1764), Kandiye 

Nikolas Stavridis’in belirttiğine göre 1764 yılında Hacı Mustafa Ağa bin Mehmed Yakasız-zâde tarafından 1764 yılında inşa 
edilen sebilhane 1915 yılındaki yol açma çalışmaları sırasında yıkılmıştır. L. Kalokairinou Caddesi’nin kuzey tarafında Eski 
Hanya Limanı doğrultusunda Zekeriya Bey Konağı yakınlarında bulunmaktaydı (Σταυρινίδης, 1985, s. 109). Sebilhane ile ilgili 
vakıf kayıtlarında Kandiye’nin Ağa Mahallesi Camii ahalisinden ve Tüccar Yakasız-zade Hacı Mustafa Ağa Bin Mehmet Ağa 
tarafından Bey Mahallesinde inşa ettirildiği belirtilmiştir. Vakfiyenin özeti şu şekildedir (VGMA, H. 1177 / M. 1764): 

“Kandiye’nin Ağa Mahallesi Camisi ahalisinden ve Tüccar esnafında Yakasız-zade Hacı Mustafa Ağa Bin Mehmet 
Ağa, Kandiye’nin Sivri Çeşme Çarşısında uzunluğu 14, genişliği 7 zıra ölçülerinde bir sebilhane ile yanında bir çeşme 
inşa ettirmiş idi. Vâkıf, adı geçen sebilhane ile Kandiye’nin Pezbe Nahiyesine bağlı İskupla Köyünde inşa ettirdiği 
caminin masraflarını karşılamak üzere de aşağıda yerleri, özellikleri ve sayıları verilecek olan gayr-ı menkullerini 
vakfetmiş idi. Vakfiyedeki şartlara göre vakfedilen gayr-ı menkullerin yıllık gelirlerinden hersene 25 kuruşu vakfın 
mütevellisine, 100 kuruşu yaz aylarında sebilhaneye kar getirme masraflarına, 15 kuruşu sebilhane ve çeşmein suyolu 
tamirine, 6 kuruşu suyolculara verilecekti. Ayrıca Kandiye’deki Karagöz fırınına bitişik vakıf ev de sebilhanede 
görevli olan sebilcinin iskânına meşrut olup her yıl 30 kuruş da maaş ödenecekti.” 

Kalıpsız İsmail Ağa Sebilhanesi (1792), Kandiye 

Kandiye’de L. Kalokairinou Caddesi üzerinde Hanya Limanı tarafında H. 1207 / M. 1792 yılında Kalıpsız İsmail Ağa bin Ali 
Ağa tarafından yaptırılmıştır. Vakıf mülkü olarak inşa edilen çeşme 1926 yılında Yunanistan Ulusal Bankası’na satılmış ve 
ardından yok edilmiştir. Günümüzde arazisine dükkân yapılmıştır (Σπανακης, 1981, s. 95). Sebilhanenin kitabesi günümüze 
ulaşmasa da Girit’te yaşamış Celvetî tarikatı şeyhlerinden Salacıoğlu Mustafa Celvetî’nin divanında bu sebilhanenin kitabe 
metni yer almaktadır. 1750 ile 1850 yılları arasında yaşamış Salacıoğlu Mustafa Celvetî’nin kabri Girit’tedir. Kitabenin 
günümüz Türkçe yazımı şu şekildedir (Kurnaz, Tatcı, & Aydemir, 2000, s. 45): 

“Rahmet olsun ruhuna kim etdi bu hayra kıyâm / Selsebîlinden na’îmin cânı reyyân ola tâm 

Şöhreti el-Hâc İsmail Kalıpsız-zâdedir / Eylemişdi sa’yini takvâya cârî subh u şam  

Lücce-i tevfîkına kıldı anı mazhar Hudâ / Akıdıp cûd u sehâya oldu makbul-ı enâm 

Bu mahalede teşnegâna yoğ idi mâ’dan eser / Eyledi ihyâ ahalisinin sulandı hâs u’âm 

Nûh felek devriyle çıkdım eyledim tarihini / Al Hüsey’in ‘aşkına nûş eyle anı ey hümam 

Sene 1207” (M. 1792) 
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Şekil 9. 1900’lerde Kalıpsız İsmail Ağa Sebilhanesi (a-Σπανακης, 1981, b-URL2: Metallinos) 

Sultan Abdülmecid Sebilhanesi (1847), Kandiye 

Kandiye şehrinin suyollarının esaslı tamiri Venedik döneminde 1625 yılında Youktas dağının suyunu getiren Morosini 
sukemerleri ile başlamıştır. Şehrin içinde Jesus Kapısı’ndan giren doğu sarnıcını dolduran bu suyolu Morosini Çeşmesine kadar 
uzanmaktadır. Ayrıca saray, çarşı ve katedrale de ulaşacak şekilde yapılmıştır. Ancak Kandiye kuşatılıp, Morosini suyolu tahrip 
edilince, şehrin su ihtiyacı şehrin batı tarafında olan Bethlehem Burcu sarnıcından liman tarafındaki Priuli Çeşmesi’ne yapılan 
suyolu ile sağlanmıştır (Angelakis, Mays, Koutsoyiannis, & Mamassis, 2012, s. 480). Kandiye’nin fethiyle Morosini 
Çeşmesi’nin bulunduğu alan Evliya Çelebi’nin tarifiyle Havuz Meydanı’na dönüştürülmüştür . En nihayet 1850 yılında Sultan 
Abdülmecid’in Kandiye’yi ziyareti öncesi Girit Muhafızı Mustafa Nail Paşa, Morosini Çeşmesi’nin havuz kenar kaidesi 
üzerinde mermer sütunlar ekleyerek yapıyı, Sultan Abdülmecid adına sebilhaneye dönüştürmüştür (Angelakis, Mays, 
Koutsoyiannis, & Mamassis, 2012, s. 482). Sebilhanenin formu çeşme duvarı esas alınarak yapılmıştır. Sebilhanenin düz çatısı 
vardır. Ayrıca tüm cephelerde dolanan kitabesi mermer üzerine altın yaldızlıdır. Bu sebilhane 1898 yılında adadan Türk 
askerinin çekilmesi sonrası dağıtılmıştır (Angelakis, Mays, Koutsoyiannis, & Mamassis, 2012, s. 484). Adanın suyollarını 
inceleyen Gerola (1905) ve adadaki su yapılarını araştıran Stavrinidis’in (1969) çalışmaları adadaki sebilhane ve çeşmelerle 
ilgili yapılmış en özgün çalışmalardır (Gerola, 1905). 

 

Şekil 10. Morosini Çeşmesi’nin (1625) Sltan Abdülmecid Sebilhanesi’ne (1847) dönüştürülmesi ve çeşmenin  
 günümüzdeki durumu (a-URL3: K.Kuşlar, b-URL4: Tripadvisor) 

Sultan İbrahim (Hünkâr) Camii (Çukur Çeşme) Sebilhanesi (18. yüzyıl), Hanya 

Hanya’nın 1645’te fethinin hemen ardından St. Nikola Katedrali, padişahın adıyla camiye çevrilmiştir. Sebilhane de bu caminin 
avlusunda günümüzdeki ismiyle 1821 Meydanı’nda bulunan Çukur Çeşme’nin üstüne yapılmıştır. Arşiv fotoğrafları 
incelendiğinde sekizgen planlı sebilhane, üçgen alınlıklı, sırt ve derelerden kırılan dilimli koni şeklinde bir çatı ile örtülmüştür. 
Bu üst örtü özelliği ile günümüze ulaşmış tek örnektir. Saçağı bulunmayan sebilhanenin pencere açıklığı üstünde geniş aralıklı 
iki sıra silme yapılmıştır. Sebilhanenin yarım daire kemerli pencere boşlukları, ince sütunlarla ikiye bölünmüştür. Sivri kemerli 
bu pencerelerin alınlıklarında daire veya elips formunda levhalar ile her yüzeyinde kitabesi olması, sebilhanenin önemli bir 
kişiye ait olduğunu göstermektedir. Ancak Hanya ile ilgili incelenen 1753 tarihli ve 988 nolu defter, 44. sahifede yer alan 
Sultan İbrahim’in vakfiyesinde sebilhaneye değinilmese de Çukur Çeşme’den bahsedilmiştir (VGMA, H.1167/M.1753).  

R. 1299 / H. 1893 yılında adada Müslümanlara ait vakıflar ve bunlara bağlı köyler ve diğer gelirlerin cetveli ilân edilmiştir. Bu 
cetvelde Sultan İbrahim Vakfının Hanya, Resmo ve Kandiye’de inşa ettirdiği hayır kurumlarına bağışladığı gelirlerden 
bahsedilmiştir (Adıyeke, 1994, s. 45). Sultan İbrahim’in vefatından 30 yıl sonra fethedilen Kandiye’de de vakfına ait hayratların 
olması, vakıfın büyüdüğünü ve yatırımlarını sürdürdüğünü göstermektedir. Hanya’da Sultan İbrahim (Hünkâr) Camii’nin 

a	 b	

a	 b	
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karşısında inşa edilen sebilin de bu vakıf tarafından yapıldığı yaklaşımını güçlendirmektedir. Buna göre sebilhane, 18. yüzyılın 
sonlarına doğru, Sultan İbrahim’in vakfından yapılmıştır. Etrafı çevrilmiş ve merdivenlerle inilen Çukur Çeşme’nin girişinde 
yer alan sebilhane, 1920’li yıllarda yıkılmıştır. Günümüzde meydanda sadece Çukur Çeşme’yi çevreleyen sütunlar ve demir 
korkuluklar bulunmaktadır. 

 

Şekil 11. Hanya, Hünkâr Camii Sebilhanesi, 1905 (Hanya Arkeoloji Müzesi) 

Ali Makaronake Sebilhanesi (1872), Yerapetra 

Yerapetra (İerapetra), adanın doğusunda adanın boğumlandığı bölgenin güneyinde yer alan bir yerleşimdir. Osmanlı’nın 
fethiyle kale ve diğer savunma yapılarının yapılmasıyla gelişmiştir. 1868’deki idari bölünmeye göre Yarepetra, Laşid 
Sancağına bağlı 16 köyden oluşan bir merkezdir. Şehrin günümüzdeki büyüklüğü ve Osmanlı eserlerinin yapılış tarihleri 
incelendiğinde Yerapetra, Yunan isyanlarıyla başlayan sürecin sonunda huzuru bozulan adada Müslümanların toplandığı bir 
şehir olarak karşımıza çıkmaktadır. Şehirdeki 2 cami, büyük bir 1 okul, 1 sebilhane ve 2 çeşme Osmanlı döneminden günümüze 
ulaşan başlıca eserlerdir. Bunlardan biri de Ali Makaronake tarafından H. 1289 / M. 1872 yılında yapılan sebilhanedir. 

Osmanlı kaynaklarında Prepetra adıyla da geçen kasabada VGMA, 989. defter, 99. sahifeye göre 1891 yılında Cevat Paşa, 
Mahmud Celaleddin Paşa, jandarma efradı ve ada halkının himmeti ile Sultan II. Abdülhamid Han adına Hamidiye Camii 
olarak inşa edilmiştir (VGMA, 1309/1891). Mahmud Celaleddin Paşa, ilk olarak 1878 yılında Osmanlı Devleti’nin kabul ettiği 
Halepa Sözleşmesi ve ardından çıkarılan “Girit Nevahi Nizamnamesi” ile halkın doğrudan yönetime katılmasını sağlayan 
kararnamelerin uygulanmasını yerinde tespit etmek amacıyla Bab-ı Ali tarafından Girit’e gönderilmiştir (Adıyeke, 1994, s. 28). 
Bu dönemde Girit toplumunun örgütlenmesi, Müslüman ve Hıristiyan çekişmesinin yanı sıra her topluluğun kendi fırkaları 
vardır. Buna rağmen cinayetler ve baskınlar önlenemeyince 1889’da adaya büyük bir askeri sevkiyat gerçekleştirilmiş ve 
olaylar yatıştırılmıştır. Bu dönemde Girit’te vali olarak görev yapan Şakir Paşa, Cevad Paşa ve Mahmud Celalleddin Paşa’nın 
başarılı siyasi yönetimleriyle adada Osmanlı otoritesini tekrar sağlanmıştır (Adıyeke, 1994, s. 35). Sebilhane de bu caminin sol 
tarafında bulunmaktadır.  

Sebilhanenin dış duvarları oval bir şekilde oyularak yarım daire formunda nişler oluşturulmuş, içeride ise sekizgen planlıdır. 
120cm’lik dış kenar uzunluğuna sahip sebilhane düzgün kesme taştan yapılmıştır. Cephesinde dışa taşan üç dilimli sütunlarının 
üzerinde bitki motifleri olan sütun başlıkları vardır. Geniş ve dışa uzanan bir silme üzerinde kubbesi bulunmaktadır. Farklı 
tarzların birlikte kullanıldığı sebilhanenin, pencereleri oryantalist üslupla yapılmış iki kademeli olup, sivri kemerle 
sonlandırılmıştır. Sebilhane 1950’li yıllarda tamir edilmiştir (Σταυρινίδης, 1970). Daire formunda mermerden yapılmış kitabesi 
sebilhanenin güney tarafındadır. Kitabenin her iki yanında silmelerden çıkan ejderha başı motifi ile süslenmiştir. Sebilhanenin 
kitabesinin günümüz Türkçe yazımı şu şekildedir: 

“Sahibu’l-hayrat ve talibu’l-hasenât / Makaronaki Ali En’amellahu / Bi-lutfehu’l-Celî / Sene 1289” 
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Şekil 12. Yarepetra, Ali Makaronake Sebilhanesi genel görünüşü ve kitabesi (Kaynak: yazar) 

SONUÇ 

Makalemizde Girit Adası’ndaki 6’sı Kandiye’de 1’i Hanya’da ve 1’i de Yarepetra’da olmak üzere 7 sebilhane incelenmiştir. 
Adadaki bu 8 sebilhaneden sadece Kandiye’deki Valide Hatice Turhan Sultan ve Yarepetra’da Ali Makaronake sebilhaneleri 
günümüze ulaşabilmiştir. Diğer sebilhaneler 1915 yılında çeşitli bahanelerle yıkılmıştır. Sebilhanelerinin çoğunun Kandiye’de 
olması, Minos uygarlığının bu bölgede inşa ettiği suyollarının devamlı tamir edilmesi ve bakımının yanı sıra 18. Yüzyıldan 
itibaren artan Müslüman nüfusun etkisini göstermektedir.  

Kandiye’de günümüze ulaşmayan Numan Paşa Sebilhanesi’nin (1744) kitabesi O. Köprülü tarafından 1976 yılında yayınlanmış 
ayrıca vakıf kayıtlarında Numan Paşa Mahallesi’nden bahsedilmiş, buna göre günümüzdeki Agh. Titos Kilisesi’nin güney tarafı 
işaret edilmiştir. Köprülü Hafız el-Hac Ahmed Paşa Sebilhanesi (1759), Agios Titos Kilisesi ile liman arasında bir bölgede 
günümüzdeki 25 Ağustos Caddesi üzerinde bir yerde olduğu belirtilmiştir. O. Köprülü’nün kitabesi yanında cephe yönlerini 
ifade makalesine göre ise Venedik döneminden kalma Megaro Liopiraki yapısının yakınları işaret edilmiştir. Yakasızzade Hacı 
Mustafa Ağa Sebilhanesi (1764) vakıf kayıtlarında Bey Mahallesi ve Sivri Çeşme Çarşısı içinde diye tarif edilmiştir. Bu bölge 
günümüzde L. Kalokerinou Caddesi’nin kuzey bölgesi Zekeriya Bey Konağı ile Priuli Çeşmesi arasında bir yere denk 
gelmektedir. Girit’teki Celvetî tarikatı şeyhlerinden Kalıpsız İsmail Ağa Sebilhanesi (1792) ise günümüzdeki L. Kalokerinou 
Caddesi’nin ucunda Morosini Çeşmesi yakınlarında bir yerde bulunuyordu. Son olarak Sultan Abdülmecit Sebilhanesi ise 1625 
yılında Morosini tarafından yapılan suyolunun ucundaki çeşmesi üzerine yapılmıştır. 

 

Şekil 13. Kandiye'nin suyolları ve su yapıları arasındaki dağılım 

Adanın diğer önemli bir Müslüman nüfusu barındıran Hanya’da ise Hünkâr Camii karşısında su kaynağına yapılan Çukur 
Çeşme’nin üstündeki sebilhane üst örtüsü açısından eşine az rastlanılan tipte çok kırmalı koni şeklindedir. Yarepatra’daki 
sebilhane ise 1821 Yunan İsyanı ile birlikte Girit Adası’nın isyana katılması ve yaşanan buhranlardan dolayı 19. yüzyılın 
ortalarından itibaren adadaki Müslüman nüfusun daha büyük yerleşimlere doğru iç göç hareketinin yaşanmasına neden 
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olmuştur. 1704 yılından 1868 yılına kadar 19 ilâ 16 köyden oluşan Yarepetra kazasının bu tarihten sonra 4 nahiye ve 16 köy 
şeklinde bir idari yapılanması vardır. 1872 yılına tarihlenen sebilhanenin son dönemde göçlerle artan Müslüman nüfusun su 
ihtiyacı için yapılmıştır. Farklı mimari tarzların birlikte kullanıldığı sebilhanenin dikkat çeken bir özelliği de kapısının 
olmamasıdır. Bu durumun 1950’li yıllarda geçirdiği tamirat sonrası oluştuğu düşünülmektedir. Sebilhanenin kitabesinin yer 
aldığı duvar bölümünde silmelerin kitabenin sağında ve solunda yılanbaşı olarak sonlanması, bu duvarın aynı zamanda giriş 
kapısı olduğunu göstermektedir. 
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ABSTRACT 

Humans have always had a close relationship with water. Throughout history water has had both functional and aesthetic values 
within the urban context. Starting from the beginning of modernism, apart from the decorative and monumental value, the 
water has become objectified, which is defined by Heidegger as “standing reserve (Bestand)”. On the other hand, the 
occularcentric point of view of modernism has generated the perception of water as a viewed object.  Although human needs 
have increased due to social, environmental, and climatic changes, this point of view is still the major design criteria for water 
elements. As a result of these changes a need of interaction between the user and the designed element has arisen which has 
led to experience based design ideas. Experience is defined as the involvement of the users with the designed water elements, 
in other words interaction of the users’ five senses with the water. During recent years, many different projects have emerged 
exploring the idea of experienced space.  

The aim of this study is to present the different forms and the presence of water in an urban context based on the water element 
design projects. The projects have been selected according to their contextual approach and the experiences they provide to 
their users. In the light of the phenomenology, the experience which enables to unveil suppressed senses, besides sight, will be 
highlighted. This study discusses experience-based design in the context of the water element by analyzing different projects 
and ideas. 

 

Key Words: Interactive design, experience, water elements, urban context  
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INTRODUCTION  

Throughout history, water has been a part of human life and has existed under different forms within an urban context. 
Sometimes used as an infrastructure such as an aqueduct, a well, a cittern, as a landscape element like a pond, a fountain, and 
even as a therapy method. Although reasons for its use did not change, the designed forms within the urban context have 
evolved both formally and in the way it was experienced.  

This study aims at pointing out how water elements provide opportunities to reveal different sensory experiences, not only 
visual ones. So the priority of sight over the other senses, which started with the Enlightenment will be discussed. Then, in the 
light of phenomenology, it will be shown that the occularcentric point of view is not adequate in terms of belonging to the 
place, memory or relationship between subject and object. Finally, from the phenomenological point of view, selected projects 
will be analyzed by discussing the effects of other senses, especially touch, on the experience. 

THE PRIORITY OF SIGHT OVER THE OTHER SENSES 

In the “ungoing process” (Foucault,1984) of the Enlightenment, the lingering quarrel between man and nature ends with the 
superiority of man over nature which has been achieved by the exploitation of nature where knowledge has been the most 
important instrument to use nature pragmatically. The entities of nature are employed in the forms of “unlocking, transforming, 
storing, distributing, and switching,” and Martin Heidegger describes this way of revealing as “standing-reserve (Bestand).” 
(Heidegger, 1996) The objectification and framing of nature leads to the separation from its (own) context, which may be 
observed in the usage of the water element in an urban context. Fountains, decorative pools, ponds which have been widely 
used, and still are today, are the end product of this understanding. While these elements had significance by being located on 
a node in the medieval city pattern, today these elements have become only viewed or observed objects. This understanding 
excludes many other experiences that water can provide.  

The phenomenology understanding, which is inspired by the philosophy of Husserl, Heidegger, and Merleau-Ponty has been 
theorized in the realm of architecture and architectural theory by Peter Zumthor, Steven Holl, Juhani Pallasmaa and Alberto 
Perez Gomez. These architects and architectural historians have searched for how the other senses, beside sight, can be inherent 
to a design. Similarly, in landscape architecture, theoreticians have produced different concepts in the perspective of 
phenomenology. Jean-David Gerber and Gérald Hess highlight the concepts of “sensory experience” (Straus), and “physical 
experience” (Sauer) in their works. According to them “this link between man and nature is constantly renewed and unique on 
every occasion.” On the other hand, the concept of “somatic engagement” (Berleant) puts forward the notion that touch activates 
the other senses. (Gerber and Hess, 2017) 

THE EXPERIENCE OF THE WATER IN AN URBAN CONTEXT 

In this perspective it is important to understand how the design of water elements can provide other experiences than 
observation. Conditions such as being in the water, on the water; to touch the water, to hear it, or watching a reflection on the 
water can give opportunities to perceive different features of water such as sound, flow, reflection, and temperature. These 
conditions enable us to perceive water with our whole body and all of our senses, creating different experiences, like 
contemplation, rather than just an observation, and to live special experiences in a specific time and place. That kind of human 
interaction and involvement become personal because of the different cognitive and perceptual abilities of each person. 
(Clements and Dorminey, 2011) 

The six case studies were selected because they are located in different contexts and they propose different sensory experiences 
to their users. The common feature of all these works is that the water element designed is a part of their context and is in 
harmony with their environment. Another point is that every time these designs are used they offer a different experience. 
Therefore, these projects allow an experience which is not only specific to a particular moment, but is extended to the time and 
memory by the accumulation of its users’ different experiences.  
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CASE STUDIES 

1. ANTIROOM II 

Antiroom II is a circular floating timber structure constructed during EASA 2015 workshop in Valletta, Malta. It was designed 
by Elena Chiavi, Ahmad El Mad, Matteo Goldoni, and constructed with students from different countries.  

The color and the textiles are representatives of peace and calmness, and the circularity of the form encloses a section of the 
sea creating a safe place and a framed view of the surrounding.  Senses like touch, smell, sight, and hearing are stimulated by 
the combination of the structure itself and the sea, enhancing the experience. Both the structure’s color (white) and form 
(circular) are used symbolically to recreate the sensation of serenity while being in the water. This framed sensation allows one 
to contemplate the sea, sky, self, and cosmos. (Antiroom Workshop, 2016) 

This contemplation experience is volatile since the natural elements, the sea and the sky, are constantly changing in form, 
movement, temperature, and shifting from wavy, cloudy, windy, and rainy. These changes generate unique sensations every 
time it is experienced. On this project the emphasis is on the contemplation experience achieved by the combination of the 
nature, structure and all stimulated senses. 

2. THE ZANDAR SEA ORGAN 

 

Contemplation & Auditory 
Experience 

Waterfront 

The Zandar Sea Organ 

By: Nikola Bašić 

2005, Zandar, Croatia 

Image 2. The Zandar Sea Organ (Boardas, 2018)  

The Zandar Sea Organ is a part of the seafront project designed as a pier for cruise ships and a marine parade that will serve as 
a connection path between the pier and the city. The parade is seventy meters long, constituting of ten-meter-long seven parallel 
juxtaposed flights serving as a musical instrument designed by Nikola Bašić. (Oddmusic, 2008) 

Even though the project has mainly a functional need, the installation of a musical instrument under the steps transforms the 
experience of the parade into a “Concert of Nature”. White marble steps descending into the sea create a place to sit and watch 
the sunset while being next and/or in the water. This observation act is accompanied by music enhancing the whole audiovisual 
sensory experience turning it into a contemplative experience. The harmonious melody generated by the constant movement 
of the sea and wind offers an endless combination of musical variations, creating a unique sensation each time the parade is 
experienced. Auditory experience created by means of the Sea Organ is the core of the project.  

 
Contemplation Experience 

On Water / On Sea 

Antiroom II – Self-built Pavilion 

By: Elena Chiavi, Ahmad El Mad, Matteo 
Goldoni 

2015, Valletta, Malta 

Image 1. Antiroom II (Antiroom Workshop, 2016)  
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3. DIANA, PRINCESS OF WALES MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN 

The sculptural fountain designed by Gustafson Porter and Bowman is a symbolic representation of the Princess of Wales, 
Diana’s life; “the design expresses the concept of ‘Reaching out – letting in’, taken from the qualities of the Princess of Wales 
that were most loved; her inclusiveness and accessibility.” (Gustafson Porter and Bowman, n.d.) The fountain allows a 
commemoration of her life by the means of cascades and the still basin, a contemplation of the past. The slope of the terrain, 
starting from the highest point, is used to divert the water into two channels that join in a still basin.  

Both channels have been constructed with different cross-sections, allowing the water to cascade with different flows, each 
creating a different sound and texture. These differences create diverse sensory experiences where touch and hearing are 
stimulated. The sensory experience is designed to be different at each part of the fountain generating a memorial contemplation 
of Princess Diana’s life.  

4. HASLE HARBOUR BATH 

The Hasle Harbour Bath is a floating structure constructed to create a gathering place on the water with an undisturbed view 
of the open sea and also a place to safely access the water. Obstacles created by topographical condition of the harbor were 
overcome by an elevated platform allowing a place to contemplate the sunset and an enclosed space for bathing. (White, n.d.) 

The elevated platform creates a sense of being in the air by changing the perspective of the viewer - seeing from above, which 
turns a normal observation act into a contemplative experience. On the other hand the sensation of being in the water within 
the artificially created basin along with the knowledge of being in a safe place generates a relaxing sensation enhancing the 
sensory experience. The structure allows a contemplative experience together with a sensory experience.  
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5. BANYOLES OLD TOWN PUBLIC SPACE 

The Banyoles Old Town Public Space project is an intervention to pedestrianize the 12th century historical center’s streets and 
squares. The project unifies the streets and squares by covering them with travertine pavement tiles which by means of folds 
and openings reveal the old irrigation canal system. Reclaiming the unused infrastructure allowed the creation of a water path 
joining historical square to each other. (Mias Architects. n.d.) 

The pedestrianizing of the old town is in itself a mean to create a path to experience the 12th century history. This contemplation 
path is accompanied by a water canal that occasionally broadens in plazas to create opening like puddles allowing a sensory 
experience.  Water flowing in the partially open irrigation canals is used as a guide, a path, and as a sensory element, the 
openings in the squares. In this project the presence of water completes and enhances the historical experience of the 12th 
century. 

6. PROJECT MONSOON 

This project has not been constructed but the idea and the experience that it can create is a good example for the use of water 
in an urban context. The idea is to paint the streets with a hydro-chromatic paint that activates with water. (SIAC, 2015) 

Streets are painted with different scenes from the sea with sea creatures swimming in a river or a puddle. This phenomenon 
can only be observed during the monsoon season where the city is covered by clouds for a long time, creating a depressive 
ambiance. The colorful mural of the streets changes the experience of the monsoon season. This installation uses a natural 
phenomenon to create an ephemeral experience that lasts as long as it rains.   

CONCLUSION 

All the six projects demonstrate the possibility that all senses can be stimulated by different design solutions to achieve sensory 
experiences unique to these places. Hasle Harbor Bath frames nature in order to provide a safe environment to bath but also to 
create a place above all its surrounding that offers a view, of the sea around the island that can be considered infinite. On the 
other hand, Zandar Sea Organ creates a harmonious melody turning a transitional path into a concert providing users with a 
unique auditory experience. Both waterfront project offers different sensory experiences by stimulating senses that transforms 
an observation act (sunset) into a contemplation experience. Antiroom II creates a free floating space partly isolated from its 
environment while the use of frames offers a constantly changing view, encouraging the user to meditate and contemplate the 
cosmos, whereas the Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fountain invites its users to engage with the different parts of the 
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fountain, representing periods of Princess Diana’s life, and so provides different sensory experiences creating a memory 
contemplative experience. Both projects aim to encourage their users to contemplate a moment whether it is in the past, the 
present or the future. In The Banyoles Old Town public space water is used as a secondary element reinforcing the 12th century 
contemplative experience. The last project, Project Monsoon, aims to change a depressive experience into a joyful one by using 
nature itself to change the color of the streets.  

Nowadays the “experience” has come to the fore in the world of design. Designers look for a design understanding that activates 
all senses creating a feeling of belonging to a place or space by questioning the understanding that sight has priority and the 
dialectic of subject and object. Today water elements which present opportunities to live different and unique experiences based 
on each user’s cognitive and personal abilities, can be observed all around the world. Although fountains, decorative pools, 
ponds are widespread in our cities, there are also projects that notice the link between the water element and its context, and 
also unveil the different features of the water. Especially in our country-although it has started-we hope to see that kind of 
design understandings and projects.  
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ABSTRACT 

Cities, which are living, constantly changing and transforming when necessary, are formed, developed and take their present 
form according to the characteristics of natural, built and social environment.  In this process, the identity that separates the 
city from other cities and the memory that connects with the past is formed.  

When social and economic changes in societies are carried out in a single structure without planning the whole city, the 
transition in cities cause irreversible damage to urban identity and urban memory. The result is a rootless social structure that 
lives in a physical environment that has lost its memory and identity.  

In this study, “water which is the most basic needs for all living beings including human beings and which has a very important 
place in the formation of the city among the natural environmental data, will be examined in terms of the different uses of water 
in various cities and its importance in urban design.  

In urban design, water emerges in different ways. This may be an ocean, a sea, a lake, a river, or a monumental fountain in the 
city square. Depending on the relationship between water and land, different functions in social life have an important place in 
the formation of urban identity and memory. In this context, the relationship between the city and water in urban transformation 
and the importance of water in the formation of urban identity will be discussed through examples of how the studies carried 
out may have consequences in terms of urban memory. 

 

Key Words: Urban memory, urban identity, water in the city, urban design 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cities, which are living, constantly changing and transformed according to the requirements of the period, are formed, 
developed and take their present form according to the characteristics of natural, built and social environment. In this process, 
the identity that separates the city from other cities and the memory that connects it with the past is formed. The city is a series 
of physical spaces where social memory occurs.  

In the historical perspective, it is observed that cities acquire different identities in relation to their social and built environments. 
The most important element that makes the citizens feel like a whole with the city is the common memory they created over 
time and the social environment in which the cultural, social and economic structure forms and grows. (Biket, 2004) 

Only when we consider the concept of the city from different perspectives, we come across many different definitions, but in 
essence, the concept of identity is common. The concept of urban identity is related to the structure of the city and how it is 
perceived and understood by the citizens. 

In this study, “water which is the most basic needs for all living beings including human beings and which has a very important 
place in the formation of the city among the natural environmental data, will be examined in terms of the different uses of water 
in various cities and its importance in urban design.  

URBAN IDENTITY AND URBAN MEMORY 

Before addressing the concepts of urban identity and urban memory, it is necessary to define the concept of city. In the literal 
sense, the city is defined as “a residential area, a site where most of its population is engaged in trade, industry, service or 
management-related activities, usually without agricultural activities.” However, defining the city only with the occupation 
areas of its population is not enough to understand the identity and memory of the city. 

As an organism in which we live, the city is a very difficult and complex phenomenon to be defined qualitatively, except for 
quantitative criteria. The main reason for this is that some fixed criteria need to be defined in order to make a definition. 
However, every city in the world has separate quantitative values in a different geography and most importantly it presents its 
own qualitative features. The qualities of none are in full similarity to one another. In this respect, it is necessary to define 
almost every city with its own criteria. (Dinçer, 1999) 

Cities are defined in different ways in line with some of the qualities that distinguish them from each other. This definition is 
sometimes referred to as “Bronze Age city, Medieval city, Roman city, sometimes atıf Ottoman city, Greek city, Turkish city 
or Arab city atıf. Kent Islamic city atıf or coğrafi Mediterranean city. There are many variables that distinguish cities from 
others and enable them to be defined and named with their unique characteristics. (Ünlü, 2017) According to the geographical 
characteristics, as a result of the interaction of water with the city in different ways, “Port City”, “City of Channels”, “Coast 
City”, “Ocean City” etc. are the subject of the study. 

The city is a physical, built and social environment formed as a result of the accumulation of physical, social and cultural layers 
belonging to different periods of history in historical continuity. The identity of the city, which belongs to the city, makes that 
city different from the others and adds value to that city, is a whole composed of elements specific to that city. In other words, 
it is the meaning of the city. These elements can gain weight at certain points; for example, the city may be geographically 
located at the foot of a mountain or at the seaside, may be close or distant to other cities, may be a city with religious or 
historical elements, or trade and economy in that city may be more developed than the surrounding cities. Such elements 
contribute to the formation of the original identities of the cities. (Birol, 2007) 

It is the built environment of the city that shapes the social and cultural life in a city, and the natural environment that shapes 
the built environment. The physical environment, climate, history, geopolitical location and economy of the geographical 
region where the city was founded are effective in the structuring of the city and thus, urban identity is formed.  

In general, the concept of identity is defined as the characteristics that make a difference for living things or objects, and it also 
sets out the distinguishing features that make comparisons between similar and possessed by similar ones. Urban identity, on 
the other hand, includes a wide definition including architectural, natural, geographical, cultural products and social life norms 
that come to the forefront primarily with its visual dimension. (Ulu & Karakoç, 2004) The experiences of the citizens, as a 
result of what they lived, impose the identity that distinguishes the city from other cities and makes it different and special. 
Urban identity is defined by the natural, built elements and socio- cultural characteristics of a city or environment. Among 
these features, the ones that can be distinct and impressive constitute the identity of that city. (Oğurlu, 2014) 

Urban identity and related urban images are formed in a long process and sometimes very different components in urban space. 
Urban images consist of common values that can be sacrificed for the sake of the people living in the city and these values 
show continuity among generations. (Ulu & Karakoç, 2004) 
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From the time they began to emerge, cities are shaped by the history that civilizations inherited from the past, the culture that 
joined it, and the geography in which they were molded in. Therefore, while the cities host this built environment, social life 
and relationships in life, on the other hand, form their identity by taking their characteristics from the city, the profile of the 
city and the image of the city. (Ilgar, 2008) All these histories, heritage, culture and experiences form urban memory. Generally; 
memory which is defined as "the power of consciously storing experiences, learnings, their relationship in mind" is a kind of 
plenitude of memories and memories materialize when they are associated with a place. For this reason, the city emerges as 
the physical space in which the inhabitants embody their memories. When the socioeconomic and spatial structure is 
considered, since the cities are the most tangible platforms which the cultural identity is reflected, relationship between the 
city, urban memory and urban identity is so important to deny. (Önal, 1995) Examining the urban memory causes the 4th 
dimension of time to be introduced in the formula. (Biket, 2004) Memory is not merely a re-enactment of past events in the 
mind. Social memory, in particular, is a concept that can be reshaped according to the needs of the day and serves the present, 
not the past, and memory constitutes the intersection point between the individual and society. (Biket, 2011) However, the 
identity, history and memory of the city will be damaged if the new urban space needs arisen as a result of technological, 
economic and socio-cultural developments are not met with proper urban planning. If the current needs of the city are met only 
by combining the characteristics and memory of the past in appropriate physical environments, the identity of the city can be 
preserved without deteriorating the historical and cultural continuity. 

CITIES WITH WATER IN THEIR IDENTITY AND MEMORY 

The cities mentioned above, which are identified according to their different characteristics and derive their identity from water 
and water culture are the subject of this study. When we revive a city in our memory, the presence of water in the image is 
sufficient to define that city as “water city" within the scope of this study. It is possible to give many examples of these cities 
from different parts of the world.  

“Water", which is absolutely necessary for all living beings, appears as a city component in different ways. As this allows for 
different uses, actions and habits, it has an important place in the identity and memory of cities. 

Water is one of the basic elements of the social and economic progress of countries today and all civilizations were born around 
and connected to water. People built cities on the water's edge for defending their land, trading, benefiting from maritime 
transport, softening properties of the landscape and coastal climate, and water being a source of life, migration, comfort and 
pleasure as a symbol of renewal and purification. For this reason, water and water-based activities have had great economic 
impact on urban communities. (Kılıç, 1999) 

When we consider water as an urban component, the first thing that comes to mind is “sea“ .The fact that the city is at the 
seaside, that is to say, has a very different identity compared to many other land cities. However, not all coastal cities reflect 
the same characteristics of urban identity. Even in the same country, different coastal cities have different identities. The main 
reason for this is the relation of the coast to the city, the way the urban dwellers use the coast and the coastal culture. Even in 
different parts of the same city, it is possible to encounter different uses and different identities depending on coastal culture 
and urban memory. 

The uses in the coastal areas which are a part of the city; water-based and non-water-based uses. Water-based coastal uses; 
shipyards, boat building and repair, production and maintenance areas based on fisheries, cargo and passenger ports, pedestrian, 
bicycle and so on. transportation areas, highway and waterway transfer areas, transfer centers, infrastructure areas for security 
and supervision, water based energy production areas, marinas and fishing shelters such as mooring storage areas and recreation 
and recreation areas. Non-water based coastal uses; vehicle roads and storage areas related to these vehicles, social and cultural 
facilities subject to non-marine activities, health facilities, non-marine education facilities, housing, trade, shopping areas, 
infrastructure facilities for waste collection and disposal, industrial facilities etc. can be sorted as. (Dikçınar, 2018) 

According to the usage types of the coast (commercial coast; cultural, educational and environmental coast; historical coast; 
residential coast) (Dikçınar, 2018) urban identity is formed. Urban activities, habits and experiences related to the coast are 
part of the urban memory. The shore means landscape for one part of the city, transportation for another part of the city, while 
swimming for another. What is important here is to ensure the planned development of the city, which has been on the coast of 
the sea since its formation, without breaking the relationship between the coast and the urban memory, without damaging the 
urban identity. For example, because of the landscape, residential settlements have been seen on both shores of the Bosphorus 
since the establishment of the city. With its yalis, The Bosphorus has a unique urban identity. (Figure 1) These mansions have 
different functions and spaces derived from these functions that landlocked residences do not have. It is not enough to restore 
a historic mansion to prevent it from destruction. The important thing is to protect the building without interrupting its 
relationship with the sea within in the urban integrity.  
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Figure 1. Yeniköy Seaside Residences (http://www.eskiistanbul.net/770/yenikoy-yalilari) 

In the eighties, the coastal road was built by filling the sea in front of approximately 1 km of the Bosphorus mansions as a 
solution to the increase in the population of Istanbul and the resulting traffic density. (Figure 2) In the newspaper articles of the 
period, under the title “41 Yali mansions are becoming Konaks", it is pointed out how the urban identity changed after the 
architectural identity. 

 

Figure 2 .September 5, 1986 Milliyet Newspaper Intelligence Service Article 

Similar practices have been made over time in different coastal settlement areas of Istanbul and the urban memory of a period 
has been erased.  

Water element also draws our attention in the cities that formed around canals, as well as the cities that has a direct shore to the 
sea. Venice, Amsterdam, Hamburg, Brugge, St. Petersbourg, Copenhagen, Bangkok are the top cities in urban memory that are 
built on canals. It is important for the continuity of urban memory to preserve the channels that constitute the identity of these 
cities and and the transportation function of these canals.  

We can take Eskişehir for an example of a stream as the water element in the city. In the study prepared by İlgar in 2008 and 
examining the urban identity of Eskişehir, the effects of Porsuk Stream on urban identity are mentioned. The fact that Porsuk 
Stream was neglected and dirty for a long time and that it passed through the city left a negative mark on the citizens. However, 
despite these negative effects, Porsuk Stream forms one of the most important recreation areas of the city, especially through 
its central part. Therefore, in terms of spatial use, many resting places, cafes and restaurants are concentrated around this area. 
While Porsuk Stream was a more integrated structure with the city in the past, it has started to become disconnected from the 
city with the improvement projects. While the inhabitants of the city used to approach the shore of Porsuk Stream and touch 
the water, today it is impossible due to the the sets drawn around Porsuk Stream. In this case, Porsuk Stream becomes a water 
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element that only divides the city in two. (Ilgar, 2008) This is a negative effect that changes the meaning of the stream in urban 
memory. Today, transportation, sporting and recreational activities are organized for the Porsuk Stream to find its place that it 
deserves in urban memory. (Figure 3) 

 

Figure 3. Porsuk Stream, Eskisehir (https://travels.com/porsuk-cayi-and-adalar-bolgesi/) 

The place of water in the identity and memory of the city, whether it is natural environmental data or built environment data, 
cannot be denied. For example, when Rome is mentioned, the surprising streets with historical buildings, the most important 
public spaces of the city where the streets are opened, and the fountains, which are the focal points in those squares come to 
mind. Without the Trevi Fountain, which is at the intersection of three roads and considered to be one of the largest and most 
important Baroque fountains in Rome, the place where the fountain is located would not exist with its present identity and 
would not be a center of attraction flocked by tourists. (Figure 4) The myth about the coin throwing into the fountain was 
engraved in the urban memory of the region and contributed to the formation of its present identity.  

 

Figure 4. Trevi Fountain, Rome (https://www.relaisfontanaditrevi.com/) 

CONCLUSION 

Urban identity is a concept that emerges as a result of the interaction of natural, social and built environment with each other 
and provides the definition of the city. What makes this concept important in the historical period is the urban memory that 
lives and transfers it to the future. The natural environment components such as geography, climate and topography in which 
the city is located affect the way of life and social structure in the city. This creates a culture of life.  

Throughout history, the waterfront has assumed the duty of being one of the most ideal habitats where mankind can obtain 
food, settlement, growth and learning. In addition to functional amenities, the water offers convenient climatic features, 
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landscapes and areas for fun. Apart from all this, water is undoubtedly a fundamental need for all living beings to survive. 
(Hamamcıoğlu, 16) 

Without water, it is impossible to think about human life and urban structure. Mankind needs water as a means of regulating 
the built environment, apart from its biological need as its source of life. People do not always have the chance to live near or 
near natural water resources. However, water is the most important material of human life and therefore people throughout the 
history have built channels, waterways and ponds and carried water to the regions where they live. (Kaprol, 2014) They built 
neighborhood-scale fountains to meet water needs. All these water elements have found their place in urban identity and urban 
memory in urban life.  

As a living organism, it is inevitable for the city to develop and transform in the face of economic, social and political changes. 
However, cities whose urban memory is not taken into consideration and transformed without being connected to a plan lose 
their identity in time. Water element, one of the most distinctive features of urban identity, encountered in many different ways 
in urban design, should be examined with its place in the memory of the social environment in which it is located as a natural 
or built environment component, and in this context, sustainable changes should be allowed.  
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ABSTRACT  

Water is an essential element of human life that is associated with his psyche and body. City, as a place of living, includes 
various forms of water, based on the different needs of its citizens from health and sanitation to beauty. Traditional Iranian 
cities, due to the hot and dry climate, are subject to specific water hardness and complexity. Thus, water supply, storage, 
transportation and ways of usage have had a great design and system. This study aims to analyze the various forms and roles 
of water through the unique hierarchy system of traditional Iranian cities. The flow of water starts from home space as a private 
area to neighborhood centers, squares, and markets as the semi-public and public domains. To do this, the study has gone 
through the Iranian cities and as the base and container of life and then on focused on roles and uses of water in all parts of this 
chain. 

 

Key Words: Role of water, Iranian cities, urban hierarchy   
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INTRODUCTION  

Natural elements such as water, for a long time, as living factors, were sacrificed by ethnic groups and cultural groups residing 
in different parts of the world. Particularly, in Iran, due to specific climatic conditions, water has been considered as a life-
giving element. And because of the everyday need for it and the fear of being absent, it has had a special place in the minds of 
the Iranians as one of the goddesses. As a result, water, as a source of life, has a special place in Iranian believes and it has 
found a natural role at the habitat level, given meaning to cities and utopias, and has been shaped in various forms such as the 
point, line, and static and dynamically shaped its surroundings. Each city with the presence of water found unique characteristics 
and distinguished from other habitats. 

In places where running water was not available, Karis and Qanats identified the city's development. The location of the 
activities was selected according to the flow of water and the urban elements formed due to the movement of water. Indeed, 
while the structural necessities led to the formation of a city based on water, this element was an identifier for understanding 
the place, and distinguished here from there. In this way, the daily needs, shapes the body of the city, defines the social space, 
identifies the directions of growth and development, and on the other hand, as a sacred representation of a truth (the solidity of 
living on water) in the mind of the sanctity, it would be a symbol in the city: [1]. 

Based on this, the current study believes on the interaction between water and structure of Iranian cities, so the urban hierarchy 
of traditional Iranian cities were chosen as the basis and then we started to follow the flow of water through the urban structure 
to realize the roles of water systematically. 

STRUCTURE OF IRANIAN TRADITIONAL CITIES 

Before modernization the Persian cities generally were formed under the influence of internal features. That means that the 
main goal of these cities was answering to people basic needs. The materials used for their construction were from their own 
origin and who were designing and constructing the cities were from native culture. So the process of forming and developing 
Persian cities has been influenced by three main factors: 

- Natural environment  

- Historical and commercial events 

- Socio-political structure 

Based on these factors, Persian cities were located where they could have the most benefits of natural endowments. 

Scrutinizing the context and structure of Iranian traditional cities reveals a general rule. In all those towns, bazaar, usually 
taking a linear shape, acted as the spinal column of the city and continued towards the main gates of the town. Passageways 
were in fact branches of the linear Bazaar, which connected the city center to neighborhood center: [2]. 

Figure 1. The formation of primary structure of Persian Cities (Iranian Cultural Heritage organization) 
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URBAN SPACES OF THE TRADITIONAL CITY 

The main elements of the Iranian city are neighborhoods and its center, bazaar, mosque, open and public spaces and public 
infrastructure. These elements are usually located in a regular manner, but it does not mean that all of the historical Iranian 
cities have the same shape. In the past the main public space was the bazaar, which was built along the main road that crossed 
the city. It was usual that it was developed from one gate of the city to another one in the other side. The bazaar was the 
commercial heart of the city. Furthermore, different neighborhoods accommodated the population of city. They had centers 
that contained the facilities that were used in the daily life of residents, like water reservoirs, religious buildings, public 
gathering spaces, and shopping facilities: [3]. A hierarchical network of streets and cul-de-sacs connected the neighborhoods 
to the bazaar and to each other. These routes included public, semi-public and semi-private spaces that led to the private one 
(homes and courtyards). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

URBAN HIERARCHY OF SPACES 

The main part of the public open spaces of the traditional Iranian city is made up of the streets and alleys. In other words 
moving through the city is the most important motive for creating public spaces. The streets of such cities are more significant 
than the public spaces that are made for gathering together. Here the streets, alleys, gathering plazas, and religious open spaces 
are described as the public open spaces. 

The streets and alleys of the traditional Iranian city were formed in a tree-like organization. The main streets are the ones that 
are connected to bazaar. Every neighborhood has its own main street or streets, which is the fundamental route of the 
neighborhood and includes the neighborhood center in the wider parts. As we go from the bazaar to the main neighborhood 
streets and then to alleys and dead-ends, the level of privacy and publicity changes. At first the streets are public, and then they 
become semipublic, semi private, and private. The most private level is seen in the houses, which are protected from the view 
of everyone except the family members: [4]. 

Figure 3. Urban hierarchy in Persian cities. It starts from main public area to the 
houses as a completely privet realm. The bazaar plays the most powerful role in 
collecting and connecting (by the author). 1. City center with all public facilities and 
governmental buildings (Nasr, 1998). 2. Axis of covered bazaar (Jane Dieulafoy, 
1881). 3. Narrow alleys (Pirnia, 2013). 4. A sample of Iranian house (Razaghi, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Typical structure of a commercial city in Islamic period (Soltanzadeh, 1986) 
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Figure 4. The main structure of water supply system in Iranian traditional cities (Sheybani and 
Esmaeeldokht, 2016). 

THE ROLE OF WATER IN IRANIAN TRADITIONAL CITIES  

Generally, the Iranian cities has been located close to water sources like rivers, springs coming out from mountains, or system 
of Qantas which extracting underground water. In addition, usually development of these cities had been adapted to flow of 
water. In fact, the water supply system, in Iranian traditional cities, has its own organization which is strong enough to shape 
the form of neighborhoods and placing activities. Usually, the covered canals where in the middle or sides of streets had been 
used to lead water through a city and bring flow of water to the smaller parcels of city: [5].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the next step, city needs to save water because of special climate conditions or defense of city during special situations of 
wars or attacks. Special Iranian water reservoirs played the saving role in cities. These water reservoirs had been placed in 
different scales of city, neighbourhoods and sometimes smaller scale of mosques, schools, bathhouses and even houses: [6]. 
Usually these facilities are public but in some case like neibourhood centers they are part of semi public realm and the private 
ones placed in houses basements.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The last destination of water flow is generally a pool. This pool could be a small one in a private house yard or a royal Persian 
garden. Also, it can be a bigger one in a mosque or a bathhouse in a center of neighbourhood. Here we are going to review the 
role of water in these last links of water flow. 

WATER IN IRANIAN HOUSE YARDS  

Nearly all the neighbourhood buildings are private houses. Their general plan is an open rectangular courtyard with rooms 
around two or more sides. By clustering together in cell-like pattern, houses give a compact, organic appearance to the city. 
From the outside, they all look similar, having the same colour, height and even design. They are often built of sun-dried bricks, 
and, with few exceptions they have no outside decorations. Though similar in their outer appearance, houses do vary in internal 
design and architecture. Size and internal decoration are the indicators of owner’s taste and financial condition. A typically 
house unit contains a central courtyard, usually having rooms arranged around it. Walls and roofs are thick and made of clay 
or bricks. 

The courtyard is situated below street level so that it is usually shaded. In addition to provide light for rooms, the courtyard 
acts as a temperature moderator, retaining the colder night air to cool the house during the day. The tall surrounding walls of 
courtyard also provide privacy for residents.The centre of the courtyard usually has a pool of water, often with fountain in the 
middle, and gardens surrounding it. The garden contains flowers, vegetable and fruit trees. Besides a comfortable microclimate 
produced by evaporative cooling, the pool and garden create a pleasing aesthetic atmosphere: [7].  

Figure 5. The general structure of water reservoir in Iranian traditional cities (Razavi, 2015). 
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In the culture of traditional architect, water has been used as an element to give life, beauty and cleanness o the daily life. The 
water of pool was not for drinking. It was being used for watering the plants around the pool or watering the ground to make 
the weather cooler and put down the dust. On the other hand the pool were located in the center of yard as the symbol of life 
and paradise. It was acting like a mirror to show the beauty of sky, plants around and the architecture of house. In addition the 
pool could have different forms and shape based on the form and size of the house: [8]. The other important element in pool is 
fountain which adds a pleaser sound and view to the paradise of yards. The fountains prepare more dynamic atmosphere for 
family members.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

WATER IN PERSIAN GARDENS 

Precise geometrical order, symmetry, axial open-ended continuation, and repetition were the outstanding characteristics of the 
Persian Garden. Unlike western gardens, geometry and symmetry in Persian gardens are not based on perspective and optic 
sciences, but on a very pure unity and integrity whose example is evident in Chahar Bagh pattern.  
Water is the main reason why the Persian Garden come to existence. So dry as the overall climate of Iran is, formation of a 
green area without water is not even conceivable. It is water that defines the existence of all concepts and components of the 
Persian Garden, as it is present in all stages of its formation both in functional and ornamental forms: 

- Functional use of water 

To Water was supplied to the plants. Due to limited resources, it was stored in tanks, and was used for irrigation at certain 
intervals. Straight and geometrically shaped waterways were the main means of so doing. Drowning was yet another irrigation 
scheme in which all plants of a certain patch were watered by drowning of its whole area. There must be so much water as to 
irrigate the whole patch before it is evaporated or absorbed. 

 

Figure 6. A sample plan of Iranian traditional house (by author). 

Figure 7. The different forms and sizes of pools in Iranian architecture (Toofan, 2009). 
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- Ornamental use of water 

Water is also used for ornamentation in the reference prototype. In Pasargadae, which is considered to be the oldest example 
of the Persian Garden, there were two sources of water: one for irrigation, and the other for ornamental purposes. Thus, there 
existed two different water supply networks. Ornamental use of water is evident in pools, fountains, and waterways: [9]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

WATER IN MOSQUES 

There is large pool locates in the middle of mosque’s yard in Iranian architecture. This pol almost has the same role as in the 
house yards but in addition it is a strong decoration symbol which reflects the image of dome. Also, it is a spiritual symbol of 
paradise and pure world without sin. The water of pool is always fresh and clean because Muslims should wash their hands, 
feed and face 5 times a day before praying.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WATER IN BATHHOUSE  

Bathhouses are of the masterpieces in Iranian architecture. Usually each neighbourhood has its own bathhouse, but the governor 
of city usually builds a public one for travellers and gusts in larger cities. Also, some reach people could have their own private 
bathhouse inside their house which is not very usual in Iran. On the other hand, bathe house is one of the most important 
destination for water flow in Iranian city. The role of water is clear here, but it takes various shapes and different temperature. 

 

 

Figure 8. Geometry of Persian Gardens, Bagh-e Fin (UNESCO). 

Figure 9. An example of Iranian mosque. Nasirolmolk mosque, Shiraz (http://agazaclick.com). 
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OTHER FORMS OF WATER 

The other uses of water are mostly in semi public places like yards in the middle of covered bazaar (Sara) which is in the form 
of pool and faces the needs of water in bazaar. The flow of water also goes to some special places like schools where can help 
student to have better atmosphere for concentrating. Also, sometimes there were an opening part of canals out of city to washing 
clothes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Following the flow of water in this study showed us that the role of water in traditional Iranian cities is completely matched 
with the urban structure of these cities. On the other word, water goes through all layers of city from public realm to private 
areas. Also water has different roles more than drinking and cleaning which are parts of architectural art in houses, gardens and 
urban spaces like giving a sense of paradise or holiness to some places based on their uses. Additionally, there are various 

Figure 11. Washing area (Covered), Zanjan (http://www.citypedia.ir). 

Figure 12. Pool in a yard of covered bazaar, Shiraz (http://mobleshiraz.ir). 

Figure 10. An example of Iranian bathhouse. Four seasons bathhouse, Arak (by Talesh, z.). 
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shapes of water and water facilities based on requirements like Qanats as a source of water, canals for transferring water, 
reservoir for saving water, pools for saving, cleaning, washing, beauty and….. Here it has been tried to summarize the result 
of this study in two diagram. First diagram shows the hierarchy of water uses (figure 17). And the other one shows the flow of 
water through an Iranian city (figure 18).  

 

 

  

Figure 13. The hierarchy of water in a traditional Iranian city (by author) 

Figure 14. The flow of water through an Iranian city (by author). 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, scientific and technological developments that occur are directly affecting contemporary architecture. Scientists 
frequently describe nanotechnology as an enabling technology that may lead to numerous innovative developments in the most 
diverse areas of application. .Nano material has played a significant role into many fields and it has found its way into 
architecture to serve sustainable and renewable approach. Nano materials produced by nanotechnology, have advanced features 
such as adaptation to the environment or self‐ perform functions. Architects will not build with the same conventional glass, 
concrete, bricks, plastic instead new nanotech materials that will serve future needs.  

An investigation into the use of nanotechnology in yacht design aims to (1) identify nanotechnology developments that are 
relevant to yacht design and provide direction for future nanotechnology developments that could be of use in yacht design 
materials.  

 
Key Words:  Yacht, yacht design criterias, nanotechnological material, material properties in yachts  
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INTRODUCTION  

Since 1960, many new yacht designs have appeared and the number of professional, as well as amateur designers has increased 
steadily. Yacht design is by its nature quantitive process  [1].  

A yacht can be defined as a multifunctional vehicle, as well as a living space. So, the yacht design is often referred to as a 
careful blend of art and science. As an architectural artifact, that may provide clues to a more complex relationship between 
man, nature, and technology.Yacht spaces have complex interior systems which the human comfort became an important issue 
than ever. Increasing sizes and scales transform them as interior design spaces rather than industrial design objects [2]. 

There are four general characteristics sought after in yacht design — seaworthiness, large cabin accommodations, beautv and 
high speed. These properties are in a measure antagonistic, and it is impossible to combine them all in one design, in fact 
seldom do we we see a successful combination of more than two of them. The best the designer can expect to do is to embody 
in his design the qualities especially desired, treating the other features in such a manner as to render their deficiencies as 
inconspicuous as possible. In yacht designing one is less hampered than in any other branch of naval architecture, and the 
designer has many opportunities to depart from precedent and study the results of new ideas in design and construction. This 
is most fortunate, and to it may be attributed the great advance which has been made in the art in recent years [3]                     

Innovations on technology, materials and design give us to handle the disadvantages of physical stressors and the yachts are 
began to thought not only a kind of transportation vehicle but also an option for comfortable holiday spaces and alternative 
living environments. Thereby time that spent on board increased. Because of the new scales of yacht interiors, a naval architect 
or industrial designer can feel alone himself while designing the yacht interiors according to human psychological comfort [2]. 

Sailing yachts, the history and development of motor yacht structures can be assesed and described according to various 
characteristics, such as size, performance, construction materials, interior and external design. The use of wood, steel, 
aluminium alloys and fibre reinforced plastic for motor yacht construction are discussed with respect to the various vessel 
typologies [4]. 

Today, the relevant technological aspects should be taken into consideration for yacht design materials.  An investigation into 
the use of nanotechnology in yacht design aims to (1) identify nanotechnology developments that are relevant to yacht design 
and provide direction for future nanotechnology developments that could be of use in yacht design materials.  

1. PROPOSAL OF USING NANO MATERIALS IN YACHT DESIGN 

1.1 Nano technology and Materials  

In 1959, physicist and future Nobel prize winner Richard Feynman gave a lecture to the American Physical Society called 
"There's Plenty of Room at the Bottom." The focus of his speech was about the field of miniaturization and how he believed 
man would create increasingly smaller, powerful devices. This speech paved the way to nanotechnology developments and 
created a horizon for today’s scientists. Later  the term "nanotechnology" was coined in 1974 by Norio Taniguchi at the 
University of Tokyo in Japan. He used it to describe manufacturing methods with a tolerance of less than a micrometer (a 
thousandth of a mm), which in comparison to today's technology seems rather coarse [5].  

Scientists frequently describe nanotechnology as an enabling technology that may lead to numerous innovative developments 
in the most diverse areas of application. 

A clear and generally applicable description on an international level has not yet been defined for the term "nanotechnology", 
but in most cases it serves as a general heading for all manner of material investigations at nanoscale. The National 
Nanotechnology Initiative in the U.S. accepts the following defining features of nanotechnology: (1) it involves research and 
technology development at the 1nm-to-100nm range; (2) it creates and uses structures that have novel properties because of 
their small size; and (3) it builds on the ability to control or manipulate at the atomic scale [6].  

The basic material of nanoparticles can be organic or inorganic, for example silver or ceramic. They can be elements such as 
carbon, or compounds such as oxides, or they can be a combination of different compounds and elements. The key characteristic 
is not the material itself but the size of the particles. In comparison to their size nanoparticles have a vast surface area. At this 
size, a relatively inert material can become highly reactive and therefore potentially interesting for many different uses, for 
example as a catalyst. In addition nanoparticles have a tendency to form agglomerations. Nanoparticles with less than 1000 
atoms, i.e. very small nanoparticles, are called clusters  (Figure 1) [5]. 
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Figure 1. The diagram illustrates the order of magnitudes by comparing different scales, from the metre to the nanometre. [5] 

Independent of marketing factors,nanotechnology can make a concrete contribution to the following areas: 

• Optimisation of existing products 

• Damage protection 

• Reduction in weight and/or volume 

• Reduction in the number of production stages 

• A more efficient use of materials 

• Reduced need for maintenance (easy to clean, longer cleaning intervals) and/or operational upkeep [5]. 

Nanoscale particles have long been present in environmental systems and play a significant role in the function of many natural 
processes. Examples of naturally occurring nanoscale particles include those resulting from mineral weathering (e.g., iron 
oxides and silicates) and emissions from combustion processes (i.e., carbon soot). Recent advances in the area of nanoscience 
have provided a means to characterize and manipulate naturally occurring nanomaterials as well as to manufacture engineered 
nanoparticles (e.g., metal oxides, carbon nanotubes, and buckminsterfullerene). It is now possible to control the chemical and 
physical properties of nanoparticles and to tailor them for specific applications [7]. 

Nanotechnology brings us a step closer towards customized materials with specific individual properties rather than the 
catalogue of standard materials used in design. Nanotechnologies have direct impact on whole building design and construction 
of buildings through both novel materials and applications and improvements in information technologies and sustainability 
areas [8].  

1.2 Nano Technology applications  

Thanks to nano technology materials have a lot of useful features as following; 

Self-cleaning: Lotus-Effect 

This is one of the best-known means of designing surfaces with nanomaterials. In other countries, for example Japan, 
photocatalysis is the more popular alternative. The name "Lotus-Effect" is evocative, conjuring up associations of beads of 
water droplets, and therefore he effect is often confused with "Easy-to-clean" surfaces or with photocatalysis, which is also 
self-cleaning [5]. 
 

                                      

Figure 2. Self Cleaning Lotus Effect [5] 
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Self-cleaning: Photocatalysis 

Photocatalytic self-cleaning is probably the most widely used nano-function in building construction, with Japan leading the 
field. There are numerous buildings of all sizes around the world that make use of this function. Its primary effect is that it 
greatly reduces the extent of dirt adhesion on surfaces. It is important to note that the term "self-cleaning" in this context is 
misleading and does not mean, as commonly assumed, that a surface need not be cleaned at all. Generally speaking, 
photocatalytic self-cleaning is a low-maintenace and trouble-free solution. (Figure 3) [5]. 

 

 

Figure 3. Self-cleaning: Photocatalysis (Before and after: On conventional tiles, water forms droplets that dry leaving behind 
dirt deposits. On the hydrophlllc surfaces of photocataiytic tiles, water forms a film that runs off taking any loose dirt 

deposits with it.) [5]. 

Easy-to-clean (ETC) 

It is a: confused with other self-cleaning functions, such as the lotus-effect, easy-to-clean surfaces are smooth rather than rough. 
These surfaces have a lower force of surface attraction due to a decrease in their surface energy. As a result it reduces surface 
adhesion, this results in water to be repelled and in forming droplets and running off. Easy-to-clean surfaces are therefore 
hydrophobic, water-repellent and often also oil-repellent, making them well suited for use in bathrooms, [9].  

The easy-to-clean function of surfaces is also often confused with other photo-catalytic self-cleaning functions. The primary 
difference here is that easy-to-clean surface coatings do not require UV light to operate, and their hydrophobic surface 
properties cause water to run off in droplets rather than forming a thin film of water.( Figure 4) [5].  

Easy- to-clean surfaces are therefore hydrophobic, and often also oleophobic. This function is used for coating ceramic sanitary 
installations and shower cubicle glazing. Wood, metal, masonry, concrete, leather as well as textiles are likewise candidates 
for hydrophobic coatings. The benefits of Easy-to-clean surfaces includes: less susceptibility to dirt accumulation (dirt 
repellent), stress free, and saves time and costs of cleaning [10].  

 

 

Figure 4. A comparison of ceramic surfaces – left without ETC coating, right with ETC coating [5] 
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Air-purifying 

Though not able to completely purify air, the use of nanomaterials nriakes it possible to improve the quality of air. It enables 
unpleasant odours and pollutants to be eradicated. Healthy air is a fundamental and ever more important resource that at the 
same time is becoming ever more precious. The indoor air quality is particularly important in industrialised nations where 
people spend a large amount of time indoors and unpleasant smells or even pollutants are commonly associated problems.  

 Nanotechnology, on the other hand, makes it possible to chemically decompose odours into their harmless constituent parts. 
Here the molecules are cracked, giving off steam and carbon dioxide. Air purification technology is increasingly being used 
for textiles and paints. It should be noted that although it is possible to improve the quality of air, this does not necessarily 
make it "good". Other factors such as oxygen content and relative humidity also contribute to the air quality and should not be 
neglected when using airpurifying. (Figure 5). [5]. 

 

 

Figure 5. Air-purifying curtain materials can simultaneously be equipped with antibacterial properties. Various products are 
already available on the market, with or without antibacterial combination [5] 

Through nanotechnology there many technique for indoor air; the Nano Breeze room air purifier, utilizes a patented fluorescent 
light tube coated with phosphor to produce UVA radiation and blue light. The outside of the tube features a fiberglass mesh 
where each strand is coated with a thin layer of 40-nanometer semiconductor crystals. The air circulating over the light tube is 
cleaned by photocatalytic oxidation, [11].  

Anti-Bacterial 

Photo-catalytic surfaces have an antibacterial side effect due to their ability to break down organic substances in dirt. With the 
help of silver nanoparticles for its antimicrobial properties, it is possible to manufacture surfaces specifically designed to be 
antibacterial or germicidal. Various products are already commercially available and the product palette ranges from floor 
coverings to panel products and paints to textiles with an innovative finish that renders them germ-free. The antibacterial effect 
of silver results from the ongoing slow diffusion of silver ions. The very high surface area to volume ratio of the nanoparticles 
means that the ions can be emitted more easily and therefore kill bacteria more effectively [10].  

Anti-fogging 

As soon as moisture condenses or settles on surfaces it forms many small droplets that combine to cloud a surface. Condensation 
on a mirror, for example, stops it from being usable. One way to maintain a clear view is to heat the mirror continually so that 
moisture evaporates, but a permanently clear mirror of this kind also requires constant energy input. Due to nanotechnology a 
permanently clear view is now possible without the use of electricity. The solution is an ultra-thin coating of nanoscalar titanium 
dioxide, which exhibits a high surface energy and therefore greater moisture attraction. On hydrophilic surfaces moisture forms 
an ultra-thin film instead of water droplets. It still settles on the surface but remains invisible. The film is transparent, creating 
a fog-free clear appearance. Bathroom mirrors are obvious candidates for such coatings, as are glass surfaces in air-conditioned 
rooms in the tropics, which tend to cloud as soon as outdoor air streams into a room. Anti-fogging coatings can also be applied 
to plastics [5]. 
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Figure 6. Mirrors with anti-fogging coating do not steam up [5] 

Anti -graffiti  

Anti-graffiti coatings, which are applied to surfaces to reduce the adhesion of graffiti, have been on the market for a while but 
have two major disadvantages: the protective coating cannot be removed and the material it is applied to is sealed and therefore 
forfeits its permeability. An anti-graffiti function is intended as a preventative measure to avoid unsightly graffiti to buildings 
or constructions such as noise barriers, walls and bridge piers. They are highly effective and are used to make building materials 
water-repellent. Their extremely hydrophobic properties mean that graffiti can be removed more easily with appropriate 
detergents. [5]. 

Anti -Fingerprint 

Steel and glass are popular materials in architecture but when used in interiors they have a disadvantage fingerprints show very 
clearly. Materials that are within easy reach are often touched, mostly because they have a related function, but sometimes just 
because they are there. This affects almost all interiors and as such this area benefits most from anti-fingerprint and touch-proof 
coatings. An anti-fingerprint coating can offer a suitable solution for this problem and in some cases makes it possible to employ 
such materials in the first place. With the help of these coatings fingerprint marks are made practically invisible. The 
fingerprints are actually still there but thanks to the nanocoating they are almost imperceptible. The coating alters the refraction 
of the light in the same way the fingerprint itself does so that new fingerprints have little effect one can think of the coating as 
a kind of enlarged fingerprint. The light reflections on the coating make steel or glass surfaces appear smooth, giving the 
impression of cleanliness that many users have come to expect. On careful examination it is possible to see traces of 
fingerprints, but the improvement in comparison to normal uncoated surfaces is striking [5]. 

Thermal insulation: VIPs 

Vacuum insulation panels (VIPs) are ideally suited for providing very good thermal insulation with a much thinner insulation 
thickness than usual. In comparison to conventional insulation materials such as polystyrene, the thermal conductivity is up to 
ten times lower. This results either in much higher levels of thermal resistance at the same insulation thickness or means that 
thinner insulation layers are required to achieve the same level of insulation. In other words, maximum thermal resistance can 
be achieved with minimum insulation thickness [10]. 

Compared with other insulation materials of the same thickness, they offer ten times better insulation. PCMs in the walls and 
roof construction store ambient heat as they change material state. As such they help keep rooms cool and passively regulate 
the indoor air temperature. The concept is rounded off by an ingenious light, ventilation and heating concept. The 
implementation of a colorful artistic concept gives the building an eye catching appearance [12]. 

Thermal insulation: Aerogel 

In comparison to the relatively well-known self-cleaning properties of nano-based surfaces, nanotechnology- infused thermal 
insulation represents a new development. 

A product known as Nanogel, a form of aerogel, not only provides high performance thermal insulation but also effective sound 
insulation. In reality aerogel is relatively banal: it is simply an ultra- light aerated foam that consists almost 100% of nothing 
other than air (the exact figure varies between 95% and 99.9%). The remaining foam material is a glasslike material, silicon 
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dioxide, also known as silica (Figure 7). The nanodimension is of vital importance for the pore interstices of the foam: the air 
molecules trapped within the minute nanopores - each with a mean size of just 20 nm - are unable to move, lending the aerogel 
its excellent thermal insulation properties [5]. 

 

 

Figure 7. Aerogels in combination with glass Opaque nanogel pearls. Translucent nanogel granulate. Heaps of aerogel [5] 

It is used as an insulating fill material in various kinds ofcavities – between glass panes, U profile glass or acrylic glass multi-
wall panels – and is therefore well suited for use in external envelopes of buildings. That way aerogels can help educe heating 
and cooling costs significantly. Because it is translucent, aerogel exhibits good light transmission, spreading light evenly and 
pleasantly. In addition to its thermal insulating properties, aerogel also acts as a sound insulator according to the same basic 
principle. With its above-average thermal and sound insulation properties aerogel contributes towards energy efficiency, which 
is its primary functional property. It is an extraordinary high performance insulator and a comparatively new product on the 
market. A further advantage is its good light transmission and daylight transmittance. From an aesthetic point of view, its light 
weight makes homogeneous and slender façade constructions possible – all in all a whole catalogue of advantages with great 
potential [10]. 

Temperature regulation: PCMs (Phase change material) 

Regulating the temperature of buildings consumes vast quantities of energy for both heating and cooling, in the process 
producing CO2 emissions. With the help of nanotechnology, the energy consumption can be significantly reduced (Sustainable 
Energy). Latent heat storage, also known as phase change material (PCM) can be used as an effective means of regulating 
indoor room temperatures [5]. 

PCMs are invariably made from paraffin and salt hydrates. Minute paraffin globules with a diameter of between 2 and 20 nm 
are enclosed in a sealed plastic sheathing. These can be integrated into typical building materials, whereby around 3 million 
such capsules fit in a single square centimeter, [13]. The predefined, so-called switching temperature, in which the phase change 
from one physical state to another occurs in latent heat storing materials designed for construction, is defined as 25°C, as above 
this temperature the indoor air temperature is generally regarded as being unpleasantly warm. Depending upon the PCM used, 
to regulate a 5°C increase in temperature only 1 mm of phase change material is required in comparison to 10-40 mm of 
concrete. The PCM has a far greater thermal capacity, [14]: a concrete wall warms up much more quickly whilst the temperature 
of a PCM remains unchanged. 

UV protection 

There are two kinds of UV protection, both of which are organic and employ additives. Both are typically used in combination: 
one variant involves the use of UV absorbers that filter out the harmful rays in sunlight before they come into contact with the 
material itself. As such they need to be on an upper layer and are typically applied in the form of a protective lacquer. The 
second approach uses so-called free-radical scavengers, which in contrast to the first approach take effect at a later stage. A 
prerequisite of protective coatings is that they are transparent so that the coloring and structure of the material beneath is 
preserved. To achieve this, the individual inorganic UV-absorbing particles in the formulation must be smaller than 15nm in 
size. Below this size they no longer scatter visible light and become effectively visible [10].  

Solar protection 

Solar protection against heat gain from solar radiation is offered by two kinds of self-darkening glass. Electrochromatic 
switchable glazing was previously available on the market, but has since largely disappeared due to two main disadvantages: a 
constant electric current was necessary to maintain a darkened state and larger glass surfaces often exhibited optical 
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irregularities. it is still advisable to allow users the ability to control glass panels individually. It is generally possible to combine 
the eiectrochromatic function with other 

glazing properties such as laminated safety glass or thermal or noise insulating glazing. In future coloured glazing should also 
be available, expanding the design possibilities greatly. Photochromatic glass is another solution for darkening glass panels. 
Here the sunlight itself causes the glass to darken automatically without any switching [5]. 

Fire-proof 

In the nano-scene, a relatively small company from Switzerland, Interver Special Glass Ltd., has made headlines with its fire 
safety glass. A thickness of only 3 mm. of a functional fill material between glass panes is sufficient to provide more than 120 
minutes of fire resistance against constant exposure to flames of a temperature of over 1000°C. The product was developed in 
cooperation with the German chemical concern Degussa, which has produced particles of "between 4 and 20 millimicrometres" 
under the name Aerosil for over half a century and is a major producer in the field. The raw material Aerosil, a pyrogenic silicic 
acid, is produced by Degussa and used for a number of purposes including in the paint industry. The pyrogenic silicic 
nanoparticles, or nano-silica, are only 7 nm large and due to their relatively large surface area highly reactive. Depending on 
the desired duration of fire-resistance, the highly effective fill material is sandwiched between one or more panes of glass. 
Since the beginning of the 1990s, the company Vetrotech Saint-Gobain International has conducted research into foaming 
silicate fire-resistant materials in fire safety glazing using a patented nanotechnological method. This approach improves on 
the previous energy- intensive manufacturing process significantly, requiring less energy and being more environmentally 
friendly. In the event of a fire the nanosilicate forms an opaque protective layer against the fire, which also protects against 
heat radiation. In terms of design, the first ever curved fire safety glazing is of interest. In addition "flush glazing" is also 
possible, with individual panes directly abutting without the need for vertical mullions. These products are also used in other 
application areas, such as for glazing in cruise ships and tankers [5]. 

1.3   Proposal Of Usıng Nano -Materıals In Yacht Desıgn 

Nanotechnological materials may be preferred for yacht construction and interior design. Primary mission of disciplines of 
architecture and interior architecture is to create comfortable and livable spaces for “human. Using Nano materials will be 
observed that satisfaction levels of yachts which have high satisfaction levels by individuals in general averages decrease in 
spaces .And also central aim of nanotechnology is to consistently use the minimum amount of raw material and energy: from 
an economic as well as an ecological point of view, 

Thanks to nano technology materials using  

• Optimisation of existing products,  
•  Damage protection 
• Reduction in weight and/or volume 
•  Reduction in the number of production stages 
•  A more efficient use of materials 
•  Reduced need for maintenance (easy to clean, longer cleaning intervals) and/or operational upkeep 

 
The proposal of nano materials application for yacht construction and interior design as shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Proposal of Nano materials in Yacht Design 
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NANOTECHNOLOGY for YACHT 

DESIGN 
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y 
Temperature 

regulation 
Latent heat storage devices storing 

energy by ensuring a more constant room 
temperature. 

Antibacterial 
Silver nanoparticles used to provide an 

anti-bacterial effect on almost any 
surface. 

Ease-to-clean 
Smooth surfaces with reduced surface 
attraction. Surface repellence without 

using the Lotus effect 

Air purification 
Pollutants and odors are broken down 

into their constituent parts to improve air 
quality. 

Indoor air quality 
Keep the chemical emissions to a 

minimum and provide resistance to 
biological growth. 

Fragrance 
capsules 

Sophisticated fragrances from 
microcapsules. 

Anti-fingerprint No more visible fingerprints on surfaces. 

Anti-fogging Clarity for steamed-up surfaces. 

Scratch resistance Scratch and abrasion resistance for 
bioceramic materials. 

Sa
fe

ty
 

Fire protection Improved flame retardants. Ensure 
transparency and safety in glazing. 

Impact protection 
Strong enough to protect occupants 
against bomb blasts. Application on 

architectural glass. 

C
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n 
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T
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s 

Low-E coatings 
Advanced thermal insulation properties 

by low-emissivity coatings on 
architectural glass using a physical vapor 

deposition technique. 

UV protection 
Lasting and highly transparent protection 

application on architectural glass and 
wood. 

Solar protection Advanced energy efficient solar control 
and thermal insulation (low e) properties. 

Anti-reflective 
Heat rejection and glare reduction by sol-
gel technique to produce a microporous 

coating for improving solar transmission. 
Dynamic glazing Windows with a dynamic transmittance. 

Se
lf-

C
le

an
in

g 
C

oa
tin

gs
 

Lotus-effect Facade paints as passive self-cleaning 
coatings based on hydrophobicity. 

Photocatalysis A water film washes dirt away through 
UV light and water. 

Anti-graffiti Permeable surfaces with permanent anti-
graffiti coating. 
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CONCLUSION  

An overall impression of each yacht project has been provided rather than focussing solely on the isolated aspects of the nano-
applications. A design or construction project is always a matter of context.  An understanding of the context is also important 
in order to convey how products are implemented in the practice of designing our environment. Without the context, a picture 
of a product, photographed in a warehouse, would have sufficed, or perhaps simply a description without illustrations, as "nano" 
is invisible to the human eye anyway. By contrast, architecture, interior design and related disciplines are concerned with real 
and visible applications.  

Innovations on nano-technology, materials and design give us to handle the disadvantages of physical stressors and the yachts 
are began to be thought not only a kind of transportation vehicle but also an option for comfortable holiday spaces and 
alternative living environments. 

Using nanotechnological applications must become widespread in yacht design for optimisation of existing products, damage 
protection, design flexibility, reduction in weight and production stages. And also use of nano materials are more efficient and 
reduced maintenance for yachts. 
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ABSTRACT 

Water is a key element in architecture. On the course of centuries, as seaside architecture, as recreational areas within or outside 
cities, around lakes, rivers or waterfalls, as huts, public baths, swimming pools, ornamental pools, as piers or as accessories in 
megastructures’ atriums, water constituted a foundational role in architectural practices. While water and architecture come 
together in infinite ways, the way meaning produced via water and water elements portrays a continuity, gradually getting more 
intricate and diverse. 
This paper looks at architectural design through how examples of architecture come together with water elements and their 
promises. It argues that regardless of the changing circumstances, it is possible to detect a continuity within the use of water 
elements, and thereby this provides a chance to discuss meaning created around architectural practices. First, it discusses the 
idea of water as a fetish and how it translates into architectural practices. Then, it talks about different ways of how architecture 
has used water elements. Fred Gray’s book Designing the Seaside portrays different kinds of structures that support and 
experiment architecture’s relationship with water looking at centuries long construction of the British seaside, where the 
consumption of nature through water is the focus. The infamous Barcelona Pavilion designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, 
on the other hand, introduces other relations architecture forms and thereby articulates through water elements. With other 
examples from mid-20th century, it is possible to see how the pools and other water elements serve as fetishes that amplify the 
effect architecture intends to inflict on people. It is possible to assess a number of similarities in the way architect developer 
John Portman makes use of these same elements, however the fetish production within these examples serve different purposes. 
The experimentation of architecture through structures to come together with water in earlier centuries, later turns into ways 
for architecture to emphasize its own presence to reassure its autonomy; while such avant garde intentions, also inspire 
concealing of monetary systems to translate into architecture, creating a confusion around the cultural value of architecture 
with its exchange value where architecture is derived by capital and business.  

Through a discussion on how water finds its way as a fetish element in different architectural practices, this paper aims to trace 
a continuity and thereby contribute to literature. This contribution calls for more attention to articulate a critical point of view 
taking things that may be too visible to find their way into academic debates in consideration. An element like water has the 
power to inform us about how architectural practices operate from a distinctive perspective. It is important to remember that 
what is unconditionally accepted as avant garde or progressive, does not necessarily serve its promise.  
 

Key Words: Architecture, fetish, water, water elements 
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INTRODUCTION 

Growing up during the late 80s and early 90s as a kid in Istanbul, water was at the heart of every plan made for a weekend. 
Using the privilege of having an ex-military officer grandfather, our big family would meet in Harbiye Military Officers’ Club, 
in which we could swim, play, eat and drink in the presence of soldiers working as waiters, musicians or pool safeguards, 
serving their mandatory services for the state. They would be warning us about how to not jump into a pool, to wear a bonnet 
before swimming and not to run around. Despite the warnings, the officers’ club offered children a fun and safe environment. 
Leisure facilities were organized around either the pool, or the sea view that we refer to as Bosphorus of Istanbul. The building 
was marked by ornamental pools which would emphasize our arrival to a different world that contained everything in itself. 
What we as kids did not realize, however, was the fact that not everybody was allowed inside. We were mesmerized by all 
facilities the place had to offer, but that is, without having to think what was happening at the outside of the officers’ club. 

The Harbiye Officer’s Club was designed by the architect Metin Hepgüler, commissioned following an architectural design 
competition in the 1970s. It was one of the rare examples of contemporary architecture present in the physical environment. It 
was early years for Istanbul to be introduced to such big structures that contained a wide range of functions and spaces in itself. 
Thereby, all the elements to this architecture, at least at the time, were designed and built in whole at the same time, all together 
presenting an experience for the military officers and their families.    

This paper asks how architecture refers to water as a fetish on the course of centuries. While fetish in this context corresponds 
to an attribute of an object that includes special powers, which tend to hide certain socio-economic relations and reveal others, 
leisure spaces and activities become the context in which this act of fetishization takes place. The idea of fetish goes beyond 
typical Marxist connotation of commodity fetish to embrace other agencies such as recurring tendencies in creating meanings, 
in this case delivered via architecture. This paper claims that it is possible to trace a continuity in fetishization patterns in 
different architectural practices in different time periods. The example of officers’ club in Turkey is not only an example that 
values architectural design, but it came after many other spatial organizations regarding water elements and architecture, while 
it also was a precursor of a later architecture of neoliberal world system, leading to the construction of privately owned 
megastructures with mix uses. The paper will first dwell on the relationship between water and architecture, followed by an 
inquiry on a number of examples of architecture from different periods. The aim is to step outside the dichotomy of modern vs 
postmodern in architecture, to suggest another way of viewing the changing of modes of architectural practices with the help 
of taking water elements at the center of the argument. 

WATER AS FETISH IN ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICES 

Architecture is a product of social activities and its context, in the appearance of the built environment, in which social relations 
are embedded in objects of this architecture (Lefebvre, 1991; Martin, 2010). What the idea of fetish conceals as well as 
reproduces, then, are the social relations, which include architects’ status alongside other socio-economic relations that the 
world system is built on. This paper considers architecture to consist of a set of practices that are not limited to the act of 
designing and building. Architecture is also inseparable from meaning delivered via images and words that together correspond 
to many practices including writing or representation of any sort. 

Water elements complementing architecture may correspond to a view (of a sea, lake or a river), swimming pools, ornamental 
pools as well as piers, sea huts, saunas, baths or platforms. Water and architecture have a long history, if not, architecture is 
often completed by water elements (or accessories) of every kind. Fred Gray’s book Designing the Seaside offers an overall 
(but fragmentary) focus on the British seaside and its three centuries long development as sites of leisure and pleasure (Gray, 
2006). The idea of leisure, in this case, becomes a context for architecture to experiment and invent new forms in coastal areas 
outside cities. According to Gray, these experimentations were not examples to avant garde architecture, but rather were exotic 
references to the past if not to the vernacular. It was common to see oriental design mixed with classical styles in beaches with 
towers, domes, pavilions, kiosks or shades as well as in restaurants or even in residential parts. New details would often be 
added to these structures. 

Gray argues that these examples of seaside architecture were artificial attractions, offering ways of consuming nature. That is 
to say, they were the precursors of to be invented theme parks, in which senses were fetishized, inventing new ways of using 
leisure through continually adapting new uses of water and spaces around it (Gray, p.37). Thereby, the production of these 
spaces were not finalized architectural projects. The selective and fragmentary examples were not presented through their 
architects. Rather, the aim was to answer the mass consumption of leisure that the new classes now had an access to. On that 
regard, the idea of water as fetish refers to the leisure experience of visitors, looking for a break from their work time and 
escaping to another world. Water, as the fetish element, was the focus of nature to be consumed for the sake of a holiday making 
experience with new forms of architecture. In these examples, architecture does not promote itself, but merely serves to shape 
the holiday around water. 

Architecture’s ongoing relationship with water, however, contains examples in which architecture itself was promoted through 
the element of water.  Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s Barcelona Pavilion (1929), Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater (1935), 
Eero Saarinen’s General Motors or Jørn Utzon’s Sydney Opera House (1957) projects are among many to base their design on 
elements of water. Inarguably, these projects’ use of water as a fetish object (or an influence) show differences. However, they 
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have one common ground: their design is shaped around water, only to amplify the design effect, if not their authenticity as 
architectural objects. For instance, the Barcelona Pavilion uses two pools to amplify the perception of the structure as well as 
to mystify it, as I will discuss below. 

THE TWO POOLS OF BARCELONA PAVILION  

In the examples mentioned in Gray’s book, the seaside architecture, ways of contact with water was what shaped the built 
environment as well as people’s experience. On the other hand, in the case of Barcelona Pavilion, ways of hindering contact 
with water marks the architectural experience. The two pools of the pavilion complete the composition of the design but also 
animate the walls and columns with light reflected from the pools’ ripples. 

As one of the most renowned pieces of architecture, Barcelona Pavilion consists of a marble platform which holds a main pool 
defining its terrace like space partly covered with a thin roof shifted off to not align with the walls. While the boundary between 
interior and exteriors is partly eliminated, and thereby the space can be perceived to be a whole, so has opacity and thereby 
light travels across the structure through transparent and partly reflective surfaces of water, stone or chrome, reaching out to 
the second pool on the far end of the pavilion. According to William J. R. Curtis: 

The glass planes may be seen several at a time, in which case they melt with the light, though seen obliquely they emerge as 
vitreous stone. The water itself blends with these evanescent shifts from opaque to liquid, being either a mirror surface or else a 
semi-translucent plane. The dappled patterns of reflected light merge with the veins of onyx and marble, while ripples activate 
the chrome (Curtis, 1982, p.272) 

Water in the pools become not just mirrors to reflect light, but almost screens through which the structure was represented in a 
moving image, with ripples and their effects. This is not only a monument of the International Style Architecture, but one that 
announced architecture as monumental. The fetish attribute is based on a confusion around the purpose of architecture and its 
discourse. While it called for a simplicity in architecture that would offer openings through its design, nothing the pavilion 
presents was meant to serve its visitors except for a sensual experience within this great openness, constantly reminding that 
an architectural design is present on all possible levels. Reflections of the ripples from the pool make it hard to know which 
walls are real and which are mere reflections, creating a confusion around materials and elements that appear to be so clear at 
first merge into each other. The architectural historian Manfredo Tafuri writes that the pavilion’s architecture presented an 
entire process to be experienced, that he called to be revolutionization of the aesthetic experience itself, due to this Mies van 
der Rohe’s architecture operating as in an assembly line from the smallest part to the whole (Tafuri, 1998, p.21). 

The pools of Barcelona Pavilion inarguably adds a monumental value to the design. The fetish quality in the use of water 
elements was used by other architects following Mies van der Rohe’s pavilion. With Louis Kahn’s Salk Institute for Biological 
Sciences project, the water element was used on a double way. A thin water line would divide a wide courtyard with a view of 
Pacific Ocean, framed by the blocks of the Institute, assuring the effect of architecture. By the middle of the 20th century, the 
use of water elements were also being carried onto the wide interiors of large buildings. Eero Saarinen’s General Motors 
building’s entrance hall was marked by a pool aligning with a staircase hanging from the upper floor. Saarinen was not the only 
architect to enrich an interior with a pool, but so did many other architects, such as the architect developer John Portman, the 
architect of many megastructures of downtown North American cities. 

IMPLODING MEGASTRUCTURES 

Fredric Jameson talks about John Portman’s Westin Bonaventure to draw on his assessment of the logic of cultural production. 
The Westin Bonaventure hotel, just like the architect’s other projects, is a megastructure, an extensive intervention of an 
existing urban context, yet built to be hosting all attributes of an urban space in itself. According to Jameson, Portman’s hotel 
with its huge atrium that contains all kinds of elements “...aspires to being a total space, a complete world, a kind of miniature 
city; to this new total space,” and he adds, “it does not wish to be a part of the city but rather its equivalent and replacement of 
substitute” (Jameson, 1991, p.40). Among the many urban accessories that the atrium had to offer was, of course, the water 
element. The hotel’s atrium that the architect claimed to have been the inventor of, was the signature mark of this type of 
architecture, which included, of course, the water element in the form of a pool surrounding a sitting area lit by sunlight entering 
the building from a skyline, emphasizing the size of this space. 

Reinhold Martin, moving from Jameson’s assertion, further engages into a criticism of Portman’s architecture. In his article 
Money and Meaning: The Case of John Portman, Martin focuses on how Portman’s architecture has created a meaning through 
a confusion around the cultural value and the exchange value through the atriums that Portman has put in use, if not invented 
all himself. Portman’s architecture naturalizes the artificially built interiors, while, as Martin asserts, intends to humanize the 
corporation, or in other words the capital and the system that supports the existing financial relations. The fetish attribute of 
the water element would have been to strengthen any means to make visitors forget what was at the outside of the hotel. 
According to Martin, that is how fetishes work, by replacing something with another, thereby eliminating any possibility how 
things could be brought together in some other way.  

Martin interprets Portman’s architecture to be symptomatic, reflecting a broader approach to architecture. Thereby, Portman’s 
use of pools in his architecture may also bring the architecture of Harbiye Officers’ Club into light. These structures may be 
early examples of megastructures that today appear to be the rule and not exceptions. 
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CONCLUSION 

Taking water at the center of the argument provides a chance to bring together different examples of architecture together, that 
otherwise may not have been possible. The continuity in architectural practices in terms of using water as a fetish element, 
started out with architecture being utilized for the sake of business of holiday making, which Gray’s book put forth. These early 
examples were more generous to nature, in water was an element to be fetishized through architecture. There, architecture did 
not reestablish its autonomy, but experimented through ways of using water through new structures. On the other hand, the to 
20th century examples, with Barcelona Pavilion for instance, the water element became a fetish that also served architecture 
and thereby its architect to claim a status and an autonomous cultural value. The production of the cultural value, however, also 
laid the ground for megastructures containing all urban accessories within their body. This meant that, as in the example of 
Portman’s architecture, this cultural value could also be confused with the exchange value, in terms of monetary relations. At 
this stage, it is possible to see a gradual transition to more complex ways of engaging with water, if not, to more complex ways 
in which architecture produces meaning. This assessment has to be scrutinized further with extensive research.  

As different examples of architecture present different ways of contact with water, the conclusion of this paper remains partial 
and fragmentary. Therefore, the topic requires a more extensive research, which could be limited to a particular geography, to 
a particular time period, or even to works of a particular architect. Researchers should remember that the most ordinary looking 
things do not fail to provide new knowledge. Sometimes the hardest to see lies in the most visible, and what is widely accepted 
as unconditionally beneficial may pave the way to the opposite of what it promises.  
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ABSTRACT  

Atlantis, the lost city, sunken underwater by the Gods of Greek Mythology, is just one of the numerous depictions of mankind 
about living with water. The idea of cities to be built and to live on or in the water follows these depictions have become part 
of the oral culture told through legends, science-fictional or fantastic subcultures, cause people become questioning whether it 
will be possible to conquer water in the future. These depictions and inquiries inspired architecture and urbanism to establish 
a vision for future. It has been observed that studios that perform conceptual architecture and experimental architecture 
renowned pioneers such as Archigram and Superstudio and many others aiming to make progressive work on the depiction of 
the future, emphasize the water image in their work. This study aims to discuss the use of water and its image in the conceptual 
and experimental architectural work from the perspective of retro-futurism. It is aimed to first visualize the phenomenon of life 
with water, starting from myths and ideas moving to the tangible end-results and to examine this flow in the realization of 
futuristic approaches. Within the scope of this study, the question of how the future image in architecture and urbanism and the 
place of water on this issue, together with how it has been handled throughout history will be investigated. Ideas that started 
with 20th century avant-gardes and utopians brought up on a conceptual level with the technological support and experimental 
architecture in the 21st century and these relations produce the core tension of this research. In addition to this discussion in 
terms of Water Architecture and Urbanization within the framework of cities and architecture of tomorrow; the importance of 
image as a concept in the process of a vision being transformed into reality, is also emphasized. 

 

Key Words: Water and futuristic design, conceptual architecture, experimental architecture, future city image, image in 
architecture 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important factors behind the transition of mankind to settled life was the change of context in its relationship 
with man and water and the indirect agricultural revolution it brought. This change of context is undoubtedly the most important 
step in the formation of cities. Irrigation techniques brought innovation and this innovation completely changed the relationship 
between human nature (Childe, 1936). Mankind has combined, water transport and use of water with brand new technological 
developments and has multiplied products and chose to remain settled for harvesting the product. Cities are the result of this 
choice. Although the discourse that there would be no city without water is speculative, the historical flow suggests how strong 
and inseparable the link between water, man and the built environment is. If we look at the built environment and life style, the 
industrial revolution which is another important context change in the relationship between human-city and nature, it is again 
observable observe the important effect of water on life; meeting of this time with technological developments and taking 
humanity forward. 

Water, city and technology trio from the past; when we reach today, it interacts again and takes human life, living spaces and 
cities forward. Just as in the past, water emerges as a sine qua non for the future emphasis. In this context, the aim of the study 
is to examine the place of the water image in the formation of future visions in architecture, interior architecture and urbanism 
from the perspective of historical flow. The study approaches its aim from the perspective of Retro-futurism. As a method, 
study adopts the concrete examples from the development process in recent history; starting with the initial visions of water in 
the future, towards conceptual architecture and experimental architecture and then finally the realization of those pioneering, 
futuristic visions in the actual the physical environment, as the stages of this flow, While these examples emphasize the image 
of water in the vision of the future in the past, the emphasis on how this image can become reality in the cities of tomorrow via 
experimental architecture and how the image of water can be transformed into a structural element through technological 
innovations is given in the conclusion part through the work of important avant-garde architectural groups.  

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Water and architecture are related in many different layers. Among these layers, water was sometimes involved in the 
realization of architecture, which was a structural element in the construction phase, and sometimes in the landscape, and 
sometimes served with a micro-climatic effect. It is possible to trace the water image in many different layers in the built 
environment depictions future from past to present and towards the future. 

When we look at the depictions of the future, two territories waiting to be discovered for humanity beyond life on land emerge 
as two objects of desire; Life in the water and in the air. In this respect, conceptual architecture, which is an important expression 
media of future descriptions, and also science-fiction works that reach a wider audience in terms of culture are important in 
this respect. In these two expressionist areas that provide futuristic works, the water image is repeated and appears as a leitmotif. 
It can be seen as an analogy; in this process the delivery of the baton to the experimental architecture just like in a relay race 
when these media first produce ideas based on the concepts and then bill into reality.  

Like all innovations, architectural innovations related to living in water and or on water have started with a single idea, a single 
inquiry which can be referred as utopian one. This idea needs incubation process for it to mature and its realization from the 
idea in the real world depends directly and indirectly on many other developments, so it is possible to talk about elongated 
timelines in history. The process has its seeds as ideas from myths of ancient world and oral culture of many civilizations 
around the globe. Mythical tales from past evokes the curiosity of people of all ages, cause them to ask the question of how it 
is to live with water and whether it will be possible in the future. Many past and present pioneers thinking of architecture, city 
and environment have water as a common image for their vision of future. These images are similar in cultures from the East, 
West, North and South of the world, varying in some degrees whether they are part of the oral culture or they are part of a 
science-fiction movie with big-budgets in Hollywood. The main idea behind this study is to observe and research that path of 
realization of the process of the utopic ideas transforming into real life examples via works of conceptual and experimental 
architecture and multi-disciplinary technological innovations.  

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY  

As stated above this study serves an analysis of the existing retro-futuristic and avant-garde works of conceptual and 
experimental architectural pioneers and aims to recognize and categorize the similar paths from ideas to actualization processes 
and prove that how water image re-occur in many different works as a part of the depiction of future living environments. Core 
research question is how water image can be traced though the futuristic visions of many different periods of time starting as 
the products of idea and how it is transformed into an element of image into an element of actualization via the contemporaneous 
technological developments of other disciplines, such as chemistry, physics, material science and so on.  

Although the timeframe of the study can be traced back to the ancient Greek culture or even way back in the pre-historic times; 
study limits the timeframe of the selection of the cases deliberately to the 21st century. The pioneers of the 21st century will be 
investigated within the scope of the study, and they will be researched under two categories; conceptual architecture and 
experimental architecture; as the methodology aims to figure out the related junctions between these two categories and how 
water and water image serves as a catalyst in that sense.  
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REFLECTIONS IN CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE 

The conceptual framework of the study has its foundations on the notion of ‘utopia’. Utopia is defined as the non-place has its 
etymological roots from the Greek language, it has involves sub-concepts of eutopia, which refers to the good place and the 
opposite, dystopia meaning the bad place; both has the imaginary aspect to place (Sargisson, 2012). Within the time-frame of 
21st century defined in methodology part, one of the important future city images to investigate will be the pioneer utopian 
ideas of in the turn of the century from late 1890s to 1900s, 1920’s and especially accelerating at 1930’s.  

When examples of conceptual architecture are examined, it is possible to trace the water image recurring in many of the 
important conceptual works related to the notion of utopia. Although his work is out of the framework of the study, with respect 
to timeline; Sir Thomas More is undoubtedly the most important name to mention here as in his book ‘Utopia’ first published 
in year 1516; he describes his version of this non-place with a very distinct social, cultural and economic relations are imagined. 
Here the striking point is as his description enlighten us, the people he depicts lives in an island; where we observe the leitmotif 
of water image through the utopian thinking and its spatial and conceptual reflections. More (2010) describes this new way of 
thinking for the future societies and chooses an island isolated by water as a setting for this new way of living and thinking, in 
the spatial context (Figure 1). This fact is serving as a crucial foundation for the study, as water and future depictions or pioneer, 
innovative depictions on purpose or by chance has its first connection to the image of water, in terms of architecture and 
urbanism.  

 

Figure 1. Original cover of the book Utopia published in 1516, the first edition; illustration by Ambrosius Holbein 
(https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/46/Isola_di_Utopia_Moro.jpg/220px-Isola_di_Utopia_Moro.jpg) 
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Following the chronological order and the defined framework of the study; we come to the 20th century in the timeline. In this 
postindustrial period; when utopians are observed they have a different path in terms of relation to water, and surprisingly water 
image does not come up as a highlighted element of the future visions. At this point, within the timeline in this post-industrial 
era we have three major utopians to discuss and analyze, question or at least understand why they choose not to pay attention 
on the water and water image, while they are envisioning the future of the cities. From the retro futuristic perspective as the 
circumstances of the post-industrial era is considered maybe it can be the idea behind this common emphasis on the green areas 
and nature in all those three utopian that we have to mention at this point; Sir Ebenezer Howard (Garden City), Frank Lloyd 
Wright (Broad-acre City) and Le Corbusier (Radiant City) (Figure 2, 3 and 4).  

Figure 2. Conceptual diagram by Sir Ebenezer Howards garden city (https://www.groundsure.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/Three-Magnets.jpg) 

 
Figure 3. Frank Lloyd Wright’s broadacre city depictions  

(https://moma.org/wp/inside_out/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Image-13-643x480.jpg) 

 

One of those utopians is French-Swiss well-known architect Le Corbusier. In Le Corbusier's work he introduces initially in 
1924 and in 1925 as Plan Voisin for the Paris city center renovation project and Le Ville Contemporaine as the conceptual 
work of his initial ideas. He then evolved those initial idea seeds into the conceptual urbanism work called La Ville Radieuse. 
In year 1933 he published the ideas he had in the book of the same name ‘The Radiant City’, became a pioneer utopic unrealized 
project, a possible plan for future other European city centers also, as he supports the modern, new cities with higher prosperity 
levels and higher standards, in terms of life quality. He included wide greens between the superblocks and revealed his 
intellectual work by considering the relationship with nature in the city of the future, not in particular by the image of water, 
but as part of the natural landscape. Pinder (2011) claims his visions for this new future city is inspired by his visits to New 
York City and how the city growth has different perspectives in the continental Europe and ın the newly found land which is 
the United States. At this part Le Corbusier’s image for the future city focuses on the call for the order instead of chaos that 
future might bring (Pinder, 2011). 
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Figure 4. Le Corbusier’s Radiant City Depictions (https://99percentinvisible.org/app/uploads/2018/02/ville-contemp.jpg) 

When we come to 1927 the famous masterpiece of cinema and science fiction by Fritz Lang, the movie ‘Metropolis’ comes as 
a very welldefined depiction of future image of the city of the future. As an art form for the following years the cinema industry 
will be a direct influence on the science fiction, but the movie metropolis is a pioneer with that sense. What makes the story 
line very unique is that the rise of the new future city; the Metropolis, comes to an end through severe floods. Here again the 
connection between future and the image of water is strongly emphasized (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Metropolis Movie Flood Scene (http://thefilmbook.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Metropolis-flood-scene.jpg) 

Works by the pioneering architectural offices and groups shows that the water image is included in the future depictions, 
especially in the era after World War II, drawing particular attention onto late-1950s. In the 1960s and later, the ideas of the 
cities of the future in Europe were examined by avant-garde thinkers and these groups produced very vivid descriptions. In all 
these descriptions of the future and the city of the future and the architecture of the future, the two territories mentioned earlier; 
it is possible to see the pattern of life in air and water. In these depictions, the possible effects of climate change, which is a 
widely discussed and discussed issue, have gradually started to take place. The rise of water is possible in these descriptions as 
a possible scenario of climate inclination and even as a result of the climate crisis. Emphasis on living in water has been 
considered as a subject that needs to be emphasized more than the desire to live in the air, perhaps one more point and pioneers 
have produced works in this direction. 

Superstudio, the Italian pioneer of architecture and thought, is the first example of this. They strongly use the image of water 
together with the existing artifacts of the old cities; and try to make the emphasis between the past and the future and how water 
can serve as a junction between these two important time segments (Figure 6, 7). In 21stv century one of the most important 
factors behind this junction of water and water image with urbanism is based on the pre-emptive attempts in case of urban 
maladies (Marvin, Luque-Ayala, & McFarlane, 2016). Thus both the visions by Metropolis movie and many similar science 
fiction works and the works by the avant-garde architectural groups have also paid attention to this factor; decades in advance.  
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Figure 6. Superstudio’s Future Depictions (https://www.bmiaa.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Superstudio-Il-Monumento-
Continuo-Piazza-Navona-1970-courtesy-pinksummer.jpg) 

 

Figure 7. Superstudio’s Future Depictions for the City of Future (https://www.maxxi.art/wp-
content/gallery/superstudio50/09_MAXXI_SUPERSTUDIO50_MonumentoContinuo_NY.jpg) 

Sir Peter Cook and Archigram is another important pioneer of this conceptual framework. The concept of the Plug-in city 
inspired many field members as they think about the future of urbanism and architecture. The idea is to add and subtract the 
necessary urban segments on the water as the city grows the adaptive power of the city also expends; just like a plug system or 
just like a puzzle system (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8. Archigram’s Future Depictions for the Plug-in City 
(https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/51d7/1b74/e8e4/4ed5/3800/0023/large_jpg/736_medium.jpg?1373051763) 

REFLECTIONS IN EXPERIMENTAL ARCHITECTURE 

These pioneering ides of the avant-garde of the architecture and urbanism; through the help of the technological developments 
especially in the material science field opened a gate towards the application side of the cities of tomorrow in today’s world. 
William Katavolos is one of those names working on the realization part of this very subject and as he proposes the future of 
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the construction systems depends on the research and development studies in the multi-disciplinary fields; combining physics, 
chemistry and building science. He works on this experimental side of architecture where he developed a fluid structure, 
through the use of ‘membranes’. Through this visionary experimental architectural work; the water, this time; becomes more 
then the image itself but becomes a core part of the structure itself (Figure 9, 10). Waterstudio, from the Netherlands has 
projects in that area where the columns serves as a structural element as well as a part of the ventilation and the cooling system 
in the hot climates. Some groups use air instead of water or any liquid as a fluid system, so they again have that inflatable 
surfaces and the volumes that they can make use of; while realizing the futuristic images of the cities; through the help of 
experimental architecture. 

 

Figure 9. William Katavolos’ Drafts for the Water Building Systems and the Liquid Villa 
(https://d2mdqraew06hxz.cloudfront.net/_eightHundred/katavolos02_body.jpg) 

Figure 10. William Katavolos’ Drafts for the Water Building Systems for the Future Cities 
(https://d2mdqraew06hxz.cloudfront.net/katavolos03_body.jpg) 

CONCLUSION 

After discussing the examples of both conceptual and experimental works, to summarize, it should be stated that this study 
serves as an empirical study investigating the relationship between the image of water in architecture together with urbanism, 
from the perspective of retro-futurism; through the examples from conceptual and experimental works of architecture, in 
history. Especially focusing on the 20th century, time segments of past, present and future is connected through this visions and 
depictions of living environments of tomorrow. This study will serve as an initial theoretical base for the further studies 
questioning the perception of futurism and how image of water fits to that context through the eyes of the observers. It is an 
outcome of this study that the seed ideas for the cities of tomorrow; coming from the roots of the ancient Greek term ‘utopia’, 
evolves as the spirit of the modern times maybe the zeitgeist, that all those inter-disciplinary innovative developments in 
technology; allows the idea, the utopian to become real; through the pathway from conceptual to experimental architecture; 
and very crucially water as both an image and a structural element, in this flow of the idea into the realm.   
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ÖZET 

Su; insan yaşamı için oksijenden sonra gelen en önemli öğedir. Vücudumuzun en vazgeçilmez öğesidir diyebiliriz. Bunun 
dışında hayatımızın her evresinde de önemli bir role sahiptir. Tarihin tozlu sayfalarına bakıldığında açıkça görülmektedir ki, 
su ve suyun bulunduğu her alan insanoğlunun yiyecek, içecek, yerleşme, çoğalma ve öğrenmeyi sağlayabildiği en ideal yaşam 
alanlarından biri olma görevini üstlenmiştir. İnsanlık ilk kez dünya üzerine yerleşmeye başladığında, yerleşim alanlarını su 
üzeri ya da suya yakın mekânlardan seçmiştir. 

Su hayatı simgeleyen en önemli öğeyken, mimâri üzerinde de geniş önem taşımayı başarmıştır. Geçmişte insanlar suyu tarım, 
güvenlik ve ulaşım için kullanırlarken, daha sonralarda ise suyu bir çok farklı unsur olarak kullanmaya devam etmişlerdir. 
Bunu bugün mimâri alanda önemli rol alan şehirlerde de gözlemleyebiliriz. 

Doğal bir unsur olan suyun tasarımla beraber mimâri ile bağdaşmasını gözlemleyebiliriz. İnsan hayatının her evresinde büyük 
bir rol sahibi olan su; zaman içinde mimâriyi şekillendirmek için kullanılmakla kalmamış, yapılara renk, doku, kimlik 
kazandırmıştır. Yapı çevresinde bir eleman olarak su öğesinin, çevresel bir eleman olarak yapıyla yakın bir ilişkide 
kurgulanması açıklanabilir. Burada, vurguyu artırmak, simgesel ve sembolik anlamlar barındırmak gibi suyun çeşitli 
özelliklerinden faydalanıldığı söylenebilir. 

Bu makalenin amacı, mimâride kullanılan suyun tasarıma katkısının incelenmesidir. Çalışmanın birinci bölümü olan giriş 
bölümünde, makalenin amacı ve genel kapsamı tanımlanacaktır. Buna eşlik eden bölümler ise sırasıyla; 

- Suyun mimâri ve çevreye katkısı, 

- Doğal çevre elemanı olan suyun tasarımda kullanımının incelenmesi ve 

- Tasarlanan mekânlarda su öğesinin yeridir. 

İnsanların su ile evrilmesi yetmemiş ve git gide suyu tasarım öğesi olarakta kullanmaya başlamışlardır. Su, insanların 
duyularına hitap eden ve tasarımda doğru kullanımı ile dinginlik veren sakinleştirici bir etkiye sahiptir. İşitsel ve görsel olarak 
da tasarımla doğru olarak bağdaşan su; insana eşsiz bir huzur verebilir.  

Suyun bu öneminin farkedilmesi ile beraber bir çok ülkede de mimâri açıdan zenginlik oluşturmaya, tasarımda daha da büyük 
rol almaya başlamıştır. Tasarım ve su tamamen bütünleşmiş ve mimâriye işlenmiştir. 

Hayatımızın temel taşı olan suyun, mimâride tasarımda kullanım alanlarından başlayarak çevreye, tasarıma ve insanlara doğru 
etkisiyle hissettirdiği duyuların bütünlüğüdür. İnsanoğlunun geçmişten bugüne kadar mahremi olarak gördüğü mekânlarda 
suyun farklı kullanımı örnekler ile açıklanmıştır. 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Su; Tasarım; Mimâri; Doğal Çevre; Duyular.  
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GİRİŞ 

Suyun insanlar için sembolik bir anlamı da vardır. Eskiden beri su hayatı, gücü, saflığı, yenilenmeyi, rahatlığı sembolize 
etmiştir. Eğer suyun sembolizmi, tarih ve doğa etkili bir biçimde birleştirilirse o zaman su ve mimâri, çevrede başka hiç bir 
malzemeye eşdeğer tutulamayacak bir mükemmelliği yaratırlar. 

İnsan yaşamında ve mitolojide hayatı simgeleyen su, mimâride de büyük bir yer sahibidir. İlk yaşam izlerine bakıldığında, 
insanların su kenarlarına yerleştikleri ve suyu; ulaşım, güvenlik amacıyla kullandıklarını gözlemleyebiliriz. Daha sonra, 
insanlar suyu bir tasarım öğesi olarak kullanmaya başlamışlardır. 

Tasarımda kullanılan su, yapıya renk, doku ve bir kimlik tanımlamaya yardımcı olmuştur. Mimârinin su ile bütünlüğü insanlara 
keyif veren, dinginlik sağlayan ve huzuru simgeleyen bir unsurdur. Su bir çok şekilde insan duyularına hitap edebilir. İşitsel 
etkisi de bunlardan birini oluşturur. Doğru bir tasarlama ve iyi ayarlanmış bir sesle insanlar üzerinde çok hoş etkiler 
uyandırabilir. [1] 

Suyun en önemli özelliklerinden birisi de yansıtma özelliğidir. Platon yansıtmayı sonsuzluğun hareket eden bir imgesi olarak 
tanımlar. Camda ya da suda yansıma geçici olgular dünyasını belirler.  

Genellikle tasarımcılar suyun bu özelliğini derinlik, sonsuzluk, kişisel sınırları daha da genişletebilmek için kullanırlar. 
Yansıtıcılığın canlandırıcı bir yanı vardır. Yansıtıcılık, sıradan olan bir tasarımı bile büyüleyici bir etki altına alabilir. İnsanlar 
üzerinde hayranlık ve hayret uyandırabilir. Gotik bir katedral ruhuyla tasarlanan mekânda, ışık ve rengin suyla birlikte 
yansıyarak dönüşümü yapı boyunca farklı mekân ve görsel algılamalarının oluşturduğu sanal bir gerçeklik yaratmaktadır. [2] 

Toplumumuzda suya yakın olma ve hep bir yolla suya ulaşma hissi vardır. Tasarımda su; mekânın bir yüzeyi olarak, bir eleman 
- yansıtıcısı olarak ve çevresindeki bir yapı elemanı olarak değişim gösterebilir. 

İnsanlar üzerindeki etkisinin fark edilmesiyle beraber su, tasarımda ve mimâride farklı bir alan oluşturmaya, değer kazanmaya 
başlamıştır. Su öğesi, mimâride bazen bir çeşmeyi simgelerken bazen de yalnızca bir havuz olarak karşımıza çıkabilir. Bunun 
örneklerini mimâri ile bütünleşmiş olan, insanları tasarımlarıyla büyülemeyi başaran ve mimâri denince aklımıza ilk olarak 
gelen hemen hemen tüm şehirlerde ve yapılarda görebiliriz.  

Makalenin amacına değinecek olursak; şehir, mimâri ve burada yaşayan insanlar için, çevrenin doğal bir bileşeni ve bir tasarım 
elemanı olan suyun görsel, işitsel ve sembolik etkilerinin belirtilerek, bunların öneminin vurgulanmasıdır. Bu etkiler suyun 
farklı kullanım biçimleri kullanarak yapılmış bina ve çevre düzenleme örnekleri ile açıklanmalıdır. [3] 

İnsanlar yoğun bir şekilde gerçekleşen kentleşme yüzünden ciddi baskı altında hissetmekte ve bu baskıdan kurtulmak, arınmak 
için doğayla iç içe olmaya yönelmektedirler. Ancak söz konusu bölgenin başta coğrafî durumu ve muhtelif sebeplerden dolayı, 
doğadaki unsurları yaşamın devam ettiği ortama nakletme yolu tercih edilmiştir. Park, bahçe, havuz, yeşil alan gibi şehir içinde 
bulunan ve doğayı anımsatan bu unsurlar, şehir dışına çıkabilenler nezdinde piknik yapmaya elverişli alan veya kamp 
yapılabilen alanlar gibi dinlenme yerleri oluşmasına vesile olmuştur. Doğanın temel unsurlarından su ise, hem kırsal hem de 
kentsel çevrelerde mimârî bir unsur olarak, doğal ya da insan eli ile biçimlendirilmiş şekli ile planlamada kendisine yer edinmiş 
veya doğrudan mimârînin bütününü biçimlendirmiştir.   

Kentsel alanlar içinde su unsurları, birden fazla şekil ve biçimde görülmektedir. Suyun bu bağlamda kullanımının sebepleri, 
haiz oldukları mekânın özelliklerine ve tasarımın kavramsallığına doğrudan bağlı olarak değişim gösterir. Psikolojik ve işitsel 
vurguların ön planda olduğu estetik sebeplerin yanı sıra, mekânın rahatlık seviyesini yükseltici, işlevsel sebepler de etkili 
olabilmektedir.  

Estetik sebepler arasında, su unsurundaki doğal görselliğin yanı sıra oluşan ses, koku ve suyla temasın yarattığı his kendilerine 
yer bulmaktadırlar. İşlevsel sebepler açısından suyun kullanımı incelendiğinde, getirdiği konfor, yarattığı daimiyet ve açık 
havada yapılan etkinlikler bağlamındaki kullanımlar öne çıkmaktadır. Odak noktası olabilme özelliğine sahip olan su, mekânda 
baskın bir karaktere sahiptir. Bulunduğu mekânın formunu belirlerken suya verilen bir form ise bütünüyle tasarıma yansır. 

Kentsel mekânlarda su kullanımı; birden fazla şekilde yapılabilmektedir. Bunların arasında, suyun durgun olarak bir mekânda 
varlığı (en yaygın şekliyle havuz), hareketli olarak kullanımı ve bu iki kullanımın birleşimi olarak kendini göstermektedir.  

Estetik anlamda, insan üzerinde her şeyden önce dinlendirici ve sakinleştirici etkisiyle rahatlık duygusu yaratmakta, aynı 
zamanda serinlik hissi de vermektedir. Durgun su yüzeyleri, modern mimâride, ışığı yansıtarak, aydınlatıcı bir öğe olarak da 
kullanılmaktadır. 
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Roma sanatının en çok gelişme gösterdiği alanların başında mimâri gelmektedir. Romalılar hakim oldukları topraklarda 
kendilerine özgü şehir planlamacılığını ve yapı tiplerini yaygınlaştırmaya önem vermişlerdir. Mimârinin yansıması olarak 
gördüğümüz tasarımla bütünleşmiş, mimâri konusunda oldukça geniş ve başarılı bir alana sahip olan Roma’ da her meydanın 
odak noktası haline gelen çeşmeler mevcuttur. Çeşmeler, “piazza” adı verilen meydanların en önemli peyzaj öğeleridir. Hemen 
her meydanda bir çeşme bulunmaktadır. Roma meydanlarını çeşmesiz ve çeşmeleri de susuz düşünmek neredeyse imkansızdır. 
İlk yapıldıkları gibi yaşamaya devam etmektedirler. Özellikle Barok’un uğultuyu, gürültüyü ve doğayı seven çeşmeleri, canlı 
yapılarıyla meydanların kamusallığını arttırmaktadırlar. Roma tarihinin, imzası haline gelen çeşmelerinin en önemli 
örneklerinden ilki Fontana Di Trevi diğer bir değişle aşk çeşmesidir. Birbirinden farklı rivayetleri ve tarihi büyüsüyle etkileyen 
bu çeşme, Papa XII. Clement tarafından 1732 yılında yapımına başlanan döneminin önemli mimârı Heykeltıraş Nicola Salvi’ye 
yaptırılan Trevi Çeşmesi (Fontana di Trevi) adıyla bilinen Aşk Çeşmesi adeta bu ülkenin simgesi haline gelmiştir. Eserin 
büyüklüğü ve geleneksel bir motif haline getirilebilmesi nedeniyle yapımı toplamda 30 yılı bulmuştur. Roma’daki barok tarzın 
en büyük örneği olan bu çeşmede suyun yansımasını üç yer altı su yolunun kesiştiği noktada olması rivayetinden de 
gözlemleyebiliriz.[4] 

 

 

Resim 1. Fontana Di Trevi  

(https://gezimanya.com/FotoGaleri/vatikan-dunya-miraslari) 

Bir diğer rivayete göre ise; Fontana di Trevi çeşmesi askerler ve güzel bir Roma kızı arasında geçen konuşmalar sayesinde 
günümüze gelmiştir. Roma’da savaş döneminde yorgunluktan ve susuzluktan bitap düşen askerler, güzel bir kızla karşılaşır ve 
nereden su bulabileceklerini sorar. Güzelliğiyle büyüleyici olan genç kız, şu an çeşmenin bulunduğu yeri göstererek oradaki 
toprağı kazmaları durumunda su ile karşılaşacaklarını söyler. Askerler başka bir şanslarının olmadığının farkında olup kızın 
dediğini pek de inanmasalar da gerçekleştirir. Ve askerler sonuçta suya kavuşurlar. İmparator Augustus’un damadı Agippa 
akan suyu Vergine su kemeri ile Pantheon’a kadar ulaştırdığı da yine tarih sayfalarında yer alan bir ayrıntı olarak dikkat çeker. 
[5]  

Su ve mimârinin buluşmasında bir rol alan bu rivayete inanıp Fontana Di Trevi çeşmesinden etkilenmemek elde değildir.  
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Resim 2. Fontana Di Trevi  

(https://www.lense.fr/news/desert-in-the-city-villes-capitales-mises-a-nu/#gallery-6) 

Roma’nın büyüleyici mimârisine katkısı olan Roma’nın simgesi haline gelen çeşmelere diğer bir örnek ise, Fontana Dei Quattro 
Fiumi yani bilinen diğer bir adıyla Dört Nehir Çeşmesi’ dir. 

Fontana Dei Quattro Fiumi, Navona Meydanı‘nda bulunan ve Roma’yı görmeye gelen her turistin ziyaret ettiği diğer önemli 
bir çeşmedir. Papa Innocent X adına 1651 yılında Gian Lorenzo Bernini tarafından dizayn edilmiştir. Nitekim bu çeşmenin 
yapımına bir çok sebepten dolayı azımsanmayacak sayıda Romalı karşı çıksada, Roma’ da etkileyeci bir mimâri unsur olarak 
yerini almayı başaran bu çeşme, 35 metre yüksekliğiyle oldukça büyük bir yapı olan dört nehri temsilen dört büyük dev bulunur. 
Temsil edilen nehirler ise; Rio del La Plata, Ganj, Nil ve Danube Nehirleridir. Bu devler yuvarlak havuzun içindeki büyük bir 
taşın üzerinde bulunmaktadırlar. Her biri temsil ettiği bölgeye ait hayvanlar ve bitkiler ile süslüdür. 

Deniz tanrısı figürleri Bernini’nin öğrencileri tarafından yaratılmıştır. Heykeltıraş, deniz yaratığı, palmiye ve aslan figürlerini 
de tasarlamıştır. Avrupa’yı temsil eden Danube heykeli Antonio Raggi tarafından tasarlanmıştır. Solunda bulunan Ganj figürü 
ise Claude Poussin tasarımıdır. Giacomo Antonio Fancelli’nin tasarımı olan Nil figürü ise Afrika’yı temsil ediyor. Son olarak 
Amerika kıtasını temsil eden Rio de la Plata, Francesco Baratta tarafından tasarlanmıştır. Dikili taş 15 metre uzunluğunda ve 
bir zamanlar Via Appia Antica yakınında bulunan Maxentius arenasında bulunuyordu. Bu dikilitaş genel yargının aksine 
Mısırlılara değil Romalılara aittir. Roma imparatoru Domitianus tarafından somaki mermeri ile yaptırılmıştır. MS. 81 yılında 
Roman Serapeum için yaptırılmakla birlikte en tepesinde Pamphili ailesi bulunmaktadır. 

1651 yılının Haziran ayında çeşme halka açılıp Papa Innocent X adına bir festival düzenlenmiştir. Papaya ait bir anıt olmanın 
yanında halk için bir su kaynağı olarak kullanılmaktadır. 

Çeşmenin en tepesinde bulunan Kutsal Ruh Güvercini ise bir zafer sembolü niteliği taşırken 4 farklı kıtada yer alan kilisenin 
varlığını anlatmaktadır. 
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                    Resim 3. Fontana Dei Quattro Fiumi                                          Resim 4. Fontana Dei Quattro Fiumi 

                                      (https://cellcode.us/quotes/dei-navona-quattro-piazza-fiumi-fontana.html) 
  

Roma’nın en keyifli meydanlarından Piazza Navona’nın, diğer iki çeşmesinden biri olan Fontane del Moro heykeltraş Giacomo 
della Porta tarafından yapılmış, Bernini tarafından tekrar düzenlenmiştir. Bernini tarafından yapılan çeşmenin en dikkat çekici 
kısmı ortasındaki deniz tanrısı Moor heykeli. Çeşmenin yapımı 1653 yılına dayanmaktadır. 

 

 
 

Resim 5. Fontana Del Moro 
(https://gezipgordum.com/navona-meydani-ve-dort-nehir-cesmesi/) 

 

Son olarak, Geç Rönesans döneminin etkileyici örneklerinden biri olan Quattro Fontane yani diğer bir adıyla Dört Çeşme ise 
iki yolun Via delle Quattro Fontane ve  Via del Quirinale kesiştiği yerlerdeki binaların bir parçası gibi tasarlanmıştır. Dört ayrı 
binaya birbirine bakan fakat bir o kadar da birbirini umursamıyormuşçasına duran Tiber Nehri, Arno Nehri, Tanrıça Diana ve  
Tanrıça Juno,  tasvir edilmiştir. Meşe ağacı önünde, yanında dişi kurt olan erkek figür Tiber Nehri’ni, dişi Kurt Roma’yı; 
sazlıkların önünde uzanan erkek figürü Arno Nehri’ni, uzanan kadın figürlerden biri iffetin sembolü Tanrıça Diana’yı, diğer 
kadın figürü ise dayanıklılığın sembolü Tanrıça Juno’yu temsil ettiği düşünülmektedir. 
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 Resim 6. Quattro Fontane  (Figür 2. Arno Nehri)                             Resim 7. Quattro Fonta  (Figür 2. Tiber Nehri)                                        
   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resim 8. Quattro Fontane (Figür 3. Tanrıça Diana)                     Resim 9. Quattro Fontane (Figür 4. Tanrıça Juno) 

(https://it.123rf.com/photo_102849277_via-delle-quattro-fontane-is-a-street-in-rome-that-leads-from-piazza-barberini-to-via-
nazionale-the-.html) 

Kısacası günümüzde de fonksiyonlarını sürdüren bu yapılar, kentsel peyzajın vazgeçilmez bileşenleri olup, Roma’nın turistik 
çekim noktalarını oluşturmaktadır. Aynı zamanda da kamusallığın en yüksek olduğu noktalardır. Roma’da meydanların ve 
meydanların kesiştiği noktalarda bulunan çeşmelerin anlamı her zaman mimârisi gibi büyüleyici olarak tarihte yerini alacak 
olup, çeşmelerin tasarımları ve yaydıkları su sesi ile hipnoz etkisi yaratmaya devam edecektir. 
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SONUÇ 

Makalede dünyanın varoluşundan bugüne kadar canlılar üzerinde büyük önem taşıyan suyun, tasarımda ve mimârideki etkisi 
vurgulanmıştır. 

Tasarım elemanı olan su ile, kullanıldığı her alanda yaratılmak istenen etkiye göre başarılı sonuçları elde edilebilir. Su en yalın, 
en durgun haliyle bile yüzeyinde küçük kıpırtılar taşır ve bu dalgalanmalar, verdiği etkiyle insanı başka bir yere götürür. 

Doğal kaynakları bitirmeyecek şekilde insanların rahatını sağlayacak ve aynı zamanda ekolojik dengeyi de koruyacak 
tasarımlar yapılmasında mimârların büyük sorumlulukları vardır. Mimâr ve mühendisler, binanın ilk tasarımından yapım hatta 
yıkım ve yeniden kullanım aşamalarında bile çevreye verilecek olması öngörülen zararı bile göz önünde bulundurarak bir 
çalışma yürütmek zorundadırlar. Sürdürülebilir tasarım çevreye duyarlı, ekonomik ve sosyal açıdan sorumlu olmayı gerektirir. 
Çok farklı kullanım amaçlarına hizmet eden su öğesinin, doğru kurgulandığında görsel, işitsel ve işlevsel bakımından mimâride 
tasarımı zenginleştiren, tasarıma anlam katan en önemli tasarım elemanlarından biri olduğunu söylemek mümkün olmaktadır. 
Gerek sembolik anlamlarıyla psikolojik olarak, gerekse işlevsel bakımdan fiziksel olarak insanlar üzerindeki etkisi göz önünde 
bulundurulduğunda; su öğesinin gelecek tasarımlar için de önemini koruyacağı sonucuna ulaşılabilmektedir. 

Özetle toparlayacak olursak eğer; suyun kentsel mekânda estetik ve fonksiyonel olarak kullanımına dair tüm veriler 
incelendiğinde, insan hayatında önemli bir yere sahip olduğu görülmektedir. Huzur, neşe, hareket, serinletme, rekreasyon, renk, 
ses ve ışık gibi sayısız özelliklere sahip olan en doğal kaynaklardan biri olarak kullanılan su, terapi edici özelliği ile bulunduğu 
mekânda insanları rahatlatıcı, stresten uzaklaştırıcı etkiye sahip olan çok yönlü bir tasarım öğesidir.  

Kütleyi ifade eden strüktür ile suyun şeffaflığı kullanıcı ve izleyicinin hayal gücünü harekete geçirir. Su, mimâriye farklı anlam 
yükler, mimârinin aynalaştığı yer olarak karşımıza çıkar. 

İncelenen örneklerde görülmüştür ki, suyun doğru kullanımı ile su; şehre, meydanlara ve hatta mimâriyle beraber tarihe nüfuz 
edebilir. Tüm bu anlatımlardan yola çıkarak ister geçmiş yaşantılarda olsun isterse şu an ki yaşanılan zamanlarda olsun su; 
canlılığın temel taşını oluşturur. Suya duyulan ihtiyaç her şeyden daha fazladır ve suyun kontrolünü sağlamak ise yüksek bir 
meziyet gösterir. Yapılan yapıtlar bunu bizlere kanıtlamaktadır. 

Mimâri ile bütünleşen su tasarıma yansıyan en güzel unsurlardan biridir. Su, geçmişten günümüze kadar uzanan bu tasarım 
serüveninin odak noktası haline gelmeyi başarmış olup mekâna bir kimlik kazandırmaya devam edecektir. 
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ABSTRACT  

Water is among the most important element to attract people to inhabit the specific area. It is known as a source of life, an 
element on which human life is depending.  Throughout history, human settlements were established along river banks as a 
suitable place with fertile land and assured security.   

Bosnia is the country abounded with water streams, and water became an element of directing urban settlements development 
since the first establishment. The urbanisation that has started with Ottomans in Bosnian (15th century) was based on principles 
in which the urban tissue has grown following principles based on the division into private and public spaces. The public area 
was the centre of trade and crafts with various public structures. On the other hand, the private area was developed with 
residential houses and accompanying structures limited to the scale of one residential area providing a pleasant atmosphere. In 
both zones, water was used as an urban determinant and element of design.    

This paper aims to present the importance of water element in developing settlements in Bosnia during the Ottoman period. In 
particular image of the place and relation of the urban matrix, its associated elements and water will be presented through 
several examples.  

General facts on urban settlements and principles of urban development from the Ottoman period will be discussed through 
examples in which usage of water is emphasised. Identity of these settlements is inherent from water. Water contributed to the 
space values that distinguished them among other places. 

 

Key Words: water element, Bosnia and Herzegovina, urbanism, Ottoman settlements 
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INTRODUCTION  

Our existence is dependent on water, or the lack of it. Water equals life as all life on earth depends on it. Every civilization was 
and still is being built on the use of water. Although humankind has inhabited the planet Earth for 200.000 years, archaeological 
and written usage of water can be found only of relatively recent times. Water usage in large quantities has been deemed as an 
essential part of the civilized world, from the noted beginnings of humankind, settlements of Jericho, Roman baths to water 
closets and jacuzzis. 

Throughout the history, different rulers were attracted by the natural wealth of Bosnia including the abundance of water. Thus, 
varieties of buildings were constructed in which water played an important place in regards to the function, design, health, 
defence etc. Starting with revealed archaeological remains it is confirmed that bathing culture in today’s Bosnia was present 
since the Roman period when public and private baths were built.  Ritual of public bathing was introduced in the form of 
“thermae” as a major bathhouse built by the state [1]. Kresevljakovic gives several examples found in Bosnia such as Domavija 
near Srebrenica and warm mineral springs (Ilidza near Sarajevo, Gornji Seher in Banja Luka). [2]. Roman villas also had baths 
with spaces divided to accommodate hot and warm pools (caldarium, tepidarium and frigidarium). Many of the Roman villas 
(villa rustica) found in Bosnia and Herzegovina confirmed that baths would either be integrated into villa or built as a separate 
unit. [1]. 

Medieval settlements in Bosnia (12th-15th centuries) were built along the rivers and this was usually the place of continuous 
habitation in which rivers played a defensive role.  The cities were predominantly of military nature built high up in the hills 
as fortresses difficult to reach but positioned thoughtfully to overlook the valleys of the rivers and potential threats. Around the 
city walls in the areas called podgradja, [3] dwelling of commoners were developed. Examples of this type of medieval 
settlements can be found across today’s Bosnia; a good example is a Bobovac, king’s town situated on the peak of the hill more 
than 700m above the sea level between the mouth of two rivers, or Vranduk one of the best preserved medieval fortress above 
the river Bosna.  

 

Figure 1 Historical Map of Bosnia (10th-15th century) 

Source: https://image.slidesharecdn.com/bosniaandherzegovina-introducingthehearth-shapedcountry-120409013150-
phpapp02/95/bosnia-and-herzegovina-introducing-the-heartshaped-country-18-728.jpg?cb=1334140517 
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Figure 2. Bobovac, Medival city fortress of Bosnian Kings and Vranduk (right)  

Sources: https://www.theapricity.com/forum/archive/index.php/t-41416.html and  author 

Since the fourteenth century Ottomans started to attack the Bosnian kingdom. In 1463 Kingdom fell to Ottomans and the 
majority of the territory came under firm Ottoman control. [3]. With these big conquests, a new culture and new way of living 
associated with the religion of Islam was brought to Bosnia. Across the Empire, cities and settlements of different sizes were 
developed in accordance with the same principles where differentiation between private (neighbourhoods) and public zones 
(market called čaršija) played an important part. The development of the urban settlements in Bosnia was depending on the 
new advanced strategies, establishing new settlements or developing already existing ones. As most of the city-fortresses from 
the Bosnian Kingdom were situated close to water sources, Ottomans used the advantage of the existing and choose the 
locations on which they amplified new principles. Shapes that the cities took then, with its distinctive characteristics and 
organisation of its urban areas are very much recognisable today. Dusan Grabrian recognised this organisation of the Bosnian 
cities and grouped them into five authentic segments defined by the unwritten laws. As mentioned earlier most of the Ottoman 
cities in Bosnia were in the valleys surrounded by hills that defined the city, the main roads were the spine, Carsija was the 
heart, vegetation was the lungs and the water was the spirit.[4] 

The organisation of the Ottoman town revolved around the central part located on the intersection of different roads along the 
river, with public buildings, usually simply arranged to serve people. Architectural forms emerged in accordance with the 
function and purpose of its use. Monumental volumes carefully designed were accompanied with elements of water designed 
in a form of faucets and fountains (Česma, Šadrvan and Sebilj). Together with greenery water was used to enhance design 
quality and to fulfil high hygienic standards.  The presence of water was widely used as the Ottoman was an empire inspired 
and sustained by the principles of Islam. An urban image of Bosnian cities during Ottoman times was a reflection of the relation 
between the water elements and urban fabric. The function of the buildings that were built during this period largely depended 
on the water such as Hammam, Bridges, Faucets and Fountains, Gardens or alternatively they had more unplanned and 
unscripted relation to enhance visual effects and overall image of the place. For instance, the water was an element important 
to the religious buildings (mosques) for daily religious rituals like ablution before prayer. Another type of public building 
whose functioning completely depended on water were public baths (Hammams) built within the urban settlements [2]. The 
public bathing practice was deeply rooted inside Ottoman culture and thus in Bosnia. Associated with water, it played a 
significant role as it accentuated cleanness and hygiene. However, through the times, this type of building has vanished and 
today there are few preserved examples from this period (in Mostar, Počitelj and Sarajevo, but without original function).  

 

Figure 3. Simplified schematic Ottoman settlement organization 

Source: Authors  
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On the other hand, residential neighbourhoods were structured as a response to the topography (landscape, orientation...) and 
climate. Wherever it was possible, dwellings were built next to the water streams and on the river banks. The value of the 
residential complex grew depending on the closeness of the water sources. Internal gardens were an important element of a 
residential complex at the time with water features playing a focal role.  Because of the inclined topography and the nature of 
the terrain in most of the Bosnian settlements, it was relatively easy to bring water to the internal gardens.  Besides the obvious 
properties of water and its primal use of drinking, it also provided soothing sound effects and all-around gratifying atmosphere. 
Each neighbourhood had faucet arranged in the form of public space inside a residential area, usually surrounded by greenery. 
These urban elements gained importance as they became nodes and reference points. Lynch explained nodes as one of the 
contents of the city referable to the physical form. He states that nodes “may be simply concentrations, which gain their 
importance from being the condensation of some use or physical character, as a street-corner hangout or an enclosed 
square.”[5]. Similar meaning we can find in the public faucet and fountains attached to any public structure inside the urban 
core.  

Finally, to understand the essence of the Ottoman settlement it is important to engage all the accompanying elements, as well 
as those that include the water while all together contribute in creating the image of the place.  

IMPORTANCE OF WATER THROUGH HISTORY  

Throughout history, the importance of this valuable natural asset determined where and how people lived. Farming and 
development of settlement and furthermore urban settlements leads us to the problem of drinkable water as well as the water 
waste or drainage of used water. As early as 10.000 years ago, with the first settlements in Africa and Asia, farmers needed 
water to be irrigated into their farms to water the crops. This type of immobile life, with agriculture as a focal point of human 
existence, made possible the construction of villages, cities and larger urban developments, hugely dependant on water. This 
created a new type of connections between humankind and water. 

Example form Jericho, as first human settlement, dates back to 8.000 years ago and is a withe to the strategic location of the 
settlement close to the sea and springs. Further examples of great rivers like the Nile witness existence of very first attempts of 
active human engagement with the water as farmers dug, with primitive tools and often with bare hands, canals to allow water 
access to the fields. Drinking water was obtained from streams where the flow was bountiful and it was collected in basins that 
were dug in the ground, the bottom covered by clay or dug into the rock to create storage cisterns. Water then was made 
drinkable when poured through the cloth as a filter to clean any impurities.  

Traces of wells and rainwater channels from 3.000 BC were found in Mesopotamia and the ancient city of Mohenjo Daro, in 
today’s Pakistan showing advanced usage of water in large bath as well as complex water systems including wells, water pipes 
and toilets. 

 

Figure 4.  The great bath and granary at Mohenjo-daro. Source:  www.harappa.com 

Throughout history there have been few stages of water urbanization: Ancient times with pre Greek and Roman developments 
as well as water urbanization during this period; Second urbanization during medieval period; third urbanization is considered 
the modernization of water systems in the cities based on the already existing old urban networks of water supply and water 
drainage [6]. 

Bronze Age examples from Crete, in particular, the Knossos Palace, show the first water systems in Europe in the second 
millennium BC. Importance of water, not only as a fundamental natural resource crucial for humankind well being was also 
connected to the religious cults and beliefs from ancient times. Greek philosophers and physicians were one of the first to 
recognize the importance of water for public health and well being. One of the extraordinary examples of water in landscape 
comes from today’s Turkey, in Pamukkale, where water springs from a cliff almost 200 m high overlooking the plain, with 
waterfalls and a series of terraced basins; at the end of the 2nd century B.C. the dynasty of the Attalids, the kings of Pergamon, 
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established the thermal spa of Hierapolis. The ruins of the baths, temples and other Greek monuments can be seen at the site 
[7]. 

Some of the impressive water structure from this period and well preserved to the day is Segovia Aqueduct form the 1st century 
AD recognized by UNESCO as a world heritage site, or the largest surviving Byzantine cistern in İstanbul, built by the Emperor 
Justinian in 532. A.D.; it was constructed to store up to 80 000 m3 water supported with 336 columns.  

The second period of water urbanization brings us to the development of medieval cities. Most of the medieval fortresses had 
their own wells. In the period between 9th and 15th century Islamic societies from Spain to Oman, with large cities like 
Cordoba, Damascus, Bagdad, Marrakesh experienced the golden age of science and technology, which included studies of 
water movement and storage. These large urban areas required sophisticated methods for water supply and drainage. [8].  

Regardless of the efforts made by scholars and physicians to prevent the spread of the epidemic, water was the source of disease 
and death through most of the medieval European countries. Changes came with the establishment of universities and 
educational institutions as well as industrialization; these helped understand the disease and ease the agricultural process. It 
also increased the population, which as a result needed more clean water. This period saw the development of the first water 
closets as we know them, and they became an important feature in most of Europe. Sanitation in Europe was one of the great 
achievements of the 19th century.   

Period of third water urbanization covers the 1900s to the new millennia and is the time of great population expansion where 
more than half of the population lives in urban areas. Water and drainage systems play a very important part in the rapid socio 
economic development of the cities all around the globe. In the industrialized countries, most of the problems of polluted water 
were solved using chlorine and water purifying treatment stations. However, in the late 20th century, this extensive use of 
chemicals created a new problem of biological and chemical hazards that are carried through the pipe systems.   

RELATION OF SETTLEMENTS AND WATER SINCE THE 15TH CENTURY 

Towns of Bosnia gain a new role and expansions since the 15th century. Urban settings were attached to the natural 
surroundings in which water was used for different purposes and as an important element of design. Urban identity of 
settlements was largely bound to the rivers that are assumed as a symbol of the places. Water as an element of urban 
development was used differently. Rivers directed urban development of the settlements primarily as a source of clean drinkable 
water for inhabitants but also they were a physical barrier and could play a role of spatial direction of urban development. After 
Bosnia became part of the Ottoman Empire many new settlements and towns were developed and the existing ones gained 
Ottoman characteristics. Not only that the settlements and towns of Bosnia got a new administrative organisation but also new 
distinct oriental (Islamic) character was given to them.  

Table 1. Relation of Urban area and water (Sarajevo, Jajce and Mostar) Source: Authors 
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Figure 5.  Sarajevo urban core along Miljacka river Source: Authors 

„Typical old towns of Bosnia-Herzegovina such as old Sarajevo, Mostar or Travnik are organised around waterways. One of 
their main communications runs approximately parallel to the river, the second runs over a bridge on the river, transecting the 
waterway and linking the two river banks. At the intersection of those regional roads lies the "carsija": the most important 
central part of every settlement, the heart of the town, a term whose etymological meaning is nothing other than four routes or 
ways - i. e. a crossroads.“ [9]. 

Waqf (Vakif) as endowments of high positioned officials were important for the urban development as they played a key role 
in the construction of religious, educational, social and other types of new public buildings that were for the first time built in 
Bosnia. Beside above-mentioned typologies, special importance was given to the construction of the Hammam (public baths), 
Česme and Šadrvan (public faucets and fountains). Almost every bigger town had a hammam [10]. 

Urban ensembles developed along the rivers such as Mostar, Blagaj, Pocitelj, Jajce etc. emerged as results of integrated 
historical and natural elements. In Blagaj, located along underground karst Buna River, the river was used as the axis of urban 
development. The main road is set parallel to the river. The unique appearance of buildings was emphasised by water and its 
outcome is of the virtuosity of the design with the water element. An extraordinary example of this is Tekija in Blagaj with a 
simple architectural form which together with water creates an outstanding image of the place in its entirety. Water was an 
important element of a traditional house garden. The Buna River provided water to houses close to its banks. In Velagicevina 
House complex several buildings of different functions are arranged along the river, among which one longue was built on the 
river island directly above the water to provide cooling during hot summers. There also is an impressive example is residential 
complex Begovina in Stolac constructed along the river Bregava. The whole composition has an Oriental-Mediterranean 
character with the constant intersection of the white cubic forms with wood, greenery and water. As Čelić described, vernacular 
architecture in Stolac is set among many branches of river Bregava, along the hills on the river banks, along the roads and 
paths, among stones and greens, boxlike forms of Stolac’s architecture were set-mills and houses [11].    

 

Figure 6.  Počitelj old town and river Neretva Source: Authors 
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Figure 7.  Blagaj Tekke (Tekija) on the river Buna Source: Authors 

There are few distinctive examples of urban settings along the river Neretva, one of which is the town of Počitelj [12]. The 
urban setting harmoniously follows natural slope under the fortress and the whole settlement is surrounded by the stone walls. 
Čaršija or market place is located in the foot of the hill next to the river Neretva. A row of shops, han, medresa, imaret and 
hammam are set in a small distance next to each other. The Mosque is located between the two zones. Toward to fortress 
settlement has a pleasant view toward the river Neretva. Mostar is another urban cluster set along the river banks of Neretva 
with its famous Old Bridge, the masterpiece of Ottoman architecture in Bosnia. The old bridge was contracted by architect 
Hajrudin, students of the famous architect Sinan. With this bridge, he had managed to connect two banks of Neretva River with 
slender arched stone construction. The outstanding bridge is widely recognized and the values of the bridge are supported by 
the natural beauty of the river Neretva. Today it is a UNESCO World Heritage asset inscribed on the WHL in 2005 after post 
war reconstruction. The river, the city and the bridge have a long history together and none of the components are complete 
unless they appear all together in a form they have had set since the 15th century.      

Located in the valley of the River Lašva town of Travnik was developed under the medieval Fortress since the 15th century. 
Travnik was important place especially after 1697 when the seat of the Bosnian Pašaluk was set there. The central part was 
developed as a Čaršija with all public facilities while residential areas were distributed on both river banks. In Travnik the site 
of water spring Plava Voda surrounded with tombs and old Caffe Lufina kafana creates the cultural landscape.  Water from 
this area is also used for the neighbourhood Šumeće that got the name after being famous for a sound of water (šum meaning 
sound). 

     

Figure 8.  Travnik site of Plava Voda (left) and neighborhood Varoš under the fortress Source: Authors 
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Figure 9.  Jajce town above watefall 

Source:  https://www.bradtguides.com/media/wysiwyg/destinations/europe/bosnia-and-
herzegovina/Jajce_Bosnia_Alberto_Loyo_Shutterstock.jpg 

The historic core of Jajce is another example of the unique image that resulted in the arrangement of an urban setting on the 
slope above waterfalls of the Pliva and Vrbas under the medieval Fortress.  Market (charsija) surrounded with residential 
quarters set on the slope inside the ramparts was developed on the same locality of the Medieval settlements. Jajce had an 
important role during Middle age as a seat of Bosnian Kings.  

EXAMPLES OF OTTOMAN STRUCTURES RELATED TO THE WATER 

Towns of Bosnia and Herzegovina are rich with running water. Water was important for the ritual religious cleaning to be 
consumed before the prayers, five times a day. Due to this important aspect of daily routine, during the 15th and the 16th 
centuries water supply network was built commonly around the country. Almost every part of the settlements and its structure 
was supplied with fresh clean water. A number of public faucets (tap) and fountains confirm frequent use of water in urban 
settings as a form of public spaces where socializing took place. Riverbanks also played an important part as they were used in 
a similar way, gathering and socialising places. Bejtic mentioned Travnik as a case in which water was used to run through 
almost every courtyard of private houses. Water brook Basbunar was used to assure water and freshness for houses as well as 
for mills located within the neighbourhood and most probably this was done redirecting natural water flow; according to the 
records it was done before 1706 when it is mentioned to have a current stream. A similar case can be found in Sarajevo where 
spring of water Moscanica was used for the same purpose, most probably after Gazi Isabeg`s period that contracted mills on 
the river Miljacka. The first water supply network was built by Gazi Isabegovic in Sarajevo before 1462 [13]. 

 “In the last years of the Turkish administration, for example, Sarajevo had 68 independent water ducts in the total length of 55 
km. The water flowed through the clay pipes and then through wooden pipes. Among the water drains of this first kind, there 
were some of very good technical characteristics”[13]. 

Pasic mentions urban water system of Mostar, describing numerous channel built to irrigate gardens and to service the 
watermills. The channels also served as carriers of water to the hammans (one near the tannery, another close to Sinan Pasina 
Mosque at Mejdan). Water supply system built during the 15th century was supplying water from the Neretva to the city. This 
was the first water system that brought water to the hammam at Mejdan. During Old bridge construction the first water supply 
system from Radobolja was brought to the left bank of Neretva [14]. 
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• PUBLIC FAUCETS AND FOUNTAINS (ČESME, SEBILJ AND ŠADRVAN)  

Public faucets and fountains (Česme, Sebilji and Šadrvani) became an important component of each town.  Faucets were built 
close to mosques, inside neighbourhoods, along the streets and on the mountain roads. These were the simplest types of water 
structures to be installed into other building or as self-standing structures. Usually, they were decorated with shallow 
extinguished bullion and Arabic inscription. On the bottom there would be a stone basin.  

 

Figure 10. Faucets In Sarajevo: Bistriča and Pod Alifakovac (16th century) 

Source:https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-5kPHlIgL8OM/VoAoD7pjj1I/AAAAAAAAZHg/3LuBc1g116Y/s512-
Ic42/1.%252520pod%252520Alifakovcem%252520-%252520Copy.jpg https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-

XXts_g8dJAk/VoAoLDjstOI/AAAAAAAAZHw/qQyrR8RCVWo/s512-
Ic42/bistri%2525C4%25258Dka%252520%2525C4%25258Desma%252520-%252520Copy.jpg 

“Stone cube with a single, double or quadruple pitched roof and large stone basin at the bottom of that cube from which the 
water flowed through the drains or pipes. The basins were always carved from the whole stone. It is believed that a large 
number of them originated from the medieval tombstones, Stecak, that unfortunately have been used as an common building 
material for domestic build as well as other buildings. Examples form Cemalsa neighbourhood in Praca and few examples from 
Sarajevo, clearly show the use of Stecak as some of them still have the ornaments on them.” [13] Some of the fines examples 
were built in Sarajevo, Travnik, Banjoj Luka, Foča etc. „Another architectural element used to emphasize the relationship 
between the structure and nature was the fountain. ... Turkish poet Nekresy calls the 16th century Sarajevo the town of thousand 
fountains. The French traveler Quiclet reported in 1658 that Sarajevo had 101 mosques and 110 fountains“ [4]. 

Another type of faucets that were built in towns was free-standing urban elements called Sebilj. According to Bejtic there is no 
original Sebilj preserved in Bosnia [13]. The last one was built in Sarajevo for travellers as an endowment of Mehmed-pasa 
Kukavica, but it was replaced with the current one in 1891 (which was later moved to another location). It was known to be a 
squared domed structure with one room.  

Similarly, Sadrvans were built within a compound of a public building to serve more people. The prime role is to provide water 
for the ablution before pray. “The structure consists of a low octagonal or round pool made out of stone slabs and elements that 
were sculptured by numerous casings that allowed water to flow from one to another, from the top to the bottom. Coming from 
the pool, through the faucets, the water was used for ablution, ritual washing before the prayers. Above the pool, stone pillars 
with stylish capitals carried a light wooden roof around which benches are placed.” [15] Roof could be shaped like a dome with 
a lead cover or a hipped roof covered with stone tiles like those found in Herzegovina.   Before the last war, there were two 
Sadrvan in Mostar in the courtyard of Karađozbegova mosque and Koski Mehmedpasha mosque, and one in Sarajevo, Čajnice, 
Jajce and Banja Luka [13]. Some of them have been demolished, severely damaged while for some of the restoration and 
reconstruction have been undertaken. The most beautiful one is Šadrvan located within the Gazi Husrev Beg mosque courtyard. 
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It was originally made of stone in a circular shape and covered with a domed net roof. It had 16 taps and one cubic basin. In 
1860 it was changed with an octagonal dome supported with 8 wooden columns with stone base. It had carved wooden capitals. 
This Šadrvan was completely changed in 1893 when the current one was built with an octagonal base with 8 taps. [16] 

      

Figure 11 . Sadrvan in front of Gazi Husrev Begs Mosque in Sarajevo (left) and in front of Koski Mehmed Pasha in Mostar 
(right) Sources: https://novi.ba/clanak/33049/gazi-husrev-beg-mosque and https://www.werelderfgoedfotos.nl/en/photos/158-

old-city-of-mostar.html 

• PUBLIC BATHS - HAMMAMS  

A hammam is an oriental bath constructed in almost every settlement to provide sanitary conditions that were important for the 
followers of Islam. They consisted of several spaces divided following the function, and accordingly, they could have different 
dimension. In vertical composition dominant elements are domes. [2,17] According to the Kreševljaković there were 56 
hammas across Bosnia but today only several have been preserved. [2] As none of them is currently functioning there is no 
complete image of an Oriental settlement (except Hammam in Sarajevo as the only active one). However, the current Hammam 
is reconstructed hammam from Austro Hungarian period built in 1891 which replaced the old one that belonged to the Waqf 
of Isa beg Isakovic constructed in 1462).  

 

Figure 12.  Hammam in Mostar 

Srouce: https://onlybyland.com/mostar-things-to-do-in-mostar-bosnia/ 

The biggest one is Gazi Husrey Bey's hammam in Sarajevo. It was constructed as a double hammam with domed and vaulted 
rooms. In each section there was sadrvan [4]. This Hammam was converted in a night club during the 80s, while today it is a 
part of a Cultural centar of Bosniak Institute.  
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Figure 13.  Gazi Husrev Begs Hammam in Sarajevo Srouce:  http://begovadzamija.ba/gazi-husrev-begov-hamam/ 

• BRIDGES  

Among contracted bridges built during the Ottoman period in Bosnia most impressive are those built with a stone. They were 
constructed applying a variety of solutions with one or more arches arranged following different rhythm.  Old bridges were 
constructed to allow only pedestrian and horses to be able to cross and they were narrower. They could have a short stone fence 
and at the middle stone plate with an inscription about the date of the construction. Some of them had gates to control the 
crossing.  Impressive bridges that are still standing are work of Mimar Sinan on Drina, built between (1571/72) - (1577/78) 
and Old bridge in Mostar built in 1566/67. [18] 

 

 

Figure 14.  Old bridge in Mostar 

Source:https://www.wildfrontierstravel.com/en_GB/community/blog/post/the-story-of-mostar-bridge 
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Figure 15.  Bridge Mehmed Paše Sokolović in Višegrad 

Source: Unknown 

Old bridge in Mostar is a single arched construction connecting two banks in the distance of 29,40m. Height from the river is 
21m and width is 4,30m. The Bridge was totally destroyed during the last war (1992-1995). After the war, it became one of the 
world’s famous projects for the reconstruction in which it became a symbol of the peace. It is important to mention its 
inscription on the UNESCO WHL under the following criteria:  “Criterion (vi): With the “renaissance” of the Old Bridge and 
its surroundings, the symbolic power and meaning of the City of Mostar - as an exceptional and universal symbol of coexistence 
of communities from diverse cultural, ethnic and religious backgrounds - has been reinforced and strengthened, underlining 
the unlimited efforts of human solidarity for peace and powerful cooperation in the face of overwhelming catastrophes.“ [19] 

Bridge Mehmed Paša Sokolović in Višegrad on the Drina River has a span of 179,43m. It was solved with eleven arches whose 
span vary 5, 20-14,79m. The Bridge has a width of 6 m, slightly sloped toward the middle where it reaches height of 13, 80 m.  
From both sides it has a stone fence. In the middle there is a stone portal with inscription.  

Both of the bridges are clear evidence of the high technological achievement of their time.  

CONCLUSION 

The urban development of settlements in Bosnia and Herzegovina during the Ottoman period was based on a principle of 
distinguishing two main parts. Within each, water was used as an urban determinant that could be used in a different form and 
a different scale. Water was not just element of the design that was applied in almost every building but also it determined the 
function of some of the finest examples of Ottoman architecture in Bosnia.   

From elaborated architectural elements related with water, it is possible to distinguish three basic aspects in which water was 
used: 1. Functional aspects: to provide drinking water, water for irrigation and sanitation, to provide cooling; 2. Visual aspect: 
in close relation with architectural elements and greenery, in form of decorated foundations and faucets, in the form of 
monumental bridges. In large scale: integration of urban fabric and water; 3. Social aspects: meeting and socializing during 
public bathing or taping water.    

All the mentioned aspects contributed to creating unique and extraordinary images of the towns preserved till the current time. 
Identity of towns such as Mostar, Počitelj, Jajce, Travnik, Blagaj is inseparable from water in which water contributes to ides 
overall values and authenticity.  
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ABSTRACT 

The construction of sea baths along the İstanbul’s seashore after The First World War not only supposed an enjoyment for 
young people but also was a way of generating a cultural transformation area. During the second half of the nineteenth 
century, İstanbul’s sea baths played a critical role on Turkish modernization. The new modern culture constructed, around sea 
bath structures until they lasted at the 1970s. During this period, many sea bath structures were built especially at the Asian 
Side of İstanbul, but these enclosed structures are all disappeared now. 

This research paper’s main target is to find historical documentation about sea bath structures where built on the Asian Side of 
İstanbul. The wooden paneled sea bath structures will accomplish cataloging that will allow us to study these architecture 
typologies. The historical documentation used in this paper, not only offer us systematized catalog research, but they also 
convey a whole process of secularism was embraced within the founding of the Turkish Republic.  

This paper shows the study of different architectural, structural and constructive solutions implanted in each sea bath 
characterized by the use of lightweight structures. Besides this, the study shows the rapid sociological change in Istanbul, in 
the context of sea-urban life relationship. 

 

Key Words: Sea bath, seaside structures, Turkish modernism, lightweight materials 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ‘sea-bath’ is a wooden paneled structure built over the sea for swimming in the sea or in seawater. In this respect, the sea 
bath is quite different from the traditional Ottoman bath (Hamam) used to remove dirt from the body. Nevertheless, the sea-
bath is also different from swimming pools in Rome and Greece built for exercise and pleasure. Unlike bathing in traditional 
Ottoman bath (Hamam) or Roman swimming pool, it have a curative and/or therapeutic value. This curative and therapeutic 
value gives a different quality to sea-baths.  

The classical ottoman bath (Hamam) is a structure that should be located in every ordinary medium-sized settlement in the 
Ottoman Empire. However, the sea-baths are located on the seashores, regardless of the size of the settlement. When interest 
in seaside summer spaces grew during the nineteenth century, this sea-baths appeared especially in Bosphorus and the other 
seashores of Istanbul. After the arrival of Belarusians (the citizens of Belarus-White Russians- who survived from the Bolshevik 
Revolution), male and female sea-baths came into existence and urban people started to gain swimming habit. When the public 
interest in swimming combined with the curative benefits of sea baths, a new public space created on the urban area.  

New public spaces, such as the sea-baths, which do not exist today, were an important component in the context of the sea-
urban life relationship and played a key role in Turkish modernization. Although they constructed two different structures like 
male/female sea-baths, they served as an integrated gateway to modern collective life. The transformation from sea-baths to 
public beaches was also necessary for the adoption of a secular lifestyle. Therefore, sea-bath structures are important for our 
understanding of secularism in the early days of the Republic of Turkey. 

This paper will focus on historical documentation of non-existent sea-bath structures. In the pages that follow, it will be 
examined that the architecture typologies, materials and space syntax of sea-baths. The aim of this paper is to argue only the 
sea bath structures where built on the Asian Side of İstanbul. The reason for this is the presence of both female and male sea-
baths on the Asian side.  

The main questions addressed in this paper are; what are the distinctive features of non-existing sea baths? What is the 
difference of sea-baths from other seaside structures?  What is the role of sea-baths in the construction of modern collective 
life for Turkey in the early republic period? In this context, the research planned as a comprehensive screening qualitative 
research. 

The research has been divided into three parts. The first part gives a brief overview of the history of Istanbul’s sea-baths. 
Second part of this paper will examine architecture typologies, construction materials and arrangement of sea-bath structures 
by a systematized catalog research. The second part focuses only design, characterization and evaluation of the sea-bath 
structures. The last part, argues the rapid sociological change in Istanbul, in the context of sea-urban life relationship. 

SHORT HISTORY OF ISTANBUL’S SEA-BATHS 

“Concept of ‘sea-bath’ was first seen in Evliya Çelebi’s Book of Travels”1 “It is understood from Evliya Çelebi’s well-
known Book of Travels that the history of sea baths goes as far back as the 17th century.”2 It can be also understood that, sea 
baths are not innovations that came to Ottoman society with the effect of westernization. However, they gained different 
functional and social characteristics along with westernization.  

In the past the sea-baths serves, only the captains who know how to swim, for their needs of cleaning. In addition to this, the 
sea-baths became a socializing place for the captains. Reşad Ekrem Koçu reports that, there were three sea-baths excisting in 
Istanbul between 1826 and 1850. The oldest one was at Çardak pier, the others were on Salı Pazarı and Kumkapı.3 With the 
effect of westernization movements in the 19th century the number of sea baths started to increase.  

Sea baths are located in areas where non-Muslims are densely settled, who can adapt more quickly to innovations in Europe. 
It is raported that there were over 62 of sea-baths in late 1800s (1872) in Istanbul.4 Some of the sea-baths were located at 
Kadıköy, Salacak, Büyükada, Çatladı Kapı, Yeni Kapı, Heybeliada, Üsküdar (Mumhane), Beylerbeyi (Havuzbaşı), Paşabahçe, 
Büyükdere, Tarabya, Bebek, Kuruçeşme, Ortaköy, Beşiktaş, Kabataş, Salı Pazarı, Köprü, Eski Köprü, Makriköy, Ayasofya, 
Yeniköy, Ahırkapı, Beykoz, Kumkapı, Ayestefanos, Davut Paşa, Üsküdar (Ayazma), Yeni Mahalle, Samatya, Çengelköy, 
Yeşilköy, İstinye, Moda, Fenerbahçe, Caddebostan and Kuleli. It was possible to talk about the existence of sea baths even in 
the 1970s. However, starting with the 1920s, beach culture and new beaches replaced sea-baths, and the sea bathing culture. 

																																																													
1 http://www.sivilsayfalar.org/2018/05/09/from-sea-baths-to-beaches-women-and-the-sea/ 
2 https://blog.peramuzesi.org.tr/en/sergiler/deniz-hamamlari/ 
3 Reşad Ekrem Koçu, "Deniz Hamamları", İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, VIII, 4438-4442; Aynı müellif; "Eski İstanbul'un Deniz 
Hamamları" Hayat Tarih Mecmuası, Sayı 8 (Eylül 1972), s.20-22 
4 Başkanlık Osmanlı Arşivi (BA),Cevdet,Belediye,Nr.6337;Malumat, 29 M 1312, Nr. 89782, s.151	
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CONSTRUCTION, ARRANGEMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF SEA-BATHS 

“Sea baths, were structures built over the sea on water-resistant wooden poles, and each was a separate unit surrounded by 
wooden walls. These units, which seemed like closed boxes from the outside, were connected to the land by platform-bridges, 
also on wooden poles. Although differing from each other, sea baths were divided into two groups: Public and private. Private 
sea baths usually belonged to seaside mansions, which they were usually adjacent to. Public sea baths were larger, seasonal 
constructions. Sea baths were used separately by women and men, and were highly-monitored areas. Strict codes regulated 
their construction, and people’s conduct inside them.”5 

Sea baths were built on wooden poles buried in the sea table. It was built in the deep part of the sea and connected to the beach 
by a wooden bridge. The wood used in construction was chosen as water-resistant. Unfortunately these structures were not as 
durable as land or coastal structures. They usually had to be treated before each season. Therefore none has survived. 

The sea baths were open planed but the sides of the structures were covered with wooden panels without windows.  Therefore 
it would look like a closed box from the outside. This would provide privacy for the occupants.  

The sea-bath’s were very simple rectangular planed structures. It was consisted of several dressing cabins, a café for serving 
food and drinks, a toilet and narrow circulation areas for walking.  Some also had private lodges for resting.  Occupants would 
pay a fee for sea baths. The Entrance Fee was collected by authorized persons designated by the local authorities. 

The sea baths are divided into three sizes. The largest sea-bath was about 20x30 meters with 30  dressing cabins and a second 
private swimming pool for 12 persons. The smallest one was about 15x20 meters with 15 dressing cabins. Even the sizes of 
the sea baths were different the enterence fee was the same. 

The construction type, materials and properties of the sea-baths were determined by the goverment’s law.6 Strict codes regulated 
their construction. The construction and operation of the sea baths in the early years depends on the tersane-i amire (maritime 
enterprises). Later, the authority to build and operate the sea-baths was given to the municipality. 

There were separate sea baths for females and males. Sea baths were originally built for males only. Later, female's baths were 
also built. But female's baths were over protected then the male’s. According to the construction rules of sea-bath, between 
male and female baths it should leave 100 meters.  

“Sea baths were divided into two groups: Public and private. Private sea baths usually belonged to seaside mansions, which 
they were usually adjacent to. Public sea baths were larger, seasonal constructions.”7 Private sea baths were built in front of or 
at the side of seaside residences, and were constructed as small, wooden rooms on the sea and restored every summer because 
of winter’s damage. Public sea bathrooms were categorized as women and men baths, and separated by gender. 

 

Figure 1. Private sea baths and public sea baths (http://www.ekrembugraekinci.com/makale.asp?id=533) 

Fikret Adil's 1941 newspaper article mentions sea baths as follows; “Sea baths were closed places made of wooden panels. 
There were dressing places on the sides. These four corner wooden pools connected to the beach with piers and had a grill 
underneath. The deepest part of the water usually did not exceed the grill. There was no danger of drowning.”8 According to 
this explanation, although the sea baths seem to be built to benefit from sea-water, they had much more important role for the 
social life. 

																																																													
5 https://blog.peramuzesi.org.tr/en/sergiler/deniz-hamamlari/ 
6 Umumî Deniz Hamamları Nizamnamesi, 23 Cemaziyelâhir 1289 (27 Temmuz 1872) 
7 https://blog.peramuzesi.org.tr/en/sergiler/deniz-hamamlari/ 
8 Fikret Adil, "Deniz Hamamından Plaja", Tan Gazetesi, 9 Ağustos 1941	
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SEA-BATHS IN THE CONTEXT OF SOCIAL LIFE 

Although the Ottoman Empire is surrounded by the seas, it can not be considered as a maritime society. The captains and non-
muslims were more capable of swimming. Therefore, the number of swimmers in the empire was quite small. It was forbidden 
to enter the sea from the sea-shores to prevent drowning. One of the benefits of sea baths was to teach the public to swim in a 
enclosed environment. These structures were very safe for the public because they were over controlled both inside and outside. 

The swimming activity created its own forms of fun, fashion, and culture. Dressing codes also differed according to women 
and men following traditional gender perspective of the society. In the sea bath, men wore only shorts, and women wore a dress 
that covered their entire body. The covering clothes should worn while bathing.9  

 

Figure 2. Female and male public sea baths (Evren, 2000 p.40) (http://www.ottomanhistorypodcast.com/2014/02/ottoman-
empire-beaches-bathing.html) 

Alcohol was not allowed both male and female sea-baths. They also defined an age limit for sea bathing. This is so important 
because the most remarkable difference of the social structure preferred to go sea bath to classical bath was age. According to 
this notes, young individuals preferred to sea baths to swim and ‘have modern tastes’. 

EXAMPLES OF SEA BATH STRUCTURES FROM THE ASIAN SIDE OF ISTANBUL 

The early examples of sea baths of the Asian side was established in Üsküdar.and Salacak. The first sea bath of Kadıköy was 
established in the same place where the Moda Beach would be built. It was divided into two parts, women’s and man’s bath, 
and managed by two Christian brothers Hayik and Ardaş (after their father, the founder of the sea bath, died). Muslim women 
started to visit this sea bath after it was established. In Kalamış, Albenian  İsmail Efendi from Erenköy and the brother of Hayik, 
Aşot, had sea baths10 Moda, Fenerbahçe, Caddebostan and Suadiye sea baths would be constructed in next years. 

 

Figure 3. Üsküdar sea-bath (http://www.ekrembugraekinci.com/makale.asp?id=533) 

																																																													
9 Selahaddin Ali, Hamamlar, İstanbul 1334; K. Şahin, aynı makale, s. 155; Gökhan Akçura, "Deniz Hamamları", İstanbul 
Ansiklopedisi, III, s.24-25. 
10 Ekdal, 1996, 140-141	
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Figure 4. Moda sea-bath (https://www.fikriyat.com/tarih/2018/06/14/tahta-perdeleri-kaldirilan-bir-tarih-osmanli-deniz-
hamamlari) 

 

Figure 5. Fenerbahçe sea-bath by leonardo de mango (http://www.artnet.com/artists/leonardo-de-mango/fenerbah%C3%A7e-
deniz-hamam%C4%B1-GVI9Vpl5Fx0Tw8AB7SWZkA2) (https://www.fikriyat.com/tarih/2018/06/14/tahta-perdeleri-

kaldirilan-bir-tarih-osmanli-deniz-hamamlari) 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, the intention was to emphasize and describe the prominence of sea-baths and new culture and to situate these 
aspects with the meaning of rapid sociological change in Istanbul. This study has shown that sea baths are an interesting and 
practical method developed by the Ottoman society to benefit from the sea. It was also shown that Since sea baths were based 
on the idea of sea bathing rather than swimming, occupents were not required to know how to swim. The individuals who 
preferred sea baths have different motivations from who went to classical baths 

Ottoman palaces, Levantines, foreign merchants, Christians, Jews, immigrants came together in sea baths. Thus the population 
formed a multicultural demography. The first exercises of life were performed together with this structure created by sea baths. 
This situation accelerated the modernization movements. At this context, this study investigetes the historical evolution of sea-
baths from the ancient times through the modern, by focusing structural, municipal, and social dimension of the issue.  

The eighteenth century, also known as the period of increased relation between European and Ottoman elites, and its influence 
on everyday life by means of the change in lifestyle of the upper class. So, the approach of the sea for or entertainment was 
new phenomena for Ottoman society, and specifically Istanbulians. 

The sea bath was a combination of old and new, and traditional and modern; as more traditional the classical baths, and 
relatively modern sea baths were present together in the society in this term. 
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ABSTRACT  

Refshaleøen is a historical shipyard and industrial heritage that is being transformed into a new urban focus in Copenhagen. 
Being also an artificial peninsula close to the city center, the area is currently in development with architectural and social 
changes. There are several reasons for the transformation of this area but the most important one is student housing. Refshaleøen 
offers several attractions for the urbanites as well as housing alternatives for Copenhagen’s student housing problem: an art 
museum which is located in an abandoned industrial building, several prefabricated cafes, a prefabricated “student village”, a 
flea market, bars, restaurants, shops and a floating student house made of containers... 

In this paper, this newly transforming area is examined through its transformation process and how being at the waterfront 
affects the area’s development architecturally and socially. 

 

Key Words: Refshaleoen, adaptive reuse, industrial heritage, urban rigger, cph village, kolonien. 
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INTRODUCTION  

As the population increases, the cities expand outwards. In some cases, the areas that were once used for industrial activities in 
the city become idle. In such cases, these areas become functional within the urban organism and allow the city to expand 
inwards. The number of examples in which the idle industrial zones are brought to urban life with new functionalities 
incorporating various cultural activities is increasing day by day. These transformations are planned to turn the cities’ 
underdeveloped/idle areas into safe and lively neighborhoods. In some scenarios, the overdesigned, overpriced shops take 
control of the area and so the identity of the region changes. What creates a unique atmosphere and experience of the industrial 
heritage is lost. Thus, this creates gentrification of industrial heritage. [1]  

As a waterfront industrial area, while examining the transformation of Refshaleøen, several important aspects are taken into 
consideration. These are;  

• Intersections between the land and water,  
• Transportation to the site,  
• Identities of the existing buildings,  
• Adaptation of the new functions and design according to the needs of the area, 
• Creation of a sustainable environment, 
• Relationship between the existing shipyard and the newly added social activities, 
• Consideration of the regional and social needs, 
• Creation of a new urban focus that helps cover the deficient aspects of Copenhagen such as student housing and 

cheaper rental spaces. 

In this paper, these aspects are taken into account and the transformation of Refshaleøen examined through its process and how 
being at the waterfront affects the area’s development architecturally and socially. 

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF REFSHALEØEN 

Being a landfill area in Copenhagen harbor, Refshaleøen is a strategic location between the city center and the open sea [2]. 
The landfill peninsula was created in the 19th century. It has a long industrial history based on the now-defunct international 
shipyard company Burmeister and Wain [url-1]. In 1852 the company opened Denmark’s first shipyard to build iron ships in 
Christianshavn. Then in 1872, the company extended its shipyard in the Refshale Island in the outer part of Copenhagen harbor 
[url-2]. B&W’s existence in the area continued for more than a hundred years [url-1]. After the liquidation of the company, 
Refshaleoen became idle. 

 

Figure 1: Burmeister and Wain shipyard company in Refshaleøen in 1897. Resource: [Url-3] 

The island has been modified and expanded over time. In 1980, a waste sewage plant was built on the area. Refshaleoen has 
several wind turbines that generate electricity for Copenhagen and there is still a harbor for yachts and small boats on the island 
[3]. 
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TRANSFORMING INTO A NEW URBAN FOCUS 

As a developed city with universities, Copenhagen has fallen upon a shortage of student housing and cheap rental spaces in the 
last years. Thus this created the “problem” of affordable rental houses.  Still on the transformation process, as an idle industrial 
area close to the city center, Refshaleøen is considered as not only the new urban focus and the attraction point of Copenhagen 
but also the solution for the student housing problem. 

The peninsula is easily reached from the city center both from the sea and the land by means of transportation. It is stimulated 
with several cultural spaces as well as social events. There are numerous attractions around the site such as; experience and 
recreation areas, a contemporary art museum, concert halls, festival areas, event spaces, prefabricated shelters, offices, 
prefabricated student houses, shops, bars, cafes, fine dining restaurants, etc. In this paper, only some of the main projects that 
help transform the area are chosen to be examined. There are several projects that work as a solution to the housing problem 
of the city. Two of these projects are designed for land; CPH Village and Kolonien. The other one is designed for being used 
on the water; called Urban Rigger. 

CPH VILLAGE AND KOLONIEN 

CPH Village is a prefabricated student housing complex at the harbor front of the peninsula. The first “village” was completed 
in 2018 in Refshaleøen. The complex is designed by Arcgency and Vandkunsten Design Company. It was designed as mobile, 
sustainable houses to provide more affordable housing for students by using shipping containers. Copenhagen municipality 
plans to build four other CPH Villages around Copenhagen’s idle sites. As the first example, Refshaleøen has 164 rooms for 
rent. The houses provide a private space and a kitchen while the bathrooms and toilets are shared. There is also a larger 
commune house shared with the other “villagers” [url-4]. 

 

Figure 6: CPH Village. Ref: [Url-4] 

It is seen that a sustainable design approach is prominent throughout the space both in the the design of space and the way of 
life at the village. The houses are created without a foundation so they work as temporary accommodation for the housing 
shortage. The mobile villages can be dismantled and rebuilt to other areas of the city or to other countries for affordable and 
sustainable housing. In this manner, the project is considered sustainable and ecological. Using the discarded shipping 
containers saves on building materials. Also creating communal spaces such as toilets and intersections between the containers 
help save available space for cities in need of available land. 
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Figure 7: Kolonien. Photo: Gamze Karayilanoglu, June 2019. 

An additional prefabricated project from the site is called Kolonien. Kolonien is a modular shelter that can be altered in different 
sizes and functions. It is constructed in steel structure and covered with materials such as glass, canvas, and wood. The Kolonien 
project is designed by Jane Ostermann-Petersen and installed in several places of Refshaleoen. It is designed as a solution for 
temporary housing with sustainable structures.   

A FLOATING HOUSE: URBAN RIGGER 

Another project in Refshaleoen; Urban Rigger was created by Bjarke Ingels Group in 2016. The project aims to solve the 
student housing problem by using a CO2 neutral, floating, mobile, prefabricated system. Urban Rigger was constructed with 9 
containers that are stacked together in a circle to create 12 individual student residences. There is a common meeting place at 
the center of the circulation area, a communal roof terrace, and a kayak dock. In addition to these, one of the container’s rooftop 
is covered with solar panels that generate electricity and heating for the house. 

   

Figure 4: Urban Rigger. Photo: Gamze Karayilanoglu, June 2019. 

Urban Rigger project is an example of using the waterfront as temporary accommodation. It works as a recreation area 
triggering both social and cultural events for the tenants as well as providing a solution for student housing. Additionally, it’s 
an ecological and sustainable example for the waterfront industrial areas that use solar energy and helps save available space 
in the city. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Refshaleoen is a unique example for adaptive reuse of waterfront industrial areas. It’s close to the city center but also an isolated 
peninsula. The area has undergone many changes into being the new urban focus and the solution for temporary housing for 
the students of Copenhagen. It is seen that the transformation of the area is made both social and cultural. The site was altered 
through the process of protection of the industrial buildings and adaptive reuse. The existing buildings reused as cultural spaces, 
museums (Copenhagen Contemporary), retail stores, event halls, flea markets, game centers, etc. Refshaleoen is also the area 
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where open-air concerts, festivals, cultural events take place. With the aim of protecting the industrial site, it is seen that apart 
from the reused industrial shipping buildings, other articulations adapted to the site are mostly prefabricated elements.  

The aspect of being surrounded by water has turned into an advantage for the area. It is possible to say that there are several 
projects that offer a solution to the student housing problem in Copenhagen. It is seen that the students are using the area for 
temporary housing. These temporary housing projects are the CPH Village, Kolonien and the Urban Rigger. These projects are 
motivated by sustainability and the water surrounding the peninsula. As a shared student complex, CPH Village helps change 
the idle state of the industrial area into a student neighborhood. Kolonien is suitable for both housing and workplaces. Materials 
and the flexible design approach of the prefabricated project help save the industrial identity of the region. Finally, as a floating 
container housing complex, Urban Rigger is suitable for places where the land is limited to construct or too expensive to rent.  

In conclusion, Refshaleoen can be a good example of the solution for the housing problem; such as refugee shelters, temporary 
accommodation in the times of natural disasters or for affordable housing. 
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ABSTRACT  

Creating a living space on water, had been a challenge for the human being since the beginning. In today’s design world, which 
dynamically re-builds its ideas, methods and structures of cogitation, the concept of living with water has revealed new aspects 
and design challenges for all disciplines to focus on and new problems to solve. Architectural design discipline had studied on 
perceptions and real-life experiences of its user with the endeavor of concentrating on its different components including 
physical and psychological needs of the individual and contributions by many scholars had been made to the issue. Since the 
experience of the living space inevitably has a complex flow of executed functions combined with the perceptions and reactions 
of the human mind, the concept of lighting has its own share in this flow as a major constituent which leads the overall 
occurrence together with the own language of the design. Yacht design has its certain specific design issues of combining the 
water as a vital element of life with the life itself. Daylight and artificial light are concepts yet to be discussed in the unique 
context of living on the water since their role differentiates by emerging needs of this precise living model rather than their 
usual assignments in the familiar human-built environment. Living on water creates diverse conditions and introduces new 
questions about human perception.  

The main objective of this study is to offer intuitions for yacht designers, architects and lighting designers, through working 
the concept of lighting in this spatial experience, overviewing existing lighting patterns and their consequences for both daylight 
and artificial light and raise questions about the relationship of light and human perception in this unique context. 

 

Key Words: Yacht design, architectural design, architectural lighting, daylight, spatial psychology  
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INTRODUCTION  

Science, technology and design practice related to lighting have advanced immensely in last decades and its basic functions of 
seeing, way finding and performing tasks have gained new dimensions parallel to concepts of today’s emerging concerns such 
as energy efficiency, physical and psychological wellbeing of the user and basically how lighting affects our lives. Knowledge 
of the vision and biological sciences had their own progress in examining the complex relationship between light and health 
while technology had transformed lighting into the light emitting diode (LED), which created new opportunities and 
requirement of new equipment, testing procedures, and application considerations. Daylighting had its own share in this 
development by the contribution of sustainable practices and control technology which allow the designer and the user to 
respond to the new concerns and expectations.  

Grounded on the complexity of the subject which include behavioral, neurological and engineering processes, sciences of 
physics and optics, the study of perceptions and performance, consequently the psychophysics as a subdiscipline of psychology, 
the lighting discipline involves many professionals of different topics.  

Advancing knowledge and providing standardization to improve the lighted environment[1]; organizations such as CIE (The 
International Commission on Illumination), IES (Illuminating Engineering Society), IESNA (The Illuminating Engineering 
Society of North America) and IALD (The International Association of Lighting Designers) are founded to cultivate the 
universal acknowledgement and appreciation of the power of light in human life[2], and to establish corporation between 
professionals.CIE has different divisions to carry out its activities since the subject has different aspects. The divisions which 
cover one sector of light and lighting are: 

§ Vision and Colour  

§  Physical Measurement of Light and Radiation  

§ Interior Environment and Lighting Design  

§ Transportation and Exterior Applications 

§ Photobiology and Photochemistry  

§ Image Technology  

Creating a living space on water, as a challenge for the human, has the same basic vital factors and needs with any place created 
to live; but on account of having different spatial conditions, the cognitive content of living on water has to handle needs and 
factors in its unique context rather than copying their formal occurrence in usual stances of living experience. If the master  
human needs are to be considered as of importance sequence like Maslow’s statement[3],;  physiological needs, need of safety, 
love and belonging, self-esteem, and self-actualization; it can be observed that inevitably elements which affect these needs 
and their fulfilment are changing their impact in the same sequence, from basic to the most complicated. The complex relation 
of needs of the human being and realizing the desirable life on the water, begins in the most superior category of physiological 
needs in which water is included as a basic need along with food and shelter, and also appears to be the living realm in this 
context. 

To examine the issues between these three concepts of lighting, human needs and living on water and to develop a method of 
connection between them; imagining intersections of their sub-concepts and processing with the remodelling of the 
convergences is requisite. 

The main purpose of this paper is to study these mentioned intersecting concepts and raise and figure out questions about 
handling these concepts in their new context. 

1. HUMAN NEEDS, LIGHT AND LIVING ON WATER 

The share of lighting in the subject of living on the water should be considered not as a new discipline to be integrated to this 
designed realm, but an area to overlap its rules, standards, opportunities and challenges to this context in a unique way. To 
solidify this relationship visually; these three different subjects has obvious regions of intersection as shown in figure 1, which 
can be named as; 

1. Living on the water and lighting 

2. Lighting and human needs. 
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3. Living on the water and human needs. 

4. Human needs, light and living on the water. 

 

Figure 1. Convergences of lighting, human needs and living on the water (Source: author) 

The question of how the lighting for living on the water should be, might seem to be basically the 4th region of this graphic as 
an intersection of all of the rules of ship design, behavioural science and architectural illumination standards; but since the 
concepts change their content in this defined context and remodel themselves as different versions of their usual appearances, 
the relationship model is more likely to be built as shown in figure 2, by folding these areas one onto other rather than basically 
intersecting them. In the context of the paper, the action of folding sub-concepts onto each other intentionally used to mention 
remodelling them in their new context. 

1.1. Living on Water  

The cognitive content of living in a designed floating space can differentiate according to the behaviour settings and in this 
type of living, the settings are mainly defined by the type and purpose of the floating structure. Isolating floating structures for 
specific purposes such as heavy cargo ships or naval ships and focusing on yachts and cruise ships should be a better-off limit 
to define the living experience. 

 

Figure 2. Folded model of connections (Source: author) 
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1.1.1. Types of ships 

In the context of the living experience; it should be more appropriate to focus on the classification of the ships according to 
their usage rather than size or technical type. Ships are classified into two main categories such as; 

§ Ships for transport of cargoes or passengers 

§ Other ships. 

The sub-categories of these two main purposes are as shown in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Ship types (Source: author) 

For the purpose of this paper, to define the boundaries of living, the conceptual framework for the behaviour settings of Barker 
[4]  has been applied to the ship categories and types of ships to be focused on are decided according to time period and type of 
the activity performed. Barker stated that the behavior settings consist of:  

§ A recurrent activity 

§ A particular layout of the environment 

§ A congruent relationship between the two 

§ A specific time period.  

According the characteristics of activities and relationships between individuals, human behavior boundaries are summarized 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Types of activities and time periods of ship types (Source: author) 

 
Type of 
activity 

Type of 
performance 
zone 

Control of 
the activity 

Control of 
the activity 
zone 

Definition of 
the 
performance 
zone 

Time 
period Time 

period 
decision 

Bale&unit 
cargo Task Limited 

Controlling 
person 

Controlling 
person 

Defined by 
boundaries Long 

Decided 
according 
to task 

Refrigerated 
cargo  Task Limited 

Controlling 
person 

Controlling 
person 

Defined by 
boundaries Long 

Decided 
according 
to task 

Recreation Leisure Unlimited Self Self 
Undefined-no 
boundaries Long Self 

Bulk cargo 
ship Task Limited 

Controlling 
person 

Controlling 
person 

Defined by 
boundaries Long 

Decided 
according 
to task 

Roll on-roll 
off 

Task-
leisure Half-limited Self Self 

Defined by 
boundaries Short 

Decided 
according 
to task 

Fishing vessel 
Task-
leisure Limited Self Self 

Undefined-no 
boundaries 

Long-
short Self 

Vessel 
providing 
service for 
shipping Task Half-limited 

Controlling 
person 

Controlling 
person 

Defined by 
boundaries Long 

Decided 
according 
to task 

Salvage 
Vessel Task Limited 

Controlling 
person 

Controlling 
person 

Defined by 
boundaries Long 

Decided 
according 
to task 

Naval ship Task Limited 
Controlling 
person 

Controlling 
person 

Defined by 
boundaries Long 

Decided 
according 
to task 

Offshore Task Limited 
Controlling 
person 

Controlling 
person 

Defined by 
boundaries Long 

Decided 
according 
to task 

Construction 
and 
infrastructure Task Limited 

Controlling 
person 

Controlling 
person 

Defined by 
boundaries Long 

Decided 
according 
to task 

 

Type of activity defines if the activity includes a task or not; type of performance zone explains if the zone has limits either by 
the nature of the task or any control person; control of the activity defines if the activity is self-controlled or if any control 
authority is involved depending the task; definition of the performance zone is inevitably limited in all types of ships, but 
recreation ships such yachts are considered having no boundaries  in this context since getting on or off the ship anytime is 
depending one’s own will and time period decision is connected with the task in some types of ships despite it depends the 
users own decision in others. Thus, in this setup of behaviour types, the recreational type of ships might be considered 
acceptable to limit the subject to observe for the study of the relationship of lighting and living on water experience, since they 
have the most flexibility in means of choosing the activities, boundaries and time periods.  
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1.1.2. Lighting and The Experience of Living on Water 

Since the presence of the light render texts and objects visible, lighting is a major component of the built environment which 
provides visual performance and produce visual perceptions. Perceptions are difficult to quantify since they are so precise and 
partly depending on the individual’s background, thus the individual experiencing an architectural environment might not 
explain why the designed space occurs as narrow, dark or un-relieving, but should name it so if he or she is asked to define it. 
Nevertheless, there are analytic methods to predict them. If assessments of experience and knowledge of the factors that affect 
and dominate the perception are used in corporation with sufficient and detailed measurements of performance; aspects of 
lighting design and guides for its final contribution can be generated. 

Psychophysics is a major discipline in this effort of measuring and improving the final quality of the lighting design. As a 
subdiscipline of psychology, psychophysics analyzes the relationships between physical stimuli and human response with 
different methods such as reports of perceptions by individuals or measurements of performances of them while changing 
properties of the stimuli or the physical aspects of the environment respectively. Psychophysical experiments yield important 
data for the lighting designers and illuminating engineers to define the relationship of lighting and perception, though mentioned 
experiments are mostly executed in productive environments such as offices or schools since these spaces are related more 
directly to the concerns of energy efficiency, productivity and hence performance of the occupant if compared with floating 
spaces like yachts or recreation ships.  

To refine the performance during tasks, standards have been built according to experimental and conceptual methods during 
the last decades and these standards are declared by lighting committees and professional organizations. The illuminance level 
for the efficient performance of any given task is defined in units of Lux which stands for the light intensity as perceived by 
the human eye. The declared average values have covered the perception and performance issues in lighting design partially 
since there are many other factors for the human eye to adapt.  

 

Figure 4. Areas exposed to sunlight on lower and main decks (Source: author) 

Both types of lighting such as daylighting and artificial lighting are involved in the design experience of floating spaces. The 
point which makes the mentioned living space unique in this context is, controlling sunlight on a yacht or cruise ship is bounded 
by environmental elements despite all-new control mechanisms developed for daylight control. Implementation of daylighting 
in architectural spaces always had been a challenging task due to its variability in both quantity and direction across time of 
day, season and weather conditions; but while on board, lack of shading elements around like other buildings or trees and being 
on the water instead of being in a human-built environment, makes the challenge more complicated. All types of ships have 
areas of uncontrolled sunlight. If the plan of a medium sized yacht is analyzed in means of inner and outer spaces as shown in 
figure 4 and figure 5; it can be observed that any individual on board should have the circulation pattern including many 
movements between these controlled and uncontrolled areas during the daytime. 
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Figure 5. Areas exposed to sunlight on the upper deck and the sun deck (Source: author) 

The lighting concepts and types have many sub-categories according to space they are designed for, their purpose or their 
technical details. To be specific, all of these concepts or scenarios fall into three types and different combinations of them such 
as [5]: 

§ Ambient or general lighting.  

§ Accent lighting. 

§ Task lighting. 

Ambient or general lighting; is the system that produces a general background of light which may or may not provide all of the 
illuminance necessary for the to-be-performed task, but has an effect assumed as a uniform illuminance on the planes of the 
tasks and the considered space. 

Accent lighting; is a more localized system that produces light effects for visual understanding, perception, attraction to specific 
zones or wayfinding. Accenting as a lighting concept, may refer to drawing attention to features or details of the architectural 
space, artworks or materials; guidance for circulation; serve as decorative accents; and address some spatial or psychological 
factors. 

Task lighting; is the system which provides localized light to areas or planes on which the tasks are located. 

The areas except the ones indicated as sunlight exposed in figure 4 and figure 5 are subjects to artificial lighting and they need 
to benefit from three different lighting systems in different ways and connected each other. 

Lighting design has key components which can be summarized as factors such as[6]; 

§ Spatial Factors  

§ Psychological Factors  

§ Physiological Factors 

§ Task Factors  

§ Systems Factors  

§ Prescribed Factors  

Any well established and efficient lighting design has a flow beginning with decision of the citeria depending on the 
environment and the task hich leads the designer to setup the system of these factors.  

In the specific context of lighting design  of yatches, above mentioned lighting  factors create some new issues which should 
be considered by designers attentive to detail. The characters of these issues are shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Lighting components, factors and contextual lighting issues (Source: author) 
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Spatial Factors  mostly refer to spatial perception of the architectural layout and envelope and include: pleasantness, spatial 
definition and circulation/ wayfinding. In the unique context o yacht lighting, the mentioned factor of wayfinding has two 
different purposes such as; wayfinding for the user and wayfinding for the floating structure itself, since yachtes has known 
combination of red and green lights to define its direction of movement. Also as a contributor of regular wayfinding in any 
given architectural space, lighting design appears as a more important factor in this setup, grounded on the wide and difficult-
to control difference of daylighting values between inside and outside.  
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The concepts of wayfinding and spatial perception gain a distinct mean in this particular context, since living spaces and tasks 
that need to be accomplished have to be solved in limited spaces. Spatial perception of the human being is supported by lighting 
with different sorts of contributions, including as the ability of seeing as its most major aspect, but making visual objects visible 
is not enough to make them perceptible in most cases. The process of visually reading the environment and processing 
perception in human mind should be supported by lighting patterns to make the mentioned environment readable. 

Psychological Factors refer to attraction, subjective impressions and perceptions. Color and luminance are the parameters 
which are used most for the targeted attraction. 

Physiological Factors include accommodation, adaptation, circadian effects, vision and color vision. The circadian rhythm is 
controlled by the amount, length of the exposure time and timing of the light. 

Task Factors are the users’ visual tasks and perceptions or performance depend on lighting quality which is not only measured 
by illuminance level, but should be worked through together with users’ specific criteria like age and sub-factors such as visual 
tasks, luminance, chromatic contrast, veiling reflections, illuminance and color considerations. 

Systems Factors  include sub-factors such as; flexibility, controls, acoustics, HVAC, ceiling systems, installation, sustainability 
and maintenance. Lighting design and installation should work properliy together with the system since systems on floating 
structures are specific combinations of usual systems of non-floating structures which are resolved in a limited area. 

Prescribed Factors consist of codes and safety standards which are defined by professionals in the context of ship design and 
engineering, hence these factors are expanded in floating structures  compared to usual architectural layouts. 

CONCLUSION   

Considering the inevitable futility in control of daylight on open spaces in a floating space grounded on lack of surrounding 
elements of shadow; focusing on factors that can be controlled by context based special design should be a good intention such 
as: accent lighting, pleasentness, spatial definition, wayfinding, perception, chromatic contrast, veiling reflections and color 
considerations. Wayfinding factor of the lighting design emerges as the most unconcerned asset of the living experience on 
floating spaces. Interior design basics and unique design of the tiny architectural layout should be supported by the lighting 
design. In today’s lighting design concepts, smart lighting is the most efficient technology to figure out most of the issues 
lighting designers are concerned such as energy efficiency, adjustments based on conditions and human need and also 
supporting the performance and pleasantness of the user. The concept of smart lighting, with all of its aspects, should be 
projected to context of lighting design on floating spaces and kighting design factors should be handled in this living experience 
to adjust usual factors for the solutions of determined issues in table 2 such as: spatial recognition, wayfinding, dhromatic 
continuity, perception and pleasantness. The particular application of the previously determined factors and their assigned rules 
to the area of lighting edsign for yachtes, the provided setup might offer intuitions for involved disciplines of yacht design. 

Accent lighting should be considered as an efficient solution and supportive component for the difficulty of spatial perception 
caused by the different lighting levels between uncontrolled areas which are exposed to daylight and interior areas which are 
not easily perceptible caused  by lack of well designed accent lighting. Interior deign elements of yacht design are different 
than usual living environment of architectural spaces in means of dimension sine desginers have to solve daily needs of the 
users in a limited area. This specially designed elements and smart use of the limited space changes known considerations of 
user perception and circulation. Accent lighting should create  recurring and well defined patterns of lighting inside the space, 
to guide the users between higher and lower levels of illumination or the uncontrolled area of decks and designed interior space, 
especially focusing on entrance area. Designed lighting patterns should be focused on essential needs for the users’ ease of 
perception, hence the factors of pleasantness, spatial definition and perception should be figured out by well designd patterns 
of lighting.  

Chromatic contrast and chromatic contuniuty, should be considered as special issues caused by the presence of the sea itself, 
which the living space is designed on; the interior lighting design scheme should be proper for the well perception of colors. 

Veiling reflections should be controlled both from outside and inside, not only by window design and integrated shading 
elements, but with precise  material choices to avoid reflecting or over-lit surfaces as well. 

Adaptation factor should be considered to maintain comfortable states of adaptation for the human eye between the entry/exit 
door to the next interior space. 

Circadian rhythm, as an important factor in human nature and behavioral responses, should be supported by lighting levels of 
interior design scheme and over lit night time schemes should be avoided. 

The human reaction to the lit environment and the lighting design itself,  had been a combination of personal choices, 
behavioral, neurological and engineering processes and basically human’s emotional response. To figure out the well designed 
lit environment and adapt it to the experience of living on the essential life source of water; share of the light itself in this 
defined context should be examined together with engineering calculations and analytical data provided from experiential user 
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performance observations, but the projection of the usual lighting rules and calculated values should be adapted to this specific 
area after well definition of the lighting concepts in their unique new context and re-conceptualized presence. 
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ABSTRACT  

Sea tourism should be considered as one of the main tourism branches in Turkey due to the geographical location. Sea tourism 
is the intersection of transportation, travel, tourism and recreation and includes a wide variety of types such as yacht tourism, 
daily tours, ferry, sea sports tourism and cruise ship tourism. Cruise ship tourism has a high potential due to relatively high 
income level of cruise tourists and high capacity of the cruise ships. Therefore cruise ship tourism has been gaining a significant 
place for the scope of sea tourism strategy with new investments and constructions. One of the planned project is Yenikapı 
Cruise Ship Port Project. The study aims to pave the way for discussing architectural responses to cruise tourism and potential 
effects of the new cruise port project in İstanbul. The architectural responses to the new port will be embodied in this study 
with the perspective of architectural responsibility to meet the needs of tourists, port and city. In first place it should be 
considered that construction of new touristic facility, hotels, shopping areas and spaces for cultural and arts activities will be 
occurred. So with the project developing new functions and investments will be contributed directly to the city economy and 
will be source of income. This study will be underline the fact that port projects which has historical backgrounds should be 
considered with multidisciplinary understanding. So economy, tourism and social sciences like psychology and sociology fields 
knowledges would be part of a solution for creating architecture response to cruise ship tourism. 

 

Key Words: cruise ship tourism, architectural responses, the scope of tourism strategy 
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INTRODUCTION 

Due to the geographical location of Turkey, sea tourism should be considered as one of the main tourism branches in Turkey. 
Sea tourism is the intersection of transportation, travel, tourism and recreation. Yacht tourism, daily tours, ferry, sea sports 
tourism and cruise ship tourism are included by sea tourism. 

Cruise ship tourism has a high potential due to relatively high income level of cruise tourists and high capacity of the cruise 
ships. Therefore cruise ship tourism has been gaining a significant place for the scope of sea tourism strategy with new 
investments and constructions. One of the planned project is Yenikapı Cruise Ship Port Project in İstanbul. 

This study aims to pave the way for discussing architectural responses to cruise tourism and potential effects of the new cruise 
port project in İstanbul. The architectural responses to the new port will be embodied in this study with the perspective of 
architectural responsibility to meet the needs of tourists, port and city. Potential effects of the new cruise port project can be 
considered new touristic facility, hotels, shopping areas and spaces for cultural and arts activities will be occurred in the first 
place. So with the project developing new functions and investments will be contributed directly to the city economy and will 
be source of income for local people. Also this study will be underline the fact that port projects which has historical 
backgrounds such as Yenikapı port project should be considered with multidisciplinary understanding.  

METHODS 

Literature review is about cruise ship tourism, statisticals about cruise ship in last 5 years İn Turkey is examined from"Statıstıcal 
Information System Of Maritime Trade General Directorate" publishings. The visual and written information of the new 
project, Yenikapı Cruise Port, was obtained from various sources and Project evaluations were made in accordance with the 
information obtained from Fatih Municipality.  

CRUISE TOURISM IN TURKEY 

According to the CLIA (International Cruise Lines Association) cruise ship defined “The journey is scheduled for two days or 
more in deep waters, The ship can not be less than 100 passengers. 

In tourism tourism incentive legislation cruise ship defined as a vessel with a high passenger capacity and suitable for inter-
continental travel, suitable for use in sea tourism trade, suitable for use in sea tourism trade, with luxury cabins, swimming 
pools, for traveling, entertainment and sports purposes. [1] 

Cruise destinations are divided into cruise ocean cruise ”and“ river cruise.  River cruise destinations are; The Rhine, Sen and 
Danube rivers in Europe, Excursions in the Amazon in the USA, Mississippi in the North American, Nile rivers in Africa [2]. 
Ocean cruise zone can be grouped under 12 headings: 1. The Mediterranean (East Mediterranean, Western Mediterranean), 2. 
Northern Europe (North Europe, Baltic, Norwegian Fjords), 3. The Caribbean (Eastern Caribbean, Southern Caribbean, 
Western Caribbean), 4. Atlantic Islands, 5. Alaska Location, 6. British Isles, 7. Arabian Gulf, 8. Antarctica, 9. Asia, 10. Hawaii, 
11. Bermuda, 12. Australia / New Zealand [2]  

Table 1. Cruise zone dispersion percentages [3] 
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Figure 1. Global Ocean Cruise Passengers 2009-2018 study in 2016 [4] 

As shown in the figure 1 Global Ocean Cruise Passengers is increasing and projections are optimistic in terms of Cruise ship 
tourism. And economic impact of one ship has high potential. 

 

Figure 2. Economic Impact Of One Ship 2015 BREA (Business Research & Economic Advisors) study datas extrapolated by 
the (FCCA) florida caribbean cruise association [4] 

According to CLIA’s 2017 “Cruise Travel Report” People who cruise are loyal to cruising, with 92 percent of cruisers saying 
they will probably or definitively book a cruise as a next vacation, and 65 percent of cruisers rating cruises as the best type of 
vacation, over land-based vacations, all-inclusive resorts, tours, vacation house rentals or camping." [4] 

Below is the cruise ship port in Turkey. The most important of these ports are İzmir, Antalya, Çeşme, Trabzon, Sinop, 
Çanakkale, Dikili, Bodrum, Marmaris, İstanbul, Alanya, Kuşadası.   

.  

Figure 3. Cruise Ship Ports In Turkey 

TÜRSAB stated that three ports (Istanbul, Izmir And Kuşadası) is accommodated 75% of passenger in Turkey Cruise tourism 
report 2013 [3]. But in last 5 years different effects have been  seen in terms of Galataport construction in İstanbul. İzmir and 
Kuşadası ports continued for having high number of shi and passenger. 

Kuşadası Port has the highest ship and passenger circulation number. The total port area is 19.593.58 square meters with a 
filling area of 12.884.24 square meters in the port. Administrative Building and Passenger Hall is 591 m2 and is a one-storey 
Service Unit [5] 
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Figure 4. Kuşadası Cruise Ship Port [5]  

Table 2. Kuşadası Cruise Ship Number) [5], [6] 

According to Sea trade 2017 Statistics Watercraft, Sea Transportation And Incentive Statistics 2017 [4] 2003-2017 graphics 
demonstrates the increasing 2003 to 2008 and decrease in 2009 and it fluctuate until 2015. 

According to Statıstıcal Informatıon System Of Marıtıme Trade General Dırectorate, tables prepeared by General Directorate 
of Maritime Trade - Department of Planning and Statistics   last 5 years cruıse ship and passenger staticticals can be seen as 
below. It can be said that TOTAL Numbers of cruise ship has the number has gradually decreased in 5 years.  

Table 3. Cruiser Ships And Passenger Statistics 2010-2017 [6] 

 

Table 4. Cruiser Ships And Passenger Graphics 2010-2017 [6] 

 

Table 5. Cruiser Ships And Passenger Statistics In Port Basis (End Of May 2019) [7] 

PORT 
DEPARTMENT 

CRUISE SHIP CRUISER PASSENGER 
CRUISER TYPE 

PASSENGER SHIP 
INCOMING 

PASSENGER 
DEPARTING 
PASSENGER 

TRANSIT 
PASSENGER TOTAL 

BODRUM 1 0 1 2.636 2.637 
DİKİLİ 1 0 0 156 156 

KUŞADASI 40 1.020 3.280 29.468 33.768 
MARMARİS 6 1 2 8.620 8.623 

TOTAL 48 1.021 3.283 40.880 45.184 

Table of 2019 statisticals is up to end of May But ıt is envisaged that the the cruise type passenger ship numbers will not be the 
high as last 5 years. When it compared other years number to May. The number of cruise type passenger ship in 2018  was 45; 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

337 348 441 471 613 601 506 517 568 464 428 448 506 271 126 146 
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2017 was 45; 2016 was 164; 2015 was 309 [3]. So ıt can be seen that the cruise ship number up to May in 2019 is the lowest 
when it compared with last 5 years number. 

Table 6. Cruiser Ships And Passenger Statistics In Port Basis (End Of the 2018) [7] 

PORT 
DEPARTMENT 

CRUISE SHIP CRUISER PASSENGER 
CRUISER 

TYPE 
PASSENGER S. 

INCOMING 
PASSENGER 

DEPARTING 
PASSENGER 

TRANSİT 
PASSENGER TOTAL 

ALANYA 15 3 1 3.019 3.023 
ANTALYA 3 3.283 3.403 970 7.656 
BODRUM 20 11 17 24.235 24.263 

ÇANAKKALE 1 0 0 22 22 
ÇEŞME 35 25.456 25.276 322 51.054 
DİKİLİ 2 0 0 103 103 

FETHİYE 2 0 0 273 273 
GÖCEK 1 0 0 162 162 

KUŞADASI 146 10.760 17.469 93.592 121.821 
MARMARİS 21 8 10 5.293 5.311 

MERSİN 1 0 0 83 83 
TOTAL 247 39.521 46.176 128.074 213.771 

 

As shown in the table 5 in İstanbul there is no cruise ship in 2018, there is 4 cruiseship for 2017, 46 for 2016, 305 for 2015. 
The effect of cruise ship port Salıpazarı Karaköy's restoration was clearly visible. This situation prevented the arrival of a large 
number of ships. Kuşadası has the highest ship number with 146 ship in 2018, 126 in 2017 and other years umbers of the ship 
and tourist is the highest. Çeşme follows Kuşadası with second highest number in 2018, 2017, 2016. 

Table 7. Cruiser Ships And Passenger Statistics In Port Basis (End Of 2017) [7] 

PORTS DEPT. 

CRUISE SHIP CRUISER PASSENGER 

CRUISER 
TYPE 

PASSENGER 
SHIP 

PASSENGER 
SHIP OTHER TOTAL INCOMING DEPARTING TRANSIT  TOTAL 

ALANYA 22 0 0 22 9 5 12.176 12.190 
ANTALYA 11 0 0 11 19.286 18.986 2.029 40.301 

BARTIN 1 0 0 1 0 0 103 103 
BODRUM 21 1 0 22 83 114 31.620 31.817 

ÇANAKKALE 5 0 0 5 0 0 848 848 
ÇEŞME 61 1 0 62 27.689 28.311 10.021 66.021 
DİKİLİ 1 0 0 1 0 0 99 99 
GÖCEK 4 0 0 4 0 0 538 538 

GÜLLÜK 7 0 0 7 0 0 640 640 
İSTANBUL 4 0 1 5 331 347 654 1.332 
İZMİR 18 0 0 18 1.675 1.250 6.247 9.172 

KUŞADASI 126 0 0 126 8.626 11.652 99.606 119.884 
MARMARİS 23 1 0 24 18 3 23.715 23.736 

SİNOP 1 0 0 1 0 0 103 103 
TRABZON 1 0 0 1 0 0 103 103 

TUZLA 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 307 3 1 311 57.717 60.668 188.502 306.887 
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Table 8. Cruiser Ships And Passenger Statistics In Port Basis (End Of 2016) [7] 
 

PORT DEPT. 

CRUISE SHIP CRUISER PASSENGER 
CRUISER 

TYPE 
PASS. 
SHIP 

PASS. OTHER TOT. INCOMING DEPARTING TRANSIT  TOT. 

ALANYA 11 2 0 13 11 5 9.255 9.271 
ANTALYA 13 3 0 16 22.746 22.294 939 45.979 

BARTIN 2 0 0 2 0 0 171 171 
BODRUM 45 1 0 46 50 84 61.181 61.315 

BOZCAADA 3 0 0 3 0 0 1.336 1.336 
ÇANAKKALE 28 0 0 28 2 12 6.380 6.394 

ÇEŞME 63 5 0 68 19.978 20.860 17.149 57.987 
DİKİLİ 15 2 0 17 4 1 3.993 3.998 

FETHİYE 1 1 0 2 0 0 338 338 
GÖCEK 2 0 0 2 0 0 162 162 

GÜLLÜK 1 2 0 3 0 0 323 323 
İSTANBUL 46 10 0 56 9.353 10.238 23.952 43.543 
İZMİR 24 0 0 24 12.419 12.719 2.481 27.619 

KAŞ 3 1 0 4 0 0 1.057 1.057 
KUŞADASI 247 24 0 271 7.952 10.425 331.404 349.781 

MARMARİS 21 1 0 22 20 1.290 14.318 15.628 
MERSİN 3 0 0 3 0 0 2.505 2.505 
SAMSUN 1 0 0 1 0 0 54 54 

SİNOP 2 0 0 2 0 0 171 171 
TAŞUCU 2 0 0 2 0 0 174 174 

TRABZON 3 0 0 3 0 0 226 226 
YALOVA 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 
TOTAL 538 52 0 590 72.535 77.928 477.570 628.033 

 
Table 9. Cruiser Ships And Passenger Statistics In Port Basis (End Of 2015) [7] 

 

PORT DEPT. 

CRUISE SHIP CRUISER PASSENGER 

CRUISER 
TYPE 
PASS. 
SHIP 

PASS OTHER TOT INCOMING DEPARTURING TRANSIT  TOT 

ALANYA 33 1 0 34 6 16 22.310 22.332 

ANTALYA 50 2 0 52 79.079 80.931 8.528 168.538 

BARTIN 6 2 0 8 0 0 954 954 

BODRUM 71 18 1 90 562 488 61.000 62.050 

BOZCAADA 12 0 0 12 0 0 14.970 14.970 

ÇANAKKALE 66 7 0 73 1.042 98 21.354 22.494 

ÇEŞME 33 8 0 41 16.459 16.298 8.015 40.772 

DİKİLİ 38 3 0 41 167 141 8.009 8.317 

FETHİYE 9 1 0 10 0 1 2.823 2.824 

GÖCEK 6 0 0 6 0 0 883 883 

GÜLLÜK 3 0 0 3 0 0 347 347 

İSTANBUL 305 40 0 345 100.734 105.020 390.126 595.880 

İZMİR 108 6 0 114 14.505 14.763 212.448 241.716 

KAŞ 10 1 0 11 0 0 4.122 4.122 

KUŞADASI 446 60 0 506 13.388 25.904 528.023 567.315 

MARMARİS 78 5 0 83 28.528 28.622 71.976 129.126 

MERSİN 2 0 0 2 1 0 1.596 1.597 

MUDANYA 2 0 0 2 0 0 655 655 

SAMSUN 5 0 0 5 2 0 548 550 

SİNOP 3 2 0 5 11 2 1.348 1.361 

TAŞUCU 1 0 0 1 2 0 284 286 

TRABZON 7 3 0 10 3 0 2.278 2.281 

YALOVA 2 0 0 2 0 0  0 0 

TOTAL 1.296 159 1 1.456 254.489 272.284 1.362.597 1.889.370 
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YENIKAPI PORT PROJECT  

According to a recent report [8] stated that the target that Istanbul has become one of the biggest travel hubs in the 
Mediterranean region, which is reported as Turkey's share of the $ 35 billion global cruise tourism aims to increase to nearly $ 
1.5 billion. In this scope Culture And Tourism Minister Mehmet Nuri Ersoy announced that a tender for the yenikapi port 
project  new cruise port to be built in Yenikapı is set to held by the end of the year. The cruise project will be tendered by the 
Transport and Infrastructure Ministry. Also he states if the tender will be completed by the end of 2009 port can be ready for 
season 2021.  

In the same news [8] it is stated that at 2018 November, "Transport and Infrastructure Minister Cahit Turhan mentioned 
said a 3,000-meter dock will be constructed for two berths and eight cruise ships within the scope of the project. Furthermore, 
a 30,000-square-meter passenger lounge and a marine terminal capable of holding 500 yachts at once will be built on an 
area of 120,000 square meters." The information about the economic effect of the port is reported that "when construction of 
the port is completed, approximately 3 million tourists are expected to come to Istanbul. Their expenditure on guidance and 
transport services, coupled with the cruise ships' refueling, food and beverage costs, port costs and the taxes to be collected, 
will help invigorate the national economy." [8] 

 

Figure 5. Yenikapi Port Project Model [8]  

According to the news [9] it is  stated that:  

§ Cruise area of 120.000 square meters will be built in the passenger hall of 30.000 square meters. 300.000 square 
meters to fill the area and pool. When the rally area of 270.000 square meters is included in the area, 570.000 square 
meters of area will be filled on the Yenikapı coast. 

 
§ The port, which will be built to serve 2.7 million passengers per year, will host 20,000 passengers on peak days. 

 
§ 3 berthing places for large cruise ships, 3 berthing places for medium-sized cruise ships, 2 berthing places for 

boutique cruise ships, 8 berthing places with a total length of approximately 3000 m, and cruise and rail system 
connections of the cruise port will also be constructed. 
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Figure 6. Yenikapi Port Project [10]  

According to thr report [11]  it is stated that : 

"700 million pounds will be implemented with an investment and direct 1500, indirectly will employ 49 thousand people, the 
port will contribute to the economy of  1 billion$ a year. Moreover, we will be able to host 400 thousand tourists annually with 
the Tuesday Port of Salıpazarı (Karaköy) Cruise Port within the scope of Galataport. An average of 800,000 tourists will come 
from these two ports each year. Yildirim stated that the historical peninsula will be prepared for the intense tourist movement 
and said that Suriçi, the heart of Istanbul, will be the open air museum of history and civilization. Yildirim said: Historical 
peninsula streets, architectural monuments, places in the memory of the city in accordance with the tradition of the ancient 
culture of Istanbul, the smell and color of the future will carry. The city center, which has a personality and identity, will bring 
together our traditional arts and modern lines. An architectural cultural transformation and historical restoration campaign 
will be initiated in the Historic Peninsula and in the whole of Istanbul, starting from Süleymaniye in Suriçi"  
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Figure 7.  Yenikapi Port Project presentation images [12]   

TRANSPORTATION IN YENIKAPI 

 

Figure 8. Transportation Scheme of Yenikapı and Historical Places (Source:author) 

In the historical peninsula where Marmaray, metro lines and tram lines allow transportation within and outside the city walls, 
the positive impact of the ease of transportation on the cruise tourism can be predicted. Yenikapı area can be thought distribution 
center in terms of transportation. It can be thought that there might be enough places and transportation lines to distribute the 
tourists coming intensely. It can be said that the location of the place and the availability of transportation as close to tourist 
attractions with the location of the Yenikapi port might be suitable. 

YENIKAPI FILLING AREA DEVELOPMENT 

 

Figure 9. 2011, 2013 AND 2019 years YenKapı filling area process [13]  

Yenikapı filling area can be helpful for the new port which placed next to the fıllıng area with activity areas and archeological 
museum which planned to be opened and Eurasian Show and Art Center to attract tourist in the first place with visual and 
functional. 
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APROACHING HISTORICAL PENINSULA  

The important districts in the historical peninsula are; Aksaray, Beyazit, Eminonu, Fener, Haseki, Karagumruk, 
Kocamustafapasa, Kumkapi, Mahmutpasa, Sirkeci, Sultanahmet, Sehremini, Tahtakale and Vefa districts. Sultanahmet Urban 
Archaeological Reserve, Suleymaniye Mosque and Surrounding Area, Zeyrek Mosque and Surrounding Area, Istanbul Land 
Walls Conservation Areas are Turkey world heritage areas. 

Table 10. Strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats were evaluated within the scope of the "Istanbul Hıstoric 
Peninsula Management Plan May 2018 [14]  

STRENGTHS  
 

WEAKNESSES  
 

OPPORTUNITIES  
 

THREATS    
 

•The multi-
layered and various tangible 

and intangible cultural 
values and assets of the 

historical peninsula 
(monuments, examples of 

civil architecture, 
underground and 

overground archeological 
values, gastronomy etc.) 

 
 

• Being a living, 
vibrant city where cultural 

continuity is seen, 
 
 

• Geographical 
location, 

 
• The area is 

protected by national and 
international legislation, 

 
• Presence of 

Istanbul Historical Area 
chairmanship and 
Management Plan 

 
• Having different 

transportation modes and 
especially high capacity rail 

system lines, 
 

• All partners and 
institutions have the 

potential to come together, 
 

• Day and night 
use differences in quality 

and quantity between 
 

• Having a rugged 
and uneven topography 
restricts to accessibility 

 
•Inadequate 

pedestrian roads, non-
holistic and poor physical 
conditions of the existing 

ones, 
 

  • Poor connection of the 
historical peninsula with the 

coast and water; 
 

  • Inadequate personnel in 
museums and visited 

buildings, 
 

• The inhabitants are not / 
cannot be involved in the 

processes, 
 

• Inadequate signage and 
information signs in the 

field and incorrect / 
incorrect information being 

used, 
 

  • Differences in social 
texture and rapid migration 

 

• Preservation areas 
such as Historic Areas of 

Istanbul, World Heritage Site 
and protected areas, 

 
• Existence of the 

Law No. 5366 on the 
Conservation, Conservation 
and Use of Worn Historical 

and Cultural Immovable 
Assets, 

 
• Tourism capacity 

is high and the number of 
visitors is increasing, 

 
• Improvement of 

maritime transport, 
 

• Dissemination and 
effective use of the rail 

system in public transport, 
 

• Having high 
pedestrianization potential 

with pedestrianization works, 

• Uncontrolled 
migration of the Historic 

Peninsula and lack of 
security, 

 
• Day / night 

population difference and 
related infrastructure, 

 
• Increasing 

rent pressure, 
 

• The division 
of the Historic Peninsula 

by multi-lane roads, 
 

• Poor 
management of the 

increasing number of 
visitors, 

 
• Problems in 

tourism activities, 
unregistered tourism and 

lack of supervision, 
 

• Incompatible 
with the conservation 

policies of the projects in 
the renovation areas, 

 
• Lack of a 

holistic view of the field 
and fragmentary 

practices, 
 

• Inadequate 
management of the 
Conservation Plan 

 
 

In the study [15] Cruise Ships in Historic Port Communities Report of an International Symposium such has historical 
background  like as Yenikapı focused on "economic dynamics,  ensuring community benefts, maintaining environmental 
balance and a strong product,  cruise tourism as part of urban policy" issues. The emerging issues in the swot analysis were 
similar in this study. 

No one types for historic places approach should be highlighted in Yenikapı Port like the study output that there’s no “one size 
fits all” solution for cruise activity at historic ports. The Charleston “Harboring Tourism” experience shows that not only are 
the impacts (positive and negative) from cruise activity diff erent for each historic port (origination or port of call), but the 
solutions to the negative impacts (legal limits or relocation of cruise terminal) are also diff erent. So swot analysis study within 
the scope of the "Istanbul Hıstorıc Penınsula Management Plan should be considered with the Port development process. unique 
solutions for the region. 
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POTENTIAL EFFECTS TO İSTANBUL 

Not only the inside of cruise ships, routes and ports situation is effective but also areas which hinterland supplies cruise ship 
port to fulfill tourists needing of shopping, traveling, discovering and recreational demands are effective for tourists satisfaction 
and beneficial relationship of  port and city. So regeneration of the area should contribute tourism activities, also tourism 
activities should contribute back with feedbacks. Regeneration and cruise tourism should be considered together. 

Hein, 2014 [16] states  "If cities plan the next round of port and port city transformation carefully, they can make it anchor 
comprehensive development of the city that uses circular and synergistic processes as defined by Girard (2012) to 
simultaneously solve issues as diverse as cultural heritage, social inequality and environmental 
sustainability, and economic development. " [17]  

Torbıanellı (2010) [18] states that "The relation  between  regeneration  and  cruise  tourism can work in two ways: when the 
growth of cruise tourism automatically determines regeneration effects in some parts of the city-port or when it becomes the 
main driver for regeneration measures; when an urban regeneration process triggers, among other things, the growth of the 
local cruise tourist flow". The relationship can be as Torbianelli (2010) says but also it can be simultaneously. At present The 
Fatih Municipality is involved in a number of renewal activities.  

Positive effects can be summarized: source for income to service areas, high income level tourists and attraction to historical 
places, contribution to urban regeneration. Negative effects can be summarized: density of tourist number and its effect which 
can be changed to an advantage with well planned and organized steps.  

CONCLUSION 

One of the biggest problems facing the sector is the lack of ports. So making moves to eliminate the problem will be logical. 
It’s obvious to have a cruiseship port needed in İstanbul to fulfill the cruise ship tourism needs. The Yenikapi project can be 
considered oppurntunity and challenge at the same time so it is important that how to get prepeared and how architecture 
response will be the beneficial for port, city, tourists and local people. 

In terms of transportation network Yenikapı can be concerned as convenient port area with (Marmaray, metro lines and trams). 
Cruise tourists needs to see historical areas can be fulfilled by short time. But the connections should be efficient and well 
organised with transportation points. 

Not only the inside of cruise ships, routes and ports situation is effective but also areas which supplies cruise ship port to fulfill 
tourists needing of shopping, traveling, discovering and recreational demands are effective for tourists satisfaction and 
beneficial relationship of  port and city. In the first place it should be considered that construction of new touristic facility, 
hotels, shopping areas and spaces for cultural and arts activities will be occurred. It is important that new functions and 
investments for fulfilling the ports needs at the same time should be beneficial for the local people of area. 

Pedestrianization works should be concerned immediately. Effective connection of the historical peninsula with the coast and 
water should be provided with the Yenikapı Port Project. Conservation plan must be considered. Preservation rules in terms of 
civil architecture must be obeyed. Restorations should be proper in terms of construction techniques and material choice. 

Holistic view needed for the historical peninsula and the port should be important part of it. Local people should be integrated 
the new port Project and effects of port. Jobs and indirect contributes to economy of local people must be concerned. 

Over all Port projects which has historical backgrounds should be considered with multidisciplinary understanding. So 
economy, tourism and social sciences like psychology and sociology fields knowledges would be part of a solution for creating 
architecture response to cruise ship tourism.  

One of the perspective that port can be suggested as a “floating architectural spaces”in terms of increasing encouragement 
about searching alternative and sustainable way of architecture which Duman & Zengel (2016)  emphasized in their study.[19]  
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ABSTRACT  

Water, which is the main source of life for all living things, has a similar vital importance from the perspective of architecture 
and design. Besides the debates arising from ecological issues such as climate change, population growth and decreased 
resources, this study aims to bring a new perspective to “water reuse” concept as a design element. Throughout history, human 
beings settled in coastal lines and used water for practical reasons. While water is used for agriculture in the beginning of 
permanent settlement, it is used in means of production and energy within the industrial revolution. The morphology of the 
artificial environment materialized accordingly through all these processes. After the industrial revolution, water, one of the 
most important elements guiding design from the urban scale to the interior scale, continued to have considerable effect on 
design disciplines.  

The changes in forms of production and their spaces after the end of the industrial age have caused not only the old industrial 
buildings and areas to lose their function as a production space but also created a need for spaces of specific characteristics for 
new forms of lifestyles. Within this context, industrial buildings and areas are generally adapted for mixed uses, as they are 
mostly located in urban centers and waterfronts.  

This study aims to examine the impact of water on urban and building design in terms of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage. 
In this context Minneapolis Historic Mill District Area is selected and analyzed as an important example of industrial age, 
which was fed by the Mississippi River during the industrial production process and adapted to a mixed use after losing its 
function. In order to provide a better understanding of the water effect to the architecture in the area, the stages that the region 
has passed throughout the history until the information age have been reviewed with the viewpoint of the water usage. It is 
aimed to read the design decisions that reshaped the area, as an adaptive reused industrial heritage, through the water effect.  

 

Key Words: Water reuse, adaptive reuse, industrial heritage 
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INTRODUCTION 

Water is a vital element offering habitats for the living things starting from the womb. Human beings have had a close 
relationship with water all through their history in means of livable spaces. Starting from the first civilizations, settlements 
have been taking place near waterfronts. While waterfronts, as fertile soils, had been providing suitable areas for food 
production in agricultural communities, water was used as an energy source for the production in the industrial age. In the 
information age it gained importance due to the environmental problems world come across. Throughout the history water had 
a key role in the design of the cities and buildings for these practical reasons.  

There are also a lot of psychological effects of water on human being. From the architectural perspective, the fact that water 
has become a design input as a landscape is one of the most concrete examples of this. Besides the ecological reasons, the usage 
of water as a design element in the interior spaces or as a paysage is associated with psychology.  

Water reuse is a term which is used to describe an ecological approach to the sustainability problems. One of the goals of this 
study is to discuss and bring a new perspective to the “water reuse” concept. Reuse of water as a design element for different 
purposes is the main focus of this study. In this study it is aimed to put forward the effects of water on desing and architecture 
through an analyze of Minneapolis Histroic Mill District which is an adaptively reused industrial area. Sample selection criteria 
can be listed as the area being closely related to water and the observability of how water affects the design for different uses 
as Minneaspolis is an adaptively reused area.  

From the beginning of the industrial age production areas were usually located near water not only for supplying energy but 
also for transportation. Ports and bridges are the key structures of economy, particularly in transportation, which are directly 
related with water and design. The location and design of the buildings also developed in relation to water as an energy resource 
for the industrial production. Formalization of industrial cities has emerged through these influences. Minneapolis Historic Mill 
District is one of the foremost examples which states clearly the water effects on design in both urban and building scales. 

WATER REUSE 

Water reuse is a term used to define the recycling of wastewater to be used again for another purpose. At the end of the 19th 
century, when the industrialization started, the necessity for the wastewater treatment came out initially due to some epidemics 
spread out by water in the developing cities of industrial age. In time the other negative impacts of wastewater on the 
environment accelerated the development of wastewater treatment systems. (Durham, Angelakis, Witgens, Thoeye & Sala, 
2006) 

Moreover, today human sourced environmental problems such as global warming, increase in population growth, water 
pollution and etc., brings new challenges and therefore the need for their solutions. In terms of sustainability and ecology, rising 
sea levels and decreasing clean water resources are the main problems that scientists frequently point out about water. Shortage 
of clean water and increasing water pollution brings out the discussions on new techniques of treatment and efficient systems 
of water usage. (UNESCO, 2019) 

On the other hand, rising sea levels caused by the climate change poses a risk of flood in some cities and countries resulting in 
new strategies that have being developed for the future of these places. Floating architecture as one of the most up-to-date 
solutions (Moon, 2013) is also a new approach to water usage raising the following questions: 

- How can we use water as a land? 
- Can we change our understanding of design? 
- How can we reuse water as a design input other than a recycled liquid? 

Water as a design input is not a new consideration. It has always been used for practical and esthetical reasons in interior spaces, 
courtyards or as a scenery in architecture. However building on water is a new issue which brings out to rethink architecture 
both in means of technical challenges and design principles. As the importance of water in design disciplines increases, not 
only for building on water but also designing and building within the water related areas requires repositioning in line with 
current approaches and practices. 

MINNEAPOLIS HISTORIC MILL DISTRICT 

Minneapolis is a city in the State of Minnesota in the Midwest Region of the United States. It is located on both banks of the 
Mississippi River, just north of the point where the river meets the Minnesota River. (Wikipedia, 2019) 
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Figure 1. Location of Minneappolis (Google maps, 2019) (City-Data, 2019) 

The historic city center is located around St. Anthony Falls which takes place on the Mississippi River and  
18.5 km. of the Mississippi River runs through Minneapolis. Until the late 1600s, Dakota Indians lived in the area.  
With the arrival of Europeans in the late 1600s, the region was dominated by French and Spanish. In 1803, the United States 
took over the region building the first sawmill and flour mills in 1820s. From the 1850s onwards, waterfalls have been used 
extensively as a power source for timber and flour production. The region, which mainly produced timber until 1882, 
established the country's first hydroelectric power plant in 1882, making the city the world leader in flour production for nearly 
50 years. (Minnesota Historical Society, 2019) 

 

Figure 2. Historic Mill District in late 1800s  (Minnesota Historical Society, 2019) 

Hennepin Boulevard Bridge, the first permanent bridge crossing the Mississippi River, was built in 1855.  
Minnesota became a state in 1858, and the town of Minneapolis, whose boundaries were set in 1856, became the city in 1867, 
when the train service between Chicago and Minneapolis began. A massive explosion occurred in the Washburn A mill in 
1878, killing 18 people and destroying the industrial area on the west side. The Stone Arch bridge, which was built as a railroad 
bridge, was completed in 1883. In the early 1900s, the last sawmill was closed. In 1928, one of the leading manufacturers, 
Washburn merged with other manufacturers and established General Mills. Changes in transport and industry have resulted in 
production moving away from the river, and the region has become idle as producers leave the area. Many mills and railways 
in the region were removed from 1930 to 1950. While the first lock & dam system was built between 1950-56, the second was 
built near the Stone Arch Bridge between 1959-63. In 1965, the Washburn A mill factory was closed. In 1971; The Anthony 
district was included in the National Historic Heritage List and in 1983 the Washburn A building was designated as the National 
Historic City Landmark. The Washburn A building, which was idle during a fire in 1991, was severely damaged. (Minnesota 
Historical Society, 2019) 
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Figure 3. Hennepin and Stone Arch bridges (PRX, 2019) (Daily Planet, 2019) 

Since the early 1900s, various projects and ideas have been put forward about the Minneapolis riverbank, where the city center 
was founded. Since the 1950s, when the industry left the region, these projects, which mainly focused on the demolition of 
historical factory buildings and warehouses, and the renovation of the region with modern 20th century buildings and large 
boulevards, were limited to a few examples in practice. Especially the common questions that all the ideas and plans put forward 
after the 1950s are as follows; 

- Since the mill industry is no longer the main cause of the city's existence, what is the meaning of the central riverside 
area? 

- Should the riverbank be a recreation area, host multi-storey housing blocks, or turn into a tourist center of hotels 
and shopping areas? 

- Should the history of the region be preserved and remembered, ignored, or revived in a better manner? 

All these questions reveal the need for a change in the riverbank region. Over time, the city administration's focus on revitalizing 
the region has shifted from demolition of all the old buildings in the region to reuse historic buildings and adding new fill 
structures. In this context, the city administration has started the process of piecemeal purchase of riverside areas as appropriate 
and in the early 1990s, it acquired most of the riverside land. In 1998, the Urban Design Partnership (UDA) commissioned the 
Minneapolis Community Development Unit (MCDA) for the revitalization of the Historic Mills District, whose borders were 
drawn, and prepared a master plan. (Minnesota Historical Society, 2019) 

 

Figure 4. The boundaries of the Historical Mills District master plan (Stoney Brook University, 2019) 

The consultants from different disciplines worked with the team responsible for the industrial areas and carried out the 
participatory planning process from June 1997 to October 1997. The planning process, which consisted of interviews with 
citizens, municipal representatives and other stakeholders, and a three-day design session, resulted in a set of agreed urban 
design ideas and two urban design alternatives for the Historic Mills District. Seven urban design ideas that emerged at the end 
of the participatory planning process; 

- Completion of riverside parking areas and roads connecting them to the city center 
- Extension of the grid system in the city center to the river 
- Provide access to the pedestrian crossing Washington Boulevard to the river 
- Protection of historic sites and buildings by the river 
- Developing new housing, cultural and recreation areas and connecting them to the city center and the riverbank 
- Establishment of centrally located multi-purpose parking areas 
- Transport connections to connect the airport, neighboring settlements and parking areas to the city center and the 

riverbank. 
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During the planning process, two alternatives emerged with seven urban design ideas. These are the Residential Development 
Alternative, which consists of medium-density housing and commercial, cultural activities and parking areas in the vicinity, 
and the Baseball Stadium Alternative, which includes a baseball stadium located near the existing gym in the area and some of 
the recommendations for use in the residential development alternative.  
Both alternatives propose the development of the Mill Remnants Park, connecting the river to the district and city center with 
the new open spaces in the vicinity, the new Portland and Chicago Boulevards.  
In addition, both propose to extend the central street grid system to the river and rearrange Washington Avenue to be pedestrian-
friendly. (Minneapolis Community Development Agency, 2019) 

 

Figure 5. Street connections in both alternatives (Minneapolis Community Development Agency, 2019)  

Since the 2000s, many projects have been realized in the Historic Mills District, which are based on master plan. The most 
important of these are the Milwaukee Depot complex, Mill Ruins Park, North Star Residences, Mill City Museum and the 
Guthrie Theater. Milwaukee Depot complex, consisting of hotels, residences, restaurants, bars, indoor water park, ice rink and 
parking lot was completed in 2001. (The Depot, 2019) 

 

Figure 6. Milwaukee Depot with its indoor water park (The Depot, 2019) 

Mill Ruins Park, has been transformed into a recreation area, displaying the remains of mills along the coastline for everyday 
activities of people of all ages. (Rant Now, 2019) 

 

Figure 7. Minneapolis coastal area and Mill Ruins Park (Rant Now, 2019) 

North Star Residences has 26 households in the building with river view. Mill City Museum, the symbol of Historic Mill 
District, was built in the remains of Washburn A building. Many different activities take place in the courtyard of the museum. 
The Guthrie Theater of Jean Nouvel opened in 2006 at its riverside location. There are three theater halls inside. It attracts 
attention with its cantilever bridge called “Infinite Bridge” which protrudes towards the river offering views. (Minneapolis 
Community Development Agency, 2019) 
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Figure 8. Guthrie Theatre with its “Infinite Bridge” (Minneapolis Community Development Agency, 2019) 

When the example of Minneapolis Historic Mill District is examined, the key role of water in the design of the city and the 
buildings can be clearly observed. While being used as an energy source in the time of industrial production, the river also 
caused the city scape to develop as it is not only with the locations of the industrial buildings but also with the bridges and 
lock&dam systems that shape the city. After the industry has left the region, the projects about the Minneapolis, the questions 
that was put forward and the design ideas based on the relation of the river with the city. Both of the two urban design 
alternatives highlights the connection of the river to the district and the city center. Thus the city is shaped according to the grid 
system that focuses on the river.  

Moreover, the projects that have been realized which consists of adaptive reuse projects and new fills have a close relationship 
with the water. We come across water as an indoor facility in Milwaukee Depot wihch is an adaptive reuse project, whereas 
water becomes the main design input of the “Infinite Bridge” which is offering a river view in the Guthrie Theatre. In Mill 
Ruins Park, water, the riverfront, offers a recreational area with the adjacent mill ruins, while making the North Star the most 
attractive residences in the region.  

CONCLUSION  

Water has always been intertwined with design and architecture for practical reasons such as ecological and economic, as well 
as for aesthetic or psychological reasons. It has sometimes been the focus of the design and sometimes an input influencing the 
design from the urban scale to the interior scale. The sustainability problems like climate change and new economic trends or 
technological developments and changing life styles forces us to produce solutions that capture the pace of change. In this 
context, water reuse can be under debate as a design factor besides its ecological meaning.  

Minneapolis Historic Mill District provides us to observe the water effect on design and architecture as an adaptive reused 
industrial area associating with Mississipi River. We can bear witness of different water effects on the design of the area. It can 
be stated as; 

- to determine the location and design of the buildings as an energy source for industrial production 
- the cause of bridges and lock&dam systems for maritime transport and transportation 
- the starting point of the street grid system which was effective in the design of the new city in the post-industrial 

period 
- an effective as a landscape in the design of Guthrie Theater building 
- to be a means of recreation for the habitants 
- to contribute to the appreciation of the region by offering landscapes for the Northern Star Residences 
- an indoor facility in the Milwaukee Depot. 

Water can be an input or can have the key role in an architectural, urban or interior design. It can be an energy source or a city 
shaper, a beautiful landscape, a leisure space or an economical tool. Water has a crowning value from the past to the future in 
design discipline. 
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ABSTRACT 

Individuals ' experience of the city contributes to the formation of collective memory and identification of the city, which they 
associate with a set of values. Urban space and social life in coastal cities are developing with coastal focus. Therefore, coastal 
cities have a unique ‘coastal city culture’ associated with water. However, the lack of protection consciousness and many 
problems cause the erosion of city identity.  

The use of water as a binding collective factor contributes to the development of a sense of collective space in which the 
common culture is reflected. Istanbul has preserved its coastal city identity throughout its history and accordingly, it has created 
a unique structure for the coastal city identity, both in the urban space and in social life, in the areas of sea baths, beaches, 
mansions (yalı), Islands and Bosphorus(Boğaziçi) summer areas, in the areas of ship culture and maritime trade, port areas, 
trade zones. 

The concept of ‘cultural route’ is an up-to-date concept emerging as a result of the development of knowledge and awareness 
related to the protection of cultural heritage. Cultural routes, a vehicle that combines the built environment and natural elements 
such as monuments on the route, city tracks, provide cooperation between different actors in the protection of the values on the 
route. Within the framework of the European Cultural Routes Programme established by the Council of Europe, cultural routes 
such as ‘Viking Route’, ‘The Hansa Route’ and ‘Phoenicians’ Route’ have been established to protect and sustain the tangible 
and intangible values associated with water.   The development of a well-planned cultural route as a conservation approach in 
the areas of cultural heritage where conservation, sharing, sustainable use and awareness needs to be increased will be effective 
in bringing the cultural heritage into the future by integrating it with contemporary life.  

The aim of the study is to contribute to the transfer of the unique coastal culture and identity to future generations within the 
framework of universal consciousness through the method of establishing a cultural route in Istanbul, where physical and social 
erosion is experienced in urban identity due to various reasons. 

 

Key Words: Cultural route, conservation, coastal city, urban identity, collective memory 
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INTRODUCTION  

Urban space is formed by the combination of natural environment and individual, built environment. In addition to this, 
historical, economic and social developments create a unique identity and create a unique culture. It is possible to read this 
urban identity and culture physically in the built environment and socially in urban life. Individuals living in the city and 
experiencing it for some reason constitute a collective memory of the city. Even though the built environment that constitutes 
the past and the urban identity continues to exist in urban spaces that have undergone transformations for various reasons 
throughout the history process, it is often differentiated in social, cultural and economic terms. In this context, it is necessary 
to analyze the existing network of relations between urban space, urban identity and collective memory with multidimensional 
parameters. 

Coastal cities differ from land cities in terms of their physical and social relations. Water is a focal point for the city. For the 
coastal city, on the one hand, it is a limiting and on the other hand a trigger for development. Istanbul has maintained its identity 
as a coastal city throughout its history. Especially since the Golden Horn is a protected harbor, the harbors on the shores of the 
Marmara have made Istanbul a commercial center since early times. Thus, it became a developed city with a cosmopolitan 
structure. The shaping of the city parts behind the harbor to support the port function is one of the visible formations of the 
physical impact of water on the city space. In addition, many formations such as the Bosphorus, the islands and the beach 
culture that emerged in the late periods supported Istanbul's coastal city identity. It has left a highly developed tangible and 
intangible cultural heritage related to water in Istanbul. 

Cultural heritage is the symbol and proof of the existence, identity and continuity of human beings, societies and cultural groups 
that make up the society. Intangible and intangible cultural heritage includes historical, documentary, aesthetic-artistic, 
symbolic, social, economic, religious and spiritual and even political values [1]. In every period of history, there are concerns 
about protecting cultural heritage for different purposes and reasons. In the 18th century, with the influence of the interest in 
the Hellenic and Roman works, some legal arrangements were developed in the 19th century with the restoration work of 
Viollet-le-Duc and became a discipline in the second half of the 20th century. From the beginning of the awareness of the 
protection of cultural heritage to the present, new concepts and new methods of conservation have been developed. In addition 
to developments in the conservation area, threats and problems to cultural heritage remain. Although the lack of common 
awareness of the cultural heritage of the societies is a primary problem, many reasons such as unconscious practices, population 
growth, administrative errors, uncontrolled and unplanned tourism activities and economic concerns increase the threats to 
cultural heritage. International organizations such as UNESCO, ICOMOS, ICORP, DOCOMOMO provide meetings, by-laws, 
declarations, and constantly make suggestions and recommendations for current problems. In addition, studies on cultural 
heritage are being carried out with the cultural ministries, conservation boards, non-governmental organizations, academicians 
working in the field of conservation. 

Protecting the tangible and intangible cultural heritage and transferring it to future generations is a common responsibility for 
societies. Although this responsibility is primarily for the community living in the area where the heritage is located, the 
universality of the cultural heritage reveals the necessity of the societies to develop a common awareness of protection. The 
aim of the study is to contribute to the transfer of the heritage to future generations within the framework of universal 
consciousness without deteriorating the originality and identity of the heritage. 

It is important for the cultural continuity of societies that the components of each cultural heritage are integrated and protected 
with contemporary life. The protection of cultural heritage plays an important role in the development of social integration and 
mutual understanding within the framework of common values.  

The concept of ‘Cultural Route’ is a concept that arises as a result of the development of sciences and consciousness related to 
the protection of cultural heritage. The concept, which began to gain visibility with the establishment of the European Cultural 
Route Program in 1987 and the designation of the Santiago Way as a cultural route, was defined in the Cultural Route Card 
published by ICOMOS in 2008 [2]. Preserving, interpreting and presenting the natural and cultural heritage in a holistic way 
are the main objectives in planning the routes. Cultural routes, which are a means of bringing together the built environment 
and natural elements such as monuments, city parts, vegetation on the route they are created, connect national or international 
regions and provide cooperation between the people living in these regions in order to maintain and preserve the values on the 
route. The Declaration of the Santiago Road of 23 November 1987 emphasized the unifying power of humans on the 
identification of the Santiago Road as a cultural route [3]. In order to ensure protection and sustainability during the planning 
process, it is necessary to understand the area, to determine the basic characteristics that provide originality, to make route 
selections, to develop projects and to identify the partners. All these are handled based on a method. Cultural routes can be 
established on a historical road route that existed in the past, or can now be planned as new roads that provide human flow to 
serve a special purpose. Creating a well-planned cultural route as a conservation approach in the areas of cultural heritage 
where protection, sharing, sustainable use and awareness of human beings in this regard is necessary, is considered to be 
effective in integrating cultural heritage with the contemporary life and transferring it to the future.  

Within the scope of this study, it is aimed to contribute to the survival of coastal culture by establishing a cultural route in 
Istanbul, which is a coastal city and whose relations with this coast are physically and socially restricted. 
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URBAN SPACE - URBAN IDENTITY - COLLECTIVE MEMORY 

There is a process and relationship between each other and the historical, economic and social developments. This mutual 
relationship exists between space and memory. In this sense, the city is an area where different experiences are expressed in 
different ways and collective memory is produced spatially [4]. According to İlhan Tekeli, these different experiences 
contribute to individuals' idea of the city they live in and to associate the city with a set of values and ultimately to determine 
the identity of the city with an idealization. David Harvey explains the mutual collective production relationship between the 
city and the individual: ‘Collectively we produce our cities, collectively we produce ourselves’. 

Lefebvre suggests that space is a social production with a trilogy of spaces designed by architects and planners as abstract 
(space representations), lived through symbols and meanings (representation spaces) and perceived in daily life (space 
practices) [5]. Representations of space depend on the order, knowledge and codes formed by the relations of production, while 
the spaces of representation include the complex symbolisms of social life that may also depend on art. Space practices include 
space and spatial spaces specific to social formation, production and reproduction. Space practices also define a relationship 
between every individual in the society and provide continuity and commitment. In this context, it is clearly seen that there is 
a continuous relationship between the urban space and the individual and all kinds of economic, social, cultural, political, etc. 
parameters. 

According to Halbwachs, the bearer of memory is not only individual, society and time but also space. Collective memory 
often arises with a spatial component [6]. In the present concept of nostalgia, which Frederic Jameson describes as a mode of 
perception that allows the observer to look at something that he has never lost, it is possible to say that this perception, which 
creates nostalgia for an unexperienced time, may originate from the memory conveyed by Halbwachs. 

Jan Assman says that when the relationship with the past is established, the past can settle in our consciousness as the past. It 
connects the formation of memory with the past by establishing two relationships; the first is that the past has not completely 
disappeared and left a mark behind, and the second is that these traces show a characteristic difference from today [7]. This 
view of Assman supports the idea that continuity between past, present and future will be ensured from the common memory 
of places and individuals. 

In view of the idea that we learn who or what we are in society through the framework of time and space, Bourdie argues that 
the reason why collective rhythms are so strongly demanded is that temporal forms or spatial structures are not merely 
representative of the group's representation of the world. According to the organizer, the group itself also structures, in the form 
of conducts the idea. With the view that everything is a time and space, it can be said that by giving social meanings to times 
and spaces, the prescription of social order is formed and collective memory is defined. The memories of individuals and 
communities are supported by concrete references. The loss of urban spaces, which are concrete references to the history of the 
city, leads to the loss of identity. There is a network of relationships between being aware of the past and present and future. In 
order to be aware of the past, the city offers a landscape of values in which different layers of time are embodied. 

It can be said that the identity of a city is a community of many identities corresponding to each of the individuals and social 
groups. In this sense, the collective memory of urban identity and urban identity serves as a framework that unites different 
groups of society. 

Svetlana Boym approaches the collective memory associated with assuring the continuity that Assman emphasizes through the 
concept of space practices and Lefebvre's concept of space practices. Boym describes the devotion to the past as a global 
outbreak of nostalgia, a longing for a community with collective memory, a longing for continuity in a fragmented world, and 
sees it as a defense mechanism [8]. In his book Retrotopia, Zymunt Bauman mentions that the modern world, which is rapidly 
changing and transforming, looks and feels like a foreign country, astonishing, confusing and confusing people. He explains 
that Kant, who produces the concept of progress, tends to be afraid of the future and startled by the excesses of today's people 
with the opposite feelings that he wants to awaken [9]. Bauman also refers to David Lowenthal's book ‘The Past Is a Foreign 
Country’. As the hopes of progress fade, heritage brings us with a view that consoles us with tradition. This interest in the past 
in Lowenthal's book; ‘... is a set of trends that are truly global, with their predecessors, promises and problems. These tendencies 
cause the separation and isolation of the individual from the family, the family from the neighborhood, the neighborhood from 
the nation and even from the previous self. Such changes reflect various aspects of life: increasing life expectancy, 
disintegration of the family, the disappearance of the familiar environment, the accelerated outmoded process, genocide and 
mass migration and the growing fear of technology. While all of this erodes expectations from the future, it raises awareness 
of the past and infuses millions of people with a view that they need a legacy and debts H The only thing that prevents us from 
staying completely direct is to stick to the remains of stability.’ is expressed as. It should also be noted that in the continuation 
of the statements, it is warned that the heritage builds a collective pride and common purpose, but in doing so our heritage is 
wrong to be distinguished in the form of their heritage. [9] 

There is a close nurturing relationship between urban space, experiences in urban space and urban memory and urban identity. 
The concrete traces of the relationship between these concepts have been seen in the interventions of modernism in the city. 
Especially in the 20th century, when modernism was intensified, studies involving relations between urban space, urban 
memory and urban identity began. The fact that cities lost their identities and started to become uniform has affected such 
studies. While the natural environment such as geography, climate and topography constitutes the city's life style and social 
structure, the social structure continues to affect the natural environment with the built environment it produces. The unique 
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social and physical differences of each place constitute the identity of the city. The potential of modernism to create uniform 
cities erodes their unique urban identities and erodes their memories. In short, changes in the physical environment of the city 
lead to changes in urban memory [4]. 

In the process which is the return of modernity, concepts such as fragmentation, transience and chaotic change emerge. In 
addition to cultural phenomena, cultural producers and analysts also share in the devastating change of the modern process. In 
response to modernism, which is rapidly transforming and transforming, various writers and thinkers unite in the idea of the 
unreliability of modernity. It is also common that this transformation process creates chaos. In this period, the defeats of 
modernism as much as the defenders were put forward in critical productions in various branches of art. From the first half of 
the 19th century onwards, modernism was largely an urban phenomenon. An intense migration from rural to urban areas, 
industrialization, mechanization and intense change in the architectural environment are booming in urban growth. 

The built environment that emerges with the shaping of the urban space is also related to the life practices of the society. 
Especially public spaces are very important in the formation of urban identity and social memory. Thus, urban space offers the 
basic plane that will enable us to explore the past in the formation of collective memory and urban identity [4]. 

Our individual and collective experiences stemming from space and time are diverse. David Harvey states that the challenge is 
to bridge the gap between cultural change and the dynamics of political economy by developing a framework of interpretation 
that encompasses all of these experiences [10]. 

COASTAL CITY ISTANBUL 

Although coastal cities show similar characteristics with land cities in terms of physical and social relations, they have 
fundamental differences. In coastal cities, the city is shaped according to water. Although the water city is physically limited 
in a sense, it is the most important factor in shaping the city. 

Providing ease of transportation, coastal cities are generally the centers where trade is directed. Historically, coastal cities, 
which enable overseas trade, have not only led the national economy but also played an active role in the international economy. 
Therefore, coastal cities are the cities where trade is directed in terms of ease of transportation and they are oriented according 
to trade as physical space. Diversity has increased in maritime transport between countries. Trade-oriented coastal cities are 
shaped according to trade with port structures and building units for port needs in the background. Such a formation is clearly 
visible in the Eminönü Hanlar District in Istanbul. In the region, the pier structures on the shore, the storage structures behind 
it and the bazaar are completely seaside-oriented. In this area, besides its physical structure, a unique economic, cultural and 
social relations network has been established. 

Coastal cities not only mean a specific spatial and functional order, but also a unique social and cultural order. Each city has a 
unique structure of local social networks and cultures. In addition to all these unique local structures, one of the distinguishing 
features of coastal cities is that they are a gateway to the world. Coastal cities have a cosmopolitan structure due to the 
development of maritime transport and maritime trade. The presence of foreigners, foreign goods and consequently foreign 
cultures in the city creates a cosmopolitan city [11]. In this cosmopolitanism, relationship networks are also diversified. 
Although each coastal city differs from one another in terms of local cultures and social networks, there are many similarities 
in terms of the relationships they establish with the outside. 

Istanbul has been a coastal city with water throughout its history. Istanbul has dynamics that shape the city in terms of coastal-
city relations. During the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman periods and before, Istanbul was developed as an important 
settlement and trade city due to its relation with the coast. The Golden Horn and Marmara coasts are shaped by harbor structures 
and storage areas behind them. Especially the Golden Horn is preferred because it is a very protected harbor. During the 
Ottoman period, the city remained a port city. The raw materials coming from various parts of the Ottoman Empire were 
discharged to the piers that existed along the Golden Horn to meet the consumption needs of the peninsula and the necessary 
cities. As in the Byzantine period, the peninsula had an understanding of consumption rather than production. In this case, 
Istanbul has a high share of being a crowded capital city. As well as consumer goods from other Ottoman cities, valuable 
consumer goods from European cities were gathered in the port of Istanbul. 

The transportation routes and spatial structures that determine the trade structure and development of the city came to the 
forefront with the topography of the city as well as before the Ottoman Empire. The Golden Horn is a safe bay with waters 
deep enough to allow ships to approach the shores. With this feature, the Golden Horn became a commercial center in every 
period of the city. During the Ottoman period, although most of the Byzantine ports were abandoned, the Golden Horn coast 
continued to develop as a commercial center. Each of the piers on the two sides of the Golden Horn has a separate function. 
Foreign merchants come to the piers on Karaköy and Tophane coasts on the northern side. Trade in this port is a sub-sector of 
trade such as seafarers, brokers, civil servants, clerks, brokers, agents, embassy representatives, pier porters, porters, janissaries 
guarding boats, taverns and all kinds of vendors based on the presence of foreign merchants. Although Galata Port is the port 
where international trade is carried out, it is not a port that meets the needs of the city itself. The port where the needs of the 
city are met is the port on the South coast where food and consumer goods are brought from various cities of the empire. 

When coming from Marmara, the first piers, Meydan Pier and Bahçekapı, are the place where the vessels bringing products 
from Izmit region, Black Sea, East Marmara, Aegean Islands and Egypt are unloaded. The Eminonu Pier, which is further 
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afield, is the most densely populated area. It is the pier where ships from Western Anatolia are berthed; As in Galata, a 
commercial area connected to the maritime sector developed alongside the piers. Together with Eminönü, Hasır Pier, 
Zindankapı and Yemiş Pier are the berths used in Istanbul's fresh food supply. Firewood Pier is divided into firewood and 
construction timber from Izmit region. Ayazmakapı Pier is the place where ships coming from the northern shores of Marmara 
and bringing Eastern Thrace products are berthed. In Balat Pier, all kinds of food brought from various places and for the food 
of the capital are discharged. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The coasts of the Golden Horn became 
areas where shipyards and industrial buildings were settled. In this respect, the first traces of the industry can be read in the 
urban fabric today. In addition to industrial buildings, it was used as summer recreation areas during the Ottoman period. 

The Bosphorus is also an area where settlements have started since ancient times. The development of the Bosphorus 
settlements, which consist of small villages, has increased especially since the 16th century. In the 18th century, with the effects 
of the construction of some embassies (such as Büyükdere and Yeniköy) and the construction of summer palaces during the 
westernization period, social life became even more alive. In addition, coastal palaces, Bosphorus mansions, Bosphorus hills 
with the construction of architectural mansions began to form. In the 19th century, the use of the Bosphorus as small coastal 
squares, promenade areas and public spaces was observed. In addition to the settlements of the villages in the summer and 
winter, secondary structures with summer houses were developed. The commencement of the ferry service, which facilitates 
access to the Bosphorus, has contributed to the development of this region. In addition, ferry trips have created a privileged 
culture with a special place today. 

Similar features with the Bosphorus can be seen in the islands settlements and on the shore coastline on the Kadıköy-Kartal 
line. The areas where summer secondary houses are located and where the beach culture developed especially in the 20th 
century have developed in relation to the coast. Similarly, the settlement characteristics of Florya and Bakirkoy vicinity have 
developed in terms of coastal relations.  

In terms of settlement characteristics in Istanbul, the Bosphorus, Mamara coasts, islands and the Golden Horn offer a wide 
range of social, cultural and physical relations. The close relationship of Istanbul, a coastal city with water, has increased the 
richness of the city in every sense such as architecture and daily life. In addition to the tangible and intangible heritage of the 
coasts, another water-related heritage that should not be forgotten is that drinking water structures are formed. Aqueducts 
carrying water to the city and open and closed cisterns that provide water storage are the structures that have an effect in the 
city space. Roman baths, Ottoman baths and lanterns are also important values of Istanbul, the water city.  

Sea Bath and Beach Culture in Istanbul 

In Istanbul, there was no social and physical construction related to water during the Ottoman period. The culture of entering 
the sea began in the second half of the 19th century with sea baths, which consisted of wooden curtains. Before the Republic, 
it is known with the concepts of maritime trade, travel and landscape. With the concepts of freedom and secularism settled with 
the Republican period, the culture of entertainment at sea has also developed [13]. 

Figure 1. Galata Bridge and Eminönü [12] 
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The transition from the sea bath to the beaches was due to the beach habits of the White Russians who fled their countries 
during the Russian revolution. Since the 1920s, the sea baths have been replaced by the beaches where men and women can 
swim together. The beaches, which are rapidly adopted by the city dwellers living in Istanbul, created their own entertainment 
and fashion culture. With the beaches such as Moda Beach, Florya Beach, Salacak Beach, Caddebostan Beach, Küçüksu Beach, 
Süreyya Beach, Ataköy Beach, Istanbul experienced a period in which the sea culture was integrated with the city. Until the 
1960s, beach culture lived its golden age. After this period, with its rapid sociological changes, it lost its place in the city. 
Today, beach culture in Istanbul is almost negligible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unreachable Shore 

In the coastal city of Istanbul, the interaction between the coast and the inhabitants is quite limited. It can be said that the old 
beach and promenade cultures remain only memories. In addition to this, the fact that the coastal areas are turned into rent areas 
with private properties and private enterprises prevents the citizens to reach the shore at many points. Administrative errors, 
economic concerns have led to the transformation of coastal areas into specific groups. The fact that the population has 
increased considerably in Istanbul minimizes the utilization of the few places where the urbanite can reach the shore within the 
busy life. Although a generation of pre-generations had a coastal memorial store in Istanbul, it is possible to say that in the 
generations of our time, coastal memory was formed only by stories of past generations and old photographs. 

 

Figure 2. Sea Bath [14] 

	

Figure 3. Salacak Beach [14] 
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CULTURAL ROUTE CONCEPT 

Defining the Concept of Cultural Route 

Cities or parts of the city with their unique qualities have an important place in the protection of cultural values. Cities with 
their unique identity with their nature, history and culture are privileged and must be protected. These cities are the common 
heritage of all humanity as well as those living on it. All tangible, intangible values that are considered as the common cultural 
heritage of the world should be shared and experienced as well as being lived as partners. The concept of cultural route is a 
concept that emerged as a result of the development of sciences and consciousness related to the protection of cultural heritage. 

Since the early ages, people have been moving primarily to meet their housing and food needs. Visits to the sanctuaries, the 
discovery of new places for military purposes, the transport of merchandise, the necessity of seasonal migration and reasons 
for the movement of people have changed over time. As a result of technological developments, movement forms and tools 
have changed. Today, the mobility of people to travel is an important part of the tourism sector. People also travel to see and 
share the life, food, architecture, religious culture of different societies. These journeys can be planned or unplanned, on a 
particular route or on a route that varies according to the conditions of the journey, with different modes of transport. People 
will experience the way of life for a short time along the route they travel. 

The concept of cultural route has brought a more comprehensive approach to the preservation of cultural heritage and its direct 
association with cultural, natural and historical components. Different routes provide rich contributions to cultural heritage 
through cultural routes. In this way, the interaction of societies in intercultural connections develops. Different peoples, 
different cultures are brought together in a communication for the same purpose on a route established for a specific purpose. 
This communication enables the preservation and preservation of the common cultural heritage along the route. 

While creating cultural routes, in addition to the use of roads that existed for different purposes (such as religion, trade) in a 
certain period in time or in part, new ways can be used to provide human flow to serve a special purpose [2]. 

A single definition cannot be mentioned when defining the cultural route. The sources studied and the observations in the 
studies prepared on this subject are the characteristics of a road that will be referred to as a cultural route in the definition of 
cultural route. In the Cultural Routes Chart published by ICOMOS in 2008, it is basically defined as any kind of physically 
segregated means of communication characterized by its historical functionality and specific characteristics that serve a specific 
and well-defined purpose [2]. It also reflects the exchange of multidimensional, continuous and mutual goods, ideas, 
information and various values between peoples, countries, regions or continents over long periods of time. Cultural routes in 
which the influences of new cultures, which are influenced by the cultures in communication, can be seen include a dynamic 
historical system.  

One of the most important characteristics of cultural routes is that a common culture is shared and consequently reflects the 
relationship and mobility between cultures, people and ethnic groups. Heritage elements and cultural practices, such as 
ceremonies, festivals, religious celebrations, which represent common values for different societies within a specific cultural 
and historical area, are also included in the content of the cultural route. Routes can be formed by the predominance of 
historical cities, rural settlements, traditional life, ancient settlements, individual historical structures, natural environment 
and wildlife components, or by the presence of several together. Located on the route; monuments, city fragments, vegetation 
is a tool that brings together the built and natural cultural elements [2]. 

Development of the Concept of Cultural Route 

The process from the definition and acceptance of the concept of cultural route to the development of the concept has started 
with meetings and laws. According to the sources examined, the beginning of the process of defining the concept can be 
considered as 1964. In 1964, the Council of Europe was convened, composed of experts, called Continuous Europe. For the 
first time, this council presented a report to raise collective awareness of the most important cultural areas in Europe and their 
integration into cultural culture and entertainment. 

Then, in 1972, the UNESCO General Conference adopted the Convention on the Protection of World Cultural and Natural 
Heritage, which combines the protection of natural values and cultural features under a single heading. The Convention clearly 
defines the elements to be considered as cultural and natural heritage. The responsibilities of all States that have signed the 
Convention are outlined. It is stated that natural and cultural assets, wherever in the world, are the common heritage of all the 
peoples of the world and that a common understanding of protection should be adopted. It has been emphasized that the damage 
that cultural and natural assets will suffer is impoverishment on behalf of all the peoples of the world [1]. 

In the light of the report prepared by the expert group Continuous Europe in 1984, the Council of Europe invited all member 
states to encourage the launch of the European Cultural Route Program. The European Cultural Route Program was established 
in 1987 in accordance with the decision of the Council of Ministers [15]. 
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Following the establishment of the program in 1987, the Council of Europe named Santiago de Compostela Pilgrim Routes the 
first European Cultural Route. The Santiago de Compostela Pilgrim Route is a pilgrimage road of approximately 800km, which 
is considered holy by Christians. After being accepted as a cultural route, it is not only for pilgrimage. After the Santiago Road 
was accepted as a cultural route, the concept of cultural route became physically exemplary. The Santiago Road was classified 
as a World Heritage Site in 1993 by the International Committee for the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 
after being identified as the first cultural route. 

On 24-25 November 1994, the first expert meeting on cultural routes was organized by UNESCO and ICOMOS under the 
heading of Routes as a Part of our Cultural Heritage. In 1997, the European Cultural Routes Institute (EICR), which was 
responsible for the development of the Council of Europe's Cultural Route Program, was established. In 1998, the International 
Scientific Committee for Cultural Routes (ICCR) of ICOMOS was established.  

In 2001, a conference was organized with the cooperation of UNESCO and ICOMOS: Making Runways from Point to Road: 
The Heritage of Routes and Journeys. During the meeting, issues related to the history, nature and usage of the routes were 
discussed.   

Figure 4. Santiago de Compostela Pilgrim Routes [16] 
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Another important development in the development of the concept of cultural route is the establishment of a web site in order 
to provide access to relevant information on the internet. In 2002 the EICR's Luxembourg presidency established a website, 
Cultural Routes and Landscapes, A Common Heritage - www.culture-routes.lu. The website includes informative topics such 
as the Council of Europe, activities and decisions related to cultural routes.  

In April 2012, various initiatives were organized by the Council of Europe in projects, workshops and meetings such as Certess 
and Crossroads of Europe. 

On 30 November 2012, the Colmar Declaration was issued by the Council of Europe to commemorate the 25th anniversary of 
the Cultural Route Program. This text is the meeting decision text of experts interested in researchers, international 
organizations, non-governmental organizations, local and regional authorities and cultural routes. The text invited everyone to 
collaborate for the development of the concept. In addition, management, regional development and technology related to 
cultural routes have been mentioned. 

As of 2019, there are thirty-eight cultural routes registered as the European Cultural Route. Cultural routes have been created 
in various themes.  

In 2012, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism with the support of the establishment of the Association of Cultural Routes, in 
terms of the development of the concept of cultural routes in Turkey has been an important year. Today there are twenty-one 
routes defined by the association. Cultural Routes Association of Turkey in 2019 and conducted with stakeholders, linking 
Europe and Asia and Eurasia Road, was presented to the European Council as candidate to the European Cultural Routes 
Program. 

The Cultural Routes and Religious Tourism Conference was organized by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism on December 
20-23, 2012 within the scope of the Second Cultural Tourism Summit and Exhibition. 2012 Throughout 2013, the Foundation 
for the Protection and Promotion of Environment and Cultural Values (ÇEKÜL) carried out a Regional Priority Program for 
Culture. Cultural Routes Planning Guide was created by ÇEKÜL in 2015. 

Cultural Route Types and Classification 

The definition and classification of the concept of cultural route is made by specifying the tangible or intangible features of the 
area to be determined as cultural route. Considering the emergence and development process of the concept of cultural route, 
Routes as a Part of our Cultural Heritage, which emerged in cooperation with ICOMOS-UNESCO, provides information about 
the class characteristics of cultural routes [18]. Physical characteristics, cultural characteristics, aims and a number of temporary 
characteristics are expressed as general headings where cultural routes are collected.  

When the common topics of information obtained from many sources examining and explaining the concept of cultural route 
are identified, it is seen that it is also effective in the classification of the important features that are defined as a cultural route 

Figure 5. European Cultural Routes Website [17] 
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and which can be proposed as a cultural route. Routes are grouped under the same or different headings according to their 
characteristics reflecting their characters. Thus, the classification of a cultural route also allows it to be defined.  

Religious events on the routes, trade activities, military events, sports events, taking place in a special time period, regular 
ways, exchange between different societies, natural history environment, having an architectural language or feature, such as 
being a route matched with historical personalities It is classified with prominent features. A cultural route can sometimes have 
only one or a few of these features.  

The main classification of cultural routes is categorized under six main headings in the ICOMOS Cultural Route Card published 
in 2008 [2]. 

Local, national, regional or transcontinental classification is made according to the areas covered by cultural routes. For 
example, the Mozart Roads in Europe is a regional cultural route spanning 10 countries, while the Viking Route is an 
intercontinental cultural route spanning twenty-two countries.  

In another classification, it can be evaluated according to its cultural content with its features such as being extended to different 
geographical areas which continue to share the process of mutual interaction within a certain cultural region or in the formation 
and development of common or cultural values. This classification may in fact be related to the soil coverage of the cultural 
route. A route local can also reflect a single specific culture. It also reflects various cultures along a Cultural Route covering 
international or intercontinental areas. Prehistoric Rock Art Ways can be exemplified as a cultural route covering a common 
culture for Europe and even the world. 

According to the objectives, the types of routes can be determined for the purposes of social, cultural, economic or political 
purposes in the evaluation of the cultural routes formed in the past or created today. For example; The Silk Road has existed 
for economic purposes as a trade axis. The Santiago Way is a pilgrimage route that has been formed in the context of cultural 
and social values. 

Depending on the availability at a given time, the duration of use of cultural routes under the influence of socio-economic, 
political and cultural changes can be expressed and evaluations can be made on route type.  

Cultural routes can occur in different physical forms. Routes can be located in a linear route or in circular, cross, radial or crotch 
form.   

Routes can only occur on land or sea roads, some of them can be formed on roads that continue on the sea. For example; The 
Viking Route is a cultural route consisting of land and sea routes covering twenty-two countries, defined by the Council of 
Europe in 1993 as a cultural route. 

Cultural Route Planning 

With the increasing interest in cultural heritage areas, problems such as wear and tear, destruction of the area and even loss of 
identity have emerged. In order to prevent such negative effects, there is a need to plan for cultural heritage sites. 

The necessity of determining who will do what, for what purpose, how and by using what tools and resources requires planning 
the management of cultural heritage. After the management plan prepared for the fields is prepared and implemented, it requires 
a self-feeding by rearranging it by evaluating its positive and negative aspects.  

Planning a cultural route in urban or rural heritage areas plays an important role in preventing such unplanned settlements and 
human destruction. Preserving, interpreting and presenting the natural and cultural heritage in a holistic way are the main 
objectives of planning. Cultural routes keep the original values alive in the regions where they are planned. Traditional forms 
of production prevent the loss of values such as local architecture. At the same time, it contributes to the economy of the people 
of that region and to the national economy by participating in the life of the original values. The planned activities in order to 
prevent damage to the original values of unplanned tourism activities can also control the intensity in the region.  

In order to ensure protection and sustainability during the planning process, it is necessary to understand the area, to determine 
the basic characteristics that provide originality, to make route selections, to develop projects and to identify the partners. All 
these are handled based on a method. Throughout the process, both in terms of spatial and stakeholder and the need to resolve 
a wide range of issues related to the field is working in a broad framework. Due to the width of the areas, physical spaces also 
vary. Similarly, the differences in social areas are important details to consider in the planning process. 

In order to understand the area, field studies are carried out. Meetings with experts from different disciplines (history, 
archeology, architecture, sociology, civil society, ecology, economics, city planning, etc.) are discussed and analyzed in every 
aspect of the field and decisions are produced in accordance with the results. In cultural route planning, regional plans such as 
master plans, tourism development zones, tourism routes, as well as the possibility of being in contact with the local people are 
taken into consideration [19]. 
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First of all, the actors, process participants, stakeholders, teams to be involved, resources, how the work will be conducted, 
which administrations will be established and a draft of the process are determined. As a first step, the teams to be involved in 
the process and the task areas of these teams are determined. Teams such as management, planning and project, technical work, 
science board are formed. Draft works, which work will be done by whom, which methods and tools will be used, how long 
and how much budget to be done is determined. Another stage of the planning process is the determination of financial 
resources. In cultural route planning, financial resources are allocated from the municipal budget. In addition, it can be obtained 
from the Cultural Tourism Funds of institutions such as public institutions, development agencies and chambers of commerce.  

In addition to the historical values of the area where the route will be planned, the current physical structure of the route should 
also be determined. Determination of service capacity, land conditions in the area such as accommodation, trade, public 
transportation will affect the planning decisions. Decisions such as the age group or pedestrian, vehicle, bicycle movement 
types to be addressed, whether to move singly or as a community, and the duration of the journey.  

Users are guided through various routing systems and markings along the routes. The guidance and information systems to be 
used must be planned in a common language and understandable. Another step that needs to be carefully developed is security. 
Particularly in rural areas, the requirements for the safety of the users and, if necessary, the local community should be 
established in advance. Continuous monitoring and maintenance of cultural heritage against wear and misuse are planned.  

With the implementation of route planning, which aims to protect and support the local economy, there is an expectation that 
access to and promotion of the area will be improved. It is important to introduce routes in order to ensure the functioning of 
the routes. In the promotion of the area, both remotely accessible internet environment for visitors, digital applications, printed 
resources, mapping systems should be taken into consideration, and tools such as meetings, posters and brochures for local 
people are used.  

EXAMPLES OF CULTURAL ROUTES RELATED TO WATER 

European Cultural Routes have already existed or have been created within the framework of a specific theme. Routes covering 
a wide range of topics include partially or fully water-related routes. Routes such as The Hansa, the Viking Route, the 
Phoenician Route, the Historic Thermal Cities Route are all related to water. Water was created to protect tangible and 
intangible cultures, promoted and lived to act. In this context, The Hansa and Viking Route routes will be examined in more 
detail. 

The Hansa 

In the mid-13th century, German maritime traders came together to lay the foundation for the Hansa community as a means of 
maintaining their common economic interests. Up to the 17th century, 225 countries participated, having a significant impact 
on the economy, politics and trade, along the northern European coast, particularly around the Baltic Sea.  

The Hansa was certified as a cultural route by the Council of European Cultural Routes in 1991. The network consists of 190 
cities from 16 countries, most of which are on the UNESCO World Heritage List. It is seen as the pioneer of the European 
Union in the Middle Ages. 

Travellers may choose to visit any of the cities that are pan of this large network, and all of them can be visited all year round. 
However, there is one very special occasion, the annual Hanseatic day that brings together citizens from more than 100 
European cities in 16 countries to celebrate understanding, respect and co-operation. Through hundreds of different activities, 
markets and exhibitions the traveller can experience the essence of the unique Hanseatic spirit!  

Hanseatic Week is celebrated in Novgorod, one of the cities on the Cultural Route. During this week, activities such as games, 
exhibitions, theme tours are organized in schools and libraries. An imaginary trip to the Middle Ages takes place at the Great 
Hanseatic Journey Festival. Costumed performances, Hansa Market with food and beverages, workshops and competitions are 
organized. 

During the events of the Hanseatic Week, a photography contest was organized, entitled Hanseatic Union: history, cities, 
people. The best works were collected in an exhibition. Similarly, the best Medieval costume contest was held. The best 
costumes in this competition were introduced at a fashion show. In addition to international competitions, national competitions 
are organized. Bloggers are encouraged to participate in these contests. In this way, it is aimed to reach more people. 

Hanseatic Day is celebrated in Estonia in early summer. Various activities are organized throughout the day. In addition to this, 
the Hansa Museum, which includes traders, economic systems related to maritime trade, daily life, Hansa image, original 
exhibitions and revitalized scenes, was created. The museum is located in an old castle structure, integrated with the 
archaeological excavation area. In addition, concerts, readings and panels are organized regularly in the museum.  
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A wide range of activities attract visitors to cities and promote culture. In addition, it is ensured that the existing cultures are 
preserved and maintained, and the disappeared cultures are kept alive.  

Viking Routes 

The Viking Age was the period from 8th to 11th century during which Vikings achieved unrivalled boat building, navigational 
and seamanship skills allowing them to travel widely throughout Northern and Western Europe, the North Atlantic, into the 
Mediterranean and deep into the rivers of Russia and the Ukraine. The route was certified in 1993 as a cultural routes. 

The Viking Cultural Route is a far-ranging, significant collection of sites, stories and heritage that represent the shared Viking 
legacy of Europe and beyond. The Vikings established important trading centres such as in Hedeby (Germany), Birka (Sweden), 
Jorvik (United Kingdom), Dublin (Ireland) and Kiev (Ukraine) and they also left a clear legacy behind them wherever they 
went. Examples can be found in the remaining traces of their early law courts, known as "things", in local place names, in their 
impact on language and social structures, their legacies of art and literature and the surviving archaeological sites. Much of the 
Viking story is recorded in the form of intangible heritage such as sagas, recounting the deeds and travels of the Vikings. 

The route includes more than sixty regions including towns, farms, quarries, ships, objects, museums, archaeological remains 
and examples of reconstructed tall houses. Visitors can explore the culture of the Vikings on a journey across national borders. 
It also takes part in many activities such as the establishment of the Viking Markets.  

In the cities that are within the scope of the cultural route, Viking culture is kept alive with costumed competitions, markets, 
museums, festivals, old Scandinavian games. There are also open museums where Viking structures and ships are rebuilt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. One Of The Hanseatic Day Activities [20] 

Figure 7. Viking Festival [21] 
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All these activities reach a wide range of visitor groups. It is ensured that the water-related culture created by the Vikings in 
coastal cities is maintained and promoted. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In coastal cities, water was once the center of urban life and determined the city's atmosphere, sounds, smell and rhythm. Even 
as a term, coastal cities evoke many familiar images for residents or visitors. The present concept of Nostalgia is used by 
Frederic Jameson to describe a mode of perception that allows the observer to look longingly at something he has never lost. 
Similar to Jameson's definition today, it can be said that both coastal cities' inhabitants and visitors are confronted with the 
nostalgic image of coastal structures, a reminder of a past they have not experienced.  

Spatial and temporal practices are closely related to the processes of reproduction and transformation of social relations. The 
history of social change can be grasped through their understanding of space and time and the ideological uses to which they 
can be run. Any project that wants to change society has to comprehend the complex network of transformation of spatial and 
temporal understanding and practices [10]. 

Successful public space projects and the best types of public space allow for the inclusion of multiple meanings and all 
community levels. The success of the development plans in the coastal regions will depend on their differentness, their 
incorporation of various meanings, how well they understand their needs and potentials and the ways to improve the quality of 
life in the work areas [22]. 

According to İlhan Tekeli, space is not only a structure, but also a process and a system. It is necessary to talk about a two-way 
interaction process, not a one-way influence. With an interdisciplinary comparative research process, different structures, 
different types of urban development and various socio-cultural conditions need to be identified. During the project phases, 
there were failures in the transformations, the objectives of which were not well defined and each of the broad parameters were 
not evaluated. 

As in other cities, rapid transformation processes in coastal cities often try to create new identities designed to reveal the identity 
of an existing city through coastal structures and coastal relations. In this sense, it is in contradiction with the images and social 
structure embedded in collective memory. A period in which social memory was eroded, especially for the inhabitants of the 
city, was entered. Maintaining the existence and continuity of physical phenomena separating coastal cities from other cities 
and even social phenomena separating one coastal city from other coastal cities is also important for the protection of urban 
identity and collective memory. Communities can maintain their culture with their own collective memory.  

The reconstruction of the coastal areas and the revitalization of the coastline provides an opportunity to melt water and land, 
history, past and future in a new common life. The use of water as a very large, binding, collective factor contributes to the 
development of a sense of collective space and to be part of a community [22]. 

Suggestions  

The identity of the city, which has developed as a coastal city throughout Istanbul's history, has been eroded especially in recent 
years. In this context, the collective memory of the city and the citizen is lost due to the social and physical cultural heritage 
created by water. Preventing this situation and transferring the water-related cultural heritage constituting the urban identity to 
the future is a necessity in Istanbul, a World Heritage Site.  

It is thought that the method of establishing a cultural route will be beneficial for the preservation, promotion and survival of 
every water-related cultural heritage of Istanbul. As explained in detail in the previous chapters, cultural routes provide a 
holistic approach to the protection, development and survival of cultural heritage. Especially being treated with a multi-
disciplinary formation enables all kinds of values to be considered in the fields in which they are created. From the selection 
of the area in which they are created, cultural routes that address many issues such as determining themes, forming working 
groups, conducting research, funding and managing them, proceed in a multi-dimensional thinking system. Unlike a single 
protection, they are formed by more comprehensive, holistic and higher-scale studies. They show an active system feature that 
can be developed and transformed at any time with feedbacks. It also contributes to the protection of the cultural heritage with 
the living by informing the users in the area in which they are created, creating the fatigue. At the same time, it makes the 
cultural heritage that can be damaged by the intense pressure of tourism, which is a threat, controllable by a planned 
phenomenon of cultural tourism.  

In addition to the preservation of the historical roads and the values that existed in the past, cultural heritage is planned to be 
protected in a special theme and a holistic preservation can be achieved through development and participation in contemporary 
life.  

As a result of all these studies and researches: In coastal culture in Istanbul and the survival of the heritage created by this 
culture; It is thought that various planned and themed cultural routes such as Bosphorus Route, Istanbul's Beaches Route, 
Istanbul's Shipyards Route, etc. can be created. The detailed planning process of the routes requires planning of land and sea 
transportation, identifying users, establishing on-site and remote information systems, and identifying forms of promotion. In 
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addition, as seen in the cultural routes examined as an example; Organizing various festivals, exhibitions and competitions will 
be effective in understanding and experiencing the social and cultural effects of Istanbul's coastal culture. The preservation of 
the existing cultural heritage within the scope of a planned cultural route, and the revitalization of the disappeared, if possible, 
at least in some way reminded of the World Heritage is very important in transferring the identity of the coastal city of Istanbul 
to the future. 
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ABSTRACT  

The definition of “open air area located in the middle of the buildings” is frequently used in many sources as an answer to the 
question of “what is the courtyard? However, considering the quality of the courtyard, the statement becomes insufficient. The 
fact that the layout, function and location of the courtyard vary according to the types of buildings is an important proof of this, 
especially when taking into consideration the traditional architecture. Undoubtedly, the factors shaping social life and 
architecture such as climate and religion play an active role in the formation of this situation. Starting from the fact that each 
element in architectural arrangements is the reflection of life, it is natural that the elements vary in the function-aesthetic-
position axis according to the type of construction. It is also known that the courtyards, of which use in civil, military, 
commercial or religious architectural works have become characteristic of both Turkish architecture and World architecture, 
sometimes take their place in constructions for the sake of keeping the idea alive while they are not distinct as physical places.  

Courtyards are not only places with technical functions, but also relief areas of aesthetic value because they include a fountain 
or pool as one of the general features in traditional architecture. It is clear how water is relevant and intertwined with living 
spaces since the courtyards, in which water sometimes functioned as a sound source, is included in the plan of nearly every 
construction type. 

This study discusses the traditional courtyard design with fountain and manner of applications in different types of constructions 
as an example of the use of construction elements that have developed national identity in Turkish architecture regardless of 
the type of construction, 

 

Key Words: Art history, architecture, architectural history, inner courtyard, water and construction 
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INTRODUCTION  

One of the significant factors which transform societies into nations is the necessity of “having an art form of one’s own”, and 
it renders all kinds of art related acts valuable. It is possible to talk about an art life for durable cultures which develops and 
transfers itself to future with conditions of the religious faith, the political arena and the social life. Besides concepts of art 
which were born in a specific period and in a specific geography, and ceased to exist in the very same place, there are also 
cultures which, independent from time and geographical borders, continued their existence.  

Societies which move to a different destination out of various reasons can only bring with themselves the movable values 
within their material cultures. For architectural structures which fall into the category of immovable cultural properties, this 
condition slightly differs. Especially in periods where it is impossible to keep a visual record, being able to preserve the 
technical and aesthetic characteristics of the artefacts on an informational basis, and to transform them into the future is a 
demanding job, only possible if stuck to tradition. Nevertheless, Turks who established great states in several different 
geographies formed a national stance regarding art -without separating itself from cultural interactions- and preserved this 
stance throughout history to modern day. 

The art identity of Turkish art and architecture which stems from Central Asia, and spreads to Anatolia with the help of the 
Seljuks via migratory routes took form with Byzantium effects, and reached the modern day by passing many phases either 
because of cultural interactions or ideological reasons. The architectural works within this period, while serving the need, reflect 
the social identity by also expressing spirituality. The types of buildings, the period they belong to, the geography on which 
they have been built and the building material might vary, but many traditional structural elements preserved their continuity. 
It is possible to see the traces of identity in many traditional structures such as mosques, madrassas, shrines and caravansaries. 
Just like structural elements such as bows, domes and vaults which are included in the Turkish architectural repertoire, the 
courtyard, regardless of the type of the structure, is a spatial model offering continuity. The courtyard which has a wide range 
thanks to environmental, cultural and social factors was designed either as an open space facing one side of the structure, as a 
formation surrounding the structure or as an inner court surrounded by the structure itself. Regardless of the positional structure 
of the courtyard, the upper parts can either be open or closed according to the climate, and the fountain or the pool appear to 
be a general characteristic of the courtyard. 

The Relationship Between the Building and the Courtyard 

Although the courtyard could not take part in the tent culture in Turks’ pre-Islamic nomadic/semi-nomadic settlements, it 
became prominent with Islamisation as a traditional and characteristic part of the Turkish house. The concept of permanent 
settlement which developed with Islam, the changing family structure and the place of the family within the community are 
indicative of the courtyard’s importance and function. When the Turkish family structure is historically and culturally 
examined, the courtyard implementation appears to be the reflection of the dynamics of daily life to the living space. The 
generalized living conditions like the place of women within the community, privacy, the need to keeping the prayer room 
clean and the physical division between animals (even if they belong to the household) place the courtyard on a functional and 
solution-oriented level. This special place which is both excluded from the house, but also a part of the house isolates the 
building from society’s common use areas. The house organisation in Turkish building types is identified by the sofas to which 
the rooms are opened. As Eldem puts it, the system which sustains the idea of the courtyard within the house is divided into 
two as “with or without the sofa”, and the diagrams (“with sofa” types are generally used) show that three types are prioritized 
which are exterior sofas, interior sofas and middle sofas (Eldem, 1954, p.24).   

Although the courtyard, which can be defined as the “open space” of the house, changed its function culture to culture, its 
foremost function is to separate the family’s private residence from the common use areas. Even if its borders are not set out 
by a distinctive element such as a wall or a fence, or it is not visually and audially isolated, it is recognised that the courtyard 
is for private use. Additionally, it includes areas which are unfavourable to be placed inside the house or which are technically 
or periodically unlikely to be in the house (Köse, 2007, p. 17). The kitchen with the cooker, the floor furnace and the oven, the 
bathhouse, the lodge, the coop, the stable, the woodshed, the well, the garden and the hayloft according to the size and economic 
potential of the family, and the toilet (which moved inside from 19th century onwards) are the primary areas placed in the 
courtyard (Göğebakan, 2015, p. 51,52). “In old architectural design, the toilet was strictly constructed in the courtyard, outside 
the living area. The toilet hole was made with dry rubber masonry and covered with hardwood; ground level was ensured by 
filling it with soil. The sewage was thought to be leaked to the ground. In the event of filled up holes, mechanical tools were 
used for cleaning. No sewer systems were encountered at city level. The leakage of rain water and melted snow water was 
drained to a near lake” (Oymael, Çakır & Bideci, 2011, p. 78). 
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While the areas to be functionalized are determined by need, the climate of the region is essential in the formation of the 
courtyard’s structural characteristics. The high walls for controlling the heat distribution also reduce the effects of the wind. 
Additionally, in regions with high humidity, humidity holding materials were used, and in dry regions, the moisture balance 
was ensured by the help of a pool (Bozkurt & Altınçekiç, 2013, p. 78). Another factor which heavily includes the courtyard 
and water into design in Turkish architecture is the deep-seated concept of privacy. In many areas, the house organisation where 
women and men sit separately (haremlik selamlık) was designed where two outward facing houses sit side by side in a 
horizontal fashion. For smaller houses, vertical planning was used by putting stairs to be used exclusively by men, thus ensuring 
the opposite sex will not encounter each other (Akın, 1995, p. 512). In all these plans, a courtyard indicating the central point 
of each unit and a fountain pool in the middle of the courtyard were placed, thus providing a dominant “sound” over the sound 
of people. While its existence and look provide a refreshing image, its function of sound insulation which prevent the 
conversations to be carried the other places inside of house is remarkable in terms of different functions in architectural design.  

When discussing the tradition of the courtyard in traditional Turkish architecture, apart from domestic architecture, mosques, 
madrassas and caravansaries come to mind.  

The Courtyard Tradition in Caravansaries and Water Usage   

In the middle ages, the caravansaries which were constructed on important trade routes of Anatolia served more than just 
structures which provided accommodation and safety to caravans. With the services of mosques, bathhouses, libraries, 
blacksmiths, veterinarians, physicians and repairmen, they were also structures of culture and social assistance (Aslanapa, 1984, 
p.144).  

The plan types of caravansaries are divided into three as open, closed and a combination of these two (Akozan, 1963, p. 137). 
In these plan types which are formed according to the climate, the courtyard determines the structure’s formation and properties. 
The open caravansaries for summer and combined caravansaries offer more opportunities than the closed caravansaries 
designed for winter. This difference arises from the existence of the courtyard which carry a multifunctional architectural space 
and the existence of water structures. To transport the water (even merely for drinking) which is vital for all living organisms 
without the logistical opportunities of modern day is almost impossible for early period Anatolia. People travelling with the 
caravans which can last for days and weeks can do their laundry, take a bath, stock up water for the road ahead, and provide 
care for their animals in the courtyard where necessary water supplies are provided. To obtain water, the bathhouse, the well 
and the basin are preferably placed in the courtyard. In the centre, there is the fountain placed under the masjid which is erected 
by the help of pillars. The fountain, appealing both to function and aesthetics, also represents an art value combining function 
and aesthetics. 

Figure 8. Traditional courtyard plan (Köse, 2007) 
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When discussing the public buildings in traditional Turkish architecture in the context of the relationship between the courtyard 
and water, the most prevalent element is the fountain. The fountain is, “as an architectural term, the ablution place with a 
dome surrounded by the pool in the courtyard with sprinklers and faucets with running water. Since the first periods of Islam, 
water mechanisms such as pools and wells were built near mosques and masjids for people to perform ablution. In time, 
especially in geographies where Turks are dominant, fountains were constructed. Additionally, fountains can also be seen in 
the courtyards of caravansaries, public houses and madrassas. There are also fountains built inside bazaars or squares to 
serve the purpose of a well. The fountains are the second most prevalent structures after wells in Turkish water architecture” 
(Kılcı, 2010, p. 219). By limiting and preserving the water flow, thus bringing water its own space and making the usage easier, 
the fountains were built in accordance with the style of the period and type of structure they belong to throughout Turkish 
architecture history, enriching its aesthetics. Like pools and wells which provide the vitally important water for all living 
organisms, the fountain found its own place in the courtyard, and as an architectural element, it introduced movement, aesthetics 
and art value to the structure’s outdoors.   

 

 

 

 

Figure	2.	Iğdır	Han	(Aslanapa,	1984) Figure	3.	Evdir	Han	(Aslanapa,	1984)	

Figure	4.	Kayseri	Tuzhisar	Sultan	Hanı	(Akok,1969) 
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The Courtyard with a Fountain Tradition in Madrassas  

In the era of early Anatolian Beyliks architecture which have their origins in Great Seljuk Empire, the plan type previously 
used in mosques was applied to the madrassas because of its functionality. At the madrassas belonging to early Turkmen 
Beyliks, the courtyard is at the central location of the structure. The plan is based fundamentally on the courtyard, and all units 
advance around the central courtyard which acts as a transit area. The courtyard is also needed for students’ leisure time for 
they spend most of their time at the madrassas. In all madrassas which are divided into two categories that are with open and 
with closed courtyards in Anatolian Turkish architecture, a pool with a selsebil is included in the design. The medicine 
madrassas at this point have a different stance in terms of water usage.  

Apart from the madrassas which provide religious education such as Dar-ül Hadis and Dar-ul Kurra, the function and role of 
water in madrassas which teach positive sciences and observatories are partially different. The Kayseri Gevher Nesibe 
Madrassa, the oldest known medicine madrassa in Anatolia and its 18 roomed hospital located at the west side of the building 
has a special place since it provided treatment to patients with mental illnesses using the sound of water. The hospital’s rooms 
which were accessed through a long and narrow corridor were aligned in a corridor covered in pointed vaults. For the music 
and the sound of water from the fountain in the courtyard of the hospital to reach to the patients’ rooms, two symmetrical holes 
were drilled on the walls. The holes which serve as sound corridors in the rooms are called “the first primitive speakers in 
history” (sifahane.org/). The water treatment applied at the Kayseri Gevher Nesibe Sultan Hospital appeared approximately 
three centuries later at the II. Beyazıt Hospital. The important notion that the traditional approach used by the Turks in the era 
of Anatolian Seljuks and Beyliks being also applied to the structures of Ottoman Era shows the continuity of the culture. 

The usage of water in design was also observed in Kırşehir Cacabey Madrassa. The madrassa’s (also called the observatory or 
the astronomy madrassa) plan consists of a 4-iwaned closed courtyard, a classical representation of Anatolian Turkish 
architecture. The well which is in the centre of the courtyard and the configuration of the cover coat mechanism serve Cacabey 
Madrassa’s design and function. The observations were made thanks to the pool serving as a mirror due to the courtyard’s top 
coat capped by a skylight. 

As per the examples above, in the context of the significance of water in human lives, its inclusion in design with different 
functionalities can be observed in educational structures just like in buildings and caravansaries.  

The Courtyard with a Fountain Tradition in the context of the Mosque and Water  

Since wells and fountains can be found close at hand, the mosques are the primary types of structures whilst discussing the 
relationship between traditional structure types and water. The need for cleaning as a religious duty to perform prayer entails 
the existence of water as a must. A lavatory built near the mosque, a fountain in the courtyard or faucets placed on the wall of 
the mosque are water structures serving the purpose of ablution. The most prevalent type is the courtyards with fountains which 
were built in almost every era in Anatolia, and which are especially characterized by Classical Ottoman architecture. After a 
certain period of Turkish architecture, a mosque could not be imagined without a courtyard, and a courtyard could not be 
imagined without a fountain. These fountains serve more than cleaning and drinking water purposes. “The sound of the running 
water from the sprinklers give human beings a sense of peace and tranquillity. In this context the fountains also serve the 
purpose of a conversation and rest area for the people coming for ablution and prayer” (Kılcı, 2010, p. 219). 

Figure	5.	Gevher	Nesibe	Medrese	ve	Şifahanesi	(Kutlu,	2017) 
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Edirne Eski Camii and Bursa Ulu Camii are great examples of structures built in early Ottoman period which included water 
structures and the courtyard indoors. When the plan of the main prayer room behind the five-unit jamaat room is examined, the 
point where the side doors, the crown gate and the altar coincide is distinct. The dome capped by the skylight and the indoor 
courtyard are attributions to tradition. In Bursa Ulu Camii, a skylight was placed on the unit where side doors, the crown gate 
and the altar coincide. Only this time with a step further, a fountain was placed under the skylight dome. The fountain served 
both visually and functionally and is still being used today. The two structures are examples in Anatolia which sustain the 
tradition of indoor courtyard implementation of Seljuk architecture. The Bursa Ulu Camii example (also known as multi-
dome/multi-unit/multi-support) offers a more peaceful, contemplative and spacious structure type compared to the Edirne Eski 
Camii. Although the load-barrier system and the dimensions of the building contribute to this fact, the existence of the fountain 
pool and its refreshing effect cannot be denied both visually and functioally and is still being used today. The two structures 
are examples in Anatolia which sustain the tradition of indoor 

Figure 6. Kırşehir Cacabey Medresesi (Kuran, 1969) 

        

  Figure 7. Edirne Eski Cami Planı (Ülgen)                                                 Figure 8. Bursa Ulu Cami Planı (Ayverdi, 1976) 

While we come across with this implementation in early period mosques, in Ottoman Classical period, it repeats itself in 
Selimiye Mosque, Mimar Sinan’s masterpiece. Alongside the classical courtyard with a fountain, the indoor courtyard tradition 
reappears with the fountain pool which was placed under the muezzin platform. This implementation by the Turks which 
maintain the Seljuk tradition is another indicator of the continuity of the culture regardless of the state structure, the geography 
or the changing periods.   
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Figure 9. Edirne Selimiye Camii planı (Kuban, 1997) 

CONCLUSION 

Traditional structure designs which are important expressions of identity, are remnants of material culture which has an active 
role of transferring the culture to the next generations. The cultural heritage which carries the way of life of societies from past 
to present and mirrors the life experiences, expresses the identity of the city and the country and serves the social sustainability. 

The function of the courtyard and its location within the structure is effective in shaping the architecture both in houses and 
public buildings in traditional Anatolian-Turkish architecture. It is apparent, even though the shape and function may vary, that 
the courtyard forms the essentials of the plan, it unites water with living spaces and it provides places for water structures. The 
courtyard and the water areas inside provide, insofar as circumstances of the period permit, functionality, and in the context of 
design, it serves more than just providing water. Water is vital for all living organisms and while it serves the basic needs like 
cleaning and nourishment, it also appeals to the spirit and the mind. Additionally, it is observed above that water can also isolate 
the structure visually or audially and can serve as a medium for socialization.  

In this context, to achieve cultural continuity, the immovable cultural properties which are indicators of social identity and 
which develops not only out of need but with society’s spirituality should be adapted to current designs. However, it does not 
imply that the past should be copied: The existing should be preserved, should inspire, and genuine works of art should be 
produced by using new technologies and by keeping in mind the sociocultural values in current designs.  
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ABSTRACT  

For the pre-modern societies, bathing has not been merely considered an act of cleaning but a cultural ritual associated with 
mental purification, sociability, and gender construction. The hamams in Islamic countries were more than public baths, 
providing the users a multi-sensual private environment for cultural rituals, as well as healing, relaxing, and socializing. Having 
developed on their Roman precedents, hamams can be considered archetypes incorporating spaces with different degrees of 
privacy. 

The 19th century Eurocentric modernization not only changed the meaning of water for the society but also reduced it into a 
functional concern. This affected the relation of human body with water, which reflected on changing forms, norms and spaces 
of bathing. These changes may be observed in hamams in Turkey, as part of the early 20th century Turkish modernization. With 
the emergence of modern bathrooms at home, bathing had become a less-time consuming activity restrained within the 
boundaries of a wet space, while public bathing had become a recreational activity realized in sea baths (deniz hamamı), beaches 
(plaj) and modern thermal springs (kaplıca). Relatedly, hamam archetype turned out to be a prototype, in which functional and 
technical requirements had replaced cultural and social concerns.  

By the end of the 20th century, hamam culture regained popularity as part of tourism market. Today, nearly all the public 
bathing, health and spa centers in Turkey incorporate a hamam, yet as a stereotype reduced to a single chamber. However, 
neither any traditional bathing ritual nor a kind of homosociability is likely to occur in these chambers. Hence, what the users 
initially expect is the hygienic quality, and proper provision of water. Based on an extensive literature survey, this paper aims 
to trace this century-long typological transformation of public bathing in Turkey in relation to the changing meaning of water 
for the society.  

 

Key Words: Public bathing, hamam, archetype, prototype, stereotype 
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INTRODUCTION  

The American architect Doug Kelbaugh, in his article Typology-An Architecture of Limits, considers typology (the study and 
theory of architectural types) an alternative traditional method to the functionalist modernism of the 20th century that advocates 
endless progress and constant change. Based on the permanent nature of human body and its physiological and environmental 
needs, he advocates that architectural types, as origins, provide endurance and continuance. [1] However, due to various 
cultural, social and political factors, an original type may change its initial form; thus disabling the recognizability of context- 
and culture-based characteristics of that particular type. This process may be followed through endless manipulations and 
transformations of archetypes into prototypes and stereotypes.  

In dictionary definition, an archetype is “a typical example of something, or the original model of something from 
which others are copied.”[2] For Kelbaugh, it is the purest expression, not necessarily concretized, rooted in the commonplace, 
the unselfconscious, even the unconscious. [1] When an architectural archetype becomes a built form, it is called a prototype, 
“from which all later forms are developed.”[2] In Kelbaugh’s definition, “[p]rototypes are part of an industrial paradigm, 
wherein standardized design and mass production crank out clones that are exactly identical or in which the differences are too 
random, too superficial, or too small to constitute true models.”[1] If an architectural prototype functions properly, it may be 
reproduced in new models, unless it loses its vitality and turns out to be a stereotype, “a set idea that people have about what 
someone or something is like, especially an idea that is wrong.”[2] In architecture, the differences between archetypes, 
prototypes and stereotypes may not be directly read from the built form, but reflected on its various representations.  

Having evolved from classical types of Ancient Greek, Roman and Byzantine baths in Anatolia, the Turkish bath (hamam) is 
the most significant representative building type of the Ottoman-Turkish communal bathing architecture. The hamam archetype 
initiates a socio-cultural phenomenon, in relation to the permanent nature of the human body in contact with running water, 
steam and humidity, as examined in the first section. The modernization in the quality and provision of water has led to the 
emergence of new prototypes, where modern and secular norms and forms of gender and sociability emerge. The reflection of 
these norms in sea baths, beaches, and modern thermal springs are examined in the second section. The contemporary use of 
water has been shaped around facilities of recreation and consumption that serves a particular group of users and tourists, 
manipulating its public benefits. The hotel hamam discussed in the third section exemplifies a stereotypical and representational 
space which satisfies these facilities. Following a historical interpretative approach based on an extensive literature survey, this 
paper aims to understand this typological transformation of public bathing in Turkey in relation to the changing meaning of 
water.  

WATER AS A SOCIO-CULTURAL PHENOMENON: THE HAMAM ARCHETYPE  

The hamam archetype constitutes a tripartite building consisting of three sequential chambers from the coldest to the hottest: 
soyunmalık (the disrobing room), ılıklık (the warm transition section), and sıcaklık (the main hall), as seen in Figure 1. Soğukluk, 
also called as soyunmalık, is a large domed entrance hall, characterized by raised balconies on which there are cubicles for the 
bathers to undress and store their garments. Especially in the late Ottoman period, it became a well-illuminated hall as the 
center of social intercourse and relaxation after bathing, with its fountain (fıskiye) in the middle, and the resting benches. Ilıklık 
includes toilets and depilatory rooms (traşlık), and forms a transition area between soğukluk and sıcaklık, to prevent soğukluk 
from the hot air and vapor diffusing from sıcaklık. Certainly, the most outstanding part of the hamam is the sıcaklık chamber, 
where the main bathing activity takes place. This section is mainly formed by a central domed hall, enlightened with round 
glass openings (fil gözü) on the dome, surrounded by private bathing chambers (halvets). There exist low marble benches (seki) 
along the walls, to sit on and bathe in front of marble sinks (kurnas). This tripartite spatial pattern is the most common scheme 
referred by the scholars. The Turkish architectural historian Yılmaz Önge adds to this scheme a fourth chamber, ‘aralık', which 
is mostly located between soğukluk and ılıklık.[3]  

 

Figure 1. Plan of the Cağaloglu Hamam in Istanbul, Source: Aru, K. A. (1949). Türk Hamamları Etüdü, Istanbul Technical 
University Faculty of Architecture Publications. 
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This spatial pattern, which conforms to the body’s gradual adaptation to increasing temperature, enables various cultural and 
social rituals within its enclosed chambers. First, compared to its counterparts in non-Muslim cultures, the hamam is a space 
for cleansing the body with running water, since “in Islam, it is not acceptable (caiz) to bathe in still water; that is why, there 
are no bathtubs or pools in hamams, as in European culture of bathing.”[4] In this way, it provides the users with an environment 
of purification required for Islamic religious practices such as the gusül ablution after sexual relations, masturbation, 
menstruation or birth. These practices are mostly realized in privatized chambers (halvet) of the sıcaklık chamber, where the 
user is alone with his/her body and inner world. Second, far more than merely a place of bathing, the hamam provides both 
men and women with a ‘social space’, where many of the important rituals of life, such as gelin hamamı, damat hamamı, asker 
hamamı, kırk hamamı, lohusa hamamı, etc., could take place. The central belly stone (göbektaşı) in the sıcaklık chamber is the 
place where neighbors and friends could meet and socialize, particularly enabling women, whose social relations had been 
more limited than those of men had in pre-modern times, to mix with other women outside their immediate family circle (Figure 
2).  

 

Figure 2: Bain public des femmes Mahométanes, by Jean-Jacques-François Le Barbier, 1787, Source: D’ohsson, Mouradgea. 
Tableau Général de l’Empire Othoman, divisé en deux parties, dont l’une comprend la Législation Mahométane; l’autre 

l”Histoire de l’Empire Othomane, vol. I, Paris, De l’imprimerie de Monsieur, PL. 13, The Gennadius Library, The American 
School of Classical Studies at Athens. 

In spite of its close integration to the urban fabric as a part of either a residential neighborhood district (mahalle) or a religious 
complex (külliye), the hamam in Ottoman society was a rigidly segregated arena for opposite sexes. Unlike its mixed-use type 
Roman predecessors, Mixta Balnea, including unisex spaces such as waiting lounges, sports halls, shops, restaurants, swimming 
pools, libraries and seminar halls,[4] male and female users have never mixed in the hamam. This segregation was provided by 
the development of two types of public hamams: ‘single’ and ‘double’. The former is alternately used by men and women 
during daytime, while the latter has two separate and symmetrical sections for men and women, each having the tripartite plan 
scheme of soğukluk, ılıklık and sıcaklık (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Left: Plan of a double neighborhood hamam, Mahkeme Hamamı, Right: Plan of a single neighborhood hamam, 
Umurbey Hamamı, Source: Şehitoğlu, E (2008). Bursa Hamamları, İstanbul: Tarih Vakfı Yurt Yayınları 
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This particular use of public hamams based on sexual-segregation, in time, led to the production of different bodies which 
themselves perform cultural and social practices refiguring these spaces differently across time. The American urban cultural 
theorist Sophie Watson states that “In each of these spaces, temporally differentiated, public-private boundaries were 
confounded and disrupted, with sexual and social practices more usually associated with private life imported into the baths 
and creating new private/publics and new meanings of spatially appropriate embodied practices.”[5] In this context, the hamam 
is neither private nor public, but a ‘privatized public space’ where feminine and masculine gender identities are separately 
controlled and constructed. 

The hamam is a microcosm of the world outside, reflecting the social divisions as a multi-ethnic and multi-religious space and 
political upheavals of the society beyond its walls.[6] Up to its privatization in the early 20th century, it had been integral to the 
economic life of the city as an important part of a vakıf holding, giving employment (hamamcı, tellak, natır, külhancı) and 
stimulating both trade in related services (kese, massage), and the production of needed commodities and materials, such as 
towels, hamam bowls, peştemals, clogs, soap, etc. (Figure 4) The hamam has also performed a further welfare function, as a 
shelter for children and the poor, to spend the winter in the stokeholds.[6] 

 

Figure 4. Left: traditional hamam clogs; Right: A hamam bowl, Source: Taşçıoğlu, T. (1998) Türk Hamamı, İstanbul: Duran 
Ofset. 

The hamam visit was the only entertaining public facility for the Ottoman women who lived in an atmosphere of restriction 
and restraint, and were forced to spend their time in their homes and in private quarters set aside for women only. Therefore, 
contrary to masculine Ottoman-Turkish public arenas such as coffeehouses (kahvehane), mosques and madrasas; the hamam 
takes on a feminine set of meanings in relation to the symbolic and spiritual connotations of water for the society. Rather than 
only being viewed as the abode of purity and cleanliness it was meant and used to be, the hamam is exclusively considered a 
place of ‘sexual pleasure, sin, bodily exposure, and debauchery’ by women; indeed, ‘a locus for sexual pursuits, a feminine 
symbol, a warm, enclosed, humid receptacle and a meeting ground’ for same-sex bodies where their private parts are exposed 
in an atmosphere of ‘heat, humidity, and lust’.[7] 

The Finnish architectural theorist Juhani Pallasmaa, in his groundbreaking book The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the 
Senses, highlights the significance of peripheral vision that “transforms retinal gestalt into spatial and bodily experiences,”[8] 
in contrast to focused vision that is merely based on the perception of centralized images. He argues that “peripheral vision 
integrates us with space, while focused vision pushes us out of space, making us mere spectators.”[8] Such a peripheral vision 
can be experiences in a traditional hamam space, where the relation of water with the human body is based on a multi-sensory 
micro-climatization that shows itself in not only acts of bathing but also in the engagement of visual and non-visual senses. 
Inside the chambers of the hamam with various levels of privacy, water becomes a socio-cultural phenomenon, which organizes 
interior functions and affects sensory stimulation and behavior patterns of users. This does not happen simply with the 
circulation of water in liquid form, but its various states of humidity and steam, as well as its association with air, material, 
light and sound, all of which congregate to create a common and familiar ambience for the users. The visual ambience created 
by the reflection of natural light on marble surfaces and the steam rising upwards enables their attachment to the hamam space. 
The acoustic quality of the domed interior is an additional dimension that contributes to the multi-sensory decor of the sıcaklık 
chamber (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Multi-sensory qualities of hamam, Source: Koren, L. (1996) Undesigning the Bath, Stone Bridge Press. 

MODERNISING WATER: PROTOTYPES OF PUBLIC BATHING 

With the developments in the urban water infrastructure, as well as the emergence of private bathrooms in the apartment blocks 
of the early Republican Turkey, the hamams seemed to have lost their significance as communal bathing venues. Some have 
been demolished, others closed their doors, and others have been renovated to survive as part of the visiting routine of internal 
and global tourism. However, the decline of the hamam culture is less straightforward than it seems; it is directly or indirectly 
related with its transformation into an architectural prototype for modern types of public baths, such as thermal springs 
(kaplıca), sea baths (deniz hamamı), and beaches (plaj). In these spaces, modern functional concerns such as healing, 
swimming, recreation, etc. are more privileged than patterns of sociability and multi-sensuality.  

Kyle and Emine Evered consider the kaplıcas in Turkey as therapeutic landscapes and highlight the significance of their healing 
aspect for modern identity construction.[9] They argue that modernist nation-state ideology has also led to the rationalization 
and secularization of thermal water resources under state control. Kaplıca buildings in Turkey more or less have a similar 
architectural scheme to that of a hamam in terms of temperature gradation. However, their spatial layout is more complicated 
and fragmented, and shows a considerable functional variety. While the wet spaces are designed in accordance with the 
separation of waste and clean water, the functions of (un)dressing, drinking, eating, resting, and healing are arranged as separate 
chambers (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Front elevation of Yalova Thermal Springs, Source: Eldem, S. H. (1938). Yalova Termal Oteli, Arkitekt, 1938-03 
(87), 67-81 

Until the first quarter of the 19th century, the Ottoman citizens had only been able to view the sea from the land. Until then, the 
sea had been either a piece of geography used for sailing and transportation, or a landscape watched from a distance, rather 
than a place to swim and escape from the heat. Exploring the benefits of the sea for the human health and using the sea as a 
means of bathing, provided those who cannot swim with a reason to ‘take a sea bath (deniz banyosu almak)’. A specific 
literature relating to health and sea culture, developed around the concept of ‘sea bathing’, in which the sea is seen as a thermal 
spring, can be considered as fitting in with traditional norms. However, “the term of ‘taking a sea bath’ came to represent a 
modern approach followed by the upper-class.”[10] 

Sea baths were generally built on wooden posts fixed on the sea ground at the depth of one and a half meters (iki arşın), not 
too close to currents in the deeper parts of the coast; and connected to the land by a wooden deck. These seasonal and arbitrarily 
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built structures were “closed every fall, its timbers removed, if not, painted internally and externally after the maintenance of 
any destroyed parts.”[11] As prototypes evolved from the traditional hamam archetype, they were planned as “a pool in the 
center, enclosed with timber curtains laterally from the sea surface, that disables the visibility of the interior from the outside, 
while the bathers inside were not able to see the outside.” [12] There were ropes stretched alongside the pool to allow users 
who were unable to swim, to enter the water.[11] Visual privacy and security in convenience with the social structure were the 
primary criteria for the allocation of sea baths (Figure 7). If the hamams were located close to residential neighborhoods, it was 
not enough merely to enclose the sides; “they were enclosed at the top with a canvas in order not to be seen from the above.”[11]  

     

Figure 7. Left: A photo showing the interior pool of a sea bath for males; Middle: A photo showing the interior pool of a sea 
bath for females; Source: Evren, B. (2000). İstanbul’un Deniz Hamamları ve Plajları, İstanbul: İnkilap Kitabevi, pp. 40, 52; 

Right: A photo taken by Ali Enis Oza in 1920s, showing the women’s section of the sea bath in Moda, Source: Gökhan 
Akçura Archive 

In accordance with the changing social structure and values in the early Republican period in the 1920s, the distances between 
the separate sea baths of male and female users became less, and were connected with structures serving as a cafeteria, club, 
etc. for both sexes. The first examples of this usage could be seen in Büyükdere Beyazpark Sea Bath, which has a 10-meter 
long entertainment area (alcohol-free) and Salıpazarı Sea Bath, which had a similar club visited by famous people (Figure 8). 
During this period, the traditional public bathing spaces were replaced by private spaces in modern houses, while the concept 
of the ‘sea bath’ was replaced with ‘sea sports’ and ‘entertainment.’[13] 

   

Figure 8. Left: Büyükdere Beyazpark Sea Bath; Right: The club in Salıpazarı Sea Bath, Source: Evren, B. (2000). İstanbul’un 
Deniz Hamamları ve Plajları, İstanbul: İnkilap Kitabevi, pp. 66, 62. 

Some of the sea baths disappeared in late 1930s, while others had long service as an Ottoman heritage, entitled ‘women’s sea 
bath’ and safely located at the far end of a beach. For instance, the Moda Beach was still named as Moda Sea Bath in 1926, as 
seen in Figure 9, sustaining the harem/selamlık tradition.[14] However, the traditional norms of public morality had been 
replaced by the modern norms based on the unification of male and female in public space. The forms of sea entertainment 
were changing in accordance with the spirit of the time; first, the application of ‘family beach’ had started in the 1920s, then, 
beaches became open to all members of the public with the ending of the segregation of the two sexes.[10] Since then, going 
for swimming in modern beaches has been considered fashionable as the ‘novelty of the century.’[13] 
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Figure 9. The general view of the sea baths in Moda in the early Republican period, Source: H. Akçaoğlu Archive 

Along with the popularity of the beaches, there emerged the ‘supra-identity’ stereotypes such as ‘young, fit, elite, modern male 
and female’, and the sea baths in the Bosphorus bays were replaced by permanent structures for the functions of ‘eating, 
drinking, listening to music, swimming, changing and showering’. Initially the coasts of Florya became activated with the 
participation of a large section of society in the activity of swimming in open air (Figure 10). This activity was started by the 
White Russians during the years of occupation. The very first permanent structure in Florya was ‘the Solaryum Beach’. When 
the Solaryum became too small to satisfy the needs of the swimmers, a second structure called ‘Haylayf’ was built. However, 
Florya was not fully considered as a beach until the construction of the Florya Sea Mansion in 1935.[10] 

 

Figure 10. Florya Beach and Florya Sea Mansion, Source: Evren, B. (2000). İstanbul’un Deniz Hamamları ve Plajları, 
İstanbul: İnkilap Kitabevi, p. 96 

Moda Beach, where there were many activities and shows such as watersports training, rowing and swimming races, cabotage 
festival as well as the Moda Sea Club, continued to function until it was demolished to make way for a road project by the 
Kadıköy Municipality in 1975. The Süreyya Beach, in the 1950s, had reflected the elite lifestyle of not only Maltepe but also 
the whole İstanbul; with its facility building having forty rooms, one hundred and twenty luxurious cabins and one thousand 
and four hundred dressing cabins; as well as a club famous for its special band and dance nights [14], as shown on the right 
image in in Figure. The Büyükdere Beyazpark Casino and Sea Baths, which used to be the most popular sea bath of İstanbul 
in 1920s, ended male/female segregation on the order of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk in 1934, and a new club, a big swimming pool 
and a three-level diving tower were added to the existing facilities.[15] The fact that Atatürk himself swam at beaches of Florya, 
Süreyya and Büyükdere, (see the left image in Figure 11), and the fact that he ended the gender separation in order to attract 
men, women and children from all classes, exemplify the efforts of the Republican decision-makers in transforming the norms 
of sociability in public space from the traditional to the modern.[13] 
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Figure 11. Left: The front cover of the journal Hafta showing Atatürk in Florya Beach, Source: Evren, B. (2000). İstanbul’un 
Deniz Hamamları ve Plajları, İstanbul: İnkilap Kitabevi, p. 102; Right: An advertisement poster for Süreyya Beach, Source: La 
Turquie Moderne, September 1951. 

CONTEMPORARY WATER: STEREOTYPES OF PUBLIC BATHING 

Today, archetypes and prototypes of public bathing are still embodied in various spatial formations, either in traditional hamams 
or modern thermal springs and beach clubs. However, meanings and functions of water have transformed from signifying a 
socio-cultural to a consumerist phenomenon, which can be observed in hotel hamams and spa centers. The architecture of hotel 
hamams in Turkey depends largely on the marketing strategies of ‘glocal’ tourism and intended quality standards of the hotels 
they are part of.  

Whether they serve as a registered corporation for thermal and medical tourism or not, most of the competing five-star hotels 
in tourism districts of Turkey, such as Izmir, Antalya, Çeşme, and Kuşadası, incorporate a thermal SPA and wellness center. 
These centers provide their users not only with opportunities for bathing, purification and detoxification but also various 
services including massage, skin care, peeling, depilation, beauty cure, hydrotherapy, solarium and fitness. Their spatial 
organization resembles that of “a world exposition on cultures of bathing”, in which architectural features of various local 
bathing rituals represent themselves in booth-like-chambers (Figure 12). The hamam chamber, among bathing stereotypes of 
other cultures, such as Finnish sauna, Russian steam room, Italian jacuzzi, Roman hot thermal pool, meditative Thai and Bali 
massage rooms, American fitness room, etc., functions as an Ottoman-Turkish pavilion, promising the users an oriental 
experience that is over-sterilized and pseudo-modernized.[16] 

     

Figure 12. Floor Plans of Amrita Spa and Wellness Center in Swissotel, Izmir, Partial plans produced by the author using 
original plan derived from http://galeri2. arkitera.com/main.php?g2_itemId=33357 on 01 October 2012. 

Rather than being a one-to-one reconstruction of a traditional street hamam including cold, warm and hot chambers – which 
would be the most literal interpretation of hamam architecture –a hotel hamam represents a “hybrid” identity manufactured 
through repetition of its partial presence as a ‘mimicry’ that does not simply imitate but evokes the hamam archetype 
metonymically.[17] 

This mimicry could be observed in various architectural and spatial features of hotel hamams. The traditional form of access 
to sıcaklık section of a hamam based on thermal gradation is mostly ignored in hotel hamams. In the main corridor of a thermal 
spa, it is common to directly come across a wooden- carved arched door labeled ‘Turkish Bath or Hamam”. This door may 
well adjoin a glazed rectangular door to a sauna, or face aluminum-framed partitions of changing cabins or a fitness room. 
Whatever placement it has externally, it is always aligned with the central axis of the internal hamam space. As the visitor 
opens the hamam door, the first snapshot s/he takes is the vertical composition of beams of artificial light running from the 
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artificial dome down onto a rectangular, circular or octagonal belly stone (göbektaşı) placed underneath. Yet this striking and 
immediately noticeable ‘picturesque symmetry’ conceals the fakeness of dome and lighting, the inappropriate leveling of 
marble basins (kurna) and seatings surrounding this central composition (Figure 13). This picturesque design provides a “reality 
effect” for the preconditioned gaze of the global tourist, is likely to have seen photographs or illustrations of a typical hot room 
(sıcaklık) in travel guides, coffee-table magazines and tourism websites; so expects to find the same. For the local eye, the case 
is no different; the fakeness of the hamam has nearly superseded its level of originality. In other words, the stereotypical figure 
substitutes the archetype it sources from, and mimics it for the purpose of its marketing.[17] 

   

Figure 13. Left: The resting hall leading to hamam in Spa center of Akbulut Hotel, Kuşadası, Aydın; Right: The interior view 
of the hamam (Photos by the author, 2009) 

The users of the spa centers in summer season are mostly global tourists, whereas there are regular local members who use the 
spa all year round. The numbers of the members range from 100 to 400, dependent on the service capacity of the hotel. These 
high-income level customers can easily afford not only the center membership fee but also services including extra daily 
massage, medical treatment and beauty services. These members prefer a scrubbing-foaming (kese-köpük) massage rather than 
washing themselves as in the traditional hamam ritual. During a typical daily visit, which takes not more than two hours for 
most members, most time is spent swimming in the hot pool, taking a massage, exercising in the fitness room, or taking a health 
treatment or a beauty cure. [17] 

CONCLUSION  

This paper has shown that the typological transformation of public bathing in Turkey largely rests on physical quality, cultural 
meaning, and functional supplements of water, all of which have paradigmatically changed throughout the Turkish 
modernization process. While the traditional hamam rituals still exist in rural areas, the remaining hamams in cities either serve 
local queer subjects as homosocial environments or to foreign tourists in search for an oriental experience in Turkey. Even the 
traditional hamams have been re-arranged and/or re-furnished with the addition of steam rooms, saunas and massage chambers, 
which rupture the archetypal character of the hamam space.  

This paper can also be read as a transitional history of not only from the traditional hamam archetype to the hotel hamam 
stereotype, but also from bathing to swimming, from treatment to entertainment, as well as from traditional gender norms to 
modern Western norms and practices. Based on the various examples of public bath types in Turkey, it is significant that the 
permanent nature of human body and its multi-sensual exposition to different states of water, as highlighted by Kelbaugh, can 
be examined in the simplest spatial arrangements of public baths. However, the more complicated a public bath becomes; the 
more difficult it is for the users to explore, and share with others, the social and cultural aspects of water.      
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ABSTRACT 

In the lives of all living things, water is one of the important basic needs and an element of top priority.  Water, which constitutes 
83% of the blood in human body, is the basic indispensable element for the sustainability of human life functions for both 
biological and hygienic reasons, as well as essential for growing products essential for survival.  

Since the nomadic lifestyle in Central Asia, water has always been an important element of daily life in Turkish culture, and 
migrations were always realized to be close to water. Moving towards permanent settlements, agricultural activities became 
important and sites by water and river banks were chosen for settlements.  

In areas where Turks built houses instead of tents, and where groups of houses created community life areas, carrying water to 
those places and storing it came into question. Water was carried to houses in various containers from fountains with cisterns, 
built for common usage, and certain daily chores, which required water, were done near the fountains. In later times, when 
neighborhoods appeared in both urban and suburban residential areas, neighborhood fountains were constructed in the center 
of the neighborhood as an architectural element, in order to meet the need for water.  

The yard, an important characteristic of Traditional Turkish Houses, which were developed with the Turkish culture of living 
and took its final shape in the XIX. Century, embodied water, the life source of the house, and architectural elements related to 
water.  In houses with yards, there was a well, which provided water for the household, and helped sustain the traditional aspect 
of connection with earth by providing water to grow flowers, fruit trees, and vegetables. The water drawn from the well was 
stored in water cisterns built using stone materials, or in pools.  Water was taken from these cisterns or pools through a tap with 
a trough, designed on one side.  It was also carried into the yard through canals, thus meeting the watering needs.  

This paper will attempt to examine and document the place and importance of water in traditional Turkish culture of living, 
and the aquatic architectural elements taking place in the yards of the houses through three examples of XIX. Century Turkish 
Houses in Nicosia, the capital city of Cyprus, from the Ottoman Period.  

 

Keywords: Cyprus, Nicosia, Turkish house, water, architecture 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Water, having a very important place in the lives of all living things, has been an indispensable necessity in the lives of people 
since the beginning of human history.  Therefore, being in close proximity of water has always been important for the first 
settlements in history.  In the development from shelter to house, and through the development of housing architecture, water 
has always been an important factor in human life.   

As an indispensable necessity in Turkish life culture since nomadic life, water has contributed to the lives of people, initially 
with water sources towards common use for the whole settlement, then through fountains in various sections of settlements, 
and finally with elements for providing water to each house for personal use (Kuban, 1995, p.191) 

In traditional Turkish Houses water was obtained from wells in the courtyard of the houses, stored in the water reservoirs 
(depots, pools), and transmitted to the users through a tap. Besides cooling off in hot climates, and benefiting from its relaxing 
effect, small, decorative ponds to sit around in interior spaces – similar to the ones in exterior spaces – point to the versatility 
of water in relation to people (Figure 1). Thus, water has taken its place in housing architecture with elements of aquatic 
architecture because of its importance in traditional life (Bektaş, 1996, p.86; Kuban, 1995, p.158,160; Eldem, 1987, p.292; 
Günay, 1998, p.341; İmamoğlu, 1992, p.31, 86).  

 

Figure 1. Water in the Traditional Turkish House (Kuban – 1995) 

The place of water in life can be observed in Nicosia Turkish Houses of the Ottoman Period of Cyprus (1571-1878) as well 
with aquatic architectural elements such as wells, reservoirs, fountains, taking place in courtyards, and sometimes just relief 
sewers (Balkan, 1998, p.103; Turkan, 2010, p.283).  Water drawn from the well in the yard with a bucket tied on a spinning 
wheel, or collected rain water was stored in a pool or in a closed reservoir made from cut stone, and used through a tap placed 
on the reservoir facing the hall (Atun, 1999, p.353; Dağlı, 1999, p.66).  

This study aims at examining, documenting, and establishing common characteristics of the aquatic architectural elements of 
three houses, selected from among Nicosia Turkish Houses, which still reflect Turkish life culture to visitors with their 
characteristics.  

Emphasizing the importance of water in traditional life with their material, form and ornamentations in Nicosia Turkish Houses, 
and being the source of life for these houses for over a century, aquatic architectural elements carry the past to the future as 
parts of the historical and cultural heritage.   

2. WATER ARCHITECTURE IN THE NICOSIA TURKISH HOUSES 

With the Ottoman Period in Cyprus, which began in 1571, works of Turkish architecture, such as mosques, tekkes, inns, baths, 
fountains, castles, and houses were built within the construction works (Anonymous, 1982, p.vi; Turkan, 2008, p.9).  Among 
these works, XIX. Century Traditional Turkish Houses, still surviving within the historical city texture of Nicosia, the capital 
of Cyprus, constitute an important cultural heritage of the Ottoman Period.  These houses within the walled city of Nicosia, 
and having been designed according to traditional Turkish life culture, with all their characteristics, emphasize the place and 
importance of water in Traditional Turkish Houses with their aquatic architectural elements found in the courtyards (Turkan, 
2016, p.485; Yıldız, 1994, p.204).  In the three sample houses selected from among the Nicosia Turkish Houses preserved in 
the best way possible, elements such as well, reservoir, fountain, can be observed as the reflections of water in the traditional 
life culture.  
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2.1. Dervish Pasha Mansion:  

The mansion is in the walled city of Nicosia, on Beliğ Paşa Street No: 44-46, in the Arabahmet Neighborhood.  Serving as a 
museum house (ethnographic museum) under the Directory of Antiquities and Museums of the TRNC, the mansion is dated 
1216 Hejira (1801) as shown on the keystone on the door. Named after its owner Derviş Paşa, who published Zaman newspaper 
in 1891, in Cyprus (Hikmetağalar, 1996, p.118; Anonymous, 1978, p.8; Bağışkan, 2005, p.364), the mansion is a two-storey 
building of an outdoor hall plan type, and has a courtyard.  Having undergone its last restoration in 2016, the mansion constitutes 
an important example of XIX. Century Nicosia Turkish Houses (Gürkan, 2006, p.108), (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2. Dervish Pasha Mansion (E. Koşanlar – 2018) 

The porched hall, entered through the main door of the mansion, and positioned in the east-west direction, opens to the courtyard 
in the west. In the south-west of the porch there is the well in the yard.  The water reservoir is north of the well, between the 
second arches of the porch from the south, and adjacent to the hall.  The fountain is placed on the north face of the reservoir. 

The well top is built with stone material, in a 110/110cm square shape, and raised 55cm from the yard surface.  The raised 
entrance is closed with a square shaped wooden cover.  A wooden saddle roof, slanted towards north and south, is placed over 
the well top, at about 190cm from the yard surface, and carried on rectangular wooden poles placed in the middle of east and 
west sides.  There is a wooden spinning wheel turning on a vertically placed iron bar, which is placed between the roof poles.  
Water is drawn from the well with a copper bucket at the end of a rope attached to the wheel (Figure 3).  

The water reservoir is built with stone material, and is gradually raised in the east and south directions to form the first six steps 
of the staircase connecting the ground and upper floors of the mansion.  The highest part of the reservoir, which is of 
270/340cms dimension at base, is the landing level at 145cm of height, and 130/270cm dimension in the north, where the 
second arm of the wooden staircase begins.  East, west, and north sides of this level are finished with profiled overflows.  On 
the south face of the reservoir, there is a semi-circle arched opening for pouring the water from the bucket into the reservoir 
(Figure 4).  

                       

           Figure 3. Well of Dervish Pasha Mansion                                  Figure 4. Water Reservoir of Dervish Pasha Mansion 

                             (Z. Turkan – 2019)                                                                                  (Z. Turkan – 2019) 
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There is a water trough in the west face of the reservoir, carved out of stone, starting from the north edge and going towards 
west, stretching towards the yard on the stone wall, and about a meter from the ground. Water running through the overflow 
trough is carried to the yard this was, and the watering need is thus met in the yard (Figure 5). 

The nozzle of the fountain, placed on the east-west stretch of the hall porch on the north face of the reservoir, which has lost 
its function at present, is on a vertical oblong surface on the reservoir wall, with its upper part in the shape of a triangle, and 
the sides gradually raised with profiles. A stone relief star motif is placed in the triangle above the fountain. On the right upper 
part of the fountain is the overflow trough, and there is a trough each under the fountain, and the overflow trough (Figure 6). 

                                 

            Figure 5. Water Channel of Dervish Pasha Mansion                   Figure 6. Fountain of Dervish Pasha Mansion  

                                   (Z. Turkan – 2019)                                                                        (Z. Turkan – 2019) 

2.2. Bohcalian Mansion: 

This mansion, taking place in the Arabahmet Neighborhood on Şehit Salahi Şevket Street (old Victoria Street), which displays 
an important historical texture of the walled city (Gürkan, 2006, p.106; Hikmetağalar, 1996, p.119), is addressed at number 53.  
Although the exact date of construction is unknown, it is known that the initial construction works started at the end of the 
XIX. Century (Altan, 2006, p.353).  It is understood from the date, 1907, on the iron grid of the main door that the mansion 
underwent some alteration in that year.  The two-storey mansion with a courtyard is of the outer hall plan type.  It is still 
functioning as a restaurant after the last renovation which was completed in 2002. The mansion is displaying the architectural 
and cultural wealth of the period to visitors at present, with its function as a restaurant (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7. Bohcalian Mansion (E. Koşanlar - 2018) 

The well, water reservoir, and the fountain, forming the aquatic architectural elements, take place in the yard into which the L 
shaped hall porch of the mansion opens.  

The opening of the well, which is in the east of the yard, is walled around with stone, 100/100cm in dimension, in the shape of 
a square, and raised 18cm from the yard level. At present, the well has lost its function and the opening is closed with a cover. 
There is an iron spinning wheel over the well, turning on an iron bar, which is mounted on two triangular shaped poles made 
of iron profiles that rise on the stones around the opening of the well (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8. Well of Bohcalian Mansion (Z. Turkan – 2019) 

The water reservoir is built of cut stone material; the north side is an open pool in a rectangular shape of 225/260cm in 
dimension.  The south side is in the shape of a closed depot of 90/260cm dimension, and it is in the south of the yard, right in 
front of the annexes of the mansion.  The upper finishes of the reservoir walls are profiled by carving the outer edges, and 
completed with stones placed side by side protruding outwards.  It is observed from the ducts in the north and west of the 
reservoir that the yard level around it is raised at present, and the original height of 95cm is down to 65cm with the raised yard 
level (Figure 9).  

There is a three-cusped arch on the south side of the reservoir, reliefed from cut stone, and a fountain spout in it.  There are two 
small columns, one on each side of the arch, again built with stone material, projecting from the wall face, with stone capitals 
(Figure 10).  

           

                     Figure 9. Water Reservoir of Bohcalian Mansion                  Figure 10. Fountain of Bohcalian Mansion 

                                           (Z. Turkan – 2019)                                                               (Z. Turkan – 2019) 

2.3. Lusignan House (Ottoman Mansion): 

This mansion is addressed at number 1 on Yeni Cami Street, in the Yeni Cami Neighborhood in the walled city of Nicosia.  
Built on remains from the Lusignan Period in Cyprus (1191-1489), the mansion got its name from the Gothic arched main 
entrance and from the Lusignan coat of arms above the door arch, and was converted into a Traditional Turkish House with 
extensions and alterations during the Ottoman Period in Cyprus (1571-1878) (Anonymous, 1995: 30; Anonymous, 2007, p.77; 
Bağışkan, 2005, p.366).  In the book “Levkosia the Capital of Cyprus” by Archduke Louis Salvator, who visited Cyprus in 
1872, the mansion is mentioned with its Turkish House characteristics (Gürkan, 2006, p.132, 133).  The two-storey mansion 
with a courtyard is of the outer hall plan type.  With the completion of its final restoration in May 2019, it is opened to public 
visits as an ethnographic museum displaying articles and objects of life cultures from various historical periods of Cyprus 
(Figure 11).  
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Figure 11. Lusignan (Ottoman) House (E. Koşanlar - 2018) 

The sofa of the mansion, entered through the iwan into which the main door opens, is of the shape of a stone columned porch, 
stretching in the direction north-south.  This sofa opens onto the yard in the east where the aquatic architectural elements of the 
mansion are placed.   

Of the aquatic architectural elements, the well is about in the center of the yard, the water reservoir is between the first two 
columns of the hall porch from the south and adjacent to the hall, and the fountain is on the western face axle of the reservoir  

The perimeter of the opening of the well – the source of water needs of the mansion – is laid in cut stone in the shape of a 
square, 95/95cm in dimension, and raised 65cm from the yard level.  There is a wooden spinning wheel over the well, turning 
on an iron bar which is placed on 140cm tall wooden rectangular poles placed in the center of the north and south faces of the 
stone ridge. Water is drawn from the well with a bucket tied at the end of a rope which is attached to the wheel (Figure 12).  

 

Figure 12. Well of Lusignan (Ottoman) Mansion (Z. Turkan – 2019) 

The water reservoir is built by laying cut stones.  The reservoir, which is in the style of an open pool at present, is of a square 
shape plan with 300/300cm dimensions, and has an average height of 125cm.  The top line of the walls of the reservoir, 
surrounded with horizontal profiles which are carved protruding outward and overflowing from the surface, have two overflow 
waterspouts carved out of stone, one in the middle of the top of the east side, and other in the middle of the top of the west side.  
The waterspout on the west side is inclined towards east, into the reservoir, while the one on the east side is inclined to the east 
towards the yard. Thus, the water needs of the yard are met with the water overflowing from the spout on the west, giving life 
to the yard (Figure 13).  

The fountain is placed on the western face of the reservoir towards the hall, and consists of the fountain spout within the three-
cusped arch niche and a semi-circle trough carved out of stone (Figure 14). 
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               Figure 13. Water Reservoir of Lusignan Mansion                            Figure 14. Fountain of Lusignan Mansion 

                                      (Z. Turkan – 2019)                                                                      (Z. Turkan – 2019) 

3. CONCLUSION 

In Turkish life culture water, essential for the flowers, trees, and vegetables in the yard, besides the daily needs of the household, 
had become an important vital necessity in Nicosia Turkish Houses, just like in other geographies.  With the field study carried 
out in three sample houses, selected from among the Nicosia Turkish Houses, the aquatic architectural elements, mostly 
consisting of the well, water reservoir, and the fountain, were examined for their materials, forms, construction types, and 
ornamentation, and their present conditions were documented with photographs.  

The openings of the wells, the water sources of houses, were laid with cut stones and raised from the yard level.  There are 
spinning wheels over the openings of the wells, turning with the help of iron bars, mounted on wooden poles on the sides.  
Water was drawn with the help of a rope and a bucket tied at the end of that rope.  

Water obtained both from the wells, and from rain, was stored in water reservoirs, generally located right in front of the halls, 
and used according to needs.  Reservoirs were built with cut stone material, sizes varying in accordance with the needs of the 
households, and either in the form of closed depots or like open air pools.  Excess water was directed towards the yard through 
overflow troughs or through water spouts, thus used in watering the gardens.  

The fountains were placed on the sides of the reservoirs facing the hall.  Basins carved out of stone were placed right in front 
of the fountain spouts, which were mounted inside the arches carved out of stone.  

The importance of water in human lives, and the aquatic architectural elements which contributed to the lives of users in Nicosia 
Turkish Houses for over a century, still survive today in cultural heritage houses as an important reflection of Turkish life 
culture and carrying the past into the future.  
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ABSTRACT 

Water is a crucial component of our everyday life. It provides communities with protection, easy transport, excellent 
opportunities for trade and agriculture. Being close to the water is essential for every settlement all over the world. The control 
over this natural element and its sustainable use makes it possible for people to survive and progress through the ages. In 
architecture, it is hard to imagine a livable space without water. 

This research defines the term “aquatecture” as architecture with specific construction and technology, localized entirely or 
partly in water surroundings and compares it to the land-based building practice. By exploring the potential of aquatecture, its 
key characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages, one can think of building in water as a solution to many socio-political 
problems such as overpopulation, global warming, sea level rising, food deficiency, depletion of energy resources, etc. If one 
considers all these opportunities for sustainable cities, one can think of an architectural evolution towards a future of mass 
living in water surroundings. Furthermore, there are many positive scenarios involving a good relationship between homo 
sapiens and water. 

This paper aims to analyze the architectural opportunities for building and living in the water area. Searching for new 
perspectives, one should rethink the vision of this valuable resource as a barrier. The vast amount of water area around the 
world could act as a “tabula rasa” where new communities could develop. The innovative nature of aquatecture provides new 
opportunities to reconsider the conventional approach to architecture. 

70, 8% of our planet remain hardly used. It is about time humankind thought about this capacity of space. All over the Globe 
new offshore urban components could be created as an addition to already existing coastal cities. Aquatecture has the potential 
to overcome the shortcomings of the land habitat and, at the same time, it creates new possibilities for people to live in harmony 
with the water.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Ever since the beginning of the first civilizations, people have been building their homes close to the water. Edifices along the 
coasts of rivers, lakes, seas, and oceans became settlements. This tendency continues in the XXI-st century. Most of the cities 
with multimillion population are built close to coasts, for example, Tokyo, Shanghai, Mumbai, New York, Lagos, Jakarta, 
Manila, Sao Paolo. These megalopolises quickly expand inland. Despite being close to the water from thousands of years, one 
has rarely thought of the potential of these surroundings as a new place for people to live and work. Reimaging a scenario in 
which cities can quickly expand over the water can solve a lot of today’s urban difficulties. 

Overpopulation is a problem which creates the need for more space and new territories for megalopolises all over the world. 
In theory, cities along coasts expand unevenly from their centers which from the creation of the settlement is located close to 
the water area. With time, the coastal zones become more and more valuable as a key component to the urban fabric. In search 
of new territories for recreation, living, and working near the center in modern cities, the industrial areas next to the water are 
often relocated. In cities like Dubai and Singapore, big scale land reclamation projects come to life. The artificial expansion of 
the coastline is often very expensive because of the need of getting land from another location which could create political or 
ecosystem problems. However, there is an alternative. The full urban potential of big cities around the world could be unlocked 
by building edifices, new urban zones, and even satellite cities entirely located in water surroundings. 

Aquatecture can solve many global and city-scale problems by using the adjacent water territories of cities and defining new 
residential and public zones in order to create better living conditions for people.  

In the context of cities, the demand for energy and food is rapidly increasing every day. Using water as a possible building 
ground, new urban elements such as floating farms, solar parks, and power plants could quickly develop. Technologies 
converting wind, waves, tides, and ocean thermal energy into electricity are currently developing, and future cities could 
become carbon neutral and function autonomously using only water as a source of energy. 

Some of the most attractive tourist destinations around the world such as Venice, Dubai, the Maldives, are famous for their 
harmonious relationship between humans, water and architecture. Possibilities for building in water surroundings should be 
analyzed in detail in order to use aquatecture as a solution to many social and urban problems. 

DEFINING THE TERM “AQUATECTURE”  

First of all, it is essential to define clearly the exact meaning of the term “aquatecture”. Such a definition is vaguely explained 
in literature sources: 

“The term ' aquatecture ' is adopted for architecture associated with the water element, either in the utilitarian, symbolic, 
therapeutic, leisure or visual context.” [1] 

“Aquatecture is a water-centric approach to design in which flood-risk management, development pressure and adaptation to 
climate change are simultaneously reconciled to allow buildings and cities to live and work with water.” [2]  

There is a need for more complex and full definition explaining the specific word. In this paper, the use of the term “aquatecture” 
defines architecture with specific construction and technology, localized entirely or partly in water surroundings. Examples of 
such buildings are floating in water architecture, coastal or in-water houses on stilts, houseboats, boathouses, big water transport 
vehicles, underwater structures used for living, and all other buildings reacting to the change of water level and designed to 
work in close-to-water conditions. 

COMPARISON WITH THE CONVENTIONAL APPROACH TO ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

One can think of architecture as a way of continuous remodeling of our surroundings and control over nature to create optimal 
living conditions for people. Buildings are human-made structures which are often located on land; they are mainly immovable; 
therefore, they are defined as static urban components. 

There are numerous fundamental differences between aquatecture and the basic design approach. Conventional architecture 
should be redefined and the building and city standards, which mostly envisage building on land as the only option, should be 
reconsidered. There are many new perspectives in the new water surroundings. The most significant advantage of water-based 
architecture is the potential use of the vast amount of space and the possibility of creating dynamic urban elements and 
sophisticated three-dimensional cities using the underwater depths. 

Analysis of the water area 

The water area on the planet is 2,4 times larger compared to land. Statistics show that 70,8 % of the Earth’s surface is covered 
by water. If we consider the full use of the sea and its depths, the ratio of the usable water volume compared to the land surface 
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is 20:1. [3] This is a vast amount of unused territories where new opportunities to enhance the quality of life of people exist, 
possible building ground, a place for food gathering, fishing, scientific explorations, extraction of natural resources and energy.  

The impact of humans on the surrounding water area is apparent, including possible problems with water circulation, pollution, 
negative effects on underwater plant and animal life. Similar concerns are raised in the context of building constructions on 
water all over the world, especially the flat-water plane. In the new surroundings, alternative sources of energy could be used, 
waves, sea currents, tides, ocean thermal energy, etc. In comparison to land-based architecture, wind and waves are specific 
external factors, which ought to be taken into account building design on water. Severe corrosion of the materials is an 
additional problem in aquatecture. [4] 

Rethinking the building design 

There are many new factors affecting buildings on water compared to land-based architecture: 

• Possible use of dynamic foundations. If a building is floating on water, it can be rotated easily in a different direction. A 
design of edifice which follows the position of the Sun throughout the day can provide maximum comfort and energy 
efficiency. Amphibious buildings which react to the constant change of water level can also be realized following the 
same principles of using dynamic structural elements; [5]  

• Use of specific materials which can resist the conditions in water areas, especially the negative effect of salt water on 
building envelope and structure; 

• Use of water for heating, cooling or other energy use needed for the functioning of the building; 

• Attractive views towards the water surface and even under the building in areas rich in biodiversity; 

• The primary access to the building is by boat, underwater tunnel, or by bridge connection with the land. Safety access in 
winter times also should be considered if needed; 

• Buildings are often demolished many years before the end of their construction capabilities. Some reasons for that are 
the changing urban needs which require new city components to replace already existing buildings, especially close to 
the city center. If located on water, the lifespan of a building could be much longer. An edifice which has become a 
useless component of the city in one place could be moved and transported on another location where it can be fully 
functioning again. [6] Creating such flexibility requires a design of movable and easily transferable city components, for 
example, floating architecture; 

• In aquatecture, it is easier to add stories under a building located on water, compared to building on land. Of course, in 
such interference, the construction capabilities and change of flotation should be considered. 

New understanding of city structures 

In comparison with the land-based architecture in cities located in the water, one can think of creative solutions to overcome 
contemporary urban difficulties. In a settlement where all buildings are floating, relocation, movement, and change of crucial 
city components are easily achievable, providing maximum flexibility and urban comfort. 

Water-based cities would overcome the use of cars and would rely mainly on water vehicles or mass urban transport. For cities 
like Venice or Amsterdam, walking, cycling and the use of boats are commonplace and these create harmonious urban fabric. 
The most significant advantage of the waterways when compared to road infrastructure is the fact that they are a natural element 
that connects all city components.  

The close contact with the water surroundings dictates the need for protection from adverse weather conditions. Water-based 
cities are especially vulnerable to big waves and hurricanes. 

Such an environment is sensitive and the negative human impact on it should be limited. Proper water management, sewage 
treatment and the use of alternative sources of energy are essential for urban planning in the atypical water surroundings.  

The excellent interaction with water, its control and its sustainable use are crucial for aquatecture. The main advantage of such 
a design is its flexibility. With the floating architecture, constant movement and change of essential city components are easily 
achievable. For cities in or next to the water, it is easy to add floating architectural elements which can provide a temporary 
function, for example, an addition of a floating hospital to a settlement in a situation of a humanitarian crisis. There is a 
possibility for cities to be moved entirely on another location in case of adverse weather conditions or due to various socio-
political reasons. [7]  
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In aquatecture, good interaction with water as a natural element is crucial. The predominant use of water transport, the proper 
water management and protection from adverse weather conditions are essential for such a design. In cities entirely or partially 
located on water, the positive impact on the surrounding area is the key to successful urban planning. 

There is a need to redefine the limitations of the land-based conventional design and to reconsider the understanding of natural 
surroundings, a building and a city. Architecture should be flexible enough and should be able to adapt quickly because of the 
new urban needs. Aquatecture could be a useful city component which could enhance the quality of life in settlements close to 
water. 

VISION FOR THE FUTURE 

Many of today’s urban problems could be resolved with the power of innovative architectural thinking considering water as 
possible building ground. Overpopulation, lack of space on land, changing weather patterns are serious global scale problems 
in the XXI-st century.  There is a need to consider aquatecture as a real possibility which will enhance the quality of life of the 
inhabitants. Concept ideas and designs of water-based habitats, floating farms, autonomous water settlements, etc., are 
becoming more detailed and are moving closer to realization. Aquatecture, recognized at first as a naive utopia, could turn into 
powerful thinking towards more sustainable and flexible cities all over the world.   

Social problems 

Social differences and dreadful living conditions continue to be part of everyday life for many people all around the world. 
Poor neighborhoods often experience inadequate infrastructure and a polluted environment. Furthermore, there are many 
waterfront slums. Aquatecture has the potential to solve some of these urban problems with innovative design approach such 
as: 

• New commercial spaces and low-cost residential buildings in the water area adjacent to cities; 

• Use of aquaculture and generating energy from water; 

• Purification of water around cities with the use of photobioreactors, etc. 

In order to be effective, aquatecture should be, most importantly, accessible in every urban context. In today’s cities, huge 
investments are almost inevitable if one thinks of expanding the city coastline. Cities such as Dubai and Singapore have the 
potential to reshape the water environment and to create new urban spaces and attractive tourist destinations. Such a way of 
living is often considered to be luxurious and extravagant, and this needs to change. Building offshore can solve many social 
problems in coastal cities and aquatecture should be an option everywhere around the Globe, even in regions with bad living 
conditions and poor population. 

Waterfront slums exist in Nigeria, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Indonesia, etc. These are poor neighborhoods with substandard 
dwellings with a low-standard quality of life. Usually, there is no access to safe drinking water, bathing and toilet facilities, 
factors that lead to polluted environment, and at the same time, bad education and health infrastructure exist. Such living 
conditions are dangerous, so often slums need to be demolished, relocated or upgraded using innovative political and 
architectural thinking. 
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Figure 1. Floating city apps for Wetslums – Waterstudio (Source: www.waterstudio.nl) 

A project which has the potential to solve many social problems in waterfront slums is the “City App” project by Waterstudio. 
These are containers transformed into useful space for sanitation, health care, education, community kitchen or garbage 
collection. The Apps could be transported and applied to locations where such urban components are missing. [8] 

 

Figure 2. Floating school, Lagos, Nigeria – NLÉ (Source: www.nleworks.com/case/makoko-floating-school) 

One of the poorest neighborhoods in Africa entirely located on piles in the water is located in Lagos, Nigeria. NLÉ developed 
a successful prototype for a 3-story small floating structure which is low-budget and can multiply. The urban component is 
used for education, but it is also adaptable for other functions like a health clinic, a market, a housing and others. [9] 
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Figure 3. School in the Marshes, Iraq – personal project (Source: author) 

Water plays an extraordinary part in everyday life of the Marsh Arabs. It is used as a means of transportation, for irrigation, as 
a place to locate their human-made floating islands and dwellings. The almost symbiotic relationship which the locals have 
established with the wetland results in the creation of a unique and inspiring natural environment. It is a place where children 
grow, play and learn through close interaction with the water. A realization of an educational facility could attract more people 
to return to those regions and could support the local culture. A proposal for a school in the marshes responds to the need for 
an educational facility which can attract more children to learn in close to water surroundings. 

Modularity and building taking into account local materials and traditions are vital in neighborhoods where social problems 
exist. Such a design approach is essential for aquatecture to be perceived as highly useful and beneficial for cities all over the 
world, even in developing countries and regions. 

Global warming crisis 

The higher levels of greenhouse gases change weather patterns, increase global temperatures and have an impact on sea level 
rise. The existence and proper functioning of many waterfront cities is under threat due to the rise of the global sea level with 
only a few meters: 

• In Europe, such cities are Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Venice, etc. 

• In North America – New York, New Orleans, Miami, etc.  

• In Africa – Alexandria, etc.  

• The biggest humanitarian crisis could become a reality in Asia where the sea level rise could affect multimillion cities 
such as Shanghai, Hong Kong, Mumbai, Kolkata, Bangkok, Tokyo, Osaka, Hoshimin, etc. 

There are several possible scenarios to overcome the negative impacts of this problem: 

• Abandonment of the existing city or part of it and relocation to unaffected from water territories; 

• Protection using dikes or other infrastructure which prevents the water from having a negative impact on cities. Such 
constructions are often expensive and require proper planning and a look into the future; 

• Adaptation to the new conditions using the water as a vital component of the city. Use of aquatecture, especially floating 
elements, amphibious buildings which can resist the sea level rise conditions.  
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Among all scenarios, cities would benefit most from adaptation where aquatecture becomes an essential element in the urban 
fabric. 

New communities in the open sea 

In the future, aquatecture could even form satellite water cities as an addition to existing urban structures on land or could be 
completely independent and fully functioning away from already existing national or political interest. The following scenarios 
where conditions for the establishment of water cities can be provided: 

• Water settlement as an addition to the already existing coastal city 

In the water area around a settlement, new energy centers, residential neighborhoods and commercial spaces form. With time, 
such elements turn into a satellite city which can be easily relocated and they continue to exist even in the open sea where no 
national interest or an already established political system exists.  

• Water cities formed around key elements located in the water  

In the open sea, specific areas can attract many people because of the excellent opportunities for extracting natural resources, 
fishing, science research, tourism or trade. With proper protection from bad climate conditions, new fully functioning cities 
can form in such locations. These could be industrial cities close to offshore oil platforms, science research centers, or places 
close to key water transport corridors. 

 

Figure 4. International deep sea science research center – personal project (Source: author) 

The deepest part on the planet Earth and also the most unexplored one – the Mariana Trench, could be a possible building 
ground for aquatecture where people can explore and learn more about the marine life and the resources of the deep ocean. By 
forming a new water community there for scientists to live and work close to the water depths, disciplines like medicine, 
energetics, extractive industry and seismology could benefit. 

• Expansion of an island in the adjacent water territory 

Islands are usually popular and attractive tourist destinations and places for living in the context of scarce land terrains. 
Aquatecture could help the proper urbanization of such territories and could assure that the latter exist in harmony with the 
beautiful natural environment. With time, an island could transform into a large urban structure where the potential of nearby 
water territories is fully used and could compensate for the scarce place on land. 

Globalization is a process which affects the lives of many people and makes them feel part of a more significant community 
and a bigger world. Under such circumstances, one can think of fully open borders, fewer restrictions, and more freedom to 
enhance the quality of life. Cities could transform into dynamic and susceptible to change urban structures which can even be 
located entirely in the water surroundings and which can function autonomously from already established political systems.  
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Living underwater 

Furthermore, aquatecture could completely reimagine the human habitat providing the opportunity for people to live under the 
water surface. There are many advantages of such living which requires proper technology for building and transport, adequate 
use of water-resistant architecture and significant research considering the physiological impact on such living over people. 
Under the waves, there are many dangers for humans mainly because of the high-water pressure and the lack of oxygen for 
normal breathing. Such living conditions are utterly dependent on architecture and technology and are often close to those in 
outer space.  

The water depths are a vast amount of unexplored and unused space. Radical ideas like the invention of scuba, submarines and 
other developments in marine technology make it possible for people to think about existing for a long time under the waves 
and even colonize the water depths. These are rich in biodiversity places where natural energy resources exist and these water 
depths should be perceived as possible new building ground.  

In the future, one can think of the following scenarios: 

• New underwater research centers or the expansion and improvement of already existing ones. Such dwellings could 
provide close contact with the water environment and powerful explorations of the water depths. Disciplines like marine 
biology, medicine, energetics and extractive industry could benefit from such explorations; 

• Hotels acting as an attractive tourist destination on places with a beautiful natural environment; 

• Key underwater infrastructure or energy gathering systems could be beneficial for people. 

NASA uses prototypes of space habitats located deep under the sea to train astronauts. Such tests are significant for humanity 
and show that people can adapt and live deep underwater and even colonize outer space. [10]  

Although evolving from organisms coming out of the waves, it is impossible for homo sapiens to exist under the sea without 
proper equipment and specially designed vehicles and architecture. Problems with high pressure, breathing, scarcity or 
complete lack of natural light and living in isolation could have a severe psychological and physiological impact on humans. 
It is essential for architects to be able to create proper living conditions and safe aquatecture to attract people to live in 
underwater settlements. 

CONCLUSION 

The vast amount of water area provides space for new ideas and opportunities for people to live in more sustainable cities. 
Rethinking the conventional approach to architectural design is the only solution to overcome problems such as overpopulation, 
global warming, sea level rising, food deficiency, depletion of energy resources and others.  

Aquatecture could fulfill a lot of today’s urban needs and could compensate for the lack of space on land. Coastal cities could 
expand offshore and could use the water surroundings for food, energy, recreation and as a building ground for new residential 
and commercial zones. In the near future, one can think about satellite water towns, megalopolises entirely located in water 
surroundings and even underwater settlements which use the full potential of the natural surroundings and which are beneficial 
for humanity.  

Aquatecture could be the necessary evolution of architecture around the world. 
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ABSTRACT 

Urban natural water spaces had geopolitical and agricultural functions in the past. These functions are still evident in many 
cities. They also provide ecological qualities for the neighborhoods. In Isfahan as a cultural capital of Iran, Maddies play as a 
natural water space. Maddies are the canals in Isfahan that branch off from the Zayandeh Rood River and provide blue and 
green corridors to the city. This study aims at investigating the effect of Isfahan Madis, as natural water infrastructures in 
Isfahan, on the self-actualization of the children. Social health is a term generally used to refer to two different concepts. In one 
sense it refers to the health of a person in reference to his or her ability to interact with others and thrive in social settings. It 
can also refer to the health of a society in general, and how the members of that society are treated and behave toward each 
other .The McArthur Foundation's National Social Life Study has used five dimensions to measure social well-being: social 
integration, social-acceptance, social contribution, social actualization and social coherence. The focus of this research is on 
the social actualization and its indicators. The paper employs qualitative content analysis as the methodological approach. In 
total, 250 people from the residential neighborhoods participated in semi-structured interviews in early 2019. The results of 
this research reveal that these canal—with ‘upgrade of active life’, ‘sense of rehabilitation, relaxation and concentration along 
with the canal’, ‘promotion of social life’, and ‘place identity’ characteristics - plays an important therapeutic role on the 
physical, psychological, and social health conditions of local residents. 

 

Key Words: Natural water infrastructure, blue spaces, Maddies, social actualization, Iran 
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INTRODUCTION 

Despite the literature on blue spaces is being extended, the topic of the health-promoting role of artificial urban water canals in 
their neighborhoods is understudied. The Zayandeh Rood River in Isfahan, a city in the center of the Iranian plateau with hot 
and semi-dry warm weather, is one of the most important rivers of Iran. One of the well-known traditional methods of 
transporting the river’s water to the surrounding farms, gardens, and neighborhoods in Isfahan is called the canal network (so-
called ‘Madi’ in the local context) (Khanmohamadi, 2010). This artificial canal network in Isfahan is a significant urban element 
for the city as it highly influenced the architecture, urban form, design, and structure of Isfahan. This water transportation 
network is a result of the urban design practices during the Safavid Dynasty (1501–1722) (Vyatkin et al, 2013). Besides 
enabling water distribution and shaping the urban fabric in Isfahan, it also played an important role in the development of the 
Safavid Garden City of Isfahan. Traditionally, the canal network’s main function was to transfer water, where this performance 
today has become less important. At present, the canal network plays a greater role in providing recreative activities to the 
residents and visitors. 

 

 

Figure 9. The problem statements 

METHODOLOGY 

Considering that the purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of Maddies in Isfahan on the indicators of social 
actualization, it is impossible to examine the social actualization indicators of these palces, without involving the users’ 
perception in that space. Therefore, at the second phase, questionnaires were designed. This questionnaire survey tended to 
uncover the users’ viewpoint towards the role of maddies on social actualization of children. Then Likert Scale, with five 
response items from strongly disagree to strongly agree, was used to measure people’s perspective on the mentioned effects. 

The demographic information portion of the questionnaire consists of four questions about gender, age, race and the users’ 
purpose for being in the studied area. The respondents aged above 18 were categorized into one of three groups: young (18–
35), middle age (36–49) and elderly people (50 or above). Since, the variation in the passersby were too much and their socio-
demographic characteristics were unpredictable, the exact number of sample size could not be determined. As such, 250 
respondents were selected to make data analysis possible. The validity has been checked out through the content validity index 
(CVI) and the reliability test was conducted to measure the survey’s internal consistency through Cronbach’s Alpha Value 
examination. The effects of the studied madi in Isfahan on the social actualization were examined via the Spearman’s 
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correlation coefficient. Quantitative data obtained from the questionnaires completed by the target users was entered into SPSS 
software. Getting the acceptable result from these tests let the researcher to carry on further analysis. 

 

 

Figure 10. The research processes 

Water is the first factor of human adherence to the ground in order to meet the basic needs; also, it is one of the main factors 
of locating cities.  Zayanderud is one of these rivers, which is the main reason for creation of sustainability city called Isfahan. 
Zayanderud is creator and identifier of major urban spaces of Isfahan. Linear parks extended beside the river, Maddies and 
branched streams are all producer of very strong urban spaces with social function. Moving and stopping along pathways and 
pause spaces in districts next to Maddies are daily events, which create memories and consequently make city identity 
(Yazdanzadeh et al, 2015).  Maddies distinguish Isfahan from other cities of Iran and somehow they give identity to central 
parts of city and distinguish these parts from new districts.  Maddies are used in structural design of Isfahan as following: 

1- In Charbagh axis as they are truly designed to create geometry-linear urban space.  
2- In other pathways such as alleys which move windingly towards out of the city. 
3-  Maddies have defined green axis in organic fabric of Isfahan, in alleys and passages, which has changed Isfahan to 

a garden city in many people opinions (Keyes et al, 2010) 
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Figure 11. Maddies in Isfahan (Safarinia, 2017) 

Health is a common issue in many cultures and over the past few decades health has been recognized as a human right and a 
social goal in the world. Social health is a term generally used to refer to two different concepts (Kupatadze, 2016). In one 
sense it refers to the health of a person in reference to his or her ability to interact with others and thrive in social settings. It 
can also refer to the health of a society in general, and how the members of that society are treated and behave toward each 
other (Vyatkin et al, 2013). The McArthur Foundation's National Social Life Study has used five dimensions to measure social 
well-being: social integration (I feel close to other people in my community), social-acceptance (People do not care about other 
peoples’ problems), social contribution (My daily activities do not create anything worthwhile for my community), social 
actualization (Society isn’t improving for people like me), and social coherence (I cannot make sense of what’s going on in the 
world) (Keyes et al, 2010, Blanco & Díaz, 2005).  

 

Figure 12. The dimensions to measure social well-being 

The focus of this research is on the social actualization and its indicators. Social actualization is a confidence in the future of 
society, belief in progress and social change, sense of continued growth and development in social institutions and society 
(Sirgy, 2016). Also, it means the understanding that society is continually evolving, being hopeful about its condition and future 
and recognizing its potential (Dupuis, 2008: 98-99, Callaghan, 2008). Social actualization involves the perception of individuals 
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that they will benefit from social development, and institutions and individuals in the society have hope toward the realization 
of the optimal development, although this is not true for everyone (Keyes & Shapiro, 2004). Moreover, the social actualization 
includes the perception that society has its own future control (Safarinia, 2017). Many scientists study social-actualization as 
sustainable integrated personal characteristics (Slastenin& Podymova,1997, Muratori et al., 2014), as effective way of 
improving personal growth and professional competences (Vyatkin, et al., 2013), as a conscious way of person’s  existence, as 
learning strategy of forming competent specialists (Abulkhanova-Slavskaya,1981,Slastenin & Podymova, 1997, 
Petelina,2001), as individuals’ self-organization ,Self-regulation and forecasting of social behavior of the person (Antsyferova, 
1973, Kulnevich, 1999, Coakes, 2007). To present a framework for the examination of the Bazaar, the indicators of social 
actualization which can get affected from the ethical sustainable architecture indicators in the Grand Bazaar of Tehran were 
identified through reviewing prominent literature between 1998 and 2017. As shown in Table 1, the reviewed references were 
selected among the well-known and widely cited urban space researches during the last 40 years. However, as the reviewed 
literature had not stressed on the same indicators, this research tries to identify and collect the most significant ones, based on 
the frequency of referred indicators in the reviewed literatures.  For example, social support, Stress reduction due to the trust 
in social progress, social identity and social self-esteem were examined as some of the most mentioned indicators in the studied 
researches, while some of the indicators, such as social happiness, social freedom and social security were noted by fewer 
authors. Other social actualization indicators, like social acceptance and social expectation, social interaction, autonomy are 
not included in the aforementioned table because of them being referred to by only one or two researchers. In fact, the selected 
social actualization indicators of this framework were the most frequently referred indicators mentioned by various references, 
which are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Identified social actualization indicators (Author, 2019) 

Social 

Actuali

zation 

indicat

ors 

Marcel

o 

Murato

ri et al, 

2016 

Amalio 

Blanco 

et al, 

2007 

Sirgy 

M.Jos

ef, 

2012 

Stefa

n 

Schne

ider, 

2016 

Heate

r 

Gibso

n et 

al, 

2011 

Gover

y Lee 

Keyes, 

1998 

Mavie 

Muller

, 2012 

Safarini

a, 2017 

Yazdanza

deh et al, 

2015 

Bokhara

ei et al, 

2015 

Social 

Suppor

t 

 ü  ü  ü  ü  ü  ü  ü  ü   

Social 

Happin

ess 

 ü  ü   ü    ü   ü  

Stress 

reducti

on 

ü  ü  ü  ü  ü   ü  ü  ü  ü  

Social 

Self-

Esteem 

ü  ü   ü  ü  ü  ü  ü   ü  

Social 

securit

y 

ü        ü   ü  

Social 

identity 
 ü    ü  ü  ü  ü  ü   

Social 

freedo

m 

 ü       ü   ü  
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CASE STUDY 

The Niasarm Canal is selected as the case study. This canal is one of the largest most vital canals in Isfahan. It is branched near 
Marnan Bridge, passes Lanban district and goes towards the east of the city. This canal area has the most water and green space 
among other canals in the city. The canal is the nearest to Zayande Rud River and almost runs parallel with it in the north of 
that river from west to east of the old city. 

 

Figure 13. Map of Niasarm Canal (Safarinia, 2017) 
 

 

Figure 14. Niasarm Canal (Safarinia, 2017) 

At present, the Niasarm Canal is the most popular blue and green space in Isfahan—as it has various active and passive green 
areas around the canal. The canal, which is one of the largest canals in Isfahan, is branched near the Marnan Bridge and goes 
towards the east of the city. Looking the land use allocation in the surrounding neighborhoods revealed that residential areas 
are the most dominant land functions of the area. The most important commercial uses are located at the intersection of the 
Niasarm Canal and Charbagh Street—the main historic street of Isfahan. 
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Figure 15. Structural map of Niasarm canal (Author, 2019) 

Discussion  

Reliability and validity test 

Table 5 indicates the result of reliability and validity tests of the Grand Bazaar of Tehran surveys. The reliability test’s results 
indicate 0.799 as Cronch Alpha’s value. The result is acceptable because it is higher than alpha value’s minimum scale (0.7). 
Also, the validity test’s result indicated that Bartlett’s test of sphericity is significant in the studied Bazaar. Furthermore, Kaiser–
Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy’s value is 0.645 for the Bazaar. 

Table 2. Reliability, KMO and Bartlett’s tests of the studied Bazaar 

Reliability 

Statistics 
Cronbach’s Alpha 0/813 

KMO and 

bartlett’s test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of 

sampling adequancy 
0/645 

Bartlett’s test 

of sphericity 

Approx. chi-

square 
147/039 

Df 45 

Sig. 0/000 

Correlation analysis: The effect of Maddies and The social actualization indicators 

Table 7 shows the findings of Spearman’s correlation analysis for the studied Madi. The result of this analysis reveals that there 
is a positive correlation between Variables.  
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Table 3. The pearson’s correlation coefficient  

social actualization indicators 

The impact of Maddies 

on the social 

actualization indicators 

 

Social 

security 

Social 

happiness 

Social 

identity 

Social 

support 

Social 

freedom 

Stress 

reduction 

Social 

self-

esteem 

Pearson 

Correlation 

Correlation 0/411 0/668 0/547 0/420 0/413 0/783 0/380 

P value 0/374 0/156 0/181 0/518 0/534 0/610 0/305 

According to the table, maddies has the most influence on the social happiness indicator.  Moreover, social identity and stress 
reduction are highly correlated with the presence of the maddies. 

CONCLUSION 

According to the results, ethical sustainable relations (human relation with environment, human relation with contemporaries 
and human relation with future generation) have the most influence on the social happiness, social identity and stress reduction 
indicators. So that the strategies used to realize the human relation with environment have the most impact on social happiness. 
while in general the positive impacts of the canal are discussed in this paper, it should be noted that surrounding areas of the 
maddies could impact the quality of the space both positively and negatively. Particularly in urban areas road and traffic related 
pollution issues have an increasing externality on these blue/green spaces. While, it is obvious that a well-maintained urban 
green and blue area could contribute to the overall sustainability level of the neighborhood both in terms of social and 
environmental aspects, in the case of malpractice the otherwise is also correct. This brings the quality of blue/green space issue 
to the discussion table—quality over quantity. Particularly in Isfahan and specifically in the Niasarm canal area, management 
of blue/green spaces have not been done adequately. Existence of the surrounding polluting uses and lacking regular 
maintenance and upkeeping are among the major risks for the quality of the blue/green areas. Addressing these issues will also 
be the focus of our future research projects 
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